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Introduction
This is the printed record Of the third annual

Chugach Conference on the Future of Communication
in Alaska. The Conference. sponsored, by the Center
for Information' Technology of the University of Alaska
Anchorage, was held at the I Intel Captain Cook in
'Anchorage October 3 through 5, 1991.

The Chugach Conferences are working conferences,
in which the participants play as important a role as
the speakers. In 1991, public sessions alternated with
small-group discussions of issues including rural
communication.:telephone policy, changing--
communication teclmologies, distance education.
privacy and access to information.

An exhibit in the main conference meeting room
illustrated the convergance of technologies that makes
it appropriate for librarians, lawyers, broadcasters.
newspaper editors, telephone and computer company
executives, regulators and politicians to meet for a
discussion of concerns they increasingly share.

A video camera connected to a computer permitted
live video of conference activities to appear in a
window on the computer monitor's color screen. As
Conference Director Larry Pearson noted in his
opening remarks, the equipment could easily have
been used to capture still images and place them in
?tint documents pnKluced by the computer system. It

was a system that blurred tl boundaries among print,
broadcast and computer media.

The objective of the Chugach Conferences is to
make a difference in the development of Alaska's
communication systems. Many of the technology- and
policv-related issues addressed in this forum.
however, are also importal in other states and
other countries.

This was, as the proceedings should suggest, the
most ambitious of the Chugach Conferences. A third
day was added to the conference, and additional
panel discussions contributed to the liveliness of the
public sessions. This increased the challenge of
producing a proceedings that could capture the

atmosphere of the event.
Much of the conference planning was done by a

steering committee composed of former titate
Representative ILA. "Red" Boucher; Barbara
Gruenstein, Alascom administrator for contracts and
real estate; Julianna Guy, president of Northern
Television; Augie Iliebert, chairman and chief
executive officer of Northern Television; John McKay,
Anchorage attorney; Diane Kaplan, president of the
Alaska Public Radio Network; Dr. Ronald Langley,
former-director of-academic-computing and
institutional research -at UAA; A.j. McClanahan, former
editor and publisher of the Tundra Times; and Dr.
Pearson, former director of UAA's Center for
Information Technology and an associate professor in
UAA's Department of Journalism and Public
Communications. McKay and Kaplan were the
conference moderators.

The Center for Information Technology was phased
out in the first half of 1992, which affected several of
the activities described in the Conference reports of
Center staff members as well as slowing production
of' the proceedings itself. Rosemarie Alexander's
fieldwork was completed and she was able to provide
some preliminary findings before leaving the Center.
The Center \\ 'as forced to abandon the WayPoint
project described by Doug Franklin.

It proved necessary, too, to cancel the 1992 Chugach
Conference. The steering committee hopes that
funding can be found so that this will prove to be
merely an intermission. We hope t AA will be able to
again sponsor a Chugach Conference in 1993.

Correspondence regarding the proceedings and the
Chugach Conferences should he directed to Professor
Larry Pearson, Department of Journalism and Public
Communicatons, University of Alaska Anchorage. 3211
Providence Drive. Anchorage, AK 99508. Phone:
(907) 786-1037, FAX: (9(r ) 786-6117, Bitnet:
AFLLP@ALASKA.

The (A) tigach Conf('rence ( )doller 3 S. 1991



A Progress Report:

Communication Age Challenges and
DEAN GOTTEHRER: I'm going to try to stay away from
things that I think other people are going to talk about
even though there's some areas that they're going to be
touching that I'm very interested in and try and take
more of a shotgun approach to some of the things that I see
happening in technology and our ability to deal with
knowledge and infwmation that I think are going to
cause some problems and bring us some great benefits.
When Kay Brown and I attended.the,White I louse

_ _

Conference on Libraries and InfOrmatiOn Services-as two of
the state's four delegates. I had occasion to speak to a
number of people. One of the things I was saying to
people was that out of all of this technology, what I'm
looking for is to get all of the knowledge that humanity has
created at my fingertips both at home and at the office,
easily accessible, easily searched, and eventually in any
language, although I'll settle for English first.

In my view information is power because it can lead to
knowledge and that certainly is power in itself'. I think we
are headed in the direction where that will happen. It may
take us quite a while to get there; there are going to he
hardware problems along the way: there are going to he
software problems; there are going to he people problems,
and funding prl)blems. But eventually the place that we
now know as the library where you actually go and take
out a book is going to become what is known on computer
nets as a -virtual community.- You'll be able to just dial in
and get whatever information you want about whatever it is
ycm seek in a way that's easily accessible to you at home or
at work. One part of that that I see happening is something
called NREN, the National Rese,trch and Educational
Network. To me that is going to be the nervous system to
help us ccm)municate knowledge in the future.

When Kay and I were in Wasnington. the delegation met
with Sen.ctor Stevens. and we talked about the potential
problems there might he in Alaska if we got charged the
telecommunications costs to bring this information to the
state. And the senator said something that stuck in my
mind since then, and that is that there should he the
equivalent of postage stamp charges for telecommuni-
cations. In this day and age when everything goes up to a
satellite, it doesn't make am. difference whether you're in
New York or in Fairbanks: It's got to all go up to that
satellite and all come back down. And it isn't c( miing
across land any longer; and so the reason for extensive
telecommunications charges over long distances has pretty

Dean Gottehrer,
assistant state
ombudsman, has also
worked as special
assistant and legislative
liaison for the
conunissioner of
administration, was an
aide to State Rep. Mike
Davis specializing in
telecommunications
and public broadcasting
and, for 12 years, taught
journalism and mass
communication law at
the University of Alaska
Fairbanks.

Kay Brown,
in her third term as a
state representative, is a
member of the Finance
Committee and chair of
its Department of
Administration

-subcommittee. Between
sessions she is an analyst
for PlanGraphics Inc., a
Kentucky-based computer
consulting company. She
is one of the authors of a
recently published book,
Geographic Information
Systems: A Guide to the
Technology.

much disappeared. I ie said that he was going to be
working to make sure that the postage stamp concept is
applied to telecommunications charges.

I think part of NREN is going to he building the
telephone network to handle even greater amounts of
infm ..ttion. There are, of course, all kinds of policy
implications on how it's built, what its structure is, who's
going to have access to it, are there going to he charges for
it, is it going to be free, and what's it going to carry. One
of the forums that I get access to via the University of
Alaska Cc mlputer Network has talked about what they call
the -infosphere,- which is the electronic access to
inf(wmation. I was thinking about this last night. and the
thought came to me that life has become a "virtual
community- for people who sign on to all these computer
networks. You can pretty much work, play, learn. recreate

all out of your computer. You can get information on
just about any subject you're interested in. including some
that you may not want your kids to see. There are forums
that contain inl-onnation about sex. that'll bring you
pornography, that have discussions ahout bestiality; or that
have jOkes or bring you other things about various kinds of
ccnuptiters, and you can get it right here in your home off

2 October 3 - S. 1991 l'he Chugach Conference



What's Happening Here

Jason Oh ler
is a member of thc school of

education faculty and
educational technology
coordinator at the University
of Alaska Juneau. He has
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mediated communication
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communication for distance
education. He also produces
an on-line distance education
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Ed Cushing
is Alaska general plant
manager for PTI
Communications. He has
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in the design, development
and operation of telephone
systems throughout rural
Alaska. PH Communications
provides local telephone
service to 74 communities in
the Aleutians, Pribilof
Islands, Southeastern and
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John McKay,
Anchorage attorney who specializes in media law, was the
moderator of this session. Dean Gottehrer

the news feeds from the various computer forums.
What I think this has led us to is what I've decidc2d to call

"microscopic puhlishing.- It used to be that freedom of
press hekinged to, in A.J. Liehling's words, -the man who
owns one.- l le's a little hit behind the times in non-sexist
language and so Ill amend that to sav that freedom of the
press these days belongs to the person on the computer.
Because all you need to publish these days is a c(miptiter.
If you want to make a hard copy, all you need is a printer
of some sort: and if you're willing to deal with dot niatrix,
that's not much of a cost.

You can publish worldwide today from here if you find
the right network to deal with the intOrmation you seek to
disseminate. subscribed to more forums than I can
count and it's gotten to the point where Ill come home at
night and my wife I'm now a computer widower I guess
-- has gotten really upset with me signing on and
discovering that I've got some 100 messages to make my
way through. And I think what's going on is eentually
going to he a flood of information that people are going to
have a heck of a time dealing with. There is some

-diSeussion on the networks about Something called -know-
hots,: some way of' filtering mformation so that von don't

get swamped with everything people happen to say on a
particular lOrtim that you're signed onto.

For example. one of the forums I'm on is a discussion of
computers and academic freedom and we've managed to
attract some sysmil operators who don't have in my iew a
real clear idea of what academic freedom's all about and
are talking about looking at e-mail in people's files and
determining w hether or not mail that goes out onto a
newsfeed is a gclod representatkm of whatever unn ersity's
computer this comes on. And so there are times when I
know, that if I've gotten a message OM John Jones
had a name in mind but let him go nameless I really
don't want to see what he has to say. And so if I'm on V-
News for th()se of you who know the university
computer, volt can sign (mto V-News (wi ACARi I can
set it up so that I'll never see :I message from John Jones.
Or I can set it up so mat if there's a topic -- a thread is
going through the discussion that I really don't care
anything about, and I'm led up with. I can decide not to
see that one as well.

Fventually I think \\ e will get much more sophisticated
programMing that will allow us to decide what we want to
see, when we want to see it. what subjects we're interested

The Chugach Conference Oe )1)er 3 - 199 1



in. And at some point I think we'll begin to go out int() the
Internet, which is a network of university and commercial
computer systems and he able to search out information
through what I would choose to call -know-hots'', and tell it
You want to know everything there is to know about access -
to information in state government and it will go out and
find where the computers are that have files that have that
information.

As we move along through this kind of technology. I
think that there are problems
that we're going to be seeing:
Who's going to control the
information that exists abom
you? Who will control what is
charged for inf(irmation held hy
government and held by the private sector? Will there he
value-added ! inds of opportunities for private companies to

--add value to government-informationy-and chargeforit?-l-
a m concerned about_an information poVerty I think _

there's going to be a generation, at least, of people who are
not computer-savvy, and will not be able to use computers
and he able to search out this infOrmation. I see a couple
of them in my own office people who are just scared of
computers, don't want to learn anything about it, and
would like to go back to the old way.

In the brief amount of. time I've got left. I just want to
touch on what I see are some of the challenges to law that
technology hrings to us legal changes that we're going to
have to look at because of the nature of public forums and
e-mail systems, and of access to public information. One of
the major ones is the privacy issue. This computer forum I
was talking about on academic freedom who gets to
lo,-*,; at your mail on a computer? If you're a state
empkwee, is that a public record? When I was in the
Department of Administration it was our belief that mail
held in the Prok' mail system was public infOrmation, and
that at some point we might well have to surrender that if
somebody came in the d(X)r and wanted to see
communication between commissioners.

Copyright issues. I was talking with Steve Smith enlier
today. and some of the problems that he's running into
don't have to do with the hardware y(m can milve
hardware problems and don't have to do with the
software, because you can solve some of those problems.
They're people problems having to do with who's going to
own what information and decide how you can use it.

Libel and invasion of privacy issues. When every
computer is a publisher, who is responsible for the damage
done hy libel and the invasion of privacy on a computer
forum? I haven't seen that question addressed lw a court
yet. There are all kinds of possible answers to that. The
computer owner, for example the university in the instance
of UACN; the computer operator, that is, the system
operator who makes that computer run, and in some

-.- instances, where people are looking at mail before it goes

out, those people could be held responsible because they
are exercising sc)me judgment as to what mail can go out
onto a network. And then just the individual computer user.
'I'here are aq kinds of models about how to handle this,
none of which really covers what goes.on in computer
systems. Unfortunately, I think this is likely to be resolved
in the courts if legislation is not passed. I see legislation in
the area being extremely difficult, at least at the monlent,
because constituents don't, and probably won't, agree on

how to handle it.
Finally, just two concerns

out of my career past. One is
plagiarism. I think technol()gy
opens up the opportunity for
plagiarism to a far greater

extent than ever before, and makes it far more difficult to
detect. I have on occasion flunked students for plagiarism.
I'm- glad-in-one-sense that Ym-no longer in-the classroom
because detecting it-. I think, now would he extremely
difficult if not impossible. Finally, out of journalism, the
ability for computer-altering of photographs in art has
bec()me so great that we can put anybody anywhere and
make it so that it's extremely difficult for you to detect that
that photograph has been altered.

The extent of sophistication on this one when we
discussed it at a national meeting abcmt five years ago
was AP was saying -nobody would (...\ er do that." Well,
people are doing it: Natkmal GeograPbic has done it on its
cover. So we need to begin to bring our ethics and morality
up to vhat our technology is allowing us to do. \X'hat I've
tried to do, as I said when I started out, was a scatter-gun
approach I think I've covered a wide range of issues,
and I'll pass it on to some people who I think will be a hit
more specific now.

'Who is responsib
done by libel and
of privacy on a co

le for the damage
invasion
mputer forum?'

KAY BROWN: I'm also going to just touch (in a number of
different issues that I've been working on and bring you up
to date on some of the things that we discussed at the
conference last year. Just following up on 1)ean's
discussion, I agiee with the list of issues he cited that will
require a response in the law. I don't know if you've had a
chance to catch this magazine, but if' you haven't I really
reo)mmend it to you the September issue of Sck,ntifk'
American. It's devoted to communications. computers and
networks and it has a very interesting discussion of that
topic as well as many other topics in the field of
networking. It's really an excellent resource and vely
t( ipical.

I was the author of the re-write of the state's open
records statute that incorporated electronic inf()rmation, and
at the last conference I made a presentation on this in sonie
detail. Just to briefly update you on what's happened: The
law took effect in September of 1990. We still do not have
regUlations in place that will implement it, although there
are a lot of activities going on in the agencies and some

4 October 3 - c, 1291 The Chugach Conference



days I feel like I've hecome the information ombudsnmn,
because I'm all the time having people phone in asking for
interpretations of what does this mean, and how much
should they be charged. and so forth.

But I am glad to report that the Department of
Administration has put someone now in charge of
developing regulations and they're expected to have a draft
out by the end of November that will provide the overview
structure for how the agencies will be pricing and charging
for electronie infcirmation. -One
of the agencies that's been most
active_ in developing on-line
electronic products and services
which is one of the concepts of
what was established in the bill
is the Department of Natural Resources. They 'lave started
an on-line service for their land administration system, and
have_a lot of clients in private industry,that are. now.signing
up at the cost of $50 a month or S500:a year- for_ort-line.

Some of the other problem areas I would point to WOUld
he the Division of Motor Vehicles where there have been a
number of complaints initiated with respect to the charge
they're making for their computerized file of everyone's
driver's license intOrmation they're charging in the
neighborhood of $30,000 for this electronic product that
they feel is justified. I'm still working with them attempting
to understand how they reached that conclusion. As I
woukl read it, they shoukl be charging much less than that
because their information is in the fortn that the agency has
it. If somebody wants information in the knm that the
agency has it. the price should just be the incremental cost
of producing that copy: not the development cost that went
into that. So we're still having discussions on that.

One of the problems of not having the
Telecommunications Information Council meet and function
on a regular basis is that we do not at this time have a
fOrum lb resolution of disputes of' this type. The
legislation provided that the TIC, as it's called, would
arbitrate those disputes. I think there are many good
reasons why we need a Telecommunications Information
Council in state government. There are so many issues that
require coordination. We worry about islands of
intiirmation we're not gt)ing to get closer to solving the
problem if we don't have a way we can talk to each other
and work these things out. So I continue to urge the
Department of Administraticm and the Governor's Office to
activate this group and make it a functional gmup. There is
resistance to that. and Rep. Boucher and I continue to
strategize on how we can sell that idea.

I heard a very interesting presentation by a gentleman
who had been involved in implementing technology at
.Ford Motor Company, and he re-emphasized the
importance of top management getting involved in
information decisions. These are not things, in my opinion,

that can be driven by technicians from the lower level. It's
just not workable. Technicians and people down in the
lower levels of the organization can't come up with very
g(iod plans of how to implement the overall goal. But if
you let them drive the decisions, you miss what is the
greatest opportunity of intniducing technology into
organizations. And that is to re-think how we do things, To
re-think the process itself, and to look for ways both to do
things more efficiently and to deliver hetter service to the

public. And we know there are
many examples of how
technology is being used in
organizations to do that.

But if we don't get top
management involved, we

never really ask those fundamental questions: Why is my
organization here? What are we trying to accomplish? How

technologygoing to aid .us? -Instead we're-driven-by the
.,hardware decision,.and everybody gets focused on the _ -

hardware when we really shoukl he looking at the
functionality of it the data that's what in my opinion
we need to focus on. We're solving those technological
problems: which platform is it on and so forth and the
connections between them hut the data is going to he
timely and universal and the real value will he in how the
data is structured and how much care and thought you put
into it.

I think that the 'I'7C is the way that we should approach
this problem in state government. I hope that with the new
opportunity we now have to have new leadership in diat
department that we'll see some change in direction there.
One thing the department has initiated is a new group
called the Information Systems Project Review Committee.
This group is going to have very broad powers in fact I

have some legal questions about how they can assign to
this group functions that are assigned elsewhere to others
in the statute. They're going to be reviewing all proposed
expenditures by state agencies for computer projects as
well as the implementation plans. They're going to deal
with charge-hack issues: they're going to review charges
and adjudicate appeals regarding charges for electronic
records, and establish procedures to review statewide
information systems and telecommunications plans.

I wonder how they're going to he reviewing plans that
really don't exist yet in state government for the most part,
or if they do they're existing on a department-by-
department basis. But we still lack that overall vision for
where we're headed with our state telecommunications and
information systems. Rep. Boucher. among others, has
been pushing for years to have this accomplished. And I
realize there are many reasons that it doesn't get
accomplished. but I still feel that it's a fundamental task that
we have to undertake, and that we just haven't quite gotten
there.

Another bright spot. f'rom my perspective, is the

'If we don't get t
involved, we ne
those fundame

op management
ver really ask

ntal questions.'
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Geographic Information ,,:stems Task Force that's being led
by Dianne Lyles of the Department of Natural Resources.
They are working to trv to put together a statewide plan or
a vision of how we're going to pmeeed with our
geographic information so that as we C( cited it. and as new
acquisitions are made, they will all fit into hig picture.

For example. in the recent census data that came mit you
may he aware that the I )epartment of Lahor Set Up yet
another geographic infOnnation system within state
government without an effort to)
coordMate that system with the
other systems that already_ exist.
I thought that that was a
mistake at the time. hut I didn't
want to hold up the capability
or the people who were doing

also think that using educational technology is one of the
most cost-effective ways we can effectively lower class size.

I'll just quickly wrap this up here and say this gentleman,
Terrill Bell. who was Secretary of Education in the Nixon
years. has just come out with his hook I Thu' l(1 Shape I')
Our ,Valion's Schools. And he says it's all very well and
good to have this long-range visit in. hut what we need is a
plan to implement immediately because we can't wait nine
years to invent this whole new generation of American

schools.- What can we (10

'How do we get maxhnum usefulness
out of this data that we're spending
millions of public dollars
to collect and maintain?'

that task and re-dniwing the
election-districts.from -ha\ ing the-techm)logy.

Unfortunately. the heutenant governoCs office took over
the project took it.out or the I )epartment of Lahor and
into his office and then failed to produce readahle.
usahle maps. I don't know if' any of you were olyed
with this, and have seen the maps. hut they ahsolutelv look
like they were drawn on the hack of ,t napkin.

This was wally distres,ing to me after we'd spent. I fOrget
the exact .number. hut it \\ as close to S100.000, to huv them
a new system. and they ills( didn't ha\ the expertise to) get
it up and running in A timely \\ ay so that it could ha\ e a
..,,o)(KI effect on the process that we are now goting through
to re-draw our election districts across the state. I

understand that system has been shifted hack to the
Department oil Labor. but still the overall piohlem remains
of how do we get maximum usefulness out of this data that
we're spending millions of public dollars to ;ollect and
maintain without ha\ ing a plan to Inake them he
integratable and useful in a maximum numher of formats
for a maximum number ()I' agencies.

I want to turn now to) another area that tin spending a lot
of time and energy on, and dials edowation technok
I've gotten really excited ahout the political climate and the
possihilities tor change. in part hecause of what's going on
at the federal le\ el As You're prohahly aware. there is a
national push from the president on elow n Lainarr
Alexander was ()11 MacNeil-Lelwer last evening along with a
numher of others discussing this suhject. V'hat they
hope to aclneve is a quantum leap in improving the quality
Cii educatiom in our country. I think ethic:Mott-I technok)gy
is absolutely central, fundamental, to making this happen.
We know it will work: we know in the classrotims w here
education technology is available, and is being used, that
there are great leaps in the ability of students to learn. I
think that's in part because we're harnessing the power of
the computer to improve teacher effectiveness so that they_
can have time to focus on teaching. And using the power or
the computer to track every student's individual progress. I

today, and how can we get
there? lfe makes a very
convincing case for
educatiom technology, and
presents a very detailed plan
(ir how to) achieve. it. So if
you're interested in this area,

l_urge.you.to_get a.sell-published book. I'd _
he-happy tosharo... with you .who to. call -and write tolOr a
copy.

I am at the state level promoting two bills. I1B203 and
2(11, that would provide the resources to) give us a massive
infusion of education technology in the schools of Alaska.
After searching for a number of ways of how we could pay
for this -- which I believe is going to cost roughly S100
million to put a ratio of one computer to every three
.tudents. as viii as one for every teacher. in the state-of-
the-an multi-ineelia environment as well as providing the
network capability, the modem, the telephone, and the
other elements that are necessary to) plug our schomls into
\\ hat is going o in in the rest of the \\ odd we're going
for a statewide bond issue that will he on the ballot in 1992.
I'm working with a number of people in the education
tominunity to try to get consensus on how we can make
this happen. ;Ind how the plan could actually he
implemented. and to build support for a puhlic vote. !-,o) I

\ \ a s really encouraged to see the library technology bonds
pass here in Anchorage. I think that's an excellent sign that
the public does in fact appreciate the necesitv of libraries
and information and of bringing our schools into the 20th
century. So, those are some issttes there's a lot more
that I could say hut my time is up.

JASON OHLER: I think piohahly the most important thing
that I can tell you is that I'm an English teicilerccr I try
to he an English teacher. I showed up at the alternative
high school in .funeau in 1983. knowing something about
counputers, and suddenly I wasn't an English teacher any
more. I was a (2(m-11)liter teacher. because I basically knew
ho)W to turn it on, and how to do something with it other
than program it...

I was gold. suddenly I was swept away to the university:
I had an office. It was just amazing the confusion was
omtstanding. And it gave Me.an opportunity to do all sorts
of things I'd never had an opportunity to do.
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.So since then I've heen working with teachers. And as
we're all really familiar lA Rh media lately aix nit how
awful education is. whether y(Iu agree with that or Tim
there's a lot of media that suggests that that's true. I'm
going to tell you what I think teachers want in information
technology. And I think they want a few things: I ) They
want access, and they don't have access in this state. \Vhat
do 1 mean by access% I mean, if I'm going to plug m
laptop computer into a telephone system from Adak and go
online, I'm going to quickly exhaust
all my sayings. We simply do not
have the kind of equity of access that
we need purely from a financial
point or view if what we want are
the kinds of systems that we want
our teachers to use.

I think they also want training, and
in.my educational technology programs.--a master's in
educational technology teaches leachers how touse
computers. telecommunications, video, so on and so forth.
And they are starved for this kind of training. f mean, it's
great to sit a computer down in front of somebody and
if you're a kid, .ou'll he doing something with it within In
minutes hut you stick an adult in front of a computer.
particularly a teacher, and the first thing they do is they go
ashen. And then they look aniund for the nearest 10-Year-
old. -I fey. Bob, how do you turn it on?"

Ole of the biggest lessons that teachers are learning in
educational ter hnology, one of the most fundamental shins
iti the classroom, is that teachers have to turn to students,
peopk half their age. to ask them how to use this stuff.
And suddenl . the teacher is no longer the fount of
information at the head of the classroom. hut is a partner
haskallY for suuk.nts as they learn. And I've watched that
(1\ er the past decade, and it has been an al)solutely
fascinating pi., igression.

I think the third thing teachers want is information about
information. That is, let's say h,potheticall I lime a black
bOx in my room. ( )ut of that black box comes a phone link.
a data link, a cable TV link. And now I have access to all
of the information I could possibly want to augment science
or math or whateer it is I'm going to teach. 1 haven't the
faintest idea what's there. How do I possibly find the time,
first of all, to find the information that w ill tell me what's
there, and second of all, to (10 some sort of quality chec k to

find out whether the kind of stuff that's there is any good.
I think what teachers want is something, prohahly hard

copy, in their metal inaillxix in the office that says. "I'verv
\Vednesdav from t) to 10 there's a science program on that's
been highly rated. and I think you'll prohahly want to look
at that." liecallSe otherwise having access to all that
ink wmation is re,illY i)rettv useless.

.1 think we as a society need to present educational
technology and information technoktgy in a way that says
to them. "It's okay not to know this stuff. hut it really is

lor you to get to know this stuff.- A lot of these issues
are not a mauer of technology: I think a lot of them are
really a matter of new thinking. We really need new
thinking. V'e need new partnerships between business and
our teleomununications services-and the State Board of
Education, and teachers, and so on and so fOrth, that says,
"I know it costs S2...S0 for a phone call, but it dliesn't have
to be that way." And I know, I have people from the FCC
tell rne, "Well. you can't change that." And I look at them

-and I say,'"\X'hy nOt?" Tins
silence sort of falls. It's really
pretty much a cultural thing
realize tlitise costs are there. But
either through state funding, or
reorganization of our priorities or
something, that kind of access has
to he there. Otherwise, talking

about it -really amount!, to -nothing.
Just .to give '01.1 a very_quick overview what we're

teaching teachers. \Ve're teaching teachers \kilo want an
intro to educational computing in the fall semester. and
intro to using audio-visual equipment in the fall semester
also. and intro to educational telecommunications. That was
sometlnng that I() years ago took one e\ ening. I now ha\ e
an entire 10 weeks on it I could go for 50 weeks on it.
As others have mentioned, the amount .of useful, interesting
information is astounding.

We teach them how to use what we call "tool software
There's not a single programming course in my master's
degree. Programming basically at tins point for teachers is
useless. The programs you can Imy these tlas are so good
that we literally had to wait until the hypermedia kinds of
applications we're getting now with HyperCard. and those
kinds of things, to make it worth their while to sit down
and write scmipthing, program sCimething 01 their Own that
was useful to them.

Then we move into policy in the spring semester it's
educational technology planning, it's advanced
telecommunications in distance education, and it's mv
fm mite ct curse. which is my technology-bashing course
called "the social impact of technology" because no
sot mer dci I turn them into technopinles, than I have to sort
of pull them away and make sure th,a they understand that
theme's no such thing as technology apart Irom its culture.
And that every time we do this, every time we make this
kind of ccinnecticm, we make a dis-connecti(m over here.
And it's really really important to get the connections and
dis-omnecthins in fr(mt 01 v01.1 and weigh those. And it
may just tum out that in that class over there, they really
d(in't need more computers. \X'hat they really need is a
teacher who understands cooperative learning techniques,
or something like that. Those are the kinds of things that
you have to deal with.

So the three things I think teachers really want are
training, they want access, and they want infonnaticm about

'You stick an adult in front
of a computer, particularly
a teacher, and the first thing
they do is go ashen.'
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the information that's out there. And basically they need
the okay hom 115, as a sticiety, to say, "It's okay t(I put your
time int() that; we're going to tell you that it's okay In put
your time into that hy paying you, mayhe to take a day off
here and there to go to training. and so on :mei so IONIC'
And that. when you're complaining next time about the
status of education. or you're listening to someone
complain, or you're wondering, why a son, or a son of a
friend, doesn't know the kind of inRirmation skills that he
tn she needs to know. it's hecause
we collectively as a culture, as a
society. have not put that, have not
advanced that as a priority. And I
think you do that by putting it at

the forefront if education.

that is the switching and distribution networks that serve
the community; ancl then we talk .,.thout our administrative
netw(wks. 111)w Ac go aim out ensuring that the system
functions, As far as the local network goes. in (At-some-odd
of the communities that we serve to oday. th '.. digital switches
that provide the service are absolutely state-of-the-art, bar
none, the best technology available in the world. Within
the next two years thc remaining 11 communities will have
their digital switches upgraded. and be in much the same

state. That being We case, it is

remarkahle to look :a that
maRand realize that we do lead
the nation. we do lead the
world, when it c(nnes to
ensuring in this state that the

hest possible technology is in place rit the local level.
Litendly every service that is av:iilable in New York City,

or in-Seattle, for local telecommunication services, is._
_ri\rtilable,.or can he made available in any-one-of these
communities. The second thing I would offer. as tar .is
local distrilnition network goes: Ifs important to understand
in the past typically the' distrihution networks have been
put in place with copper cables, somewhat limiting
handwith, but as we'e been marching lOrward. stalling
with larger communities like Juneau, Sitka and Kenai. we
have_ been putting fiber-ornk. facilities in.place, and this hist
year we put fiber optic ill the community of St. George
The nice thing is that we dkIn't do it because there was a
large capacity demand: we did it because it was :in
aliordahle tiling to do. Slowly. over time, these very high
capacity, \ cry k (mulles, very sophisticated networks are
coming into place, not necessarily because there's [1 large
demand, but because it's the most affordable, most
economic way to make the system work. So in sht ort. on
die local side, we have' ill 11115 stale' already in place. in
sw itching, the best network in the world.

)11 the distrihutit in side. we .,ire evolving one of the best
chstributiom networks in the world. The third thing I'd
offer. that's kind of interesting. is thin over the last three
years we've been starting to use wireless technologies.
We've helped to establish cellular systems in Juneau and
North Pole. We'\ e started using a system calleel
titraPhone, also known ,15 liFIRS. or Basic Flectronic
Telecommunications Radio Sen. ice. It's a digital. private-

teleplume system wireless. We ha\ e systems 111
place ill Sitka. in Kodiak. in 1 lomer. in \frith Pole. in
Tenneke Springs. in Pelikon. in Juneau, and half a dozen
(idler places around this state.

What we've been able to do with these systems is bring
pe()ple on to the network that have never been served
before. typically people that are hying in houses on islands.
people living around lakes. people far from the comununity

.where c(mventional wire service just wasn't possible or
aRordable. Ahout I-1 2 °. of our total customer base today
is serN eel lw some form of digital private line. wireless

'We have in thi
in place, in sw
network in th

s state already
itching, the best

e world.'

ED CUSHING: .fas<ffi and Kay and Dean have ill touched
:on something in their.respectivei lk thouglt
speaking about education, one's speaking about
government. and one's speaking from the perspective of the
user. They've all toudied o ill something that's critical at thk
conference. that's critical for us to go about our daily
business. and that's the network.

As this conference goes forward the nest two-and-a-half
days, people w ill talk ahout cross-culti.,a1 communication;
they'll talk about rural communicati:n) in Alaska; they'll talk
about ,,;()\ eminent: :mei they'll talk AIN out education. That's
all well and go> td. hut we should l'ic\ el' Inse sight ul the'
fact that. lacking an aflordable netwc mrk. none. of w hat we
talk about w ill he possible. V.e. need ace C55 to an
affordable' [legwork. so with that. f think I hay some good
news. Ill attempt to limit my remarks to 1)TI
(:o llluntinications. a the1 what kind ()I health our piece ot the
network is in. .\nd though I will limit my remarks t) P11
Communications, I think they're fairly representatke
what the local telephone industry looks like around the rest
of the state today. I'd like to start hy just sharing some
background about PTl Communications.

We serve about 60.o00 customers in I communities
riround the state. ,\ lost of the communities we serve in the
state are extremek rural -- 112 as a matter of fa( are'

extremely rural. Twenty-six of the original communities
that we serve' Caine out of some predecessor companies
that we a«juired: Juneau-Douglas Telephone% Sitka
Telephone. Ft. Wainwright Tekplione. and Glacier State'
Telephone Company. The remaining .18 communities that
we serve have all lx.en added to the system in the last eight
to Mile years. Restated. eight to nine years ago, i8 oil the
communities had no local telephone service. None. And
that's fairly remarkable when you compare' Alaska to the
Lower 48, who have been enjoying local telephone service
for some years.

I, also want to point out that when vott talk 111)0111 local
telephone service. you're essentially talking about two
things: in our world. you're talking about the local network.
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sevice, and we just see that continuing to grow and gross.
And it's quite possible over lime. if the federal government
releases the spectrum, we may see by far the largest
percentage of the customers in the nation ser\ ed bV
wireless teehnok)gies, rather than wire.

But in (he meantime this is a system that's evolving and,
Once again, Alaska led the nation in putting this kind of
technology into play. Just a quick snapshot or the system:
It's iint-utrtant to keep in mind, to never forget, that Alaska
does lead the nation when it collies to ensuring that die
latest and greatest state-of the-art equipment's in place and
being utilized. This is a sidenote talking about the_
administrative portion of what we call our network
again, not being much different than any other I( ical
company in the state. we have systems in place that enable
us to trouble-shoot a switch it doesn't matter if it's in
Fgegik or St. Paul. We can trouble-shoot it from Anchorage

from,luneau. We..can_effect a repairfrom a thousand
miles_ away, of from a-counttyjiway if need he. We_haye_
statewide alarm systems. Today, if a switch is had in
Egegik, ktum it within seconds. It doesn't matter what
lime of day it is. II we receive a call front you fro:i False
Pass, and you say, "I need a phone today instalkd at Alarty
Smith's house," literally. at the touch of a hutton. the dial
tone would he there before you get hack to Many Smith's
house. So just in general. this is an over\ iew, this is a very
heahlk, robust, complex. sophisticated. actually leading-
the-ss orld type of system that's in place.

Technically, in this state, I don't see us IlayMg 1 prohlem
looking down the road one year, five years. In yeals.
Technically, just \cry si uple we do lead the world. I

think where your prohlems 111't: going to come to I war, are
;imply going to be af lordability (if the access. The risk that
we run in this slate and in the world is creating a class ol
users who can afford to use the netwi irk and 11 (111`.`, (

people \ liii an't. Postage stamp rates may he the answer.
if we get there.

The question is one I think of convergence. Will wc gel
there the demand, or will the demand arrise hrst,
causing all sorts of social prohlems in the interim? Taking a
look at the Chugach Conference for a moment, I did attend
the first conference, and we spent some time in our york
session talking about the need to first form a sision.
Because if you have a visit in. you have a target; then yim
can plan to reach whateser that vision might he. Lacking a
vision, typically you'll spend a lot of time talking, hut
perhaps not a lot of time getting to where you need to IX'.

So if I can close at the risk of being repetitive. We have a
workl-class network in this state. We've led the nation for at
least 20 years, and will continue to do so. What we need to
be talking abccut is a ision. Where do we go from here?

Some of those things we've already touched on, some
things have.been done. I think that distance education is
definitely going to he one of the the hot topic's as we go
forward the next couple of years.. If there was ever a state

in this nmion that needed distant edu, anon ii ui if peals
to be the place Those kiwis of thwg, voull lurid t.t. elI anil
good. hut they tkm't do you ,iul gc Rid it t.titi dim I ILI\ In

mi'd:lble network
so the Center for Information 'I echm clogs

do something ellectise, il you want to work bss:ird, a goal
that will keep us whole, kivp us :Mead of the t.t.tiikl, n, me
the challenge w.ould be lormulating .1 \ [sit tu. 1,Ik inf.; At lit

111111 C115111V 1 hal I hi ,11) dift crd,i 11(.. nets\ oi I,. that

we always has e this super communications higlm a that
goes into e cry o immunity in the stale. regaidless of thy
size of the cominunits.

01-IN McKAY: Thank t cii vyt mu( Ii 1 hank S tiii. 111

P`IneliSt. There\ d ide.I's Itt f"H"\\ LIP

BROWN: ()ne thing I'd just like to mention as a
OR' status of the tienter lor Information

Technology..itsell. If you sass thisanorning's .1/ji
im know the I 711i% i.'1'ssii1 is planning o phase this

(irganization out of existence As we'se hstoned lit die ss
ther(,'\ List Si) 111,1115 irk ( mitt

there that need coordination, that need this kind ill
exchange that we're going in haVc in cr 11w next ii mph.. ill
days. I thinl: it's a real ill, and big lost
opportunity for tp, that wy ah(irt hits oh in 1)0( IR. it 11,1,-,

( hanCY tit rt'at'll its potential. so I hope as the it int cult,
proceeds we can think alsmt that how imp irtaill is II to
maintain this organization as a !Omni and a to, al point toi
coordination in so man arca,. (11.1,11)1e edm,nion heing
one example ss here we lust,. Am( ist tight hand and ,t lift
hand doesn't-know what-each othyi is-dm Ing sdItt.ilit it

Therc is .-stt much going on out theA. I think [hal that is ni
important role that this Center can plas

McKAY: Any questions?

HOWARD WEAVER: I 113 \ one that 1 ',411(''ss

address (o Kay, Imt I t.t. i quid hi' 11,111)5 Ili itc.ir him mi
anyt mody. v ( i i i alluded to the situalyin where 1)(1 haps to
put 11 101 le plainer face on it it seems that ',I tin(' ()I 11*,

WI" ere ins olcd in issues that commissione,
Keller either didn't appreciate or \aim., in ins I ipini Ill
understand some of the access issues, and soine the
computerization issues that were Lit ing the state ,ind
citi/ens, ni...eded broadened (mit I ),

devCk. Milne momentum at the highy-a k.syl 111 thy
Yon and Rep. Boucher ha\ e I wen (mut then.. 11,1(1\111g .tild
slashing for a while. 1)o von has e a sense of hm, k all

communicate that to our other represerilail('N. cmi ti die
adrliinistratiOn t() pet pie Vs lit) lust (lin) ( (( I gel

BROWN: Well, that is in fact t challenge. The people in
this r(xim I think are putbahly here because thy\ are
interested in some aspect. And I think we all appro..R
from our unique experience and our monneetionmd 111v
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mure I learn about it. I realize that it is very complicated.
Rut I think We are almost reaching critical mass now in
societ\ . as technology advances. as the information age
beonnes a reality, it comes upon us, and we see more ..nd
more shifts to an electronic world and an electronic'
emironment. Education technology is something that many
parents. many_teachers, many educakirs can get personally
in\ obed in and see a result that matters to them.

I think it's just like selling any other klea. You have to
(invincu People whY does this matter to ine. how is it
going to impact 111\' lire, and why shOUld I care? My feeling
is -that there is a IOI o grassrOots interest and support,
Ali( nigh we do have the generational gap and the training
problems of'people who are becoming exposed to it and
didn't grow tip with it. I think if you think about putting
this tec linolog into our schools so that our kids become
very familiar with it. we address a couple of problems:
economic competitiveness in the I 'nited States, and how we
compete in the rest of the world in what's certainty going to
Ix. a-global-information environment:

There's also the problem that a couple ofthe speakers
alluded to the poverty pro )blem. the haves and the have
nots. INA\ are we going to ensure that everybody can he a
part of this network and this information age? I think that
the sclusils and the libraries are at a minimum the place to
start to ensure that that access occurs, to ensure that the
person. no matter how poor just as though that in
addition to the fact he can walk into the library today and
read (he book on the shelf -- that tomorrow he should
walk into the librar and have access to that window of
electnirlic communication even if he doesn't have any
omputer at home.
I think many people in society will have computers in

their I1( lilies and the issue becomes: What is the
communication medium to the home? Is it just copper: is it
fiher? What range of communication services are we going
to pro% ide to the home? And as that expands more, that

reall give it a boost as PeoPle develop the services to
meet the demand that arguably isn't there vet. You know.
it's a chi( en and egg -- which came first? But I'm
I.( icusing on education technology. because I think it has
the potential for hi-cud public appeal.

McKAY: Just to roll()W up and maybe some of the other
panelists w(iuld like to jump in Kav.s model in which
she describecl Miat needs to happen is you have to involve
top management. YOU have to get them involved for things
to happen. And yet the thing that the other speakers seem
to refer to is the generational gap. what('ver that is. Jason
)1der s,is that when the teachers come in, theY're ashen-

fa«.d: they sit hack There's no reason to think that the
(idler people w ho are policy-makers who say,
"'stenographic shorthand is the w ay to go: don't put a
«iniputer on my desk," shoukl not he asked. Is it a realistic
um del, or do we need to recognize that's not working? 0.:

10

not about to work in a realistic timeframe and go about it in
some other way, instead of pretending that there's going to
he a top-management-down approach? Is that realistic and,
if not, is there.an alternative?

OHLER: Well, I'll tell you. what I asked the ashen-faced
crew: If you don't have a computer. and life seems to be
okay, what do you want your kid to learn? And they just
sort (if nod, because there isn't one of them that doesn't
Want their children to he schcufled in the toc)Is of their
culture, not one. So if you can't get to them, you can

-always gel to them through the kids..

HERBERT DORDICK: Telephone penetraticin, household
penetration in the United States is about 9-t%. That is, if
you ask the question, "Do you have a telephone in your
home?" it', about 9.06, "Do you have access to a telephone
in the budding?" it's about (1%. Alaska ranks pretty low
about 86 to 87i). Is Alaska participating in the Lifeline and
Link711p7America services?.

CUSHING: luy Understanding- that the-Alaska
Telephone Association has been promoting a Lifeline bill in
Juneau lOr at least the last two if not three sessions and has
not been successful in seeing that bill passed. Basically
what it means is a bill that would ensure that all of the
ratepayers in the state would help fund the monthly rate.
That is, all of you would pay a little bit more for those who
can't-pay as much as the rest of us.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Many of us participate in the
Universal Service Fun] which the FCC administrates
through the National Exchange Carriers Association. And
that panicipation helps us to keep rates affordable. In rural
Alaska the rates that we charge are SI9 a month for local
service, and you're looking at St. Lawrence Island. or
Kodiak, and some of those remote areas. \Xi-tat allows us to
do that is having access to the Universal Service Fund.

DORDICK: Is that $19 a Lifeline service or...?

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Well. the Lifeline progr in is a
different program that some of us were very concerned
about because of the administrative costs involved in
dealing with that program. There are two programs: the
Lifeline Program and the Universal Service Fund program.
The Universal.Service Fund program is nearer and clearer to
OUr heart because it's what makes our system work. The
Lifeline prognim is another ptograin that some states are
experimenting with. some successfully. some not so
successfully. I think that we can do just fine with the
UniverSal Service fund.

DORDICK: I want to p()int out that those states that have
participated in the-lifeline link-ups have significantly raised
their communication levels.
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CUSHING: I'd like to make just one quick
comment in reference to Herb's question about
Alaska telephone penetratkm. Alaska's presented
some problems that are 'ery unique when
compared to the Lower 48, the first of which. of
course, is one of distance and expense. My
family pioneered the first -rural telephone system
in this state, starting with rural villages in
Southeast Alaska, and that was just 20 some years
ago not very long ago as compared to
telecommunications in the Lower 48. So it's a
different can of worms. In many cases it's not a
meaningful comparison.

DORDICK: There are similar cases. There are
other rural states for example. New Mexico

Iiich also suffer from such long distances. One
'-of the problems they've run into is the federal-

state controversy over who will wire them up.
The-Umisiana..decision at the United States Court-
.of Appeals essentially denied the opportunity for Jim Ruppert, left, and Bryan Biesanz, center foreground, both of
the operators in Louisiana to alter the rate.base the Department of Administration, listen to a speaker.
rather insignificantly to extend service to parts of
that state that did not yet have access they weren't even
wired. The FCC argued that they ought to be allowed to do
that. The ccmit ruled that the state had the authority to
make that judgment. So you have this conflict. Yet in New
Mexico they're doing exactly what you're doing they're
going out with Brlf(s: companies are coming in. and the
telephone company in New Mexico fights that and says.
-They ckm't have the franchise." And the state
telecc)mmunicatkms autInwity said. -You've had one for the
last 60 \vars. Why haven't you used it?" And they just go
ahead and do it. So there are similar problems.

McKAY: I'd also tune that this is obviously the tip of the
iceberg. And I think Steve and some of the others who
have been involved in. for example. legislation and the
feud al-mut competition that's been going on the last couple
of years have a lot of knowledge to share. And there is
for those of you who are still looking at the total makeup of
the program there's a panel Saturday morning at 9
o'clock on rural telephone policy. I'm sure it will allow vou
the opportunity to get more heavily into some of these
issues then, too. Anybody have more follow-up in another
area, or continue there?

LARRY WIGET: just a comment. Reading, writing and
arithmetic seems to be, and still is, very important. But as
we get into using computers more and more. kevbc)arding
skills become very important (inaudible). And the other is
there used to be a poiblem with teachers, a threat of
computers taking their job away. And the question is. is that
starting to dissolve, starting to go away?

OHLER: My perspective is that, of course, keyboarding is

something that should be taught. And there are all kinds of
studies out there about when to start them, when you're
supposed to offer them. And 1 di m't have those at my
fingertips. But a companion comment on that: The jury is
out on a lot of educational computing, but the jury is
definitely in if only on this on using word processing.
The fact is that kids who don't want to write will write
using their computers for oh\ kills reasons. It's just
mechanically much, much easier to edit. In terms of
conlputers taking teachers jobs. I think. I haven't heard that
in a whik.. I know that's reality in the minds of some.
'Wh a t I encounter inure often is. -Another teacher who
km)ws how to use the computer will take my job." And I
think that more and more they are looking at that, in order
to compete, it's a skill that they have to have.

GOTITIMER: If I may make a comment in that direction.
one of the lessons that we learned in educational televiskin
in Colombia was that you just couldn't put kids in fumt of a
TV set and expect them to learn. You had to have a teacher
there to motivate them to want to watch the program and
to follow-up afterwards. And I w(mId suspect the same
thing is true with computers. You can't put kids in front of
a machine. whether it be a IN set or a computer. and
expect them to learn eerything you w ant them to learn just
by plunking them down. You need a guide. you need
somebody there to help them along, and that's what a
teacher does.

WEAvER: I have a questiim. And maybe somebody in the
audience can also respond to it. It seems to me as we
describe the infrastructure, the network and w hat happens.
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that that is really encouraging. It seems to me part of what
has to happen in order for a consensus to build on this is
for applications.not only to happen hut become widely
known. I wonder whether we could do 3 sort of inventory.
or maybe sonic of the panel would know, of places in the
state where that is heing taken advantage of, where things
are maybe innovative or out -of the ordinary. And then just
an addendum to that. I wonder whether that wouldn't he a
useful function for the Center for Information Techrmlogy

to be a clearinghouse so that we could all find out that
in such and such a place they're doing this, and in such and
such a place they're doing that it might not then
strengthen the Center's position.

CUSHING: .lust as a coincidence. yesterday morning I
received a letter from a community school that is
geograpIncally located so that it supports almost half a
ckven other smaller schools in surrounding communities.
but again no connection by road. Their interest, of course.
is in distance edu-Cation:_They'r.eldi)king fOrlhfOrmatiOn as-
to how the network is put together, and also what--we
might have to offer in terms of helping them down the road
toward putting in a network. or IW educating over remote
distances. tio the need is out there. I'm not willing to share
where that is or what we might do. simply hecause
communicaticms is becoming very competitive. I would just
comment that the need is there. And it's like anything else,
once the demand materializes, people will find a way to
meet the demand. If we haven't learned anything else in
this society. it should he that it's \-ery difficult to create the
demand Ix something that people don't want. You have
to be very careful about forcing society. If society isn't
ready, there's not much point in you trying to give them
anything.

This builds on an earlier question that you asked. I see
our whole computer-in-education thing today as being just
a prohlem of convergence. Our technology is up here
it's advanced so rapidly but our users are kind of down
here. And I think just over the last two years we've seen
the first college graduates who have grown up with
computer technology. I think that being the case we're
going to start seeing the user very rapidly catch up. But I
think that the key lies in what Kay's been talking about,
and that is stalling now in the schools at a very young age.
educating kids on computers. That's the key to the whole
puzzle. Our six-year-old daughter took her first computer
appreciation course when she was six years old. That's the
good news. The bad news is it wasn't here, it was in
Montana. But that's the kind of thing we need to be
focusing on.

GOTTEHRER: I think another part of what I loward
(Weaver) is talking about though is what I would
characterize as the difference about computers and the way
people handle computers. You know how to use many

other devices that have been technologically advanced in
(Mr society. If you don't know how to use them, vou can
generally find a pretty decent manual that tells you, for the
most part. assuming that it wasn't a machine that was made
in japan. with a manual written by speakers of Japanese.
But you can generally find out how to do it, and find out
where it enists. For those of you-who are on the Internet
or on Bitnet forums. you'll see an awful lot of discussion
going on about what exists out there, where is it, how do
You rind il, how do yim know \vhat it has to offer you, and
whether or not yOU can even get to use ,it.

I came to computers having to finally learn that I couldn't
go to the library to figure out how to do it. If I was going to
do it fast. I needed to ask somebody else. And so that
same kind of. -Ask the young kid," to me translated to.
-Find a guru" somebody preferably who could speak
plain English, and explain to me how to do something that
I was having a problem doing. We don't have all those
manuals listing where the programs are, and what kinds of

are ii\lailable. and I think that'sbecause our
technokigy has advanced beyond our social ability to deal
with it.

I think we're going to catch up. But I'm not sure exactly
how that's going to shape up. For example. on one of the
forums I'm on there s been a continuing debate on whether
or not there should he a national directory of user IDs, and
how you would ever keep that up. I don't know.

OHLER: We all agree that children should he taught how to
use computers, and that's preceded by teaching teachers
how to use computers that's how that works, that's the
progression. Teachers know how, and they walk into the
classroom, and they're ready to go. Having said that. I
understand that it's basically been children teaching
teachers, and that does work to a certain extent. And it's
very interesting to watch, but if you want to do it efficiently,
then basically reverse that.

BROWN: I think a lot of people, as I've talked to people
about this idea. get really focused on the hardware. And the
hardware seems to drive the whole pnwess. You know we
say. "Let's teach them computers," when what we really
want to teach people is how to find information, how to
communicate in this environment. So the computer is really
just the tool, and you need to back up down the chain and
look at what it is we want to accomplish, how it is going to
work, and then make the software decision. There is a lot
of software out there I'm just becoming exposed to the
range of what's available and I think it's quite impressive
in terms of what it does.

I guess you can debate, are we teaching the right
curriculum in math. are we teaching the right thing, but
there's no question that computers engage kids in a way
that a traditional chalkboard does not. Pan of what's
missing in education is giving people the desire to learn
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and to function effectively' in society in the future, and that's
really what we want to do. So there's a lot more to it. and I
completely agree that the training, the access and the other
pieces to the package absolutely must he there or the thing
will fail. It will not work to just stick boxes in classrooms
and expect people to do anything with it.

In fact that's something peopk. bring up and they say.
-We've already spent all this money, and we have all this
hardware sitting all over rural Alaska and no one is using
it.- So my response is. we should make more investment in
training, more investment in networks...and more
investment in software. And we also probably need to
make more investment in hardware, too. But that is just
not-what is by-itself going to -do it.-

McKAY: Does your $100 million bond proposition . . .

How does that break down in terms of hardware, software.
training? What is it you're proposing?

BROWN:. Wen, I would ay-it is still-in development
because we've been having discussions, about what are
appropriate items to be bonded. and it's not entirely clear
to me at this juncture whether software is in fact a bondable
item. But I would say the rough working inodel I had is
about S-10 million hardware, SAO million software and 520
milli( in training and associated costs. Generally how I
planned to package that is to try to go for $80 million as the
bond issue, assuming we can talk to lawyers into letting us
bond for software. and carry the other 520 million spaced
out over a couple of years as a fiscal note in the bill to he
paid with general funds.

For those of' you who have been following this. you'll
recall that what I started out with was general funds, just a
straight general fund grant as the source of payment. Then
I went to the Science and Technology fund and said, -Let's
use that money.- Well. that set off a firestorm of
controversy because that fund has a lot of supporters. and I
quickly said that's not going to be a productive avenue. So
I switched to a general obligation bond, and I got the
Finance Committee to adopt a committee substitute that is
still in the committee we've not moved it out. So if you
go to vour LIO. your legislative inhirmatk in Alice. and ask
for a copy, you'll get the Science and Technology version.
which is the last printed copy.

I am actively working and trying to convince people that
a bond issue is the most appropriate way that we can get a
large amount of money, and just let the public decide.
That's how I feel about it let's see if they're ready if we
have a plan. Now part of what I'm trying to do is marliall
the resources for this whole package as we've described it.
hut you can't implement it from the outside.

I hope very much to engage this administration. and
Commissioner Covey of the state Department of Education.
and others in developing 3 plan to implement this. because-
it's wit to_be something that is overall managed by the

Department of Administration, but some of the details are
fleshed out in H11203 as to exactly how the program would
work. But it requires a vision from inside the system.

DIANE KAPLAN: A few weeks ago Jacqueline Tetpon and
I from APRN participated in a consultation process with the
Smithsonian Institution-and the Museum of the American
Indian which is being built, and what they were interested
in doing is bringing in people frcim out here and around
the country to figure out how to make the resources of the
museum available to people who'd never get to
Washington. D.C., mainly through telecommunications.
And the thing.that came up over and over again was the
willingness. ability-of Native Americans, in patticular rural
people out in the field, to really access it, even if the
hardware is there and the software and everything else.
Just by accident earlier today I read something that Larry
Merculief from St. Paul Island in the Pribilok wrote. He
was writing a critique of a radio series he did. and one of

:them.was on using-computers to.teaCh Native kW their
language. It's- just a couple-of paragraphs. and-I think it
very much relates to this. and I'd just like to get the
panelists' response.

-The use of computers to teach one's language is a method
to reach ,.,-oung Native people who have been indoctrinated
into the mechanistic linear structure oldie dominant society.
It is this mechanistic linear type of approach, though. that has
proven to be unwittingly destructive to indigenous cultures.
Some elders questkm whether or not use of this modern
technokigy ultimately contributes to the destruction of
traditional values.

-This is a valid concern because computer is involved in
a system which contrasts with the circular world N. iew of most
indigenous cultures. Computers evolved along the straight
line of improvements over older technologies, that which is
c(insidered older technology is discarded because it is
regarded as primitive and no kmger useful. More energy and
materials are often needed to replace that which is discarded.
By contrast the cyclical world view of indigenous peoples
(I()es not discard technologies quickly, dcies not increase
energy consumption without (-arch!f consideration, and tries
to eliminate wasteful processes.-

I think it's kind of interesting. I just wonder if the panel
c()mment about how do you adapt or interest people

who may he very suspicious of using 3 technology just
because it's seen very often as really damaging to the
cultures you might be striving to save or enhance.

GOTTEHRER: I know it may he heresy to say this in this
room, hut I think one of the worst things that we ever did
was to put RATNET out into the Bush. I think putting white
television out into Native ru.-al communities has probably
done more to destroy the culture than anything else. So the

-question that I woukl-aSk Larry Merculief is if you don't
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want to llsy c. mputers at all. how woukl sou continue to
maintain the existence of the culture and its language? If
You're wilhng to use camputers. how coukl you use them
in a way that wouldn't destroy their culture. and I would
laok to Larry Nlerculiel and others in the community ta tell
US how they wauld like to USC it rather than for us to tell
them.

OHLER: The answer to me is real simple: ta help an
indigenous (Attire use the technology when they ask for it,
and only \\ hen they ask lac it. I hail (he great pleasure of-
having seven predominantly Native communities come to
me when I was in Vancom el. B.C.. and sav. -We have
graduated ane high schaal student in 10 svars, and we feel
that (lace to face) the predominantly white ',du s\ stem
has totally failed us. What we want yau, Jasan, to do is to
design for us an electranic sehaol that \\ ill hop over
essennalk white culture so that we can teach each other:
loak at that and I say that's a ver\ valid use al the
technalagy. primarily because .they came to me. That made
nte led real gOod abaut

1 had the great pleasure ol warking an the Indian
Nation's adverse task force repart, and Paul Berg :Ind 1
wrote the chapter on using educational technology lar
Natke populatic His, and a\ er and aver we round the same
thing: Those indigenaus cultures that look at the technology
and se(' tlt.it the\ can adapt it far their own purposes are
going to da a gaod job al it and aught to be using it.
There's na question that the medium is the message
Inherent in kaur computer technalogs is the sum total ol
while culture. it'c all right there. At some paint Volt accept
that irony, and vou use it far vaur n benefit, or
reiect it. And that's their decision ta make.

BROWN: I see intormatkm technolagy making possible
viable economic develapment in rural areas. The
oppartunities that will exist, exist today. and will became
even greater in the future far telecommuting. opening up
new worlds al possibilities that da not exist and haven't
existed in the past. So when Native kids grow up and imve
skills ar know ledge that they can use from their halite or
their small business in mral Alaska using modern
cc)mmunicatian technology. we'ke given them the
opportunity to participate if they choose to, and ta like in
their village if they choose to stay at home, as opposed to
move to an urban center.

I just attended at the \\'estern Legislative (..onference a
discussion about haw rural .\merica is dying. and the \Vest
is dying. and two very different viewpaints were presented.
But I tend to believe that it is the reahts that we are
becaming the global village and the int-arm:Mon age offers
:I lot of Iletv opportunities and people in rural areas can
find ways to plug in tram \\ here dies ;ire, sell the piece ol
knowledge that they have. and use the cammunicatian
networks to do that.

14

CUSHING: Just a quick Son of side comment. II you
compare cimiputer technology to simple telephone or
telecommunication. just in 20 years we've seen the
telephone go from becoming a son of social nicety to an
absolute economic necessity. \X"hether it's urban or rural
loday. You'd have a very difTicult time surviving without the
telephone. We are in the middle of seeing camputers go
through exactly the same transition. Less than 20 Years ago
camputers were something nice to have, hut not hecessarily
critical. Tomorrow you will not be able to survive
economically. whether you're in Egegik. St. Paul, Sitka.
Juneau ar Seattle, unless you have a telecommunicatians
line connected to a computer. somehow. some way. vou
found a method to-survive without that tool, then that's
wonderful. !but that mmid he ver\., very much the
exception rather than the rule.

STEVE SMITH: Uni Steve Smith with the l'niversity
Alaska in Fairbanks. I'd like ta echo some of the things that
vou-all hve-had to.say- in response to-that paragraph:I
think-You have to be careful of the top down fc wcing
technak)gy onto Ictlks. It has to Ix' very much ht)ttom up,
especially \\ here people can see that it's going ta he useful
for them, that it's simply a tool that can Ix. used. You have
to get away from this mystique of the technology. One of
the authars in the magazine that Kay mentioned. Alan Kay.
said that (me of the problems we have at schools now is
that if you liken computers to pencils as a taal, suppase we
took all the pencils and put them in one roam and we
locked the room up ..md said, -If you want to use the pencil
come and ask for the key to the room hecause we keep it
all lacked up.- I think we h :Ye to spread this stuff out.

I was in\ alved in the os when we did some (4 the nrst
teleconferencing and satellite projects in the state, and then
I had questians in my mind because we would jet around

I was in the product k )11 area then jet around the
state, skip in villages and shoat with all this high-tech gear.
and then we'd Hy back out of the community. and I knew a
kit of peaple were saying. -What in the hell are diey doing
with all this gear?" 'We were imposing the technology an
them.

As opposed to naw, ;thaw a Year ago. a Native ekler
Imin an interior village came we hake a rural lit mars
institute at the I 'niversitv of Alaska Fairbanks in the summer

and he was there to teach one of the courses. And he
came over to ask tne what I woukl suggest to him would
be the hest camcorder to huy hecause he was going to take
the nianey he made in that rural hanars institute and !Illy a
camcorder which he wtiuld then use to record himself and
some al the other elders 'n the community, so that those
tapes would be there for the kids to view later on. I think
thase are the kinds of things that folks can sec this is going
ta help LIS, and we just sit back there and facilitate that
rather than impase upon people what the technology is
gaingia.give them..
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McKAY: We have about a dozen different interesting
directions we coukl go in. and we have time for probably
one or two more. So this is mit the time to sit on Your
favorite topic at this point. Who would like to suggest the
direction that we should start?

ROSEMARIE ALEXANDER: I'm Rosemarie Alexander with
the Center for InfOrmation Technology. and I just came
back from three weeks in three Native villages in the NANA
region of the Northwest Arctic Borough. Those sehmils arc
all very nicely outfitted with computers which the state
bought them a number of years ago. They also have all
white teachers with the exception of one school which has
one Native person teaching. Those computers are all sitting
there with ashen-faced white teachers who have locked the
0 )(MIS and don't know how to use them who say. -Gosh,
we've got all this stuff but we really don't know what to do
with it.-

The one major school that we were in that was using
MICCinuiSlies is upgr.,iding tlienineXi Ye;ir;.they're

using them a lot and-enjoying them:The kids I saw all sat
there with pleasure and were getting a lot out of it. They're
learning how to write in a class that bek we television was
introduced according to the teacher who's been there a
number of years had a tremendous problem with
language. And now between televisk in and computers
they're all speaking better English and writing better. I
think a lot of it has to do, as Kav and Jason mentioned,
with the actual use of the computers in the schools. And
that's just kind of a reality check I just got back from
there.

WEAVER: Is the issue of access a federal issue? We talk
about them.. peopk. plugging into one of these virtual
communities. Where's that question going to be resolved?

BROWN: You're saying gi\ ing people in remote aleas the
ability to access the telecommunicaticin number...

WEAVER: No. to afford access, and whether that's a
federal question or...

CUSHING: It depends on whether it's an intrastate or an
interstate connection. If it's an intrastate connection,
within-a-state connection. then ultimately it falls under the
purview of the APVC, and there it's a question of answering
this question: This is the pot of money it cost to build the
local and the long-distance network. flow much of this pot

_of money and the resulting charges sluitild go against the
long lines of long distance versus the local?

McKAY: You're pointing out the fact that obviously when

this person called you, there's some competitive factors
here. Everyluxly's trying to compete and live in this
market, and you're providing a service and you need a
reasonable rate of return to allow you to continue. It there
an inherent tension between what we keep hearing about

we need affordable access, and the providers of service
who say for ccimpetitive reasons or otherwise we need a
reas(mable rate of return is there a kigjam there that's
contributing to this? And akmg those lines, a couple of you

ye mentk)ned, Jamm has menticined, that ma vi e w Ilat we
need fOr on-line service is a state subsidy. or a federal
subsidy, or whmever it might be. Is a subskly the answer
to this? Is it the only answer?

CUSHING: It's not the only answer. I'm sure there are at
least one or two people in this room, although they may be
wrong. who would probably prop(ise to you that the
answer is that the state should build its own network, and
run and operate its own network.. And our argument
Obviously would be that that could never he cheaper.
although the costs would certainly be different.

OHLER: I just want to go so far as to say that every
distance education effort I know or that has failed, has not
failed because of pedagogical reasons. God knows there
are plenty of failed distance ed projects out there in which
people just didn't know what they were doing. But those
in which people did know what they were doing have
failed because of transmissiom costs. every time.

McKAY: And is the answer to that subsidies, or is there
another answer?

OHLER: f think there's a w hole host of answers. I think it's
re-prioritizing. Rep. Brown and I were talking zli one point
about putting into that hill a million dollars kir an 8( t0
number to dial up (Brown: it's in there) II le I :niversitv of
Alaska computer network. I really think if you put the goal
on the table access and you bring the right people to
the table, it may take a clay. it may take a weekend, hut
you'll walk away with some sort of solution.

McKAY: Very quickly. the last comment.

ED LEVINE: I would suggest that the transmission c(ists
and the connectivity costs will become a small part of the
problem. Anybody who is trying to actually get somewhere
where functionality is provided and to learn something, to
do something, what you find out is that if you need to get
access to a database, or an application our something. what
you find is that these c(ists are much greater kg the average
user than the single cost of ccinnectiyity.
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Project
Jukebox:

`We are digitizing
our oral history.
collection . . .

and we're including
a database'

...ArglirA11116

Steve Smith
is project manager and
coordinates extended
campus services at the
University of Alaska
Fairbanks Rasmuson
Library. He has been
responsible for design,
installation and
maintenance of network
access to CD-ROM
databases. He has an M.A.
in communications from
the University of Hawaii
Manoa and is completing a
Ph.D. In information
science from Nova
University.

I really have what I think is the'best job in the workl I

work at the Rasinuson Library at die t:niversity of Alaska
Faidxinks because my title is -project manager- and
basically tliis means that I'm kind of the in-house consultant
on technokigy. So every time new toys conic in. I'm the
guy that gets to play ith them, and I'm involved with all
the new pnijects there. We're making a real concerted effort
at Rasmuson Library to open up access to things, and pan
of what fin going to show ou today, Project Jukebox, is
one of the ways we're doing that.

You're really going to see two things that are happening
simultaneously. and I think it's echoed in most of the things
I've read: and one is we're moving into multi-media
there certainly is a big push on for that and that means
wi re getting away from just the text hich is kind of an
ar( oale and fweign language. A lot of' the programmers
work with. I say. "You guys are working on dead
languages.- They have to learn all those arcane commands.
and all. those _little :1.1)breviations that nobody,else cap
.understand. But we're moving into audic) and video and the
full spectrum of things. I started out in broadcasting: I gOt
out of that because I thought it was too narrow a thing. and

gc it into computers and networks and I discover now that
all of my broadcast and video and audio background is
coming back into play again, because we.i-e really getting
into that. The second thing is. ith this multi-media playing,
we're networking and making access available ti) all these
things.

We have a number of special collectkms at Rasmuson.
one of the collectk ins we ha\ e that's a special colk.ction is
an oral history collection about 0,000 hours of tape right
no w. and it's growing as we continue to collect audiotapes.
It also includes some videotapes that's one of the
specialized collections we have.

We have a problem with that, as we have a problem with
all of our specialized collections. The problem is two-fold:
one is presenation: the second is access to that material. A
lot of the recordings we have are just on this type of tape.
and any of you wit() have worked in this know that if these
things just sit on the shelf. and you don't do am thing to
them. they're going to degrade. They're going to lose the
quality from that magnetic recording. Most of the stuff we
do now diat's new is on cassette. We haven't quite made it
to the digital-audiotape . but we're filo\ ing in that directk
Rut even tluise if this stuff just sits on the shelf it's going
to have problems. And w ith 6.000 hours. it beccnnes very
labor intensive for us to go back and rotate the tapes and
run them through a machine on any kind or a rvgular basis.
Not to mention the storage that this starts to take up. And
we face this pioblem of storage. of paper documents
have an extensive pluit(igrapli collection, several hundred
thousand photographs in our archives how do we store
that stuff. how do we make access to it?

The access problem exists right now. As You walk int()
-our archives. it looks very nice, very traditional, everyone
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speaks in hushed tones and you sit down and vou look
through this index we finally put the index on a
computer but it's hard to really understand what it's
saying. And you search through and you might find a
recording vou want, and maybe if you're lucky a small
abstract that tells what's on that recording. Our oral history
collection covers every area of Alaska history, the past and
the current. We have all the major politicians in the state,
and the minor politicians in the state, and the average
pery m in the street, in the cities and in the villages, the
Native leaders. Any area you want to go into, we haVe
coverage of that on oral tapes some of them have been
recorded by us; that's what we're doing now but many
of them -are- recordings that-have been made elsewhere, that
have been made on radio stations.
that are coverage of something,
some event ____ collect those
tapes and archive them. So there's
a lot of interesting and important
InfOrrnati On there
political, -economic, social. you
name it.

But anyway, the person comes
in, they may find the tape they
want. they think, they find several
tapes theY want, and so they give
a little slip of paper to a staff
perscin. and that staff person goes
back and finds the tape. And of
course we can't let people listen to
the original recording. Suppose
they hit the wrong button on the
tape recorder: they'd erase it. So
we have to make a copy of that,
and you can't make duplicate
copies and just keep them on

An introductory screenhand there's (,000 hours of
history CD-ROM collectrecording. That woukl mc)re than

double our storage space. and just the time to do that is too
expensive. So the staff member goes and finds the tape and
goes and makes a copy. and if there's not too much else
going on, you may get the copy the same day; you may .not
get it for several days. If that person were on vacation, or
sick, or the right staff memher's not there, you may have to
wail longer.

Y(Ri finally get the recording in your hands it's a
dubbed version and those of you again that deal with
the anak)g format km)w that every time you make a ct)py,
you lose some quality. And some of these tapes are
recorded on a little S20 cassette recorder. so by the time
you make a copy of it, half the time you can barely hear
what's p)ing on there. You finally get the tape in your hand

if you're the researcher and trying to look up this stuff
and you go to play the tape, and you have to play

-through the whole tape to find this stuff, and it may not

even he the recording ou wanted. So then you go back
and you repeat the whole process.

So we thought that there are several things one is it
deters people from just getting access to this information.
People will begin to not even use it. There's a lot of history
of past and present here that's just being lost. Secondly.
just from a preservation standpoint, how do we preserve
this stuff? Well, we stalled talking about that we had a
real specific need and were looking at ways to preserve
that. It seemed to us that putting it into some kind of
electnmic, not analog but digital formal, and making it
accessible with a computer front-end it starts to work.

Two years ago when I came to this conlerence, Bill
Ahearn Was here from IBM, and he Was interested in the

Project Jukebox

View Picture View Transcript

HI: H82-65
Subj ect
Howard Luke :
en interview with Howard Luke at his camp on the
Tanana River He describes Fairbanks History .

ludie File:

RE0-6501B:H82-65

Audio Controls:

ORell
Hall% tip

Listen to Audio Stop Audio Selection Volume

Masier Index Local Search More information

Print Transcr, t Print This Card Wears A rernent

for an interview that has been formatted for the oral
ion.

project, and we were carrying on discussions with IBM and
with other folks, Apple C(mtputer anumg them. and Apple
Computer bit first and through Apple Computer and a
program they have called "Apple Library of Tomorrow,"
they provided us with all of the hardware to set up this
pn)ject.

Basically xvhat we are doing is we are digitizing our oral
history collection, and we are putting it into a digital fOrmat.
Along with that, we're including a database so you can
search through and find the tape you want and then play it
back immediately.

Apple's interested in it. as IBM was, because it's a multi-
media platform. And Apple really is giving us some
proprietary software that deals with compression of the
digitized sound, because digitizing anything like video-
audio takes an enormous amount of storage space. So
we're getting some software from them that'll probably be
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on the marketplace in a year or two. And they
rcall I think just saw us as a gclod practical

aPPlicatii in I if thk sidtwdre theY're developirl;4.
\\se digitize the audiotapes: right now we store
them on what's called the magneto-optical-
erasahle disk -- its hasically an optical disk y011

cc, urd Iii. ,md ou can erase it and just Use
it like any other storage media in that computer.

c >Lir final goal will he to put this right now
ont( ' a CI )-Rom. :Ind then to put work stations
to mnd wheyever pet pk. may he interested in
accessing this information. We're using right
now a Nlacinuish as our baseline w( irk
sunk in, fl all'e:Idy 11:1d cir 1.11(r-,e y(n1

tilt: (:1) :111c1 (1) pl;ner. and
plug it in. We're not married to the CD
technology necessarily. ()ur feeling is (ince we
digitize it. w hatever the memory platform
hecomes in C or I I I or 2.0 years. or -Su years, The Searcher screen allows the user to find records by specifying

we cattnuive l" that plait( mu. kevords
Once 'it's digital. we can make'hOw ever Man(
copies we ((ant ithout any loss of quality in the original.
"'This(' ol vi m who are interested. I won) go into the
technical details miw. hut if you're-interested, I can tell you
scum. of technically what we're doing. and how we're
sampling the audio and all of tluise kinds of things.

And that's really where we're spending a fair amount of
wt irk right now . What rin piing to show you toda is a
erY earlY 1)1011 itvpe "I "11.11 we have and what we're

working on. What we ill then he ahle to du is the ACC:CY,
will go directly to the individual who needs to access that
information. They don't ha( e u i go through an
intermediary; they can chrecth, get to the tape and find
what's on the tape and listen to it. ;tnd even pull a
reci)rding off. We can make specialized collections.

One of the things we're working on is a project with the
National Park Service they want to put these arciund in
the parks. for instance in Alaska that ha( e informanon
on the parks that will cover the range of things. If yint're
chmhing a linnintain. you can look at the specific numntain.
and see if the\ 've done it heliirc... what routes they've taken.
If you're just a casual ti mrist and want to know a little hit
alumt where the name I )enali comes Inun, you can look
that up you can hear an ()nil recording. \\ e've also
added to this a (isual component. hecause we thought,
well, while people are listening to this they w:Int Iii hiok
simlething, the want to get something out ( il that. and

;aided ph( itographs here it's appnipriate. ((hen we
have du use availahle. of the Mdividuals w Ito are talking. (1r
of the event that was Ivo wded. so we really have a multi-
media thing here.

,.. ,o a platform where we canEventua k . " /, 1" " "
incltak. yk.10) in this as «ell. (Me of the reasons we wanted
to digitize this and keep ;is high a quality possihle is that
there's .1 very (hstinct difierence hetween lix(king at a typed

U. o elections:
Click on a selection
to use mu i-media

care

transcript of the oral (IA( irding. and 11(...u'ing reoifthng in
the environment it was made. So you can hear what was
going On there. A lot 1)1 the reoirding,,, for instance, were
made with folks Out i) their cahins. in the villages, and in
the hackgrouncl (nu can hear the other sounds of kids
playing. with dishes clinking in the sink. That gives vu flI 1

sense of place and a sense of history that you would lose
otherwise.

Let me slum you «hat «c..(e got here. This is a (en
limited thing I can't search din mgh a 1"1 reconls
this hecausy this is kind of our travelling mad show ---- hut

sluwy (cm kind of what we have. This is all heing doily
hy hasicallv Bill Schneider. who's director of our oral
archives, and I )J11 Cirahek, our programmer. And I kind of
dip nw hand in and kind of play around w ith the interface
and other things from time to time, and then am the contact
with .1pple Computer. The project has gone in hits and
pieces. Once I go through it. I'll tell you some of the
unplications that we're running into with funding something
hke this.

So here we ha\ v a searcher, and you say, well. y(iu
to find some things and right niwy. it says \othing's
limnd,- up here hecause I ha\ en't put anything in. hut Id's
say I \\ ant to find something... I )ow n liere at the hottom it
say., "II numher that's just our internal numher if you
happen to :JI aye a list of those, you could search right
through to the recording. Rut if you don't have that \
come over here and (ou sa\ and it says. -What do
viitl CC ant to Ii)(ik Icit?'' I happen to kru AV that one of the
three recordings I no C in here uiday is loin) tn guv named
loward Luke. so I'll just put ill -1.LIke- and it says, -Do ((at

want to look for the transcript?- \\ hat we're also doing with
this is'we take the recording and (ve put in a full hped
transcript, so you (an folk m that along. Because the quahty
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Okay, this is an intarvIew with
Howard Luke et his camp, across
the river, across the Tanana
here. on January 26, 1982 end
I'm BM Schneider, Alma Best is
here, and Herold Woods will be
here in e little bit We're going
to talk a little bit about
Fairbanks history. And some of
the things that, you remember,
Howard over the years. You say
that you weren't. born here? No,
I wasn't I was born in Elenanal
And then we moved up, I think

r4S,

i!1

75,

no! H82-65
Subject;
Howard Luke
an interview with Howard Luke at his camp on the
Tanana River. Ile descrtes Fasrloanks History

Audio Tile
REO-6501B:H82-65

Alnlio Controls:
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Listen to Audio Stop Audio Selection Volume

Master index Local Search More Intormat.on

Print Transcript Print This Card Release Averment

A search for the word "tienana" locates it in the Howard Luke
interview transcript.

of many of the recording. ts " ith a Irmiscrilli
vou can see word kir word w Itat the person was ,,aving ,r

tall:ing about :md. if I can l'ind my pointer. lii ust say,
"Lciok in the abstract.- and it's a onc-hit.

\ow in the final version of this. of couNe. there'll be all
sons of numbers down here. and you pick the one you
wanted. Hut 1\ ell NAV we want 0) pick that one I )ean
Gottehrer referred to the problems we ha \ e with copyright.
One of the prohlems we liave is we had specific
agreements with the kilks that we got these audio
recordings from, and we have specific release agreements.
and here it is. :Ind ViC put it in there. And we've done
everything we can to insure that thy perscm w ill read that.
Nnd so there's the release agreement that's here. anti of
course a person can just bypass all of that, and just click on
that "Read the release agreement- without reading it. lint
what c.111 We dm?

Okay, this now shows that this is the number it is. Here's
a brief description: -An Interview with Howard Luke at I lis
Camp (in the fanana River.- And it describes airbanks
history, that's .-41111e internal stuff that we're using. Over
here it places approximately in the state where this
recording is coming from. And what we hope to add later
on here is a geographic I t /1". sit it \ y,iy. "Gee. rni
interested in finding ciut things about you oitikl
click on the southeast and see what kinds of recordings are
there. and then combine that with something else like
"transpimation in Southeast- for instance. So we have all of
that (low n there.

lete's the release agreement again. which you can see
this is all in I IvperCard by the way. so I just print this card

we will ha\ e a transcript w hich von can put up there.
and there's the transcript of the recording. .\nd over hew it
says. -Listen tolhe audici.- and that's if we-actually want to

hear it. and we can adjust the volume. And we
ha\ e photographs associated with it. and we
can select the images. Here's one that's .1 map
and it says, -I fete's where we took it In im." and
we can go hack and pick this salter image and
we click on that and i t shows you I loward
Luke himself he's wiirking on a boat. \ow
one of the interesting things one of the
prilblems we're wrestling with in terms of
cop tight this is ..I Very poor quality
photograph: one of the reasons we're doing
that is again we have a copyright prohlem ci ith
all ()four plicitogyaplis. \\-e've specilically
scanned in our phokigraph at what we call
-referenee-qualit pilot( waph-: later on, as we
d" this- we'll a reference number down
here so you can get to the actual photograph.
BeClulse mne of the milcer11:-, we !Live is ir
we've scanned that in as a very high quality
image someone could take-this and hook it tij)
to one i fl- fhe printers. They could print out that

phcitograph and use it in ways that we don't have a release
that it can he used. It heoinles a real prcihlem. What we
plan to do to archive this stuff is scan all this sluff in at a
cry high rest ilution. so at sonic p(iint when copyright law

changes :ind 55 one ()I' these issues hecome clarified, we can
deal with that higher qualit image. But for the work
station right now we have a much lower qualit image.

.\nd that was I hoV\ ard Luke. We could search locally in
the transcript. I saw that "Nenana- is in there. SO I cOuild say
Aenana.- and it comes right to -Nenana- and highhghts it.
One sil the things we're getting from Apple Oitnputer is
cnntrol., over here where it says. -Listen to the audio.-
we'll not only he able to listen to it but we'll he able to fast
forward. so for instance. you could find this reference to
\enana- and go right to that point in the tape. That's one

of the things we're working with what's called the
-advanced technology group- at Apple Computer. and
they're working (in the software for us. Which is a handy
group or folks lo woi king on your sohware. So yin]
can jump right to the place that you want to in the tape.
For instance, if you had recordings of Jay I lammond. and
you want to say. '.\\*Ilat did Lay I farrummel ha\ e to say

about the Permanent Fund?" you coukl pull those pieces
out. It makes :111 sorts of interesting things kir people in
radio working on documentaries to do research to find
things. The other way we dm it, ii yu really W;.111t tti he

Mtge traditional in your searching. you can go to what we
call die -master index.- and you can search hew.

\Ve horrowed alien nit everything we have here. and we've
gsit uoney from different sources. By the way. one of the
chunks (if rnone we got to continue this projeo was from
the Center for Informatis in Technology to help us de\ clop
all of this. and we really appreciate that. and it's helped us
to continue going with this.
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You can search through this -- this was
developed by a t4lR nanwd mark zilnniciman. antI

he works for the CIA; he's their Russian computer
e\ pert. and he's the only one they has e, so he tells
me. Rut on the side he creates software like this.
which is :1 searcher so I c;111 .ticanelt for
something. And it says. -What do \AM Vs ant to jump
to?" And I h:ippen knim imve a R.,,,rding in
here by Vuka Sic:pm icli --- those of '.Otl \el-lei:ire
familiar with Alaskan history will remgnize that
name and hen... it says, -Vi.tka Stepovich.- aikl it
jumps to the recordings. and there it highlights it.
and luckily for me that happens to be the recording
we have in there toda\ : and I gu 05er here and I
highlight that. This is the w a scal-cli through
things in a more literary traditional library format.
And I highlight the number there, .,ind I say. -jump

.to the audio (-aid for me." and then that collies up

01.11w-rani!

Vut<eiR Stepovich

again. and it's g<cing to tell us to read that, and I've Highlighting one of thc people.provides the information this is
read that, and here's Vuka Stepovich, and again Oii Vuka R. Stepovkh. This is a reference-quality photo.
has e an audio recording which'you can listen to
this one happened to be rivmded in Fairbanks as sseli talks about. These will be set at inlOrmation centers in the
and that will come up in a moment. National Park Service parks. What we do here, instead of tt

While von're kioking at that, we have again an image. full transcript, is just an outline of the points he talks abc cut.
now these .11V scrolled down some things we have a We have a photograph of him: we don't has e the audiotape
great number of itnages On: some things we have onl one in here for this. YOU can see here how we'll have the
image. I lere's the interview with A'tika Stepovich. And controls for fast fors\ ard and rewind. and you can jump
again, you can go through and highlight and say, -Who.was right to where you want to go.
that'''' There's Vuka right there, and there's Mrs. Dan one of the problems we find we're facing with this. and
Isahelle Egan who's this down here? Margaret Fgan. it's 1 larger problem today within the library world, is that
And yea! can go through and highlight all of' the people... the Nation:II Park Service is paying for this. Su we're
There's une here Pat Egan. We don't know who that paying a lot of attention to that right now because they're
person was. Later when me know what this is we can the ones paying us. We're doing new recordings kw them.
highlight this and we can click on that and find out e\actly The recordings we're going to digiti/e and put onto them
where the recording was mak% whose cabin this was. So du not include our 6.noo hours of oral history tapes. We
we can jump around here and see all of those things. And got another small chunk of money from the Fairbanks
ir you wanted to, we could print the card. I mean, vc ft
cOtIld go and get the actual photograph. And yeti go back
here to see the transcript, and you cotikl f011ow through the
transcript because you can't hear it very well. And I can
just follow tlie bouncing finger. and y011 could follow the
recording there.

. want to show you one other interface we have, and
(hat's for the Parks. The National Park Service is very
interested in this. We've done an interface for them that's a
custom interface, and we're doing a series of recordings
with them right ne')w. So we've done this kir the Yukon
Charlie Naticinal Preserve. Right now you'll be able to look
at places, subjects, and keyword search if yciu're still into
keyword searching or we can look at people. Right now
we just have the people interface, and there'd be :1 number
of people. Right now we just have Don Chase. and we
have two recordings by him. and I'll just click on this one.
and up ccnues the recording on I )oIl Chase. And there we
can seardi through these varkras topics that Don Chase

Native Association we're going to concentrate on some
tapes that they're interested in. But what happens is those
n.000 hours of recordings Vuka Stepovich and I toward
Luke --are getting left in the dust. we find the funds
to pay for that, and we may not find those funds, people
are going to come :ind they're going to use this, and they're
going to iook thi,, up, but they're not going to lie interested
in finding Vuka Stepovich or !toward hake. because that
stuff's in an old format, and it's hard to use. And that
becomes a real critical issue: \X'ho's making the decisions ;Is
we move in kJ new formats and new and easier ways, in
my opinion. to access information? \Vim makes the
decisions un what things we put in that new format. and
what things we leave behind?

Fin- instance, one of the things I do is put CD-Heim
databases onto local area networks so that people can
access those. In fact. we now have dial-up access, so
anywhere in the state, peitentially, oui COUld dial into this
network-I've put together in Fairbanks and get access to 12
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difkrent databases coc (Ting a hroad range of IC)pk",
ah011t III nil litaikillS reSl'ardl. The prohlem is. we're
finding that as students and faculty and researchers are
coming in to use that. that is not comprehen .xe coverage.
hut it's easy to use. comparatively. It's Certainly !Midi
easier to use than gc)ing through' large hooks with small line
print. And wc.*%e 1( tuallv I idstiidents come in to USe
something. ;Ind we've said. -This onh has coverage on the
CD-Rom for the last ear of information.- For
ha\ e one called -statistical masterfile,- hut if you want to
get coverage !Or the last 10 years, it's over here. and that
may by more help for Your research. and thc say, -Oh. it's
print. Forget it: I'm not evi...n going to look :II Theyre
going to look just it the skiff that's there. that's ill nice
prellV k)rIllal (in the computer. And how do wt.: deal w ith
that? some of those things are going to drop away.

There's a series of research materials called -The Arctic
Rihhography- IC volumes. print comprehenshe

ecomitnic. scientific research on the Arctic, They
_

stopped_printing it. about I 5 vo...ars ago I IlL not sure of
the exact date and they've gone to ;in online versi(
Pe(iple use the (mline version. AVe've tried several times to
get funding to digitize the print ersion and make that also
electronically accessihle. We'e gone lo 'People like the
National Science hitindation and they say. -We're not
intm..sted in that: let's deal with this current shill.-
Eventually that IC volumes of information CCII the Arch( is
going to get used k.ss and le,s. And so the kinds'orthings
we're doing here I really belie\ e in this kiiid iii stuff
and we're movMg ahead with this. and I really sec that

>ing lo gel lo ,1 point... we're going IC) haw this
available first on our computers.

Were probahlv six months away from ha ing the
National Parks sen, ice stuff done: another Year or so frimi
actualh having a product that's availahle in our lihrarv. But
once we do that in Rasnlilson. ;Mei then put it On the lo(
area network that we've got. and then our ne thing
we've already been experimenting with passing this
through the university computer network so that you don't
have to ha\ e a Al,wilitosh computer. it einali..1 Iv an him or
other flavor ')f computer von can access this information
on the network. The problem is. when the monev comes
in. are we going to have access to all of the tapes that are
there or are going to hake scIed . and who's
making those dedsions on the select few? So from mv
point of view. its iC t the technology this is thy inn Pan,
and vou play around with this, and talk ahout the User
interface. And that's what we're doing now. \Vele niovMg
ahead with that and that's going to haplIen one way or the
other. But the real prohlei.o ('omes in w ith who's going to
have aect'ss l() it, \\ hat materials :Ire kke going to make
accessible to po 91e. That's a real quick merview of our
Project Jukel)(Ix. he happ to answer any questions
anybody's gOt.

-Thc Chug:1(11 ConIcrence

LARRY WIGET: What k the eSlinlaled cost kir digitizing
0,000 hours worth of tape?

SMITH: For WURI hours worth of tape we're g(iing to he
probably somewhere around sj 50,000 s20,000. A lot of
this stuff is just manual things. AVe have to, do transcripts lOr
everything, the full transcnpt. one-to-one right now that
we put the tapes on, hut with the compression we can Save
a lot more of that. By the wav, this digital storage of
archival materials is still a controvcTsv. The national archival
organizations do not accept digital storage right now as a
standard AVe're going to present this at a C(Inference in
ahout two weeks --- there's a national conlen..nce of oral
historians and archi ists, and it v.ill probahly create (Ow a
contro\ ersy hecause this is not accepted as an appropriate
means of preservation.

HOWARD WEAVER: I loy would t hose expenses be
.iffected if you w eren't retrofitting, essentially. That is
-wercto-start doing. irnow:.\\ ould that-reduce.allat
appreciably?

SMITH: hit ()Ithe woluld hc. reduced. I mean. right
now, we've lxvn working on this it. over a ). ear :md
(Ink- have received three reowchngs. and they're not even
lull recordings -- hecause we've heen doing a lot of
development work and we continue to do that. So the
costs will go down so 1nic. ltit it'd still lie_ the basic costs .of
getting the transcript and paying the stall. to ;it there and
put the recordings in. :ind quality control. But those should
go down. One of the things we've heen doing is
de\ eloping here a kind ()I a cottage industr that I think

nnebody in the pri ale SeCtor should he intereskd in
hccause the National P.tri.s Service has given us two chunks
of mono:\ to do things for them: the Fairbanks \dike
Association is interested in it. We've 11.1(1 some discussion
with BP about this: I think there are a lot of organizations
where you can do this kind of a thing. And what we're
really moving to we st;irted out with specific. prohlems
with oral history tapes. audio recordings hut we're really
migrating to a point w here this is a multi-media product for
preservation of 1'02( wt.1s which woulcl include photographic
records. film. videotapes. print. It would include the whole
.pedlill11 of records.

LEN FRAZIER: I Eive wt,l'ked 0 Cut a method for
enhancing the recordings? Is it possible, for example, to
remove hackground noises?

SMITH: Well. we con. Yes. We've been working. and the
guys at Apple have given LIS some software, and another
company.., it's marvelous when You work with someone
like Apple. hecause thev talked to a smaller company in

valle. and this other.company savs. -Oh. they're
working with Apple: here, have some soIware: here, have
some Support.- We got a nice product frinn a plai..e called
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)igil )esign, and we can actually go in. and \\ e can filter out
certain frequencies. hackground noises ;0 ;1 conain

frequency, and we can itist filter that out, cut it all out, t
out the highs and the lows. The questi(m it gets inti:
though for us from an archival standpoint is do we \\ ant to
change the iriginal recording, do we Wain in change dic
\\ that W.IS done? If this was recorded in a noisy
auditorium. do we \\ ant ln filler olll that lati fir dif WC Walll
to leave that in there? \Vc can certainly do that. Rut \\ hat

we're dealMg with right luiw is we're going to make an
archk al cop\ ot the tapes that's the highest quality we can
go at, and we're going to store that prohahl not optically,
but probably on one the new digital tape backups.

Those of you who do omputer stuff 8inni tape anti
cligital-audiotape you can store gigabytes of infOrmation
on that stun'. we'll ',what-4 h> that and reduce our
shel\ es and shelves of tapes ckiwn to one shell with all of
our Winn hours of reowdings. And that w ill record
everything =-..prohlents in the,retoiding. all the noise and
:e\erydring. \\ell then-use with the compression diat v,7,*re
using from Apple Computer the stuff the 're giving us k

lossIess compiession: it means ynti don't lose any
of the quaht. Jim we'll lvohahly take that. prohahly itit
(flu some of the other information for what we would call
our relerence-qualitv recording, change it to something that
would he a high-fidelity reconling. to something that might
he low-quality \ oice-gmde iecording. N) there \\ e may
deal with changing the original rec(irding a Nile liii

Ittit again it lie iiiies a pinhleill. As 'snil incillinned.
capahilit\ pliiitographs, and we hate a lot

of old archi\ l photographs 1 had a guy from Kodak conic
see rue the other chi\ \\ tic \\ as showing me their new
(leen% mic imaging. 1 le'd take an archival photograph, it had
scratt hes through it, and \\ as dated 1898. They digitiied it
and they cleaned that all up. It looks like it \vas a
photograph that was taken esterday except for the clothing
that people were wearing. We May N\ ant to start doing
that. \\hat then do we helieve is the onginal? \\ t. get ink)
some ival interesting ethical questions here with the
preservation of nmteriak

MICHELLE (ORI)ER: 1.111 (Alrinlis about the genesis of this
wonderful project. Apparently there wasn't actually a heavy
user demand to use these fragile materials as much as it
was an administrative decisitm to make an attempt to
preserve for Itrchival purpt)ses your collection.

SMITH: We had. I don't kmkv \\ hat the nunthers are
hecause rnl nut directly mvolved with the oral history
program day-to-day, Bill Schneider, though. the director or
the program. felt there was a need that people were
trying to get into the tapes and it \\ as cumbersome hasically
for us to lind the recording somehodv wanted and get it
into their hands. And then the presen.ation is a real issue.

CORDER: Sc) it was son or the archival part of the

urn\ (..rsity rather than lihrarY 1).111.

SMITFI: It w,o, the archival part. Will is an nthropologist
hy training, he works in the lihrarv. ;md he has a real keen
interest in rural Alaska and \alke Alaskans. Ile sensed
from working with them that therc's a whole culture here,
ui nl'al tradition. that we have preserved On a numher of
these tapes. 1 le's gone out and sought out ;uld collected
tapes with cklers in villages. :ukl a lot of oilier people fnini
the villages, and hf. has a isiccu that ev,"iluAlv thcrell he a
machine like this_in the schools that the kids could go to ill
their village and Find out what their grandfather or great-
grandfather had to say that this stuff \\ ill he there. and
that the kkl could sit down with this and-open it up and
find out the history of hk or her \ illage. or Ifis or her region
of the state. ihe whc de constitutional con\ enticm is on
audiompe. \Vt.. put in a pismosal last year that didn't
make it to include some of that so you can sit dm\ n and
lwar the actual dehates that went nn al the constitutional

.cork entic in that deVc:IOPC.d.the constitution fOr ourstaie,
you 'can sit down and stiid that.

DEAN GOTIIIIRER: I w,ed to take students to the lahrar.
e\ cry semester in my maga/ine-article \\ riling class. and
oile or the places we cc mid stop was the archives hecause
it's a \ eritahle gc ildnune of material for mag,r/ine free-lance
writers who are looking to Nvrite shines :thou! Alaska. And
\\ ith stuff (in tape voll'\ e got to go through the \\
process that ',ley(' was talking alum!. And it \ incre \\ riling
an ankle, then haw to do our own transcript to try to
get that material out so \aill can Use it ill all ;Mick'. far

easier to Use v(ni haw linihicins
of If hal if is vnu're I( fucking for and to have a cork-
inade that \ou call use. I think that the ckmand was there.
The prohlem \\ as getting access to the materials. finding
\\ hat ou're looking for and being ahle to use it.

WEAVER: What \\ ill happen to the hasic envirtinment
\\ hen \ ou're done with it? Will it he proprietar"? You gtk.s
\\ ill own it? Apple \\ ill own it?

SMITH: Well own the pncduct that we have. We plan to
have one hasic product. The first kind of thing I showed
You is our oral history one, and we'll own that. We haven't
really gotten to the point ol discussing. sa with Apple.
what we (I() il we need to license that out, or ir people just
\Yam to Ink- the engine that we have, and then use it. I

think this would ix* a great one f'tir scimehodv in the prk ale
sector to go to Science and Teclmology grant in the state. to
take this on and develop that and then sell that to
onnpanies. ()thier places like the Park Service thmell
own the one that we do tOr them we'll have all the
program; they'll just have the end product. And we'll make
a version where they omld add their own tapes if they
wanted to. But we're doing ;ill the development work for
them so we're cust(imizing it lw client right WM.
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AUDIENCE NIEMBER: What kind of legal i ethit al
hurt clo you have to get ci\ yr archiving materials
that? Is it a legal profilent cci primaril\ an art Iii\ ing one?

SMITII: ii. 1,(41). hut primal-, a legal one. \\ c'n. Ier
careful \\ iiii our aichives tleparmicra. ii. ,..111..cl the laska

_polar Rcgiuns. \\, 11,11 \\ t. ii iilc.'tiic iTi' ic ciii people.
\\ ell get just .1 collettion ccl do( mews or a t.ollt.ction iii

photo.41...iplis or a collection of recordings spelling out
anti all\. \\ hat that release agreement yi it]
Ills 1111,11 the rights,of use tor that is And then \ye
chargi people to conit. irt ;Intl use it. Some thing.-; you
could use fur \ clittircs. \X 01 ha\ 4.
prucluccr-, mint. iii and \\ ant a bunch cci ()uir sink

our Iitleotve cu. Him to use in pniductions and
some things aren't releasal)le lot a commercial product:
other things \\ e can. There's a restaurant in Fairhariks calk.tl
the Pump I louse hut they \\.ent into otir arclii\.es colleen( wi
and mitik. topics of the pluck cgraphs. alitl the\ paitl lee to

-Use Tiyi 5 hy \\ c
peopk. are \.ert- apprehensive, the-re scared to death in
fact cil art-luyes.

A hen lc) )I. format. \au!' can
hook this up to a high tittaliR. retorilhig mac lune. VI

this tit-) to a high-quality printer. nd
high-qualit images in Mere. anti if \ye keep the recordings
.,tt a high ttualit\. people can pull that out alki (III /se

\\ liatever they 11-a1)1. and list. them -cut of context.
That's a ;Val prohlt.m lIc. ha\ e. A (..*\ c made an intellectual
decision at this point heeause we could make It so voti
could access tlk. tapes ,111\Alill'I'L.'1(l11 wanted. And \ tan
c.lo some ol that nc \I. e halt 1 last lorw aid that I

silos\ (AI \-ota that \\ cit l)c putting in there to kiok for a
specilic \von!. \\.t. matte ;tri ink:Item-al commitment that
\.ou lind the trans( ript tor iIic. capc.. \ ccci see that, you see
the al)stratt aiu I tht..n ;iceess the \vlicilt. tape. So that
you get it at least in cc Intext. locause again. ICI Ilk' gt

Cx.1111pli- s hal said ;IN MI
lilt' ikT111:111(111 Ici itt. Ic cli cc child plan that urn 11ICre. 11'c'

11:1Ve etc crdIllgs of \Valle!. liii Lel, you cc cnk! pull that
alit] (MI ()rt.( intcxt cr easil\- \\ ith this. Thais

a real danger.

JOHN McKAY: I.)() yc flu see I mu,Iti the role of the
university? ol icc monitor \\ hillier people iniOt take
uni\ ersitY materials. reference materials, lihrary materials
and use them like that?

\o, we dcin't \\ ant icc he a policeman for that. \\V
do try to guard carefully the people who have gi\ cn us
materials. guard the rights that they have set up with us, nf
course. once it-s out of our hands, we really can't do that
much. kir instance, on eI cry \eroN machine in die lihrarv
we have a diing that ...;ays, --You arc responsihk to make
sure you don't infringe on copyright law. Section N." hut
we really have no control if somebody wants to come in

there and \vholesale plagnan". h\- op\ mg page Atka page
out of a hook. .\ n instructor, sa\ making c clues ol that ti,
pass out to a (las', Is inlringing c op\ right LIII 'the cull\

place \viten.. \ye reall\ clamp tIo11 0 is the 11.11 lIlt

t.op\.riglit la 11 reads nl dw. is that it sa l k
ticiplicalitii is going to 1.m. held I(

\\.t. have .tn instructor Ivinging videotapes to us. and he
sat s, cc cp\. these. make I WW1 I 1111.,4 ic

s .(1111 «cpyrughi

tIC produt er (if tins program. No «cp.\ oglit tele 1..e.

AUDIENCE NIEMBER: I Porn( cius ccl Illui.111, 11 Mack!

There-doesn't seem to he pri\-mi. tuilcipu is( cloiii g
cci

I dunk Mere s souk.. pi 11 ate ehteiluises cm!
there (lc iing a lot of this. and tittle's a lot ea (-thins smith,
to Otis on IiI(' Hal .1011.11 le L'i. i icitl isc ,I11,111 It iii II .1

this-..labrary.of-C.ongress-has had ral-proaectc-hkellus--"."--
There's a cct cd. tivit\..ind there are -pri \

then. that \\ ill do sonic of this for \ e I sck.il

an\-thing \vithin the oral histor\ spet the cdli lustor\
group iii the I nitetl that's doing this \\ ha\ one cl

(hi. tArgesi "rat history ollections around at our miller-at\
There hasn't hcen that luck Ii ill( I thucuuL dick' tinge
market that's why .\ pple (Ainiptiter us lititic
equipment to do this het...Rise the\ ant tis to test nit Weil

an... There s a cii Olen.

HERBERT I)ORI)ICK: \re \ ccti thinking (il wig online'
\\Ould it he possihle tor nue to access this !him atic diet
tall?

SMITH: That s our c..\ crittial gi oak to go online \\ till
diat Vnll ',Mild dial into this and 'cccli timid lish..ii (Ai the
retorclings. Right no\I IIe halt. SI nit. seI en. limitations

In ocillIcnit'r term'. 1 'cocci g" ccli it I 2' in
haucl to listen to audio you'll.. going to he sitting tlicat. dl

night long. lint those things I reall\ think ale sok ahle
ilh curnI)Ic`.sIcIn, we're ino\ mg mi.,

for transmission that's going to Ice sol\ ahle

DORIMCK: Then vou-\ gi\ en up the clip\ light protec 111
The only means of copyright that \\ ill \\ od. is when \ cool

cuntrni ( init. I cm go)

Vcal tic cfli halt: that.

SMIT1-1: (Mt.' I of the reasons \\ ent \\ 1111 the much

lo\yer resolution on the photographs lIt, call them
..R.ference-ciliality- photographs. And it \c ccl \\ ant tc ) get a
high-cluaht- reprotItit.ed pluitograph then \ cu.\ e gut I(

kit U. and \\.t.-11 make that for 'colic I dunk h s

the legal issues d tat art. going to he the shit It\ tint-stunts lit
:ill of this. The tet.linolog 's 10101 iilg ahead The
networking stun liii ii ing \\ ith Rilins right no11
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deahng with die vendors on that, and some of them say,
"\o. Voll can't do it at all.- some say. -Gee, we don't care."
and others say. 'There's a fee we charge you for that." It's
Al over the place: it's a very sticky wicket.

DORIMCK: If I were really interested. I coulLI take your
photograph and enhance it after I've received it.

SMITH: It'd ;till he possible to enhance the thing and get
around it. Yes.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: I guess I still don't understand.
Watching an NFI, football game, they tell you you can't
record it. and if von record it, you're doing what they told
von not to do in the first place.

DORDICK: But that \ okay. The copyright act allows you
to make One copy for your own use. It's if von make
copies tor all of vour friends and charge them for it.

AUDIE1NCE MEMBER: .Likc vou said. stealing's stealing.
Instead of reading that, you might both have them read it

24

and bring it out in an audio the agreement. That's part
of the deal. I don't see the issue. Because we have that in
books. What's to stop somebody front putting on a Xerox a
photograph of a book it's the same thing.

SMITH: There's no way to stop them. But again, if you
make multiple copies... There have been universities, for
instance, that have had major lawsuits against them when
they make copies wholesale that are used in classes.
Because then the publishers are not paid for students
buying those books or buying the periodicals. It's the
wholesale copying and distribution. And where we would
have problems here is if somebody without paving for the
rights niok some of these audio recordings and used them
in a commercial product. If someone made something
comparable to the Civil War series on PBS about Alaska.
and they took all those recordings and made the videotape.
And they sold the videotape, and then ve'd see the tape,
and say. "Gee, we never got a call from these folks for
permission to use all these oral history recordings.- There's
where the_rub comes
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Computer
Conferencing:

'Let's imagine
you're at a party
with Isaac Asimov,
Woody Allen and
Bill Gates'

4a111111-14

Davis Foulger
is a member of
IBM's computer
conferencing work
group at the
Thomas J. Watson
Research Center in
Yorktown Heights,
N.Y. His duties
include running
the oldest and
largest computer
conferencing
system in the
United States.

I'm going-toLuilkin.generafahOut-U-.CoMpOter_
conferencing is. and then I'm going to get into some
specifics about the computer conferencing system that I run
for IBM. Just to give you a brief overview of the kind of
sheer volume we're talking about, Mel' the last year the
conferencing facility that I run at IBM has had contributions

not people requesting things or reading things. hut
actual contributions from over 25.000 people, which is
about I3'1, of the entire IBM company.

The rate of those contributions is tremendous. We get
about 2,000 contributions a day. Now we're only one
computer conference. Ten years ago there were no )ne.

started for two years we were the only one.
but now there's se\ eral thousand computer conferencing
hocilities inside a good 300 of w hich are what You
might call "public- in the sense that any IBM employee can
get to them. as is the case for IBMPC.

Much of what I'm going to say comes from the doctoral
dissertation in which I observed the evolution of the facility
over 10 years actually eight years at the time I wrote it.
Various genres of computer conferencing and a lot of
different things that conferencing can he used for
education is certainly one of them, hut it's only one. I will
wind up talking to that to a certain extent as we go
through.

I've talked about how rules formed on the conference,
how enforcement evolved and the kinds of problems that
we had. and ultimately the kind of impacts that were
involved. Todav I will 1.00.1s to a large extent on the
impacts alter I give you a general idea of' what it's all ahout.

To put computer omferencing in focus a little bit before
we go too much further, let's imagine that you're at a party.
We've all been at parties where there were 50, 60, -0
peopk. and what happens at the party is that people

-break up into groups:There'll-he a group over here, and a
group over here, and a gomp over here:and each of them

iliaviñörirsatibfis MaYI* as- ou go throtigh the party
you wander from one group to another-and you wind-up
engaging in a variety of different conversations.

I don't know about you, but I've had the experience of
being in one group and overhearing something going on in
another group and saying. "13ov. I really wish I was in that
conversation... Let me take this a little further let's
suppose that I'm going to a party and I know in advance
that there's going to he a conversation with.Isaac Asimoy
oyer in this corner, and there's going to he a omversation
with Woody Allen over in this corner, and there's going to
he a conversation with a major economist who successfully
predicted the fall of Communism in Russia over in this
corner and, to give a pleasant contrast to my own company,
Bill (iates is going to he over here in this corner.

You go in there and .'01.1 know you can only be in one of
these conversations at a time. hut von know absolutely that
.ou'd like to he in all of them, and You know standing in

any one of them that something's happening in the other
three that vou wish you weren't missing. The truth is that
happens at any party. The real problem is that what you'd
really like to see is all four of these guys in one
conversation, with all the sixty-odd people at the party able

paitiCipate in so wile reammable way. But there's no way
to do that because communication in groups breaks down
after yozi get five or six people.

Well, that's the problem that computer omferencing
addresses. Computer conferencing in some sense allows
You to have a party in which You can he in all the
conversations The guv \ho was sitting up here during the
panel before talked ahout how he accesses Bitnet.
getting 100 ine,,tiages a day, and he's in all these different
conferences. In essence. w hat he's doing is he's saying,
"These conversaticins are interesting to me and I'm going to
participate in them.- And as is the case in most
conversations where there's a large number of people-
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in (dyed, most of the time you (.1(m't talk: most of what you
do is \ (ma read. Computer conlerencing VCIly 12,LN kJ r(N.

IC.A.11",ill.; 1.4 Ai in on the reading hecause ifs a lot faster to
read than it is to write. hut \nhi can write. And what's
really interesting here is that al a party. if Wo( )dy Allen was
0\ Cr in a comer. the odds an: that AA flock- Allen w /mid do

r-tlye talking-or -more: But that doesn't have to-he the
case in commiter conferencing at all. because one of the
things that happens in computer conferences is that
estahlislu:d relations tend to fall away they don't
_disappear. If Hill Gates came up on one of my conferences
and started talking. he would get I level of respect that I

will never get: But then again he (Aid something that I didn't
Cli). I n I and I hoth flelieved that peNonal ciknputers

\\ ere going to he \ cry successful. AVhat he did is he
predicted it in a way that made hint a hillionaire. What I did
\\ as I predicted it in a way that put me into graduate
sclk ,ol. Now I don't n:gret g()ing into graduate schck )1. hut I
could list t iini(l1) (lcdharx.

in an* Case. qiing wus, Tin going
to.get real abstract 1(w i se( ond. -I think I've descnhed in
some sense what a tomputer conference is all about. What
I'd like to do for just second is to put that in eoilleNt for
you. and to do that I have this \\ (mderful. difficult-to-ivad,
hut very visual sort of graph here. What. I've gin hcre is :jr)

,INNCIllhiagt.! ab(CLII finv or sixt\ -odd different media face-
to-face communications. small gioups. [alp: newspapers.
newsletters. talking automatons-. you name it. sorts of
different media communications.

I chid this hecause f was (url) )(IN :China when: computer
conferencing hts into the constellation CCI mec.lia. I collected
this list of media and I took a h;1,ic set of characteristics
that one could support. arid f described them. and then did

t\ pological stink . This is the result of that typology
projected in three dimensions. Irony wen: to look up And
down here. down at the houom of this line would he media
that very lew people an: invoked in at the same time.
That's \\ You'll notice that all the \\ I\ (I( n's 11 hen: I ha\
face-1( idace cominunication. And all the way up at the top
have media that lots of people can he invoked ill al milk C.

and that's \\ IV Cliii ii notice all the way up there is
television. If I 11)11 out this "as. handw idth C. hinges and
these are high-handwklth media places \\ here vi.ni can
touch and see and smell lots CCI handw idth happening
simultanecalsIV. these arc low -handw idth media. for
instance :1 letter. Then going off this wa \ . wi.. have an
interactke kind of thing: media that are mer this way.
towards this \\ all. tend to hi- highly interactive. and media
that are over this way tend to he kind ol
presentational.

The reason for slim\ iig \ (RI all ()I this is that there's an
interesting (I\ r unit here. There is a center in this picture .
and you'll note that is 1 picture it's pretty symmetrical
the line is straight up and dr iwn. and the lines go out. and.
if I look at the exact center ol this symmetrical picture.
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there s one medium, mit necessarily really far a\\ ay from
ol it hut it's son of there: it's right in the-middle. sort of in
We huddle ol bandwidth. in the middle of audience size, in
the middle of everything. ;ind that's computer conferencing.

And that's what computer conferencing's unique
contrihution to communication is. It pnn ides a medium in
the middle that pro\ ides a mix of characteristics of all
different media that all( Cw. us to do things in a simultaneous
way that's different. Computer conferences like IliNIPC ha\ e
a lot of the characteristics media like newspapers.
\\*hat I do on MAIN: is in effect the role of an editor. I set

edit( polic\. I say what does and doesn't fit under that
edikwial poIk.y and I wind up enlOrcing it. But \\ hat nn
enforcing isn't \\ hat happens in the newspaper at all: its
\\ hat happens in day-to-day casual con\ ersation.

What pcopk- (l() hen thc-v get (in ilimpc is the
'lee. I need something that does this,- and somehod\ sa\ s,

-Well. I've tried this and it worked.- and soinelsklv else
comes along and says. "Yeah. that soil of. works. hut I've
tried this and it works t en hetter.- And then somehody
turns around, and what You have is a conversation.
will. it's -con\ ersational journalism-
media mass interpersonal relations -- and it's all a function
of this middle gnkind that computer conferenc ing imiquely
fits in. So its a different kind of medium that allows .ou ioi
do things in different kinds oil ways.

IliNIPC is a large computer conlerenee: Its heen in
existence for just alkali It/ Years. We have in excess (d.
2C.OU0 contributors, perhaps Itto,ono l S0.000

'
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participants: about I.000 to 1.600 active forums. What I
mean by active is th:u mmtehody's appended something to
them in the last 13 months. Some of those conferences are
vely active. getting to. Co. 60. I00 appends a clay. It adds
up to a lot these days it's close to a thousand single-
spaced pages of appends per day. And it's shadowed at
over--00 locations atxtund the world.

This last concept, "shadowing." I think is very important
to why IBNIPC is so much larger than nuist computer
conferences. It's an attrihute that it shares with things like
UseNet in some sense that are also successful. NN'hat
shadowing is is that we don't have one place that holds the
content of IBMPC: we have -00 places.

When people get onto IBNIPC in 1MI. most typically
they're not looking in their mailhox: they're looking directly
at a copy of the whole thing. What that means is that they
can have front-end tools that aren't mail-oriented hut are
conferencing-oriented. In effect. peopk. ind up editing a

usually an append at a time. hut they have the ahility
forWard hy stihjecL it jiiMp- Rac'k to refeinced

appends. When they come in they can jump to the last
append that they haven't read, and if that append doesn't
have context for them. they can jump hack and see what
that context is. As they go through if they want to
respond to an append. they don't have to append in place:
they can say "mark- and then go on, and when they're all
done reading everything, they can say -go mark- to go hack
to that place-and respond if they don't feel anyone has
responded adequately or skip it altogether. if they feel
somecine has.

These characteristics have helped to make our facility
very successful. In some sense. many of these
characteristics are \ erv distinctive to the kind of system that
we have. We get awa ith it hecause we have a very large
unirv network in the sense that everyone looks at things the
same way. We're not connecting DECs and I IPs and
Nlacintoshes and all sorts of different computers together.
We're really just connecting VN1 systems. N1VS systems, and
these days 052 systems and I 'NIX systems.

One of' the key elements is the wide area network. and
one thing that's really key about it is that it's an overhead
network. That is, the network exists in the company as a
fixed cost. Once von start broadcasting over the telephone
lines, it doesn't matter, as long as you don't meet the
maximum amount of traffic that line will carry that's
usually difficult it's a fixed cost. The network was
already there for handling electronic mail. for handling file
transfers. !Or other husiness purposes: we simply put
computer conferencing cm top of an existing network. The
incremental cost for having computer conferencing at IBM
probahlv isn't zero. hut it isn't lots of modem calls and all
the time at cry high kmg-distance charges.

Note that this particular characteristic of ha ing an effect
of fixed cost overhead connecting many nodes that people
can connect to is exactly the kind of philosophy that allows

Prodigy to offer a fixed-rate service hecause everyone who
dials into Prodigy makes a local phone call to a local node.
That local node is networked on a fixed-cost network. So
Prodigy's costs don't rise as the number of people dialing in
rises. Since every one's a ktcal plume call, their costs don't
rise either. They're not the only one to do that: other
companies have (..c tine in and fmnd ways to do local-node
access arrangements in various communities. Prodigy's the
only one that's c',tne it throughout the United States at this
point, at least in ffle Lowe! 48. I was quite distressed to
note that I wasn't going to he ahle to write my wife from
Alaska.)

Something called the "Tools Computer Conferencing"
software IBM actually has-two major pieces of computer
confeiencing software: Tools is one, the other one is called
GroupTalk. They operate pretty similarly. Tools happened
to evolve at 113N1 hefore the GroupTalk software did, and
the net tends to be what we use inside the company, even
though we sell GroupTalk outside. GroupTalk is also

. ......
pretty widely used inside the company. and has all the
characteristies f ToOls.

Then there's two key terms to he aware of that are used:
"forums- and -appends.- When I say that IBNIPC has 1.600
forums. each of those fccrums is a separate file and a
separate topic. When somebody in IBNI wants to talk about
Nlacintosh computers. they get on MAC Forum, which
incidentally opened the day the Mac.was announced.
Inside those forums we have appends, and appends are
individual contrihutions. Those individual contrihutions are
the individual things that potpie write.

.fust to give you an idea of the kind of growth we look at
in the early going. growth was kind of slow: 'actually a

fairly standard s-curve. Front the opening of IBMPC in the
month that the 113N1PC first shipped through late 198 4. you
hasically had a very low curve, almost linear growth, at
about five appends per month. After that point. we
accelerated at a rate of about 1.S.0 appends per week per
week. That general trend has hasicallv continued and we
were operating at alumt I -S.-S appends per week per week
acceleration until ahout April of this year.

In April of this .ear something odd happened. and the s-
curve didn't work. You may recall that early this year
Business It'eek and elsewhere had pictures of John Akers
cursing to the troops at IRN1. Needless to say, the people at
IBM ho heard all this, some of them said. "Yeah, you're
absolutely right.- and others said. "Boy, this is pretty rotten
hehavior.- hut what everybody wanted to do was to talk

how could fix du. And what happened
is that we opened a forum on IBMPC called "ANIS ROUND
Forum.-

Now AMS ROUND Forum did three really important
things: One of them was to make my life a living hell. The
first of the things it did _is it estahlished the all-time record
for Icirum gr()Wth; handled upwards of 200 appends per
day for the entire-threeweek period that AMS ROUND
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isted, just for that forum. The see( incl thing. though, is
that it ga c I g pc( \\lit ) crcn't necessal-de,

interested in conk:rem I11L lor hl 14\ it could help them do
their (-1 )mputing an inten..st in this place. 44 here people \\ ere
disc. ussmg how \\ could impr1 )4.e. the. comp:inv. lot of

11('`v Pc"II1c c)1111(' 11i \IP(' ;1 14:N1111-
1 44;1'. :-etting 3(1°

contrihutions day itICICtIlyttis [its( in that IIircrin; hut I
getting 1(111 conirilititi) >ns a clay increments -,c1togelher
!INN. during that pealed A lien \\

\ (think didn't go dc)44 n. and no\V
.1.(ACIeratillg ,It 2(1 appenels

per \\ eek prt..tt4 steadily ever
since that happen(d.

( )ur gro\vth has heen pretty steacly
and prett\ fast. A hen I talk ahout Inv
life heing 1 i\ ing hell. i \v, irked ahout
21) houis cia during .1 totir-w
pen( )d lust kec.ping track of whi.n ii

\\Is It( >rNI).

C.11114' up to me and said. -I lia\ 4. a prohlyin. fin \\ It

manual foi program, and 414 hat I 1140,1 e in this
manual is to repr( duce II IC NC. Ivens in die program, and I
find it's er4 difficult to reproduce (hese se Ivens hv hand.
()I tinci It'd\ ha\ .-.41111c1h111g that V, in ,1111114'. Inc It)

alintit: the screen image and print it?"
In 19tii. 01.11 114 a.s a difficult question. Not evervIlodvin

the world would know the ans\\ yr to that. I kould vou

that you 41 add hay(' called Compute:I-Lind. because I called
three ()Idiom. in IQS.S. and asked
the. questi( lfl, "AVILA program could
I use n 1..1p(111.t.' .1 screen"( And

a high nlithabilll\ 111,11 the4
\\ I- know the an;4\-cr. In

fact, none of the ()nes dna I called
did. 1 ou could Like a copy ()I PC
,Ifd.Qa:///e mid go from hyginning

to end. and I diel this as 4\ ell. and not find thy answer
that questi( In cid ter. F.\ en 111( nigh there were pre igrains in

there that N\ Hld de.) that. irs not a_ common-enough
aPPlicati( in that an\ 1)11e ( 1111d 11,1144' Ihttl1(4I1('Vt . -Thic Is

st )11101161g VIII) Can (O (his program.- hl 1.1( !Sidekick

iii P)Sz; \\ C.111.11)k- loing that particular ItIncli(In, hut
otikIn't find that Itinction listed in Sidekick in .111\ (l

ifs; ads. TudaV With jj1I )(Kink,. and things like that, it tends
to be a little simpler than it usol III he. R(1t then it \\ as a

-11 )mplex- question
I c ould go on. One thing I hit.'d \\ as a idephune tn.:C. I

Called a guy I tlik night ol as an eNpert .md said, 1)(1 vou
1,11()\\ Aral he said. \(),- .Avelk VI ni 11414 s()Incone

ke 1111 14 11111,..1 kri()\\ \ild he. said. \-cni Might I ry (his

1/411 ) I CaHt.'d hint I \\ thiough It) people. and
I didn't find any thr(itigh that gm; either. The point is its,
not nedessaril4 cas\ piece of inforinaon to find. It's a
reference librarian's nightmare: I low \ (111 find a really

esoteric piece of inlOrmation'?
Well, what happened in Decetillwr of I OS') is some:hod\

posted this question to a Cortim \WC called IS TIIFRF
Forum. (FRE Fttl't 1111 is t.Acillsn'Lly ,t forum Icir short
questions and ;111S44 ca'S (4 the It Will -tS Iht.'le \\ tt) tit)
this? The g014 said. -Is there a \\ I.()r my to t.:Ipturc
screens so I can put them into inv mantials? I \ alreack

told \ \ Ariel\ (il methods that basically failed. fin going
lit IOU Voll hi' had iic illi,AVcr, to hi', question in one hour
representing si\ ditlerent pn)grains he could use. four ol
\\ hit 11 ht.' t.11111d titt1\ 11111.Id \\MUM( Ica\ ing his desk

A hat happened hen:, What happenc.el hoe is we used
the human datal)ase ---- the human dataliase Lots of people
kno\\ the answ ers to questi( )11s. The pioNein eh)

c()nneet your need w ilk the person who knims the
anseAer. A ell, c()Iliputer conferenc mg is an ans.\ el to that
question A hen 4 oil ha\ large numl)ers of people reatlii

( oniputer II Inference, oltentillics Iou can find ans\\

readik I he I.R.1 is that that panic 111.11 ase has keen
replicated hunched), ol times Clii Is'll IldF Forum, and other

'There are forums that are
entirely information,
there are forums that are
enth-ely discussion.'

Wits

do11e..1 had :a niaintenanc c nightmare I:cepirpg I liNIPC .1114
-heeause...l Illy ackk.d gn )4.4. t h. and still el() (( ) some ement.

k 111.1i '. a sc.parate issue th.0 doesn't reall\
Ihive III) \\ ith vour concern ) much a general

(lncerri. I )no... (1u ha\ C a largc ilunibcr (>1,11.1(1(14' (»I
11,14c to start planning \our (11.1, (.t) Il t

longer sa\ .11i1lIq: to() l)ig )1' its I-witches any mole. Ian

14)1111,14 II) add So meg\ to il toinorro\\ I ha\ c to tell them
months in ad\ ance c.\ er\ 1)()dv else can I )e. 111414er hefore
I gr, ekc're planning 1( gr( )4\ in .1.

In our LAIN:net-Re) \\ ith \ .iriet \ 4)1 genres Ill

cinnputc.r conic:rem ing \ C arisen. When I -.a\

\\ hal I 1114a1) IcCtirrillg pattelft, III int1.'l-,11 . .

kin(I', of inialls that 11.1)112t.'Ill .1 ccrlattl kind of appll), iltk 111

of computc.r III:cause it\ :in applik ,iti( In that
IS (()nsistent it tends lc, (Ira \\ the same kin(1 I d ink:T.): 1 I) in
palICITIs l\ cr ,incl over again That s \\ hat happens w hen
\ have .111 applieation. Nc.\\ -.letters te(1cl t() 1)(_. ver\

similar: and I1C\\ spapCI's lend \ cry similar.
Ne.\\ sk.tk..rs art. num.. similar to each other than die\ are. to
nc..\\ simpers \ e.\\ simpers art. more ) ea( II oilier

than the\ are to 114:1414 ICIICTS. Ih.iis 1)Cl Aust. in sonic sense
the\ represent dillerent media or dillerent applie ations.
A- ell. the same thing happc.ns in « ing

()Ile hig issue that liappens in (11L'it.' dt. isstit.' III

\ cr-ats informati( rm. 1 lot (II \\ hat clifIerentiates

thc gchrt-'' 01 0 Holltacr ing 111.11 \\ C 1)11

III\ii'( is, the issli(.' ()I- \\ hat 111.1)1)1e are looking for Are the\
I,,ol\ing to disk ciss things. ()I me. the\ looking to 111111 out

things II the\ re looking to find out thim_e,s. (hi:\
inforinatiori-orientc.d. It the\ 're lookim.4 1(1 dis.c uss things.

(he\ .re dist tissi( 1n-oriente1I. Thk.R. arc forums that arc.

entirel\ theic are 1(1111111s 111.11 art' (*Wired\

th,'-.11 111111)1 (licit' are I( wrimis that LIU In \\ Catil
.11 ((titling Itt %ant Ai, kinds (II appIlt. Ai,

tht'Ill I (ail (ilic..rling..11111 this

kinkl inteic.sting (Inc. A I. .1".4' 1 i.14 I\ in I"SS
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computet -mediated query types of lortmls C Cli 11iNIPC.
1STIIERF Forum is the 1 1 th 0)r I 211) l'astest-grow ing (mum

MNIPC --- has heen e\ er since it started.
Another Yariet\ CCI C mipitter-enediated genre is the

electronic mem( oial \\ C \C seen 110, Cm,:

I.( win or ;mother se\ eral times on I \lost ret end\
when WI -det ided ttu,j.ii MT- its 1.exiltoll-division the.
Lexington employees det He(' that it \\ as .1 funeral kir them

Niter example \\ \\ hen the sj.),ice shuttle
exploded. 1.11ge numbers of people got interested ill
iomputing hecat Ise oirlicir interest in the _space 10)grani
and tet linolog\ and stuff like that \ lot or people felt
reall\ had. t I was the 1 r)th gn \ in the I 'oiled States to get a
spa\ e exploration merit hadge. The ritst 1 I got to go to
1 lonston I got a merit badge that I'd White tarried into
space 11Ch WC he. kliCd. Uiil 111.11s rail: It 011 111V \\ /

111 .111V 1 CaRAI .1110111 111:11: .1 101 of people tared ahout
that.

What happened is that Isorurn opened up called
1-11,EFOrinn ,Ind.\\ HIM hourS'Several hundietilieitple

-had said: ( ;Osh. this is what I led and want.-- It Ilec.nne
cdthartic and helped a lot Cif people \\ ho might II:0e

gone home, or might 11.0e called home and just sat there
with theft car tit the telepin one hkeiling IC) (ilk fete\
that their \vile had )0 at the otlwr end, or gone (tut to their
car ..ind listened to their i,011o. 0) deal \\ ith the e\ cm and
get producti\ e again That's \ cry t orporate kind of
attitude -The lat I I. that dealing \\Lilt Your emotions. ic one
of the most important of dealing \\ ith hing
like this. You can actually see in Slit TH.F. h,non ihe
10111" major smges ol grid f. that are quoted in Kuhler-Ross
and (tiller kilks.

Anothei major fornm is \vital 1 C.111 -metadOrunis.- Meta-
l:minis don't happen unless you ha\ 0 1 hig conference.
NIctadOrunis are lortuns about the Iortuns. \\11-,0 \\ ill

11-appen e\ ery ono in a \\ hile in a lorum is that soinehody
will say mimething. and somcluRly else \\ ill sa\ , -1'hat
doesn't het, tng on this tom-uni Then Fon ti \ (. oig

argument ahout hether or not that thing luck mg. on
forum. \Ve don't ha \ e IliMpc an\ imire
rh)t in a forum. \\ hat happens is that ir pet ,pk. think
something doesn't het( mg in a forum. the\ t Ill \ mite
to the .ippender. they can \\ rite 3 11011, 10 the town), or the\
can \\ II, Cle I), me. )1- the\ t-,111 gei (into one (if out
nicta_ronims \ "I don't dunk this sort id thing
belongs on that kind of forum.- \nd p('ople thscuss it on
the InC1,1 r(lruln. Th.it (fi, Ihy
regular !Omni

The mints are \ important het Aust. the\ 're
\Viten. man\ oldie rules CA' Ilf\IiO lit 1.(irmed. Then we
hake something 0 illed hghtening rids The meta-forums
sort of led into lightening 0 /ds. Lightening n ds JR' 10111111
W11CIV \ MI tan put things that don). IRA mg .1111W Ilierc Ckoa.
\VC 11;1\ C lorum II.i \IP(' (ailed TFAIPNIlSC. It used to
lie calk.d ).-111 Ve changed it holn i\
.1 11C C11111../..1( 11 Lolllcrcilw Cl».1

TP\ IP hecause people saw si ).\PliO\ and said, -This
is .t place \\ Itere I can expound political views .11 great
length.- .1nd tliat isn't exactI\ \\ hat we wanted. Mt
TI'\IPN(N-. is a place tt+ put something that doesn't hclong
an\ place else \\ hal that does is it draws that kind ot stun-
:ma\ 10 mi I nims \\ liete it doesn't licit ing,..md as a result
those-locums: stav tradt.

Flectronic losils group.. Heti 11 )111( groups are in .1
'A:11SC duntar \ explorations \\ hal ought to he (It \Ve
li.pe 1 'orum on \ 11)0. 0 ailed S\I-\HIL.\R
SAL \ forum hasicalk skirted \\ ith, "I low « \\ e
use computers to make tars sarer? \\ hat's happening there
is thai, peopk. are imagining that. \\ ha\ e abs ut 811.111111

lino,: oil Int'aginaticin .11.)(Mll lb /\'\ -WC (all make t...fts saler.
`unite of it \ (ft\ good-, some (II it not necessarily mit there
helore. Some of it potentia11\ userul to the folks
\\ Ito market to die auto ctanpank.s

cim10.1 go on. Hue point is that there's a \ arietv oil

dikerent lqnds ol things that go on, klectionic seminars
hei.i'mie ill elks i classrooms. \Ve
hm. DF \p\Ipm; whyR. povly
hecn learning alRiut the I )(miming management principles
on a yoluntar\ luasis 'Pe( lPhe \% lin ha VC rt'ad OW I )0(A a rt-
edit!. ating other pt..ople. 'X» klrmal teacher, hut a regular,
on-going discussion \\Ian.' pcopic 1c,M1

hilerach\ sottw are 1,10.elopmcnt. -1 person puts l piece
M. St )11w art. tRit, lOr other people to try. They use it. \\ hat
happens in these intemch\ e software dC\ eloCpmcnt Itftunis
is (hI_-F CO tine hat k and say. -1.1tis is .1 reall \ gr, ..11 product.-
This is \ er\ generit kind of' interaction for this Imum.
'Page is .111 C5 .C11c111 pro igrain. I'm r(all\ glad \ ou wrote it.
11 has all the great 11,111/1i011`. I need. 11iii cc cold vuu

"NA 1 101111d this hug." Then \oil get
.1101111d dial 0 )11C111iInC*-, 110111 111,111\ progr.tms

oil IP)\1..»11) get bixes \\ ithin hours. ne\\ hint-lions within
ho Rfts. \Vc lialC .1110111 11/./illd pit \N art' C nhne dim
\ anions people lia\ t \\ rinen. and 111,111\ Mall\ 10111111,,

sC1A lot 111,11

This has ret end\ extended to our de\ elopment
\\-0 irk. \kin\ v( m ma\ IR. aware (hat one ol the things
that \ has dc \\ ithi I )st2 u is try in lake it 0111 into jilt.
held and gi \ it to customers :11101 take it out 10 111C
(011111.11W Add Itt 101', 01. r/C) (iliC 111 111,11 ilistoath

loqing nigh a 0)011.11 testing mechanism. whit h \
o an always (10 .I11\ WA\ lest 11 on real pe0p1C ill l'C.11
applit II1C1C .11C .1 W 1101C 111111C11 01. 1011111P, 011

Which aro \ 2-oriented forums All or then) are
)1p, Nig RAU \\ 11(11C 11111C drtk \VC haNC

gi Itknou people in the compan\ using \\ hat is in elket-t a
heta test «ide. and reporting on their n inieraoii111. Weir
pi-or/R.111's hal ni This has \ er\
previoush did it w ill) printers. and Ws been \ er\ stk.( esslul
there.

Voluntary' new stetter, tend to h> \ er\ Inlorman\ e kinds
ol things \\ here i.et.)111e post inlormation \Ve 11.0e
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something called "NEWSCLIP Fomm." What's NFAVSClif,
Forum? NEWSCUP Forum is rele\ ant computer industry
articles, which get posted emlMc people to read.

"I'here's a lot more there than one could say. None of this
happens in a vacuum. Some level of control is needed in
order to keep things running reasonably. Those \\ ho are oil
Bitnet otr l'seNet might argue that that's not necessary. hut
in fact if you checked out the details of real hulletin hoards
on Bitnet l'seNet you'll discover
all sorts of suhtle controls in place.
one interesting ccintrol I recently
karned about is that many I'seNet
lx)arcIs won't post Sin-nettling if the
nunther of lines of miliment exceeds
the numher of lines of quoted
referenced append.

We have a set of formal rule!'
based cm IBM husiness conduct
outlines. We also have a set Of
informal rules that people.inside the
conference have negotiated
themselves. For instance. if vim say
something funny. you're expected to
indicate that by either a grin or a
smile\ face, in effect an ampeNand-
dash-closed pawn which indicates
that you're smiling at what you've
done. What that doesin Oleo is it
tells people that this is a joke: and
that's crv iinp<irtant because \\ ithout
the usual non-erhat
acommaniments. people don't
always gel it. We've had cases whew people wrote things
that they thought were jokes and had \ ice presidents from
the other side of the ocean write to their management
about this horrible thMg they wrote. So it's \ cry imponant
that those rules have evolved.

One area is this whole area of meta-lorunis. ()ne thing
you run into in meta-forums is "murder hv meta-
discussion.- The problem of murder bv meta-discussion is
that if enotigh people disagree on \\ !tether or not
something should he on a ft irum. all regular forum
discussion on that forum will cease Fyentually all the
readers will go away hecause the only people who are
interested in the debate are the del iaters. and they can wind
up filling all sorts of time with it.

There's another side of rules and that's enforwment. Part
of it is a formal reviewing process those of us who are
concerned with the formal rules. What's more
important is the informal reviewing process where people
tell other people. shookIn't do this.- What happens is
that when a person does something that's against the
IB:\IPC rules, they'll know that because they'll get notes
from a hundred people. What happens when-you get a
hundred autes h.( on people when you do something? You

tend not to do it again. It takes time to work off a hundred
notes self-delense.

Now some of the powers that work there: \\VIl .
expression is the most important oile. The most iinportant
thing you can do is to tell people that something really isn't
the right way to aCt. But you can erase appends: we even
have something called the "appendectomy:- the
appendectomy is when you do a large number appends

at (he same time. l'Itimatelv, and
rarely used. you could actually deny
access to the contereneing facility. We
have the capahility of doing that. Or
even ol hringing the person's

:Manager-in: ).0hiult f \\ utilel regard as
a last resort.

What are the prohlems of
conferencing? The prihleins of
conferencing depend to a large extent
on the kind of software you use. The
kind oir Nolm are that I 'tiSe tic

.

get rid of some of the prohlems that
in the mailixixes that yiM might

encounter on t'seNet or Bitnet. But
we do ha\ e prithlems. What's
interesting about tlx)se prohlems is
the\ tend to he \ cry transient. Nledia
are evoking kinds of things that
people build. They're not a
technok wx: they're a set ot rules that
mesh cc ith technology. What happens
is that if you lime a set of probk.ins,
those pnihlents tend to go away.

None of the biggest problems we had in I986 were among
the biggest prohk.ms that we had in 1988 hecause all of
them got solved. Most of these pn iblems are si oh ed.
although these underlying ploblems prohably won't Ix.
resoked quickk or at all.

The plohlems, ht cwever. aren't the big deal. II prohlems
are really bad, peopk. simply won't use the media. That's
what happens when VOL! Ira\ c severe problems. What's
really imponant is the benefits. and the extent to which
the\ outweigh the costs. Rather than going through that,
let's work thn nigh some of these benefits in terms of what
people have said.

one of the biggest impacts of conferencing has lx2en the
software databases that I talked ahout (Text projected on
screen:) "i just had the terrible occasion to use Dave
Nlitchell's l'NFRASF. progrim Pt:10( Ternhle
because I had a real need to use it, not hecause of the
plogram itself, winch is actually quite usable, and fit my
needs perfectly. Now thanks to Dave and thanks to IBNIPC
(where I found out ahout tlie pri)grain t. I have recovered at
.least two weeks of my work.- 'Fins panicular indk idual
messed up his hard disk lw ace ielentalk erasing a pri tgram.
and accessed [MIK:, asked about it, found out about this

Transience of Problems

1986
*No shadow
*Quality of information
'Complaining
*Information overload

1988
'Unconstrained discussion
Finding things
*Network speed

Ongoing
*User interface
*Tight reviewing/censorship
Keyword search
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prograin. used it and was able to recciyer his files. The net
result: saked productivity for this inch\ idual. Ile is really hig
on IMIPC because it saked IUs life. Similar kinds of things
happen with all sorts of took. II you need sometInng and
you find that it's alreack there. voti are ahead because you
haven't had to write it .

online support: (text on screen:i -"( )ne of the things that
antazes me about this conferencing disk is the willingness
of contributors to provide programs. information, etc .. and
then to make changes to satisk a user. If the price I have
to_ pa \ for this kind of ser\ ice is to provide some testing
and info on any problems, it's 1)\ far the best deal I've ever
seen.- lc )1 Or people feel that way. One of the things
we're lwginning to-explore is how IBM can begin t'o-take
this out to IBM's customers. That is. if we've got all of this
good stuff inside that's helping all of us. wouldn't it be nice
if we could take all of this good stuff outside so it could
help all of them. We're working heavily on that right now.
We may e\ en start to do that by the end of the year with al
leaSI One cusicier trziiiig.a'syStein'thal-f 1-ra-e copy 4_
with me.

Timely acces's to information: This is one that might really
matter to you folks in Alaska. I note that one thing that we
hake in common between IliN1 and Alaska is that we have a
large number of small branch offices distributed all over the
w odd. ( >ne of the problems that we have had for the entire
history or the company is how do you tie all these people
at all these little brand o.....ces into the c_ore? flow do Wu
conununicate with them, and how do they communicate
with you?

A 1(n of people at a lot of small branch offices have felt
very isolated from IHNI throughout IBM's history. This guy
in Finland is expressing that. I've been to Finkmd: the
Finland lirmich office has about I people. The point is.
"U\ ing iii Finland, a sparsely-populated country rather far
away fu,in developmcnt and support centers. often creates
a lack of information. IBNIPC greatly helps in this situation
by pr()%iding timely ink mll,itic )n. sbuiVe tOOIS,

exchange of experience and solutions to pioblems.- The
point is that conferencing is providing a way to tie a lot of
people in a lot of different places together using in effect a
li -11:111dWidllt. relatively low-cost solution to dktributkin.

A lot of people make a big deal out of fancy. sexy
technologies like vklcoconlerencing as solutions to
distributed problems. They potentially are gigantic
solutkins: I don't want to say that the'h MC The LIC1,
that we hake a ykk.oconference network in parallel \\ ith
our computer conference network at IBM. Now inv
computer conference is run by one person. one heado
and it happens that I also do other tInngs like design 0S2
softw are As a matter of fact that\ nik job. Running
computer conferencing is kind of an overburdening
sideline.

At the endof my hall we have a yideciconference room.
The videoconference room al my Sit(' has one full-time

The chugach conference

person there all tlle lane. And e\ cry other site has another
fulktime person there all the time to run the
videoconference room. That person has a backup so they
can take vacations. AI least at my site there's a support
person who actually knows how to do the things. The point
is that. just on personnel costs, the cost of the
ideoccinference IletWOrk at IBM is probably a hundred

times the cost of 0111- computer conferencing system.
Then there's hardware. The cost of the hardware is the

gadget we ma things on. Right now Ili\IPC is about 200
megs. which at current prices is about a SI,000 haRI disk
on a PC. So gadgetry isn't the major cost. The network's
overhead sits there no matter what, so it's only the
personnel cost. NA tIme \ ideo room we upgrade every 18
months at a cost of a half a million dollars. We most do the
sante thing with all the other video rooms as Well. So WS a
very expensive technokigy relative to this one. But we've
got 25.000 contributors, and they maybe ha\ e 5.000 users
over the sante period. That's a real big difference.

don't want. lo_overstatew hat computer conferencing
'gives yOu. becanse it's a low-bandwidth solution: bui You
don't want to underestimate it either, because low-
bandwidth solutions can do a lot fOr people. This is an
example of what I said before (overhead slide): -From the
Netherlands: About 1340 local time I fired ofT a request to
II3NIPC for 3 cum of a document not readily akailable
locally. At IS to I had an acknowledgement from YKTV:11
that my append had been actioned and at I.S13 the first
copy of the document hit Inv reader followed \\ ithin a few
minutes by another response. Within an hour and a half a
request originating in the Netherlands bad been answered
from the 1..5. and the document was in my possession
without me leaving my desk. I le asked for a dokAlment: an
hour later. without leaving his desk, he pit it.

A database of information. The stuff you put on IliN1PC
Stays there for at least a Year. Now that's in contrast to
I 'seNet where things disappear after two weeks. We keep
it tip for at least a year: in fact we have an archive of
everything that anybody wrote on IBNIPC for the last 10
years that's accessible on the network. So it's .1 database of
everything everybody ever Wn /IC x mit I I\I F( :1111 IRNIPC
for the last 10 Years. It's a database of information that's
\cry accessible. In fact. some folks in Lexinguin hake put
together an index database that people can send queries to
and say, -WNW ("All i find this mix of keywords's/. They'll
tell you which ones and where.

Productik ity In this particular case a user in Rome reports
that IBNIPC turned the PC front .1 good machine like many
of th,"li to the greatest technical experience of his life
-the firsf time we've lelt as up-to-date on things as our
colleagues in tlw States A lot of people on IBM felt that
they were on the downside of their career. at the end of
their learning path. and IBMPC came along and gave them
a whole new lease on their careers.

Customer support. This is-an interesting one. The
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customer had a wide electronic-manufacturing experience
suitahle fOr this difficulty in installing an XMA and add-
on. Ile had read a hook. made many tech phone calls, and
to no avail. -Because of the IliMPC conference, I was ahle
to reach out well beyond the nonnal suppou struct ure and
help a Si rtiggling customer. I fis reaction, heyund heing
thrilled that his prnhlem \\,11S behind hint. was to to sav.
had no idea your people cimld get through to your
engineers so easily; no one eke does. 'hink ahout that in
educatiim: I had no idea I could get through to your expert
on this topic so easily: no other school system can.

Product development. Literally developing products
through IBMPC these days, and literally have developed a

S011ware \ elopment process AS a result of the way
we have worked there. The way we're developing 0S2 is
completely different than the way we developed any
operating system or piece of software in the history of MI.
Basicztlly what We've done is we've taken the principles of
inmpc and applied it to that process. We've taken large
nunthers of people.. hroken them up. into.small gnnips,.and

'said. "You own this little piece. Take your piece. de-hug it
online. and hring us a hug-free piece that we can plug into
the system." That's Inuw it's heing developed. Exactly the
wa\ we do our normal development on I liNIPC. It runs on

)S2. I have a casual bias it is really the hest operating
system l'e ever used.

Mcwale. "I must applaud the append reference
empkwee morale. I Mink in the long run this has heen nne
of the more significant henef its. out of 2i years of Big Blue,
although people kid ahout the nld days, the songbooks.
etc.. w hat can't he denied is IBM had an evnt de cmps that
waS second to none and the envy of !mist. 1 thought that
the changes over the last 10 years had eliminated much of
that. but IBNIPC is a significant factor in restoring in\ own
nomik.." Nli>st of it is we put them in owitact with all the
other people who are dinng things in the company. Tlie
prohlem is that when you have a large numher of people.
the one thing that goes ,iway a lot id time is peer-to-peer

contact. 'Mc onlY way You can talk to sonicoinc in Finland
frum Vin.ktow ii wi Mk' he lo g() thn nigh your manager and
your manager and your manager. and then his manager's
manager, and then hack clnwn and lxick across. At Milk', I
can lind him withinit having to do that.

To he a One Performer. This 1S an executive's assessment.
hut basically what he's saying here is he ended hy asking
his students if they knew what it took to get a "one-
performance rating. f lis answer one performers knew
their job thoroughly: they also knew everyone else's joh in
the department and what's happening on the site. And he
said they all belong to an exclusive doh within !UN!. \\lien
asked what that duh was. the (answer was the) [ft\ IN:
computer conle;-encing facility. Now diat inay have been
:m overstatement. but the point is that people who have
participated there have tended to hecome 11111(.11 more
prodUctive. and better connected as a result of heing there.

And now tu the light side. -Now all unwittingly and as a
h1produiCI of activities that are thoroughly justified on many
other gmunds, v /Wye invented the ultimate employee tie.
the intercontinental coffechireak. Sure it enhances our
productivity and all that, hut also it's fun." And that's the
thing. Most of the people 1 know who have tried computer
conferencing. and use it, enjoy it.

I could not get my wife interested in ci nnputers until I gut
her on Prodigy. What happened when she got on Prodigy
-- and people can talk one way or the other ;thing \\.helller
Prodigy is observing free speech and all of tIpt stuff the
fact is that what my wife does is she gets up, she reads the
soap opera digest. she checks the weather, and she gets up
on the-conferenees and she talks-to other people through-
them. And it gives her a kwel of contact that. especially in
today's world we live in 11 neighlnwhood where almost
all the other mothers work -- she gets contact with other
people to a greater extent than she did otherwise.

One of the interesting tlnngs aln An the computer
Tevolinion_and com,mter conferencing zmiTcommunicatinns-
is the numher of people I know who met their mate talking
im a computer conference. It changes the whole dynamics

You get to know a person intellectually hel(we you meet
them. Very interesting kind of' change in social dynamics.

And again, in my 21 years at IBM. I think conferencing is
my most important accomplishment. Why (.1n I think this? It

allows me tn talk to the world, to listen to the world, to
communicate with the world. That ultimately is what
conferencing is all about. Conferencing is all about large
numhers of people sharing information togetlier.

McKAY: Let's get in a couple of questions.

DEXN GOTTEHRER: Are mi>st id these forums nonlerated
or not moderated?

FOULGER: Our forums are entirely un-moderated.

GOYFEHRER: 1)oyou have any nu)cherated f(wunts?

FOULGER: We hae no moderated forums in the sense that
helieve "moderating" means that things are suhnntted first

and appmved hek dry they go) (mt. That's what moderating
generally means on t 'seNet. V'e have no moderated finums
at all. Everything is as you punched it and c make the
judgment after the fact. In fact, it is the case that people can
put the most inflammatowy stuff up there and what will
happen is that we will delete it alter the fact hecause it
do wsn't conform to the rules, rather than worrying ahout it

-beforehand. The key reason for Ons is that there's a key
dynamic in computer conferencing that you lose as soon as
V( dO 1110deralt: and that is the interactiveness. If it takes
too long kw the message to get through> because
simiehody's asleep or out to a picnic. or whatever the
reason: that interaction is lost. It's particularly important for
us because we get contrihutions around the ck wk. There's a
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slow period while the MII-1 is cRissing the Pacific just
after San .l()se goes down. and hefore Japan comes up. hut
of the 2,000 appends a day I get right now, 800 come from
Europe, starting ahout three in the morning. And much of
the rest ccirnes from the United States up to ahout midnight.
but Australia kicks in in the middle. It's around the clock.
We couldn't run the way we need to run. Someone in
Australia couldn't get an instant answer if they had to wait
for someone in the U.S. to approve their append hefore
going on.

GOTTEHRER: MY experience on I'seNet is that sc)ine
lcirunts are hetter run ni zlerated. depending on the kind of
forum the numher of people. the topics of discussion. You
eliminate duplication. If you're going nowhere and getting
there quickly, it stops that. And others are hetter run un-
moderaz:d. Especially the question and answer forum,
there's n, I need really to mciderate that.

FOULGER: This is where the real difference comes in.
. . .

-7 terms of the way we have shadows and the way we have
rules, and those are two things that differentiate us from
Use Net in a hig way. Every shadow of ItiNIPC is a complete
copy of the whole year. t'seNet conferences at most hold
two weeks: shadows often only count in days. Our stuff is
all in a file with reference information such that you can
jump hack and forth easily. On I.. seNet. you don't have
that kind of control. In fact in general most people read
things through their mailhox on t "seNet. We tend to have
specialized conferencing tools that most people use. Which
isn't to say that people don't use their mailhox: they can.
and Mane do. mascwhistic though they may he.

The point is that hecause of the wav we organize things,
when a deletion happens. people can see it on our system:
they cannot see it on l'seNet. There's something left: there's
a shell: if they've read it already they know why it was
deleted. The second thing is we have a set of formal rules.
The formal rules are posted and known and decided.
People who believe that certain kinds of language dcm't
bekmg on IBNIPC are glad th()se rules are there. because it
protects them. Now mayhe that restricts somehody's
expression. and certainly they think that if yoll delete them.
And maybe it doesn't. Mayhe the English language is rich
enough that you can find almost a thousand ways to
express anything. Hut regardless of that, we tend not to
have the kinds of problems that lead to moderation.

HERBERT DORDICK: I think you rushed over too quickly
the Prodigy issue. I think it may become a real problem in
the future. on these so-called public networks like Prodigy
or OnnpuServe. That's the free-speech questkm, or the
protection of free speech. I think it hecomes a real
interesting question when vou et to the notion of
networks for teachers to interchange ideas. which I think is
very. Very impOrtant. and very valuable. The question is: Is
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that a public network, since it's going to involve thousands
of teachers on the network: is it a private network what
free speech protection do the teachers have? Let's say we
have a conferencing system for state officials and Icical
officiak in Alaska. Do people on it have free speech? Can
they he tracked? \Xill the whistlehlower effect enter in?
Those are the kinds of issues that need to he dealt with and
cannot he quickly overlooked. IBM can gel away with that:
it's a private company, it's not a public network.

FOULGER: hut it's more than that. I would assert that we
don't really-impinge on free speech -at IBM. I would assert
that strongly. I think this is one key point where you have
to look at the intersection._Onnputer conlerencing is not
strictly an interpersonal medium: it's a mass medium. In
mass media you have editorial policies. and lots or
competing jcuarnals. and magazines and newspapers, each
with difIerent editorial policies, each with different Icicuses,
and each with different ways of deciding whether or not
something is in the rules. The fact that I say that something ----
,doesn't belong on IBMPC. orTrodigy says that something
doesn't beking on it pailicular (me of its hulletin boards
doesn't mean that free speech has been impinged on. if it's
treated as an editorial policy issue. The person has easy
and widespread ways of expressing opinions through other
channels. In fact, Al of those things obtain. Anyhody who
doesn't sav scnuething on IBMPC c(xild try to do it on
Prodigy. and if they failed on Prodigy. they could do
aiw one of hundreds of duaisands of bulletin

DORDICK: The audience that person wants to reach is
different. In .Iact, in a case like that right now, there's a
SeniorNet which is meant for retired people on the
Network. Apparently one participant on SeniorNet had
mmle sexually suggestive comments, and the manager of
SeniorNet tried to block them. l'here was a big hullaballoo
;IN Ait that perscm's free speech rights, and the person so far
hasn't been able to block it. but it'll go to the courts. The
courts won't touch it for a while because it's a \ ery difficult
issue. hut if we're serious allow the computer becoming as
valuable an interactive medium as the telephone, then these
are the kinds of issues the courts will have to face, if
we still IX'lieve that this c()I.Intry clues in fact have a first
amendment.

FOULGER: I s enk irNet a bulletin board, in effect. or a
network (if I xi I let in boaRls?

DORDICK: It's a network of bulletin boards.

FOULGER: Nly view is that a network shouldn't have a
pc)licy. A network is a ccmlinon carrier. Hoards on the
network have the right to make an editorial policy.

Thank y()11 very much.
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'I think it's critical that we have
a real presence in the area
of telecommunications'

Wayne Miller,
in his second year as dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at the University
of Alaska Anchorage, previomsly was dean of the School of Human Sciences at
the University of Houston-Clear Lake. He is a former director of
telecommunications at the University of Cincinnati, has been a writer and a
producer for the Public Broadcasting Corp., and Ls the author of eight books
that examine the United States as a multi-cultural society.

think the-primary mks for an admini\trator lo he hrief
And HI certaink he that this morning if \ ou'll permit nle tu
he. Being illy dean of ,1 4.,(4kge that's reall just heen put
together in the last three L,r hiur vears ha, heen a senes ot
ups and downs. in the last two weeks. the external g.c
ne\\ s ,Is that the Ford Foundation is extra( irehnanly
interested in AA, a place to hrim.-4 its multi-
cultural interests A learn trom-A.Ay-,Ct i going to he here
during the next week n adLise us k Incernin:' tc,

transform this campus I tltiik that's extraordinanlv
important for Lonic.: other good nevo, is that last. frida

(AU 111,11 i e had receixed what's called the
I tu\ ersit Affiliated Program. L\ lift h funde,I to help the
de\ ch,pinentalk disahled It's s2.911.oun a year to fund the
administration ot it. do all the applied research. applied
activity. The a\ erage I ni\ ersib Affiliated Program at other
um\ ersities generates milli( In to sC m a year in -

research grants `so those two items were the external good
new

think it LL ,,uld be int redibl\ dishonest of inc if I tand
here and mit ac km A\ ledge what Fin sure \ oil all km iv,
that the had news has heen that the Center I r Intormatum
Techm,logv, at least as we look toward Fl 93. will he
phased iLit h.\ the end ik1 \ ear A\ 111.11. N (2 ',lid 0, ICI

Ine hack up and try to place that in larger context \\lien
I came here as dean of the (.()Ilege ()I Art, and 'sciences. it
\x.a,, neither the highest-pa\ ing mil- the Ingheq-
ranking choice I had when I Lkvided to c(1111c t() Ala'ska
thought then and I do now that this eit is a place where
extrai,rdin tlungs can happen in terms of the universit
and its relatiimship titli the une of the things that
peopk ha\ e t() hear m mind is tha" if you take out the
through-I2 quadrant pc, )ple in the st hool district the
kids ou take that out of the ti 11.11 population of the
city. then c,u 1 n4L at the number If people that the-

_ - _ - , , -

I an\ ersib Ala -kJ nch, wage serve, here. it uhuut to to
II percent of the total populati( in that \\ e sent. directly It's

extra()rdinary This uni\ (Hight to he al thy X cry center
Id' this t it \ de% elopment. and I think it an be

When I announced the program for rue plmi the

College. \\ Inch I take Yen- seri( ou ,\\

acadenncs are usu
plans with little re;''ct:r.enLeciltt -));(1)(n...\.1

the next six-year plan I keep hrtnging up this plan and I
use it at almost even. meeting \\ c 12,1\ e. It strikes me that

(Right to Ix emphasiiing undergraduate education and
applied research in a number of areas. I.nixerNit%
\ihhaied pnigrain, in the ;irea psL hid/ ig\ And social
\\ (irk. is Licari\ that kind of pnigram. The Center tor
Information Technol,,g \ t mid (lead\ hei.i ink% i,r might
ht.:l(Mlie. the (enter i apphed rese until in the area id'
telecommuntcations. and all that that suggests thesc days I

Mink that the future of the kind of work tarry has !wen
ckIng has not chsappeared I think it's critical that \\ have

presemv in the area ill telecommunicati, Ins: I thMk
it's critical that we have a real presence in the arca ( 4. in )xx
the uni\ crsity can rc:late to the Lit\ iiid the state in that
regard.

If indeed the hudget (runt h forcc-, tirst the diminishing of
the structured acti\ HY. it LL:rtainI\ m intention to \\ ork
with l.arr. rink h .1, possil de to continue the actnities.
and IPTefull de\ clop the kind of 'me or twi, large grants,
like the feclerallv-re( ei\ ell money at this point for the I 'AP,
that would trigger both continued activity, and then. I 11( pc.

growth of the universit\ 's reach for \ (nu. interest both in the
c it\ and the state. I think xic dri Li( that . Ilaye gf AK)

person in . he's not going to he disappearing. The
t:enter ii ill continue through this year on \ er diminished
adnunistrati\ e hasis. And \Ve have ',Mlle pretty good
prospects I. think of deveh)ping the kinds of grants that we
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think w ill go. And of course that does not preclude further
university :Ind state funding later. It's not tt hat you want to
hear I know . You'd like me to he ahle to say that we hat e
on hand S2 tuillion for the Center: mayhe next time we
meet We'll IX' ANC to SAV we have SC00.(100 for the Center
in external grants. We certainly will he working toward that.
There is lots of room for contracts out of a Center like this.-
Fxen in its final year under its present construction perhaps
we'll develop some f those as well. That was the
unhappy pan I'm ery. very unhappy about this, hut we
put these things together as hest we can

It's my happy task to intn >duce to you today the
president of the University of Al ska hi mtcyc i)cen reading
the-papers. I suppose you know-that the system is
developing a wat of distributing its funchng there's a 10-
year model int olved and there are activities that remind
me both or New \cork and Texas where rve taught and

where there was .1 Iiirmula. I'll tell a little sun. When I
first went to the University of Ifouston-Clear Lake. I .,vas

toldthat the.SChik
amounts of money for the institution-and that the
limn:mines, I luman Sciences and Fine ,\rt' Lid hCell

'The old familiar
landmarks seem
to be disappearing'

money. And there was a h militia in Texas where each
semester hour by A given sell( oh generated A cenain
amount of mono.. for funding. At least that was the idea.
And so I asked the president if we coukl do a P&L on hot\
the school actually operated, what the hottom line was.
That first ear, the School of Business lost S"0-,000, and the
little School of I human Sciences, I lumanities and Fine Arts
generated an income of S320.000. So the ways of unit ersity
finances are always interesting, and the cliches and
accepted Mick arc not usuallt true.

We have a president who is bringing great leadership to
this' university, and tt e certainly welcome him. At the
chancellor's meeting the other day he said the regents
made very clear that the line officers lOr-this institution
would he responsihle for their domains the presklent
and the chancelkirs. And that the stall people would not
sort of have their own fiefdoms as they run around. We all
know that. in any system. if line (ilficers are not responsible
for their domains, we're in serious tnmhle. I think we have
_someone who-, liringing git.af leadership ki the-SySteilf-z-:"
Jerry-Komisar.-

Jerome Komisar
is president of the University of Alaska. He came to Alaska in
1990 after 20 years as an administrator with the State
University of New York (SUNY). At the time he left the SUNY
system he was executive vice chancellor and president of the
Research Foundation.

Can I stand up here for supp(wt? Aher the announcement
of disappearing resources. I may need this for protection.
I'm very pleased to he here and have an opportunity to
welcome You to a conference that's already hegun and I
hear that it began well, so that the welcome really collies
aher the fact. I was going to hold exclusively to a
discussion on communications the little I know about it.
But after Wayne's comments not only about the
University of ,Alaska and the model that we're devek Ting
for the allocation of' resources, hut the discussion of the
Texas system, and profit and loss statements I thought
about an old anecdote that comes out of the Hollywood of

the silent nu ivie when there was a pattern, almost a
necessity. bin every comedy that was produced to have a
scene where someone slips (ifl a banana peel.

There was a young director who was trying to perfect this
scene and make it better than it had ever been done before,
And he kept diagramming how he w(mId approach this,
and he showed the banana first. and then the pedestrian
tt dow n Park Avenue. Should he show the pedestrian
first and then the banana peel, keeping them both in the
frame al Ole same nine? How would the slip on the Imam
peel work? He'd been contemplating this for days. When
the fall was ready to take place. he humped into Charlie
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Chaplin and he raisekl this question with him, I Slid,
scene coming up, and I visualize first the

pedestian and then the hatiana 'peel. t ti Sill nild I use Ihe
re\ ors(' lio\\ klo I approach this?" nil Charlie Chaplin
saki. -No. don't do an\ or those things 'show the banana
peel and Ow pedestrian, and the pedestrian is \yaIking
slowly dokyn towards this vehicle ()I j(k. I I:IV(' the
pedestrian step gingerly intl. the hanana peel \\-ithout
falling, and then have him fall dow ri a manhole."

I sometimes get the fk.eling in
min ersit aclininistratii III tli.it
step lightly 1 )yi..1- the harrana
peel. and \\ don't \\ atilt the
rilanholes. and that's an

visualization that is taking place on the planet.
The interesting thing ahout this map that was hchincl me
two observations: one, that it \\ as Utli of daft:, if not in

terms of the land shapes. in terms of the titles and names of
the countries. In fact. if you look at the uhiquitous.catalogs
with Christmas presents this \ ear. all of those that are

-selling globes are selling globes that by the time volt
purchase them and they arrive as gills. will he out ol date.
The world is just changing so rapidly that mapmakers.

particularly those that are
conscious of political cle,ign. just
can't keep up.

I think that Ilk more
interesting observation of arty
map goes hack to an old

question lit till economic history. It \VAS ;I question \\ hen
students studied eccinomic historv both in this country and
ahn tad, the econonik- history of any nation the question

scarch 1t 1. t ht. otticconta,,ter. what cicmcnt t ithin
c;(i-cit.;t 'va,-,.k...iding-the economy?

In the socialist philosophy, the leadership would take
place in sc)me office where \lilt had a grim') I il planners
that sat anmnd and ccnikl design the future. In a market
econom\ . you didn't have that type of dynamics so the
historians really had to look. mid you find the
concertmaster m the buitling of the railroads in the
nineteenth century? Do you find the concertmaster in the
kinking industry in Nlanhattan at the turn of the century. or
Carnegie putting together enoi mous companies. the capital
kir great ad\ entures? Whoever or whatever the
('oncertmasters were it) the past, when you look at a inap
today, you'll know that you cannot find a single
concenithister.

In fact the world is tieing designed and invented for us.
)iir world is being invented in multitudes of lot ations all

around the gll )be. in city alter city, in country ;Mei. country.
If we're going to m Ike any sense ol this, il we're going to
keep any order, if we're going to he able I() mIrvive the
process, and not just mucklle through it. we're gcting to
have to be to keep in touch with one another, to he
ahle to communicate with one ant tther. to he able to
instruct one another in at least the liquidations and the
basics of the current society.

So I much en\ y yMir 111Mdedge: I envy votlr task.
and I em v the fact that people in your discipline. \\ itto are
looking at how the \\ odd connects with itself, are going to
be among those of the greatest ser\ ice in the next century.

Thank yciu very much.

'Our world is bei
and invented in
of locations all ar

ng designed
multitudes
ound the globe.'

extraordinary dang('r. Itt like to
think that we are In()Idilg far enough in frimt ni us so that
\\ can a\ oiti iii ohstacles that might tnp us on the path.

I Must s.iv. the topic that you're taking up today is one of
enormous consequemes to the university and to the \\ (irld
in-gC.neral. I hke your til.k.,'Finding Our W-ay in-the
ci,mmunicanon \ge,- it sort of carries a senselliat I feel
most of the time that all of us are a little lost as we muddle
thrinagli this final decade or this century. I sometimes feel a
lot lost. The old lamiliar landmarks he
disappearing. and we're going to ha\ e to develop some
new ilnes.

Last night I had an opportunity to talk hrik.dly to people
attenkhng a meeting at the \\"orld Trade ( :enter with the
Center for International litisiness at the I'M\ ersitv of Alaska
Amin wage. liehind me \\ as this wonderful map id the
world. ft \\ as the kind ot map tht iii(ist of us are familiar
with, or at least we're getting familiar with. \\ here
thirds of it is above the equator. and onethird is below
\ always have some chstortlons in maps. The difference
between that map and die map (if 111\* childhood was the
center and focus was the '.s:orth Pacific, rather than having
the I 'nited States in the center, and the rest of the world
reaching out from that

It reminded me of being at a conference not too long ago
Where we had a numl,er )1 foreign visitors, including one
from Australia who \\ as descriNng their new map which
had Australia right in the center of the map and the world
circling around Austraha. then there \\*,Is a representative
from Thailand, from Chulalonghoni ersity, and he said
that they were fooling around \\ ith a map that had Thailand
in the (enter of a flat space. and the \York] spinning ;tround
Thailand. And I said. "Of kourse. the onlv map you should
have is one \\ ith Alaska right in the center. and the rest of
the world going itround it.- That is the appropriate
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The Social
and Political
Contradictions
of the Information Age

Herbert Dordick,
an electrical engineer, is professor of comnumications at
Temple University in Philadelphia. He was a consultant on
President Johnson' , Task Force on Communications Policy,
was the first director of New York City's Office of
Telecommunkations, and was a senior member of the
RAND Corp. research staff. He has worked with the FCC
and has been a frequent consultant to federal, state and
local governments. He is the author, co-author or editor of
10 books.

One can Approach the study of the -information society-
(the -post-industrial society," the -infonnatiowlized
socicAy." thc.4 -communications revolution" and morel I w
ck_vi.iii I theory or set of tiwories to explain the
emergence cif the era to assist us to understand cuiTent
devekpments ;mil possibly foret ast future developments in
the evolution of this socioy.

I )1* one can des(ribe \\ hat is taking place. :.c)recasting new
kvimologics. new applications and new inclivklual
sociclad behak iors. Too ol.ten this -futures- ,Ipproach leads
to descriptions that suppou commercial marketing
campaigns and promote technology. \limy academic hills
have stulthed their toes engaging in this practice, coming
CIII as shills lOr Ow major telccummunicatit /11S and
information technology lirms as they forecast great profits
and stounding social and political changes.

Or one can examine the economic, social and political
consequencc.s of this societal change empirically drawing
upon what we know, not what can he (H. shoukl be or
might he. If done honestly and well. we could learn
sonlethingfillout what the f uture holds in slim. for us ,Ind
guide us toward the nun: effective. indeed. humane uses
for information technolog 'Hiis iny task this morning.

We hit\ heen told that telecommunications will allow us
to \York at home in elt..ctronic c.-ottages and that firms will
become footloose using the flexibility of information
systems and the speed of the information transportation
network to free themselves from, geography. We lime heen

tokl that people \\ill no longer II11,) Miler
cities to \York bitit can sla\ at home ICC pleasant
and rural loc allow-, surround(d I)\ \ mid realit\ CCI
and images.

We have lleen told that Mx 41\ was to be a ashles. and
(11(.4:kit-is one: that thc.re ICC ils \\ idiom \ ,Ills
\yhich stuclents w ill Ile rem liecl I Ole Milli IN CCI the
age \\ idiom these mincls I Icing iii Ibt.. prcscilk Ow

tittldenb, And th.tt Ink initiation .tge t\ ill ()Het IlIt. C Olt

inhCrnidlitnt ;It the right time and .tt the tight c ost ti
Knowleclgt. ancl, perhaps CC en lin \\ CII

flourish in this nev. ('II (Cl intormation and «minium, all, ins
plenty.

\Ve ha\ y been iold that the hic.rarc hit at struc tun..
v% iii ChY.Ipilt.:(1. arid it) its plat e there \\

ill .\ hid] FIC A\ \\ III ICk.. (li,,irill11111.1 ICI ICJ\

1)(2en IC CIC.I th;it ICSSer (IC\ VIC ip(Al C C CIII IC Ws, \\ ill leap
across the industnal rc..\ olution .u)(1 into the itiliinnati«ii
age. therel)v avoiding the terrors of indlistriall/Ing and
painless! \ acquirc.. the 1)enc..fits ol the inhinnatii Cu '.111. let \
Srnall and medium sive firms \\ ill Ill itnisli as int,
technology gives thcm the ,thilit\ iCC c unlock.. \\ I- \\

hirge firms, small will he beautiltil ,111,.1 1)1(110,11th.
pro\ iding customer speciZtli/cd produk 1, and -,c1A It lir All

rc.i.-4)11,tbic

pron1f,c(.1 .111 (1...) CII \\ Int It itilooft.In( 11 and
knowledge rather than material Am.'s \\ ill he die chi\ mg
forces. ,mcl gro\vt h in litmlan pH OM II\ II \ Ill lel RIM.' .1
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redehninon or work. and our greatest pniblem will be how
ill make our Iii es more fAilling without the tedium Of a 9
t( 1,11)

None (if these prophecies has stood up to obser,.ation.
There are mit' examples of distance education that seem
to wl lrk. at least for sluirr periods. and of professors.
(I 111,11Itallt :Intl other self-employed persons working at
home several tla s week. But on further analysis we find
that these experiments in home-based
w hat they seem it) be, do not work
us \\ CH as ad\ enised. or they are
ery special Case,., unlikely to he

repeated, 'Indeed. distance
educararn appears to result in
in, irdinatel large student drop-out
rates. in excess of tu percera in
many cAses. for 1e.10 ins having
ill uthiing, t .111 to do with the technoll)gy hut rather with the
perk irmance It the teachers and of their administrators.

PO e reall helieyeffiat ink irmation technology. vvould_
remake Ityll Mt re-older soCte(y:"

)urselt es and (Mr sodel are the sum total of our
histories. and we cannot simply shed behavior and social
strut tures lw sw itching (in new technokigy. Our econonlies
are I. omplex processes composed of inimy conflicting fcirces
that somehow manag,e to work together. not always for the
gisid ill all. hut aim to maintain politkal and ecoramlic
stabilitt and twrpetuate the !..,tatil's (WO. Even during the
upheavals we are seeing in Eastern Europe. there is always
the urge hi return to the stability with w hich dley are
laminar. lie it .1 Monalt 111 . neW tranny. or a form of
demot rant government that nevertheless is not too different
!Rini Own 1,1st Pcuple are like that.

t. ann( it forget that the information and
tomilltinR anon -revolutions- ha\ e taken place in a world of
Ill dint al . t'conomit and social realities. the proverhial "real

(rld Information teclinologt (and I include
telecommunicatii ins 1 is a tiRrl for these forces to he used to
at hie% e social and ecimotnic gi ctls. Scr it should
t rime as no surprise that we are shaping a world that is not
tiro littcrcnt Inim the workl we have known. the era we
calkd the industrial revolution. \Ve get the technology we
nee,1 in iirder to a hieve the gi)als v e set for ourselves, and
if these goals come out Of the Enlightenment as interpreted
b\ de\ out capitalists lir interpreted hy humane Nlarxists as
'social I 4'111ot-racy or ex en the few hard-hne Nlarsists
linging to their command economic's. the outcome is

determined ill It by technology hut hy ollr.
p()Iltic.11 Anti cconomi, goals. Therein lie the reasons for the
man contradictions of the Information Age. three (A. which
I shall discuss this morning.

II is mit a t ()incidence that the ink mnation society and
glohal tgonomy hurst hull] upon Ow public

(IlhiscIt at .tht tilt the ',MIR' OM(' In 19(0. Tadao
'mesa, r suggested [-On Information Industries... Asani

telework. for that is

linmdcasting. January 1%31 that f011owing the agricultural
and industrial eras, a third era was emerging based upon
the production and utilization of information. In that same
year Fritz Niachlup put forth the notion that the production
and distrifluti(m of knowledge made a significant
contributicin to the natkni.s ecoraHnv and measured
knowledge as_ an economic factor lin The Production and
Distrilmlimr knou'ledw in the I lilted States. Princeton.
N.J.: Princeton University Press. 19021. While inirmation

was essentially overlooked by
economic theorists or waved
away by the assumption of
perfect information, educators,
civil servants, pr( If essic Inals.
industrialists, farmers. insurance
salespersc )ns. stock brokers and,
indeed. everyone engaged in

performing socially and economically productive
transactions knew that information was necessary to their
vork_and had always beep_so. ._Constimers, too, understood
that-without advc,tising. their chopping chcires woukl he- -

difficult and their political choices even more tio.
At the same time tin the 1960s and 19-(ts1, the role of the

multinational corporation in the extraordinary growth of
international trade and capital flows was reorgnized by the
business ci )mmunity. already engaged in global enterprises.
This prompted the t Nations to monitor the growth
and infIllenee Of the multinational oirporat k in and
especially its impact on the lesser developed nations and
published the first of many studies on the pr(rgress of
multinationalism 1Nlichael P. Todaro, Econonnc neve/op/nen/

the Third World, Longman. New York. (989. pp. --169--r--1,
and .1hdtinationa/ Corporations in World Development. New
Y( irk. 1 .nited Nations. 19-31.

Global economic actit ity is not a new phenomenon.
Following Waterloo. Britons invested overseas as net er
befOrer million per year by mid-century gn >wing to
over ,C0 million each year between 18-0 and 18-5. They
reaped ornsiderable benefits from these global investments:

interest per year in the early 19th century to Over
million per year lw the I8-0. [Paul Kennedy. The Rise

and Fall (rt. the Great Powers. New York. Vintage Books.
1989. pp. 150-15-1 But the idea of a global ec(Inomy gc)es
hack much further. to ancient and medieval ages.

Fernand Braudel defines a world-economy as -an
economically autonomous section of the planet able to
provide for most of its Own needs, a ,,ectioll its
internal links and exchanges give a certain organic unity-
[Fernarkl Braudel, The Perspective of /be lb ouid. Civilizatim
and Capitalism. I ith- 18th Century. Vol. 3, New York.
I harper & Row. 198-I. p. 221. Anck'nt Greece. Rome and
Islam wen.? world-econonlies. As early as 1500 Eturopean
tl (Irkl-economy. with Venice as the dominant capitalist city.
reached from the Baltic to Norway and through \fiddle
Eastern ports to the Indian Ocean. By I ---"") European trade

Did we really believe
that information technology
would remake man
and re-order society?'
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circled the globe; English, Dutch. Portuguese. Spanish and
Frencntrade networks extended from the Oki World to the
New. to Africa and the Orient. London had become the
(.10mill:int capitalist city of this world-economv.

The production. clistribution and eth.ctive utilization of
information are necessary fOr a global economy. flir the
houndztries of world economies are defined tv geogntphy
and time. and the instantaneous deli" cry and exchange of
information erases these hounatries with profound impact
On the globalization of
economies. One might well
argue that the inevitable coming
of Adam Smith's world-economy
in which labor :ind capital know

.no national boundaries created
the need for better means of
communication and cmirdination necessary to efficiently
manage that world economy: hence. information ILis
become a crucial commodity and its rapid transport a
neccsitY.

-Roman roads and Rciman laws were essential for the
grciwth and maintenance or their economy. and
and fast Venetian ships were the keys to the -success of the
Funipean world-ecommly. Geographic limits were created
by the lack of roads. by impassable mountains or long
(lesert wastes. iii w here pirates ointrolled certain sea routes
or denied ships access to pt)rts for pnwisioning.
Nevertheless, communication by messengers and travelers
was surprising,ly extensive in these years; one is often
surprised at the degree to w Inch the knights of the bith
century roamed across Europe and the Nlicklle Fast seeking
plunder while "converting the heathens- and the efficiency
with which Italian bankers cowl-idled trade and commerce
from London to Omstantinople.

If geography created limits to the reach of the global
ec(monly. time was a h wee for maintaining and
perpetuating that ecommi. While information tilt\ eled
within these ancient economies. as noted by the way prices
of commodities and news of bankruptcies and battles were
available remarkabl quickly at the remote corners or the
ecimomy and between world-co monties. time scales were
long. measured in Years and e'en decades. This tended to
perpetuate the life of a world ecl inomy. requinng mam
decades for even a declining one to lose power to a
neighboring you-1(1111y.

With the invention and diffusion of the steam engine,
merchant vessels increased their reach and reduced travel
time as did the I( icomotive. The modern era saw the rise of
the telegraph and the telephone to further reduce the time
it took for disseminating nurkci int.( inuation and of aircrafl
to deliver comm()dities. The boundaries of world-
economies expanded.

In modern capitalist sikiette,, organizatii ins need to grow
hW a number of reasons. Perhaps the most important
prevent takeover by larger firms. Various aiguments have

wen advanced abi.mt how growth imperatives result in the
transfOrmation of competitive markets into oligopoly or
nu inopolv markets. A nujor incenrae for gn milt is the
abilits of the finu to increase relative control over various
environments. i.e.. suppliers and markets.

Growth c( Cmes rpm) a limited number or sources of
wInch the most important are the creation of new markets
through marginal advantage from greater efficiencies of
production and or distribution which influence real costs to

the finn and mergers. utilizing
the existing firm and its
capacities to grow larger and
thus acquire greater capacity
for liquidity. market balance.
personnel and talent mix.
financial depth, and more.

Some !Mils grow successfially and others do not. as
Chandler has poil ,:ed mat LAM. Chandler Jr.. 'The

Ihmagerial lecrilinkan in Alnelican BUSineSs,
Cambridge..Mass...11arvard University Press.
Chandler's case studies have been econometricalk
expanded lw Williamson in his analysis or internal
organization. market power and limits to firm size IO.E.

llarkds. MiaIrsis mat Antilrust
InVicalimm New York. Free Press, 19751. These analyses
pnwide additional insights int() the reasons for the
importance and intense interest in communications and
infOrmation technology in management. organizatiiinal
structures and education.

Firms learned that information technology including
modern telecommunications can perform the coordination
and communications tasks normally performed by large
numbers of middle managers and do so x.ery well.
Funhennore, as this technology becomes available, firms
innovate along non-traditional paths dictated by the
information and telecommunications techruilogies.
Traditkmal industrial innmaticin occurs alcmg these often
well-defincd directions: product. process and managerial.
The revolutionary nature of the microprocessor is its
influence across all of these dimensions, and innovation
occurs ..tlinost simultaneously. Nlicropmcessor-based
innovation as in the information and teleconmmnications
technologies affects what goods and services are produced
and how they are produced and, through managerial
Mnoyations, stnmgly influences the nature of the
organizations in which they are produced.

\Vith these new technologies .md especially with the
global telecommunications networks. management can
improve its coordination and organization producti\ity
levels far beyond that which Chandler obsen cd in the '---41s
and 'Ms. Consequently. firms can internalize more
operations and tasks and grow ever larger more efficiently.
There arc essentially no geographic boundaries limiting
their reach nor are there time boundaries, for with
information technology ancl world-wide

'Firms learned that information
technology can perform the
coordination and communications
tasks . . . of middle managers.
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telecommunications networks. time and space have new
nleanings.

Adam Smith's vision of a world-economy, in which the
invisible hand of the marketplace has been replaced by the
very visible hand of the global firm geared to the global
comomy and the global market, has become real. Indeed.
global or multinatkmal fimis have. today, annual sales
volumes greater than the entire GNPs-of the developing
nations in which they operate. In 1985, the two largest
multinational firms (Exxon and
General Miitorst each had sales
values greater than the GNPs of
all the developing nations other
than Brazil. China. India, Mexico
and Iran. The combined sales of
the six largest multinationals
exceeded the GNPs of many of
the developed nati(ins including
Switzclaud. Canada. Australia. Belgium. Sweden and Italy.
__In the gli ii xii Marketplace, firms_will Iree.:,roalmthe
workl looking for the most hospitable nations in which to
locate their activities. thereby adding Ohs, opportunities
and a high standard of Ilk ing Lii the host country. To attract
these roaming firms nations will seek to become an
information economy. This economy will he One that has
learned how to make the best use of information and has
provided the infrastmctures, such as telecommunications
aixl education, for making efficient use of that inlOrmation
not only for economic growth but for social and political
development as well: in short. an information society.

If information is the engine of growth, nations will
increasingly shift their focus from the production and
clistribution of things to the production and distribution of
ideas leading to significant changes in world political and
comomic structures. Does increasing aggregation of
enterprise throughout the world offer another explanation
fOr the emergence of the global economy and with it the
denland fOr information and its rapid and efficient

James Bryce wrote, ....from the time of Menes down to
that of Attila the tendency is generally toward aggregation
and this history or the ancient nations shows us, not only
an enormous numher or petty monarchies and republics
swallowed up in the Empire of Rome, but that the Empire

was far more highly centralized than any preceding
one had been. When Roman dominion began to break up
the pnicess was reversed and hir 00 years or more the
centrifugal forces had their own way...From the
century onwards the tide begins to set the other
way...neither Democracy nor the principle of Nationalities
has, On the balance of cases, operated to check the general
movement towards aggregatkin which marks the last two
centuries- Iliarokl A. Innis, Enpire and (.'»mmtiricalions.
'niversity of Toronto Press. 19-2, pp. 9-1 II.
Innis suggested that media that support time effi ciencies

would lead to decentralization while media that support
space efficiencies would lead to increased aggregation.
This suggests that the impermanent electronic media, unlike
the papyrus of Egypt and the clay tablets of Bahykin. would
counter aggregation and lead to decentralization. On the
contrary, we find that electronic communications
strengthens bonds by centralizing control. Dangers that
threaten the world economy are quickly detected and
communicated to the concerned players who initiate

appropriate corrective measures in
ordet to maintain control. thereby
strengthening their global .

economies.
It is a curious paradox of the

inf(wmatkm age that the dispersion
of consumption is matched by the
consolidation el priKluction. Are we
entering an cra in which relatively

few very large global firms will provide most of the
priducts and services the 2 1st century world will need?

differentiation among products be determined-by
modifications in software. infOrmation rather than
modifications in what the customers can see and hold in
their hands? Will product differentiation he a challenge to
advertisers and puhhc relations staffs ratherthan designers
and engineers? If global firms roam the world seeking
highly skilled labor, policies that support economic and
political stability, and modern and efficient communication
and transportation infrastructures, will that mean the end of
naticmal sovereignty'?

The noticm that kiw lal)or ccists make for ccallpetitiveness
is challenged by current thinking about the information
society and the gkihal ecOnomy. Over time labcir costs are
likely to equalize throughout the world and, in any case,
low cost labor is of relatively little value in a global
economy in which high value products and work make for
a high standard of living that forms a basis for both the
information ecommly and the glolml eccmomy.

This is not good news for the developing nations or
Africa. Latin America and the Far East. Tlw rapid growth of
the infqrmation technologies in response to the pressing
need of firms to grow. demands for Unproved mechanisms
for the coniniand of global resources, and the demise of
command economies that sought to create alternatives to
capitalism leave the developing nations further and further
behind.

Thus, we encounter our first contradiction. The
information era has not led to the formation of an industrial
structure that favors the small and varied. The information
era has i-u)t led to a marketplace that pnwides for the
singular needs of singular people. Rather, the information
era has strengthened the capitalistic structures established in
the industrial revolution, indeed, has increased their
propensity for higness, and has led to the creation of e\ en
larger nmhinationalglobal firms often interconnected in the

'If information is the engine
of growth, nations will
increasingly shift their focus

. . to the production and
distribution of ideas.'
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form of financial holding companies capable of controlling
the workl's markets.

We appear to he pmgressing to a world in which
relatively few very large global firms will pnwide twist of
the products and services the 2Ist century world will need.
In this world product and service differentiation will be
achieved through perceptions defined and promoted by
public relations, marketing and advertising through world-
wide media networks. Firms will roam the world seeking
least cost kibor and maximum rewrn
on capital, in order to optimize their
value chains. Natkmal interests will
be subservient to corporate plans
and-every natkM, large and-small,
will search fOr an economic niche in
the global economy. Nations will

telecommunications can perform the coordination and
ctanmunications tasks normally performed by large
numbers of middle managers (information workers). When
firms consolidated into larger firms, or were forced by
ci mipetition to save money or by cimn decisirm to reduce
market power. the first to lose jobs were middle level
managers and other ink winatkm workers, AT&T laid off
more than 25,000 middle level managers. IBM reduced its
managerial staff by more than 15,000 and DuPont followed

suit by eliminating about 8,000
ink wination jobs.

Our second cimtradicticm: The
information technologies were
supposed to destroy entry le\ oi
jobs. to create massive
unempk)yment among blue-collar

'When knowledge becomes
the engine of growth,
there will be necessarily
significant social changes.'

have great difficulty monitoring and
controlling the flow of money across their borders and,
consequently, will have little control over their monetar-y
and economic policies. Sovereignty in a world with weak
and porous eConomic bOundaries, and where national
interests will compete with corporate strategies. and with
ethnic and religious islands of identity, will he quite
meaningless.

The race toward the information society or economy is a
rapid one throughout both the highly industrialized and
industrializing world and among the developing nations.
Nations that cannot participate in the global economy will
be distinctly disadvantaged. While these nations were not
likely to enter bankruptcy. economic stagnation could lead
to (Iramatic declines in the standard of living, to the loss of
economic sovereignty. to unwanted economic dependency.
and to ethnic, religious and class strife. This is not good
news kw the developing nations.

Nora and Mine state that infornlation technology
(lelenuiliepte) would accelerate the emergence of a very
highly productive society. With 'less hut more effective
work and jobs the changing nature ( if work would
inevitably c()ine questions about the value of work and a
wide gulf between those who perform high technology.
intellectually challenging work and a non-professional class
who will have fewer, lower paving. routine tasks" [Simon
Nora & Alain Mine. ne byhrmalization
Cambridge. Nlass., MIT Press. 1980I. Further, the structures

organizatkms would necessarily be altered to take
advantage of the pmductivity benefits information and
information technology offer as would the roles of
managers and management tasks. When knowledge
becomes the engine of growth, there will necessarily be
significant social changes. comparable to those that took
place when agriculture was replaced by manufacturing as
the engine of gniwth.

We noted previously how some firms grow successfully
and others do not and how firms quickly learned that
information technology including modern

workers. Instead the informatkM
technologies eliminated white-collar middle management:
the blue-collar jobs and the entry level jobs disappeared
long before the information society flowered. It is unlikely
that the imemployed infOrmation workers will return tä
their jobs or even (o similar jobs when the nation recovers
from the recession. Perhaps this is the wav in which service
sector and managerial productivity will improve, and this
leads me to the third of the three contradictions I discuss
this morning.

"Informatization" has emerged as a useful concept for
examining-infOrmatkm societies. Three dimensions of
infonnatizatk in have been defined: I ) the people dimension
such as literacy rate, percent of population attending tertiary
schools; 2) the infrastructure dimenskm including mass
media, telecommunications, computers and computer
utilization by organizations and expenditures fOr other
inkwmation technologies: and 3) the ecink)inic dimension
including the share of the nation's GNP provided by the
primary ink wmation sector and the number of informatkm
workers in the labor knee.

Nations have counted the number of tekThones or

telephone main lines per capita. c(imputers and telex
terminals and databases in use, television and radio
receivers. facsimiles and VCRs. They have defined a sort of
Engels Ratio, the ratio of personal expenditures fOr
information and information machines to GNP per capita. as
a measure of their status in the world as information
societies, and they have counted the number of information
wcwkers in their economy.

But. as Robert Solow remarked, -You can see the
computer age everywhere but in the productivity statistics."

Simply measuring information workers may not be an
Mdicatkm or the pn)gress a nation has made towards
becomMg an information economy. Israel and Egypt, kw
exampk% have almost identical ink wmatkm sectors. yet the
GNP per capita in Israel is several times greater than that in
Egypt. It's what these information workers do that cdunts.
Egypt is a poor nation and many of its ink inflation workers
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are employed in the gcwernment bureaucracy as the
employer of last resort to provide heakh and welfare
services to the poor. Israel uses its information workforce
more productively, in research and development and in
manufacturing among other activities.

The contnbution of the information sector to the Gross
Natkmal Product is an important indicator of-the
importance of information and infmmation technology to
the nation's economy. Jussawalla and her c()Ileagues haNe
c(mtributed significantly to this
analysis INIehen)o Jussawalla.
Dcmald M. Lamberum and Neil 1).
Karunaratne, 7be (,ost of Thinking,
Norwood. NJ.. AI) lex Publishing
Corp.. 1 9 8 8 . They have shown
that the inkirmathm sector in
industrialized and industrializing
natkms c(mtributes an increasing percentage to the rurtion's
GNP and. in Japan. Kuriyama and Oniki state that were it
not f6 'and information sector ilidtlichilg -the
manufacture of infOnnatiim technok)gies. the GNP of the
Japanese economy today would be smaller lw about 12",,
[Tadashi Kuriyama and I lajime Oniki. -New Information
Technok)gy and the Growth of the Japanese Economy.-
paper presented at the International Conference on Asia's
Experience in Information. Taipei, Taiwan, Nlay 9-11, 19891.

We suggest another important indicator of the state of a
nation's informatization: the contribution the information
sector makes to pn)ductivity in manufacturing and in the
provision of services.

Up to a point growth of the iiih wmation sector shookl
result in increases in labor productivity in the
manufacturing sector. Further, the information sector
appears to grow twice as fast ati the manufacturing sector.
Jean Voge reminds us that C.N. Parkinson noted this
"square law- phenomenon in large administrations and
suggests that Parkinson's findings may also be true lOr the
relationship between the growth or the information sector
and growth of a nation's GNI'. I ic goes on to suggest that
this would lead to a leveling off or productivity gains with
increases ill the infonuation labor force. For example. he
argues that worker produ(tivity measured in constant
dollars per worker stops rising once the information sector
reaches .0) percent and may start decreasing above 50
.)ercent. The reason for this is that productivity gains from
modernization of facilities are insufficient to offset the
accimipanying increase in training. research and
administration costs tlean Voge. "Crisis. Information and
Communications in the United States Economy,- InterMedia,
May 1985. Londcwil.

We have extended and further quantified this relationslnp
between manufacturing Productivity grow th and
information sector growth for the United States, Japan ;Ind
several of the ASEAN nations.
-In the United States there has been a slight decline in

manufacturing sector productivity from 1980 through 1988.
while the information sector moved up from about -1-
percent to almost percent of the work force.

On the other hand, inmi 1982 onward the Japanese
inforination sector has increased only marginallv. yet there
has been a dramatic increase in manufacturing productivity,
especially in the years 1985 through 1988. Korea shows
results that are similar to that for Japan, modest growth in
the information sector 1)etween 1985 and 1988 hut a

significant increase in
manufacturing productivity,
especially during the years 198-'-
1988. Singapore exhibits a
pattern that mildly parallels the
.lapanese experience modest
gnowth in the information sector
and relatively large growth in the

productivity of the manufacturing sector In these nations
the percentage of the labor force in the information sector

less than 50percent.
After a drop in manufacturing productivity while the

information sector was growing between 1980 and 1082.
Thailand has shown a modest rise in this productivity
despite almost no growth in the information sector. This
could he explained by an early investment in informatkm
workers for government and social ser ice activities
between the Years 1980 thnuigh 1982: as social conditions
hnproved between 1982 and 1988, these workers were.
then available to industry.

Malaysia exhibits stagnant growth in-the infOrmation
sector as well as in the productivity of the manufacturing
sector. Why this is so is not clear although we know that
Malaysia has established an automobile industry using
imported Japanese engines and other parts, assembling
vehicles in Malaysia. Thus, the high valued information
work is perk)rmed in Japan while the less intensive
inkirmation assembly work is perk wnied in Malaysia.

Finall, Indonesia and the Philippines show dramatic
declines in manufacturing productivity, while the
informathm sectors have been increasing. This may very
well be another casc in which the information sector is
primarily engaged in pwernment and social service
activities. In the Philippines the period between 1982 and
1985 shows a very rapid decline in manuf.acturing
productivity which may very well be the consequence of
political and economic turmoil during the excesses of the
Marcos regime.

We should Point out that our analysis is highly
aggregated. A more accurate detenhinathm of the
contribution of information and information labor can only
be achieved through case by case analysis of specific firms
or industries.

)bservers of contemporary economic trends are
perplexed by the rapidity (if technological changes and the
relatively slow gains-in productivity. In particular this has

'Worker productivity may
start decreasing once
the information sector moves
above 50% of the labor force.'
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been evident in the dramatic developments in information
technolitgy which have not appeared in the economic
statistics of productivity. Paul David points out that this is
not a new phenomenon :ind that in 1900 c)bserVers may
very well have said that electric dynamos were to be seen
-everywhere hut in the economic statistics' !Paul A. David,
-0imputer and Dvnanu): The Nlodern Productivity Paradox
in an Not-Too-Distant Mirror,- CEPR Publication No. 1-2.
Stanford. Calif.. Stanford University, 1989, p. 4 An OECD
study confirms that industrialized
countries have often built up
unequaled scientific and
technolcigical capacity. and while
technological changeseems
pervasive in everyday life. these
countries appear to he finding it
increasingly difficult to translate this c tpacitv into
measurable productivity increases IOECD:CSTP Programme.
1989, p.11.

.

Many observers have remarked that_the boom in office.
automation, using-data processing equipment-and the rise
of computer intensity of the service industries especially
banking. finance and insurance, wholesale and retail trade

have not been accompanied by increases in indices in
output per man-hour in these activities.

'Fhe third contradiction. then. is that productivity has not
increased as nations have informatized.

M(xlern telecommunications and information techm)1(tgy.
it is argued. have gix en birth to a successor to the industrial
revolution that emerged from England in the 18th century.
W(. are told that we are witnessing the dawn of a new age.
the information age. and that this new age is characterized
by the emergence of a world economy knit together hv
wire and radio teleonnmunications.

Perhaps we arc not in a new age hut rather in the natural
evolution of the industrial revolution and that this emphasis
on technology as the c/eus ex machilur distorts the role of
technology, and distracts us from the iinportant changes our
society is undergoing and about which we should he
concerned so that we may avoid the errors made in the
early years of' the indusuial revolution.

The contradictions we have discussed and the many
others that have emerged as we have sought the holy grail
of informatizaticm should teach us several important
lessons. some points of which we now discuss.

Capital investments in infOrmation technology and
modern telecommunications cannot leM to increased
productivity unless there are equivalent and ()hen greater
investments in education and training. Firms and
governments experience long delays between the
acquisition of the technology and when expected
productivity gains materialize. primarily because 01 the
need to train employees not only to use the systems but to
adapt these systems to specific tasks.

Too often there is a nish to construct new
telecommunicatkms networks to provide a special ser ice.
for example, a voice and data network fin- government
agencies. In most states telecommunications networks
already serve government centers and reach into
government agencies. but they are not efficiently used.
Before einharking on the construction of a specialized
network. owned and managed by government. how the
existing facilities can be adapted to serve government

agencies should he examined.
Generally these networks have
sufficient fl ffor relatively
rapid application to a special
SCR-i(V use. especially if suitable
tariffing arrangements can he
negotiated. In this era of more

this t -light not he too difficult and would

'The third contradiction
is that productivity
has not increased as
nations have informatized.'

libentl regulatkm,
certainly save money. Additionally, incentives to users to
use the existing networks should be provided widt,
perhaps, attractive rates. Ln this way. specialized voice.and
data networks far educators Which same have argued
would be of considerable henefit to teachers especially in
sparsely populated states such as Alaska could be pnIvided
using existing services.

Information by itself does not create knowledge nor
increase productivity. Only when an educated and trained
person utilizes this information can knowledge be produced
and with that km)wk.dge pr(tductivity. The pressure of an
increasingly competitive national and world eotnomv
drains workers away from rural areas and small towns to
cities. leaving these towns barren of economic growth. Yet
infc)rmatkm technology and telecommunications are widely
available in these areas. \\Chat is not available is the
knowledge of how best to use infc.)rmation and information
technology to grow and enhance business opportunities.
This situation is quite similar to that which the farmers
encountered in the late 19th century prior to the
establishment of the Agriculture Extension Service.

\X.e suggest that we need a Technology Extension Service
to provide assistance to rural and small town entrepreneurs
who wish to enter the ink Irmation economy. Indeed. this
sante service might weil ix.' made available thntughout the
nation to assist small and medium size businesses to more
rapidly enter the information economy. For we have
learned that the small and medium size firms are often the
major source of economic growth and employment in the
United States. The pull of consolidation and agglomeration
taking place throughout the nation and the world has not
led to economic growth in the I Inited States nor towards
full employment. We need to revitalize the small and
medium size business sector of our economy. and the
Technology Extension Sen ice is an appropriate step toward
this goal.
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Broadcasting as a Tool
for Social Change

This is a special occaskm for me u>r a couple or reasons.
The first is that although I'm used to speaking about many
issues publicly. I rarely speak about them in public. That's
because most of the time I consider what I ha e to say. I
write it down and I read it into a tape recorder and it goes
out Oyer the air to thousands of listeners. So this is almost
the first time in more than ten years that I have talked
about an issue to an audience I can see. I like the
anommity of radio and I III 1.1 St c(.)nfess to being a little

nervous so 1 hope you'll hear ,1/4(.ith me.
The second reason that this is a special occasion for me is

that I have been asked to speak about -development
broadcasting.- I greatly appreciate this opportunity because
this is a subject that I care very deeply about and I rarely
get a chance to talk about it.

The INiint of my presentation today is to have some of
my enthusiasm and emotional attachment for this subject
rub off (m yiai. I hope that en(Aigh il y(m 1)eonne
intdgued by the idea that you will do something to
somehow lying it into existence in this owner of the world.

By now you're probably wondering what the heck I
mean by the term "development hniadcasting."

It probably means nothing to most of you. It definitely
means many different things to many different people
overseas. And to me. it means a very specific thing that I
can define in just two words.

I will give you that definition and I will give you a crash
course in how to pniduce it in a minute, hut first I want to
tell you the story of how I came up with my definition.

The first time I heard the term was in 198". At the time I
was working as a free-lance journalist in Ottawa. I was also
doing some work on the side as a trainer for the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation and for various Native radio
stations in Canada.

-One day I got a call from an international development

agency based in Toronto. -I'd never heard (if this outfit
before hut this fellow called me up and asked if I would be
interested in training broadcasters in Asia in the field of
development broadcasting. I told him 1 was interested in
going to Asia hut I (tidn't know what he meant by
"devek)polent hroadeasting.- So he explained it by talking
about the project.

I-le said it was-financed by the Government of Canada:
\\ as supervised hy the agency in Toronto: was managed by
an international development broadcasting agency in
Malaysia: was mandated by a dozen countries in Asia, and
was going to 'operate in India, Thailand, Indonesia and
Papua New. Guinea.

Ile went on to say that the national broadcasting
organization in each country would establish a DM'. a
development broadcast unit, in each oitintry. lite was

supposed to produce (le\ ekipment hnsidcasting
progranuning on tlwee major issues the environment .
women in development and human settlements. The wlmle
idea behind the project was to use broacicasting as a tool
f()r social change.

11 I was Inred as one of the trainers, he said. I would he
helping to train the 1)lit' as one of the members of the
development broadcast unit assessment [earn. Later on. he
said. I would also ha\ e to help the training module unit
production team pr(Kluce a self-contained training module
that could be used to establish and operate a DRU
anywhere in Asia. And that was how he answered my
question.

Now, if You didn't understand what I just said. well. I
didn't understand what he was talking ahout then either. To
me it was all bureaucratic gobbledygook. Rut since I dkIn't
want to blow a chance to go to Asia. and get paid for it to
hoot, I wouldn't admit that I had no idea what he was
talking about.
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'At the end of the
chain of millions of
dollars in Canadian
foreign aid . . . was
little old me.'

Brian Maracle
is an award-winning Canadian radio producer
who has aLso worked on development
broadcasting projects in Asia and has been a
training consultant for the Alaska Public
Radio Network and several Native
communication societies in Canada. He has
worked for Native organizations in British
Columbia and Ontario.

_Nly silence got me invited to an interview in Toronto
where I competed f(ir (me of the Intining johs. At the
interview. they asked me about nw training experience and

somehow got off on a tangent about my personal
philosophy of radio. 1 told them that there are two kinds of
radio programming. There is Good Radio and there is Bad
Radio Good Radio is the kind of radio that triggers people
to action. Good Radio is the kind of programming that
makes people stop w hat they're doing. hush the kkls and
turn up the volume. It's the kind of programming that
makes people say to one another, "Say did you hear about
...?" Good Radio is the kind of programming that makes
people so angry, so happy, so concerned or so curious that
it causes them to write a letter, to go to a meeting. to send
money. to do something. That's w hat I mean w lien l talk
ahout Good Radio it makes people do something. And
I'm being only slightly facetious when I say that Bad Radio
is everything else.

When 1 filially ran out or steam, I asked them. -What
exactly do v(ni mean lw development broadcasting?"

And once again I heard inure jargon mid generalities. this
time from the overall project director, ahout pnigramming
and assessment teams mid w (mien's issues and Nit and
human settlements and haseline data and training modules
and so on. So I asked the question again. This time they
said that if I was hired. I would he sent to the project
headquarters in Malaysia where I would learn the details
and the how-to of development broadcasting. I was also
told that there were lour people on each of" the training
teams. two Canadians and two Asians. and that I would be
the junic ir memIxT im the team.

As it happened. they hired me t() he one of the two
trainers. I was assigned to g() to India and another gii was

-going to Indonesia. My assignment was to-help train ten
_broadcasters at a DBI- in Rajasthan. I spent seven weeks

there in- 198- and seven weeks in Papua New Guinea in
1 989.

I was pretty happy with the \\ av things were turning out
because I knew that I would he learning the ins and outs of
development hroadcasting when I gtit to pr(iject
headquarters. I also knew that I was the low guy on the
totem pole.,So my first visit to India and to Asia was
shaping up to he a well-paid. interesting low-stress job.

The project was financed hy Canada to the tune of SS
million and it had a raft of academics. researchers.
hureau( rats. organizers, support staff, a hoard of directors
and a hoard of advisors. And at the end of this very long
organizational chain, at the end of the chain of millions of
dollars in Canadian foreign aid, the expertise of two
international devekmnient agencies, the ktuiw ledge of
d(czens of development experts. was little old me.

I was the one who was supp(Ned to transfer -western
know-how to ten hroadcasters in India, and later. to I( mr
broadcasters in Papua New Guinea, to help them combat
prohlems that ranged from leprosy and malaria to urban
crime and illiteracy: from the lack of housing and clean
water to malnutritkm and wife-hashing.

When l arried at the project headquarters in Kuala
Lumpur. I asked the staff. 'AVhat exactly do vOLI mean lw
de\elopment hroadcasting?"

And they told me more intunho-jumho ;.thotit
prc)graniming and henclunark data and women's issues and
assessment teams and Ill1111;111 settlements and training
modules and the environment. When I asked them just
what I was suppo',ed lo train the hroadcasters to do, they
t(xik me to their library. It was stocked w ith written and
audio-visual materials ahout devekipment hroadcasting. I

'pent two lull (lays (here and I must admit that I learned a
lot aboutt women's issues in Africa and human settlements
in southeast Asia, Imt I didn't learn anything about what I
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was supposed to train the broadcasters to do.
I was getting pretty nervous by this time but I was l()Id

not to worry. When I got to New Delhi, they said. I would
he met hy (me of the training team members. Ile was the
liaison worker with All-India Radio. Ile was tile senior
Asian on the training te:un and he would fill me in on what
I was supposed to do.

So when I gOt to New Delhi I asked the liais(m worker
what All-India Radio 1V:Is expecting of me. lie said they
wanted me to train the
broadcasters to pmduce
pn)gntmming about women's
issues, buntan settlements and the
environment.

That wasn't much help and I
didn't say anything alunit it to him
so I asked hint about the preparations for the training
session. Ile told me that the ten hroadcasters had just
completed an orientation sessi( m Where the\ had been
-introduced to the concept of -development hroadcasting.
Right now. he said, they were waiting for me to show them
how to put the theory into practice. So I asked him for
some of the details of this theory, l le was kind of vague
and said mg to worry, the orientation sessicm had been
organized by the other Canadian who was alread \ on site.
ie said the Canadian was the person in charge of the

project there and she w(mld explain e\ erything.
ti) finally. I made my way to Kota. the site of the I MI"

training exercise. Kota is a small. grublw, nondescript.
industrial city the size of Anchorage in north central India.
The head of the project. iny fellow Canadian. \\ as there to
meet ine when my train auk ed one morning at a.m. The
morning passed in a blur of tours. explanatim >ns.
introducti( ins and meetings. I learned that the broadcasters
were there,and e\ erything was in place kir the training
session to stan in three days time.

Luckily, the project director and I hit it immediateh.
\X'hen she and I finally had a quiet moment together I
finally got the chance to ask her, "What exactly do they
mean by development broadcasting? Just what is it that I am
supposed to help train these broadcasters to do?

And here's what she told me. "Ilow the hell am I
supposed to know? rtn not a Illoadeaster, l'm just the
administrator. Everybody's been waiting for you to show up
because \.ou're supp( ised to he the expert."

So I asked her. -What about the orientation session?
These guys were supposed to learn all ahollt the theory of
development Imradcasting in the orientation session. V'ho
taught that?"

And she said, -It was a waste of time. We spent a month
listening to e\ cry government official, health authonty and
academic in town describe their k

So I said. -Well I thought that I was going u) he part of a
team. What about the other trainers?"

And she said. "There aren't any trainers. "Diey re liaison

people and administrators like me. You're it.-
It WAS my worst nightmare ccune true. I was instantly sick

in the pit or my stomach when I realized the situation I was
in.

\\-as in charge of a training ten broadcasters about
something I hadn't figured out for myself arid there were
going to-he lots or peOple- from India. Asia and-Canada
looking over my shoulder.

(By the way I found out a few months later that I was
luckier than the guy win) went
to Indonesia. At least I was in a
situation where the broadcasters
were prepared to accept me as a
trainer. In Indonesia, the
message had s(nnelniw been
inwribly garbled so that \vhen

the trainer showed up on the scene he discover('d that the
broadcasters thought that they were going to he training
him about devel(ipment broadcasting. I heard it was a

. . . .

pretty awkward moment..\vhen he had to tell tbem fhat no,
he was the trainer and they were the trainees. Needless to
sav. his session got off to a pretty rocky and frosty start.)

In my case. though. I had the right combination of ego
and naivete to plunge ahead in spite of the problems.

But I also had my own beliefs about Good Radio and Bad
Radio and I also knew that the whole idea behind the
project was to use 1-)nmdcasting as a tool for social change:

Anyway, that's thc heginning of the story of _my first
encounter with development hroadcasting. In just a minute
I'll tell you exactly what it is and how it works. But I should
explain that what I'm about to tell you is not the Bible of
development broadcasting. YOU won't find this information
in ti hook. You won't find a single person in any university
icr devel(ipment agency who will explain it the way l'm
about to. That's because it's the definition and the program
that I came up with. It's not perfect hut I think it works in
just alniut any situation. It did do a lot of good over there.
And here comes the commercial I think development
bniadcasting could do wonders in Alaska.

When I finally got to work with the broadcasters in India
and Papua New Guinea. I found that they had been
producing programs about develoiment issues for many.
Marty vcars.

When I sat down with them and g()t thern to play and
translate some of their programs for me. I found that they
were all basically the same. They were usually about a k)cal
problem and in the pmgram a g(wcrnment
acadcmic expert or some other authority figtwe explained
\\ hat they were doing ab()Ut the problem. In these
programs, the authority figures frequently exhorted the
listener to take some particular action about the problem.

And when I asked the broadcasters what the aim of their
program was, the answer was always the same. no matter
which country t was in and nb matter what the story was
ahout.

'The trainer dis
the broadcaste
were going to

covered
rs thought they
be training him.'
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What the bro.,tdcasters always told me was. "Nly aim was
to inform the listener about the problem.- Or. "My aim was
to inform the listener ahout the solurion: Or. -My aim was
to inform the hstencr about Halt. blah. Halt.- "My aim was
to inform the listener: (Are von listening Alaska? Is it
beginning to maind familiar?)

To these broadcasters. and presumahly to inany others.
development lin iadcasting was simple. It onlv involved the
one-wav flow of information from an expert or \ ()ice of
authority to the listener.

For their part. the broadcasters were always keen to hear
what I I I lullghl of their writing and interviewing and
production techniques. Rut I wouldn't critique them on
how they put their programs together. What I did ask them
was if they thought their programs met their ohjectives. And
since their ohjectiye was always to inform the listener they
said they didn't know if they had achieved it. They thought
they might have, Imt they couldn't he sure. (Are you
listening Alaska?)

Su I told the hroadcasters that there was nothing wrong
with their programming. The problem was ith their
ohjectives. I said that the ohject of development
hroadcasting involves a IC )1 IllorC than just informing the
listener.

At this point I referred hack to the purpose of the. project.

John Valensi,
(foreground)
director of the state
Division of
Information
Services, listens to a
conference speaker.

to use broadcasting as a tool for social change. And what I
clid was come up with mv own definition of development
brUaCk'asting I define development hroadcasting in just two

Kck: -helping people.-
And what I mean is helping people literally. I'm

talking ahout real help, not just infOrmation that the
broadcaster or some expert or government official thinks
the listener needs, hut real help. And not just talking
ahout an amorphous hodv of listeners. I'm talking about
real j)eople. people you've nlet and talked to. people
\\ hose name you know, people you've shared a meal with.
Pc"Ple who''e kick mli've Played with. People von care
about.

A development broadcaster should he a lot more than just
a detached dispenser of information. A de\ elopment
broadcaster, in my view, is basically a community
development worker who carries a tape recorder.

V'hat I'm talking about. obviously, is a fundamental shift
in the nature of the work. A de\ elopment broadcaster's
objectke slumld not he to tell an anonymous bodv of
listeners what some expen or government official thinks
they should know. Their objective slumld he to help
people. Okay, here comes die crash c ntrse.

If that's the objective, the first thing that has to he done is
to identify just who it is that ve're supposed to help. The
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4)1 icoll!, allsWer Itt fl k that V.'(. should he helping people

"h" need help and "h" "ant help- IC" "'VittU'. lmt
it's amazing h v. many times and in how many places Pce
seen pet iple. organizations and go\ ernments ign( ire that
bask rule. They look at a situation. sec a problem and insist
(An helping the Ii tt al people to overt t me it. And too many
times the lot al people did not want any help het ause-they
didn't see the situation as a in the first place.

()Ile (alter oh. ious rule of mine that seems ut he broken
just as (gen as it's tilsec ed. is dial
of the people \\ lioneed help a,nd
want help. we shoukl he in the
business ttl helping the people
Who need'help nukt. 'so.when
talk ahout helping people. I m not
talking about helping I )(maid
Trunlp hail out his finant ial
empire.

)ka' )1-Ice "Ce defined 1111"h" it l lhat cce "ant l"
litAp. the nem thing \\e shohld

t pr()\ ide.

lint what the hroackasters usually did was this- 'they
in\ ited an c\pert or government official into their studio,
asked them ahout panicular problem .ind let them talk.
_The might ask a ctiuple ()I unfocused open-ended
questions and then they put the -interview on the air.

'mit\ that is broadcasting .11-Ault a development ksue hut
it's- not deVelopment broadcasting. It-may tell the listeners
what they need to know and it mac. he about sometiiing
iinpt gam hut t cinesn't tell them what the\ want to know.

The unk cca Itt gice the
listeners the inIonnation the\
want is to let them ask the
question `st t that's v, hat we did.

In Papua -\ew Guinea. the
lin tadcasters .111.1d baCk 110111

their research visits to \ arious
onninunities and at duV, n

analyze the results. We found that many people in many
area. \canted information ahout a cc ide range of subietts. In
tine -Aiantytt)ccn cve-liiunti that 'a
\canted to hear aht tut nurrition and-meal-planning'

.tso we got the hroadcaster Itt g() hat k to the shantytown
anti get the women together. 'she asked them if they
wanted to learn about nutrition and meal-planning They
said yes. she told them that she would hring a gocernment
health wtIrkei to the sham\ town and she asked them if
the\ would meet with him and ask him the questions they
had.-They said Then 'The asked them if -they would he
cc Wing lc) let her tape-retord the meeting with the health
worker so she could put a radio program together. And
again the\ said \ us

'so we asked them w hat questions the\ \canted to know
the answers to. They didn't gicc Us many t" ""rk "ith and
they were pretty c ague hut they assured us that they cc t...re
interested in meeting the health worker. Despite their
assurance I was still ,t little afraid that the meeting wt mid he

bustlext
so we went to the healtli offit ial. cc ho had lice!)

talking on the radio ahout nutrition just a month helt tre.
and got him to agree to c isit the shantc tow n \\ and
mcci I ic po plc there \\ Me we were talking with him we
w it hint In write out a li`,1 that Wager, ask him
nit ist (then.

'so we went hack to the smut tn, and we witite up a ikt
quesnons using the t tnes Ingl the w(imen, the health
worker and st [he broadcasters t atm! up with \\ e had
about a dozen questions that we thought \could make a

it RI interview QUetItIll like -What goes into a balanced
dice- and hy should I eat a balanced tliet'-

\\'e took the list of questitins to thy shantytown and
showed them to the women and asked 11 the\ would like to
know the answers. The lc omen were sh\ and nervous hut
the\ said they would meet the health cutrker and ask the
questions on the list.

When the dav ()I the meeting c..mie around!. the women

'When I talk about helping
people, I'm not talking about
helping Donald Trump
bail out his financial empire.'

And tu mv mind. there are three kinds of help that
broadcasters can gi\ e The liNt, and inost oh\ lt ills. is that
they can provide information The sect ind is that thec can
encourage hsteners to do certain things that will make life
better tor them and their tommunity. And the third thing
they can do is that the can help to sok e a priblein.

'..so what \AL' chd in India and Papua New Guinea was It)
'.end the broadcasters. alone (tr in pairs. into it\
slums. shant\ tow ns and leper oilonies. The hroack asters
were not allowed to take their tape ret orders with 111(2111.
Their assignment. oc er several days. was to meet and talk
to as illan people as possible

In India we did this in a c el informal and unstructured
wa\ In Papua New I iumea. ccc eill the hroadt (tilt It
get these impressitgs in a little more organtzed fashion.
They took out a (11.1elitninaire and ct)nclutted a sur\ cc )

that the identification t tr the prtiblems and prit trines was a
little more scientilit

\\ hat we wanted the hroacka',IeN to do was to find out
three things.

We \canted them to learn the kinds of inlormatit in that
people wanted to hear on the radio. \\ e wanted them to
learn cc hat the people thought other people should do to
make their t ommunitc- a hetter place It ) lice. And we
wanted them to learn dhow It )(al prtiblems. whit hi
pr iblems the community felt were (...1,% It t solve and which
prohlems the people were willing to wor I. at.

Out (tf my three types ot de\ el( pment hroadcasting. the
easiest to produce in terms of time. !mgt.\ and suct is

informant at programming. It also happens to he the type of
pn)grammmg that the hroatIcasters in India and Papua New
(uinea were \ erv famihar wit h 1)ed :Rise they had heen
prrtdut.ing information programs about development isSties
for years,
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of the shantytown and a few men Were gathered under a
large tree in a communal courtyard. The broadcaster turned
on a tape recorder and introduced herself and the heallh
Vs.orker. She saki that she was doing a program about
nutrition and that she was in such-and-such a shantytown
because the women there wanted to learn something al-unit
it. !ill(' puillIed MICrophOlIC it III( W0111:111 Whu

was supposed to ask the first quesfion on the list. The
woman was very shy and except for a nervous giggk.. she
didn't say anything. The prohlem
wasn't nervousness. The problem
was that she coukIn't-read. Hut
after a little prompting by some of
the others. she asked the question
ahout what wies into a lxilanced
diet and the health worker
answered it with what seemed to
he his usual spiel.

stiff.and artificial_ exchange of nervous questions and
standard replies continued for -about three go-rounds until
one woman in the crowd interrupted and asked: -MY-baby
only likes to eat rice. Is that good'''.

Instantly the women in the crowd murnmred and leaned
forward. The health worker stopped for a second and
became very animated in his reply. The women laughed.

Then another woman hutted in. She was six months
pregnant and she explained that she had to work in the
fields while her husband laid around the house all dav and
didn't work. There was laughter and murmuring from the
crowd. he woman went on to say that when mealtime
came, her husband would point out that in addition to
being the man of the house, he was still bigger than she
was, so he was therefore entitled to have more focKI then
her. So this woman asked the health workerif this was
right.

There was a lot of murmuring from the crowd now and
the health worker launched into an answer that had

.evervone laughing and nodding their heads.
Then a man raised his hand w ith a question about hush

food which the health worker eagerly answered. And
within minutes. those neatly written pages of questions that
had been so carefully tlkmght out were littering the ground
as the peop' fired question after question to the health
worker about the things that they wanted to know.

The session lasted more than an hour. The broadcaster
ended up cutting the session into three separate segments
about three different aspects of nutritkm.

Now, what was so special about those three programs
was not the information, energy or spirit they contained,
although they were pretty special, what was special was
that the program's objective was achieved before it e\ er
went on the air.

The aim of that particular program was to give the
women in the shantytown the inf(wmation they wanted
'about nutrition and that Was achieved before t.he

broadcaster even shut off the tape recorder.
Once the program \vas broadcast it took on a secondary

objectke. namely, to inform other listeners about nutrition.
At this point I can't be certain just how effective the
program was in meeting that particular objective. Hut I like
to think that that program was a hell of a lot more effective
in communicating a nutritional message than a run-of -the-
mill. straight-ahead interview or documentary. I like to
think that it had a tremendous impact on listeners in other

shantytowns, not because of
the writing or interviewing or
pnxluction techniques, hut
because poor, uneducated
people were the driving lOrce
behind the program: because
poor people in other
shantytowns g(It to hear the

answers to their concerns and not just what experts and
goyerytment officials thought they should know.

So. That's an exampk. of devel(Ipment broadcasting when
it comes to information programnling.

The second type of development broadcasting. in my
definition, is programming that encourages people to do
something that will make life better for them or their
community.

It happens to be the only type or development
brOadcasting that is routinely clone in North America. In
fact, it almost seems to come naturally here. You give
someone a microphone and scone air time and the next
thing You know they're telling you what to do and how to
run your life. Don't drink and drive. Practice safe sex. Get
some exercise.

And sirice most of those public service announcements
sound like the voice of God telling you what to do, l'm not
sure they're as effective as they could he.

Anyway. here's how we handk.d it in Papua New Guinea.
As part of our survey in the communities, we asked people,
"This w()uld he a better place to live if the people here did
what?"

What the people told LIS VCas that their community would
be a better place to live if the people respected the elders
more. or if the people went to church more or if they drank
less.

So we produced a number of programs in which the
objective was to encourage people to do those kind of
things.

Anyway, there is a talented drama group in Papua New
Guinea called Dua-Dua that writes and stages plays,
musicals and dramas about social issues. One of the issues
they deal with on stage is drinking. So we went to Dua-Dua
and brought them and their instruments into the studio and
produced a half-hour musical drama that warned about the
dangers of alcohol and praised the virtues of moderation
and sobriety.

Iii india one of' the broadcasters produced a 30-minute

'Within minutes, those neatly
written pages of questions that
had been so carefully thought out
were littering the ground.'
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musical about the importance of children going to school.
Ile hiippened to he an extremely talenwd musician nd
songwriter and he wrote the musical in response to tl,e
wishes expressed hy mmIc pet pie in a village that th,2y
wanted to see imire parents keeping their kids in scrool
instead of taking them to the fields with them. So he wrote
the musical and got a gioup of children to play all the
parts. Ile staged the drama in the village courtyard and tape
recorded it.

Both musicals were I woadcast.
and I think they would have been
vet) effective in meeting their
objective hecause they were
providing the encouragement that
people in the community wanted.

Faltenainment. as a form of' development broadcasting, is
very effective but it's not easy to pr.,duce and it's very tink
consuming and it can he expensive. So the fOrmats
eRded tip using most often.were to.pn.rdtice, didn't
re'quire a lot..(if talent and were, a fot shoner. What we did
produce were songs. jingles. sk.igans and what f call mini-
dramas, sinm skits abom two minutes long.

I think this type of prograimning, where the objective is
to encourage pet pie to do sornething for the gciod of
themselves or their community, is automatically successful
when it is based on what people in the community want.
When the program goes (in the air it has met its objective.

Ihe (iiiibhle I have with North American programming of
this kind is that not enough of it is based on what people in
the c(inuntinity want. Too much of it seems to come hom
the government, medical authonties or the police, and it
.unounts to little Mote than nagging.

The one good example of Nonh Amencan programming
in this awa that I can remember co,nes from the Mormon
Church. They produced a ser.es of ads a reW years back
and the one I remember best is the (me where a yuiting boy
comes hanging into his house all smiles and excitement and
he yells out. "I ley. Mom. I wt an A on my report card."
And the mother yells back, -I low many times have I told

not to skim the screen door when you come in." Of
c(mrse the point of the spot was to listen to your children.
to share their joy and celebrate their achievements. To me.
it was a good example of development broadcasting. The
pity of it is that there are very few examples of that kind of
prligramming aniund.

The third and last type of development hii adcasting. and
the hardest to produce. is the kind i Which the objective of
the program is to solve a pniblem.

AX'hen we did our research in the communities, we found
lots and lots of prohletns. So what we did first was narrow
the list down to small problems that could he solved.

(here is a list of some of the problems that the
broadcasters set out to solve! a City neighborhood that
didn't have a water tap: a group of neighborhood women
that didn't know'how to read and Wanted to learn: another

group of neighborhood w(mien who (Writ know how to
sew md wanted to learn: a leper colony that wa,, not
getting medical care; and a broken water pump in a village

In each case, the broadcaster's objective was to help the
people solve their problem. I iere's how they did it:

The first thing they had to do was to gain the trust of the
people in the community. Then they had to identify the
problems that.the people in the community felt they could

solve and the problems they
wen. willing to solve.

Then the broadcaster had
to find pcissible solutions and
find people willing to help
solve the problem. The next

step was to put the people who were suffering the pniblem
u Tether with die people who could help them solve it.

let me stress that the job of development broadcasting is
not to fix tile hroken water pump or to teach the women jo.
read. A development broadcaster is simply a catalyst who
hrings together the problem-sufferer and the problem-
solver.

.1.nd once the problem is on the way to being solved. the
broadcaster's job then is to make a radio program about the
process of the two sides getting together and solving the
pmblem. All of the problems I mentioned a minute ago
were solved. The broadcasters helped the women who
wanted to learn how to read by finding a local woman who
agreed to teach them lOr a small fee. They helped the
women who wanted to learn how to sew by finding a
government pnigram that w(itild teach them.

The broadcasters helped the people in the neighborhood
Williont a water tap, too. They fOund out that if the people
in the neighborluxid filled out the proper application .md
paid the appropriate fee to the city, they would get a water
tap. And the people did just that.

They helped the people in the leper colony hy bringing
them and the appnipriate hospital unit together. The
d(ictors went to the colony and sh(nved some nInis on the
importance of treatment. They treated many of the people
there and explained how they could continue receiving
treatment.

And the Imiadcasters helped the people in the village
ith (he liroken water pump. They found a man who knew

how to fix the pump and they kiund out the cost of the
new part that was needed to fix it. The people in the village
took up a collection and the man bought the pan and fixed
the p1111p.

The objective or all of these pmgrams was to help the
people mike their prohlem. And in each case. the
program's objectke was achieved before it went on the air.
When these pnigrams were broadcast they took on
secondary objectives -- Ii rr example, to inform other
listeners how to fix a broken water pump. And hecause the
programs were tillc-cetiti storic.'s in which poor and

'In each case, t
objective was t
the people sol

he broadcasters'
o help
ve their problem.'
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uneducated people overcame a prohlem. I think it ina
hae encouniged other pe( ple in the same SitUatiUn It) dt)
the aiiie thing l)yeause of the example it set.

So far I've been talking abcrat individual programs with
reialivelY nArmw ohiective`;. In Palma New Cmine;i
found that one of the major_problemsillat pcoplew anted
to deal w ith was malaria.

We planned to tackle malaria with a series of pigrants
that would he pniduced and lit mdcast over a two-month

.As pan of the campaign. we
planned number of information
programs that would give people
th( nfo )1-illation they wanted. One
program was on the 11;thIre of the
disease itself. ()ne was on the
treatment of malaria. And there
were two or three progranr, Oil
.Way, n prevent t.

'We could have produced all these _programs. with the
villagers asking questions of the respective medical or
government alith()rit" me pkice. hut we `pread them
around inste;id. So the plan called fOr the people in one
village to learn allout the disease itself. In a shanlytoWn
group of women learned hOW to treal Ind in a Couply
or other places. the people learned clifferent ways to
pre% ent it.

We also produced a number of songs. jingles and mini-
dramas Mat encouraged people to get treatment for makiria
and to do scmiething ahout preventing it.

Lastly. the plan called for the hroadcasters help peopk.
in several places who wanted to do something al,out
iia a ri.t t I We helped them remove hreeding -zones for
mosquitoes hy getting the people to conduct village clean-
up campaigns. We helped them get mosquito nets and we
helped thenl to) start raising a type of fish that eats mosquito
larvae.

In the end, the broadcasters put on an extensive and
coordinated campaign, Irat Fin under no illusion that it
resulted in the eradication of malaria in Papua New (Minc..a
I low ever. I aIll certain that it did reduce the incidence of
malaria in al least those reas where the hroadcasters
worked inid I hke to think that because of Me way tile
programs were pRiduced. with the local people in the
driver's seat, that the incidence or malaria was reduced in
other areas as well.

s you've seen by nt iw. de% elopment broadcasting. at
least w hat I call development broadcasting. is considerahly
different from mainstream information progr:mulling.

The most important difference, to my mind. is that unlike
mainstream information programming, development
broadcasting at:Ilk-yes its ohjectives. This has the advantage
tot inakMg the joh much more satisfying to the broadcasters
because they know- they're meeting their objectives. They're
not troubled by the possibility that they are wasting their

bine ho:cause their work is just dkippearing into) the et het
Rut [mire impoirtant than that it least from tile

hiliadcasters- standpoint, is the cidraonliihn sauslik non
they get from helping real people stifle prbhk Ills

One of the other ack ;tillages tb this il t tl hrb,ideasting
is that it hridges the tremendous.gull hetween hit tade,isters
and listeners. It brings them togethei and makes the
broadcasters understand_ usually for the first time, just w ho
they are talking to. o Are-ytiu listening .11,isk.v)

In hlilia. a lirbad( aster al All India

'I like to think that, because
of the way the programs
were produced . . . the
incidence of malaria
was reduced in other areas.'

kadit) is ;I 11111'tonalll PerSt til

Illey ale usually e\ticillely well
educated and come f roni -one of
high castes.

\\hen I first asked Mein to spend
days in I illages. slums and lepei
colonies by themselves, w idiom
their car and dm er. Mo.. rebelled

and- refused to"go. But eventually- they-did"go"anc1 -after-they-
had come face-tb-hice tine tit The pbt tryst pet tple till
earth. Ater they had talked to them and learned al tt tut their
problems and shared a meal with them. the Ivgan to care
ahout these people ;is human beings lit tI as INCIler,

Iii lacI, they came to have an t'lln tthwial al.Iat I uncill
pe(01111'. They came to) (are Ihcir pro ',Hems and

became cciminitic..d to sok ing them. In laLt, it wasn L
long before I couldn't get tlik. hroadi asters into) the station
because I couldn't get them out oil Me slums and the leper
colonies,

I can look hack on my set en weeks ul i lit li.i MO III\
tie\VII weeks in Papua New (;tlinea and .say tt ith a gic.,0
deal of pride and satisfaction that I helped those I
hroadcasters do a hell of a kit oil good w ith I hide Wm:
and Very little

\\*hen I think hack on m time thew. I think (11 a duicil
women who started to lcain ht m to) read. I think oil .1

(.10/.111 who started to learn how to sew to int rease
their kunily's inowne. I think of the do 1/ens t tf t (Mien and
(.'hikken in one city neighln Vs III / \\ iii he able to get
water at the comer instead of a 11311-IIIlle ;May. I think
the two doten lepers w lu) ;Ire getting proper medical Lary

tlnnk of a Inmdrecl \ Wagers wh(0 w (in t hat to) walk to
the river because the learned how to fris a broken \late,
pump. I think of the dozen II ()Men %III( I learned III It\ and
\\ II\ they slpiuld furepare .1 KlIall«'d (Wel Ii ti Iheir
Arp.I I think of the doi/ens of people who learned how to
pn:Ient malaria and did something ahoul it

I think nitheSe hundreds of them people I
have seen with n eyes. people I h.nc t;dked to),
shared a meal with and come t.art.. ,i1Rmi I dunk al'it mit
these pebple and I feel enormousl grateful that I had a
chance to help make their life huh.. hetter.

I-couple that feeling with the hope and the certamb that
the programming that was produced in those countries will
lead other people to live just a little bit better As welt
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NXhich 'wings me to Alaska. Now I have to admit that the
only firsthand know ledge I have about this marvelous state
consists of the Captain Cook [bowl, the offices of APRN.
dow mown Anchorage and not much more.

Rut I have spent a lot of time working and travelling in
the Yukon. the Northwest Territories and northern British
Columbia. So I think that while I may not know the specific
detaik of life in Alaska. I (10 think I know a lot of the
generalities.

And w hat I knrm is there is a need fcir
,deselopment hnxidcasting here. There
are people in this city and in all the
other cities and in all of the villages in
this state who need and want help to
make their lives a little hit better.

There's no reas(m a devek)pment
broadcasting type program can't he
established here. The only thing needed is an act of will. It

_may require w ill (,11, oic:iwt of the state.to.become
partner:with the c(wrimunications media to aid the process
or development. It may require a will "n the Part of the
pri\ ate sector to take a more active role in helping the
rx Kir. And it will Certainly require a will on the part of the
radio. telex ision and print media to see themselves as
something more than just the disinterested dispenser of
inkirmation and entertainment.

I believe that the media can and should become a partner
in the poicess of development. I believe that they can and
should he a tool for social change.

And, let me stress. not just radio. As much as I kwe radio,
I recognize its limitations. It is a poor tool when used all
lw itself to deliver informatkm. It's more effective when it's
used ith other tools television, video and printed
material

When I talked about the accomplishments in India and
Papua New ( iuinea I didn't menti(m how little in the Wily
()f equipment we used to achieve them. The most
sopInstit ated piece uI equipment we used was a tape
ret order. The studio equipment we used ran on vacuum
mlx.s There were no photocopying machines. no
telephones, no typewriters. no satellites, no wire service, no
computers and no fax machines.

so the tli( night that I was going to he speaking at a

conference sponsored by the Center for Information
Technology caused mixed emotions in me. One part of me
was eager for the chance to find out about the latest in
information hardware. That's because I'm a nut about
gadgets and technology and I'm fascinated by the creative
genius of the human mind. But at the same time_ I.can't
help thinking about the problems of an increasing number
of poor people in one of the richest countries in the world,
And I get sad and I get angry when I think about our

brilliant technological achievements
.and the often-silly uses we make of
the mind's creations.
In North America, broadcasters are

blessed with the latest technology.
We have hardware and software
out the ying-yang. But the missing
link in our technological chain is

the fleShware. We are pitifully short on the human element
in.broadcasting.and it's, getting.shorter every,day.,The

-object of much of broadcasting today seems to he to
produce more and more programming with less and less
human involvement. In fact, t(xlay it's possible to operate a
completely automated radio statkm with no human beings
at all.

Well. I think it's about time we put the fleshware back
into broadcasting. And there is no better place to put it than
into development broadcasting.

I'm the first to admit that development broadcasting is not
without its drawbacks. It would he expensive to implement
in this country and it would require a lot of organization
and co-operation for it to he really effective,

And I realize that development hmadcasting is not about
fundamental change. Some people might e\ en call it a
hand-aid approach because what I've been talking about
are small problems. I would point out, though. they're nor
small problems to the people in the slums and in the
villages. Helping them to solve a small pmblem is a small
victory. But the process of involving people in overcoming
a problem empowers them. to use the latest buzzword, and
I think that process of empowerment will lead to even
greater- victories later on.

I thank you for your patience and Your interest.

believe that the media
can and should become
a partner in the process
of development.'
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Center for Information
Technology Reports:

'What we don t have
is a record
of evaluating
what we've done'

You might describe this as the best of times. the worst of
times. It's difficult to know exactly how to begin this
session in which we describe the activities of the Center for
Int( ml.hation Techm1k)gy.

This is the third Chugach c( tnference. the second one that
the center has sponsored. Last year tlu)se of voll who were
here at the second conference may recall that I said the
sponsorship was admittedly nominal because the center
was so new that it really hadn't been able to put the staff
work ink) the preparation of the omference that we would
have liked to. En Fact. I think we got our first budget during
the week before the conference started. So it was a very
new event.

Now we've had the center in place and in operation for
nine months and we've had excellent staff work. I Iarriet
fshaftel, who was seen at the registration desk kir the last
day and a half, has spent months doing logistical work
making sure that the arrangements would be just what we
wanted thent to be, doing a lot of background work that
takes a lot of time. You've received this summer, many of
you. the proceedings of the seomd conference. So that is
an .ier conferew:e activity that was made possible by the
center.

Now today we're under a cloud: there's uncertainty about
OW' future.

In this session we're going to talk about the things we are
doing now, the things that we think are really important to
be done. There may be questions about how those things
are now going to be ckme. But we really can't address
those. I'm going to speak first. You'll hear from two other
people who are associated with the center. Youll hear .

about their activities.
I'd like to talk first about a couple of things that I think

0,000,
-AV

Larry Pearson,
director of UAA's Center
for Information
Technology, worked for
newspapers in Rome,
Italy, and Minneapolis,
Minn., before returning
to the University of
Minnesota in the early
1980s to get a Ph.D. that
combined study in mass
communications and in
management
information systems.

it's important for the University of Alaska to address. Firt of
these is the issue of distance education. i'AA's chancellor,
Donald Rehrend, spoke about that issue at last year's
conference. We've heard some talk at this yeaes
conference. And there's a small cliscussicm group that is
looking at the issue ots distance education. It's an important
activity in Alaska given the nature of our state and the
nature of the population distribution in our state. We have
very elaborate teleconmlunications systems that are in place
to support distance education activities.

\X'hat we don't have is a record of systematically
evaluating what we're doing, how we are using those
technologies in distance education. We are in the position
of using things that work but may not be the best solutions
to pedagogical problems, t( > teaching pr()blems. What
should we be doing to make students w'ho are separated
from their instructors, who are physically separated from
each other, who are connected to the classroom by a
teleplume line, what can we do to insure that the
classofonl, whether it be in the secondary level or whether
it be a o)llege class, what can we do to insure that the
quahty of that experience is as comparable as possible to
what they get in the classrocml?

Who's evaluating alternatives? Wlm's looking at the
Options?

Is broadcast television the best solution? Is
audioconferencing the best solution? Is electronic mail the
best solution? What combination of those various
technologies might work best in a given situation? What is
the teacher trying to accomplish? What do we want the
students to go away with? Who's checking? What do we
know about the effectiveness of those things? What, do we
know. ktur Years after Learn Alaska was shut down? What
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did Learn Alaska accomplish? Where is the record? Who has
the evidence? I just have not seen it. So I think there's a real
need to address that issue. To see if we can not simply
provide distance education to people who need it. but to
see if we can do it better. And that's a research prohlem.
We need to_attack that problem not from the technology
perspective, hut from a teaching perspective.

One.of the things that I spent some of mv time during the
last six months doing is talking to faculty in the schools of
educaticm on all three campuses of
the University of Alaska system
People like litsiin Oh ler. who you've
heard at this conference: and people
at the scluiols of educatkm at the
1..niyersity of Alaska: people like
Barry Willis. who is in the audience:
and people like Barry Sponder. who
is at the Kuskokwim campus and who was a speaker at this
.conference last year talking,ahout this very issue. And
seeing if we can put together a research program that tries
11) address this as a single research problem that requires
concentrated elkins, a ccincentration of energy,
collaborative work.

We have 5 people in a group right now that is in the
first stages of drafting a pioject proposal. And our initial
goal is to reline our thinking ahout w hat we should be
looking ft r. w hat we shoukl be trying to identify as the
issues of concern. so that we can write a draft proposal hy
the end of the year. I think that's important and I think
that's missing and I think that's si nnething that needs to he
done that can be done.

The second issue that is of concern to me is the issue of
training. And training is one of the concerns that was
behind the legislation that created the center itself. Training
is mentioned as something that the center should be
involved in and making a contrilmtion to. I think there's a
real need for training in telecommunications. The center
itself is not an academic department. I'm the only person in
the center who has faculty status. We're not associated with
any academie department. We are part of the College of
Arts and Sciences at I 'AA hut we do have systemwide
responsibilities. That's one of the things that's made it
possible for me to deal directly with the deans of the
schools of education at the various campuses on that other

But we can create coalitions in providing training just as
easily as we could try to create coalitions on that issiie of
evaluating distance education. Su that's something in the
last few months I\ e spent sonic time thinking on and
talking to other people ahout. You poiple are the people
to tell me whether I'm correct. and vou should he speaking
up on this issue in varicith ways.

I think there's a need for mid-career training in
information industry professions in Alaska. I think that's
something that could Ix' done fairly easily at very Rule risk

for the university system. I don't think we are talking about
something that's going to cost the university system a lot of
money to do if it's initially done in a modest way. So I've
been talking about starting with ;1 summer program in the
summer of 1.993 that would probahly be a finir- t i `,ix-week
program. It would he for people already working in
telecummtinicati(HIN in the ,4ate, people Avhimre w-orking
for the telephone companies, for the oil companies in the
telecommunications positions, working in various other

sorts of husinesses.
There would Ix: three strands to

this program. There would be a
technical strand that woulcl consist
of instruction intended to help
people upgrade their technk-al
skills. addressed at working
professionals. The second strand is

the policy regulatory strand. That strand is intended to
improye.the kmiwledge.in,the_areas,of effectiye hysiness
em ininment. the context. in which people work, policy.
regulatoly issues. And the third area, againthinking that this
program is aimed at people who are in the late 2(1's, early
to mid-30's, roughly that age. People who've mayhe been in
industry S. It) Years, IS years. Those are people who either
are moving into management ranks or win) want to.
Perhaps they didn't go to business school or perhaps they
really haven't had any interest. I saw this in the newspaper
industry when I was working in that: you Move up into
those Years when it's natural for vou to InOVe into
management and you really don't know how to manage,
hut there you are. I think that's an important strand in a
program like this. It's aimed at the career professional.

So those are three kinds of things that I think a training
program could he addressing. And that's a program that
draws on academic skills from very dinerent areas: electrical
engineering at one end. government policy. political
science, w hateyer. business schools. Lots of possible places
where faculty oiuld he drawn from, information science
pnigrams and so forth. What \Olt look for are the people
who have the knowledge that you need to convey to the
students. Some of them are there in the Vniveniity 01 Alaska
system. soine of them are not.

This last weekend I was in the Washington. D.C.. area at
a conference that in some ways has had some of the goals
at the federal level that the Chugach Conference has at the
state level. nd I talked to the director of the
telecommunications program. the graduate program. at
George Washington University in Washington. D.C.
vcry intoested in the prospect of coming to Alaska for six
weeks in the stunmer to teach classes in teleconununicatkm
policy. Ile kmms the subject. I fe's a very rcspectahle
faculty member for a program such as this. We're really in a
position where we can, by mixing the faculty \\ ho are
avallahlc, and ihe rest of the faculty whtt are availabk. fnim
other carriptases. make this a N.-C1'.* strong poigram very

'We can create coalitions
in providing training . . .

and you should be
speaking up on this issue.'
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quickly. It will he
very good. could

meet reb.il local nee(I s.
could :Lk() attract
people from other
universities. That's
something that f think
is a real practical

It requires. INefore
anything ii

requires a real
eNPR:ssion of interest
f rom the 1)e1 }ple it
might scIA (2. So. I
leave it with you a

possibility and it's
somethitv, that maybe
one of the small
groups might want to
talk -,i1)(hit 'we ii

yOU Iv:illy think that is
a practical idea.
soniething worth
pursuing.

I have left In\ sell
just ten minutes to talk
about one of ciur first
research pmjects. which was a statewidi2 surNey conducted
early in this year. Fehruary and Nlarch. It was an attempt to
aCclImply-,11 two things: to gel it Netter idea (If how pe,ple
in .Nlaska use communications. use VCRs. phones.
television, things like that. And ilso to see just how nhich
they got out of that. F was most interested initially in getting
an idea of how well served the people ill rural Alaska are
compared with people in Anch(gage.

luive different media environments. Ark horage
fr,ts got everything. V'e'e got two dail newspapers. we
ha\ e flU we television stations than we can count. A gr(uip
of people at supper last night had trouble deciding how
many hroadcast .1\ stations we'l.e got. \Ve've got a lot.
\Ve've .20 radio stations or more. tots and lots 4 media
available Rural Alaska. as those of you from the state
cehainly know-. is a telecommunkbatii ins en\ it-41111cm: it's
not a print en\ ihNnment. rhe neV\ -1-Yapev.-. that are available
in much of rural Alaska are not local. they're not daily.
They are regional weeklies. There are not \cry manN.
them. So really even though telecommunications in rural
Alaska i. 1;tirly new. it's noi replacing an olt' 1- print culture.
There ne\ er \\ :Is an (11(10_r print culture. not one that was

gen"'"ilv 3c(e1ltcsi, vek dillerent sort (II
environment. very strange.

.\nd we wonder ;.thout infin-nution. at least I wonder
about information. I low well informed are people in rural
Alaska? Are they reali in ;1 pOsition to participate in the

Alaskans use of communication media
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political life of the state. for example? \\ ell, F Ime some
questions that \\ ill gi\ e you some ideas about that. Very
quickly n(0 HI give you ,-,(MIC idca:-. of what F i. t-uund.
What I'm going to give You is mink' baSk' 10 CI ic\V
ink inflation.

We're looking at some of the things that we found in the
survey. The first series of figures here. iiiit of the questions
was. I lave you used a FAX machine in the peek his two
weeks?- so one use of the FAX machine in the previous
two weeks gets \-ou into one of those bars. lilack bar is
rural Alaskans. the middle checkered bar is in smaller cities
ranging in size. one extreme from Fairbanl Icown to places
like Sitka. St. Petersburg. Wrangell. and so forth. Mat-Sti
1 ion nigh.

Context. shoukl you believe this information? Ifs based
on a telephone sample of =Non Alaskans. 'Hie actual
stir\ eying was done 14 the center by the Institute for social
and Fconomic Research. I did the design and the anal\ sis.
they did the surveying and the sample selection. (4bl-h.:rally
we use pretty much the same sorts of proCedtirt", th.11 :11'e
'Ned in the Gallup Poll. So these are estimates. I mean any
information you get in any surve\ is an estimate. these are
approximations. But they are reasonably close. within plus
on !Willis 3".. or so of ,A11.11 ocI e\l)e tt Vol.] to find if you
went out and took a census of the people in this state. \\C
think.the answers are.within that range. -Vkl or subtract
thri.:e or four points. four at the most, from an ur these
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figures and the actual figure sllimld
he in that range.

So fax machines. they are
becoining accepted according 0)
this evidence. Computers. what
Was asked here. this was a %.ery_
general questi(m. -11aVe you ever
used a ccnnputer( Okay. so It)
years ap,(.) y()I.1 sat clow n and used
one for a morning and now oti
remember that You did. SO you say
yes. 'this (illestiim is not ffleasuling
intensity of use but just whether
you've ever sat down and used
one. You'd expect the figure. when
the question is that general. to be
fairly high and it is. At least of
the people even in rural Alaska at
s()flicaime or amither used a
cOmputer. About a quarter of the
people who'd used ounputers had
,Used them lOr cc)mmunications. for
ct)mputer conferencing, the s(Irt
thing that Davis Foulger was
talking alNatt the other day. About
,a quarter of the people who
actually have used computers ha
used them in that particular way.

!lave cable. Ilik figure is a
figure for people w ho have cable
in their hcnnes. This is for people

Number of Persian Gulf Figures Named
by Use of TV for Surveillance of Environment

Rural

Rural

Small Urban

Anchorage

Urban Areas Anchorage

1.1 Said TV is useful for monitoring government I
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Ialucs Arc "Ile -ut !led )1r, )11.11)ilitic....

ho are in villages \\ here cable is available. or
comnmnities. cities where cable is a% ailable. -Fhe
percentage of the households. respondents in those
villages, those places whc i said they had cable. \lore than
SO". of the people in rural Alaska or in Anchorage. in
places that had cable said they used it. The figure is
markedly lower in the smaller cities. That was an interesting
difference. I found what I timught was an interesting
explanation tdr it

VCRs they're universal. acnIss the board.
Regardless of where they live. 8 r'q. of the people have
VCRs. You're getting up there into the same range as You
have telephones. So we've gut `;(ffilething like universal
\VR rates. Looking back at the state congressk mai election.
it made a lot of sense for Don Young to ,encl VcR

tapes during that electicm. 1 lc really had a good handle on
his audience. If f was a political candidate in Alaska, that's a
pretty interesting way of adertising. It's a fairly inexpensive
way to construct a message. yt m've got ct )mplete control
once the person turns the c:tssette on. and almost
eeryhody can. One local businessman, arter seeing this
information, used it to start up a new enterprise within his
cable related business 1 kb (kvided th:q there really ,a,
marketplace for it.

The other issue I Ii k)ked at .\ as lit)W Well informed
people were in rural Alaska c ompared ith Anchorage.
I low much of a disackantage was it to he in a place that
had a really limited media s,:stem: to be in an en\ ironment
that might be described As edia The surveN

conducted during the Persian Gulf \Var. The survey had. in
a news quiz. People were given dccupational

desctiptions of public figures invoked in arious areas in
the Persian Gulf crisis. \Vho's the Secretar\ General (,1 the

\Vho's the 1.5. Secretary of I )efense? \Vho's the
Persian Gulf commander? Who's that gik cker in Iraq. that
Lk:spit t )ver there? And then we added up their answers
and the more you answered correctly the better informed
vou were assumed to be This was TV war. presumably.
so it's ideal for looking at information in rural Alaska. It's a
TV war they've got 'IV. they've gt t IZNIN.F.T. St t. they're
watching the war on RAT Ninne (4f them arc watching
it on cable. although not all cable systems had CNN. So
You'd expect them to be prem. well inlimned.

It's not \\ hat we see. when we look at people who said
that they found television a ,ay of surveying the
environment. The question was asked in that Way tu
separate out the people who were trying to get information
from television iron, the peo-pk. who were simply turning it
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on to watch entertainment programming.
People who w ere trying to get new s on'
television. trying to get information on
television on the war. we'd expect them
to IN: !letter infonned than people who
weren't simply because it was a television
war.

That's the case in rural Alaska. The
people who were using television in that
wa were better informed than the people
who were not. The difference is large
enough to he significant. But you go
across the other way., and there's really
not any real difference between those
hest inicirmed rural Alaskans and either of
the gioups in the small cities. or in
Anchorage. In fact, they coine off much
less well when you compare them with
the television users in Anchorage. And I
think the difference there is that -inddental
exposure that's available in Anchorage.
Regardlc..'ss 111. \ imp(mant television
might he to you as a source of
infOrmation. in Anchorage there are other
sources. It's prett hard to avoid getting that information
other supplementary sorts of ways. It happened. It didn't
happen in rural Alaska. That's my interpretation of that
particular finding.

2
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Number of Cabinet Members Named

.12
X
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.34 .33 .38

lirban Areas Anchorage

Said radio is useful for monitoring government

Other resnondents

Interesting, but .-. .

Differences between means even for rural
areas -- were not statistically significant.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: What are those numbers?

PEARSON: That's simply mv evidence that the differences
are statistically significant. My magic. Where it says 'sig it's
short for significance. So fOr Anchorage the difference
between 3.2 and 2. is a hig emmgh difference so it's
statistically significant at the .01 level. The difference for
rural Alaska is big enough to be statistically significant too.
but at a Itigher level. It's not quite as clear a difference. In

fact. a very strict significance test would say that's not 'a big
enough difference to he statistically significant. some say
.0S is the cut off.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: What I'm asking is w hat do the
numbers represent. 3.2. 2.. is that the number of people?

PEARSON: Sorry. The average number of questkins they
could answer correctly. So 2.b is the average. 2.6 correct
answers out of a pissible seven.

DIANE KAPLAN: Isn't there zi language effect in there?
People who are not as fluent in English? Aren't they maybe
less likely to rattle off names than manehody who is?

PEARSON: I can ointrol for that. I ha\ en't tried a coml.( )1
for that yet. I couldn't gi e vott an offhand answer. When
asked a similar question in an earlier survey it did not show

to be a significant difference. I did separate (Alt ethnicity as
a control factor in another survey done belcire. and it was
not a factor. It could he here. and I Mst don't know at this
point: it's a possibility.

I have one last table and then we'll go to Rosemarie. I
asked people to name as many members of I tickers cabinet
as they conk!. This was at the time when probably the
biggest single statewide news issue was those appointments
of cabinet members. It was really something you'd expect
folks to km tw. Here You have to remember they had, at the
time we asked the survey, they had I S people. You see the
averages are something less than one. This didn't work.
This is interesting but not statistically significant. So few
people c(mId name cabinet members that. although I have
a really large difference there, it's not statistically significant,
It is suggestive. but I can't go to court with that. It was the
sort of difference I was hoping to see because it holsters a
belief that I have based on previous research I've done that
radio is really the medium in rural Alaska that is

substituting for newspapers as the most local information
source. And y011 tiee it: this is the radio table. 'Hie people
who said radio is useful for monitoring government. No
difference in urban areas. No difference really in
Anchorage: what difference we see is in the reverse
direction. Again. remember. it's not statistically significant.
An enormous difference in rural Alaska. But again we're
talking about very few people who are able to mention, or
name any cabinet_menthers ;a all. So ...

DEAN GOTFEHRER: Larry. did vim make any distinctiims
among the kinds of radio that these people listen to. public
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radio versus commercial radio?

PEARSON: N( ). I didn't ask.

GOTIEHRER: I'm wondering if that large difference. e\ en
though it Was not statistically signihcant. might he attrihuted
to the fact that-public radio is far-more-prevalent in-rural --

areas than it is in urban areas.

PEARSON: And when you think that I also....

GOTTEHRER: And when I think "t- (IR eLlge

go\ eminent, that might ccintnhute.

PEARSON: I wt mid expect what we saw to he almost all
public radio becaus ,_. remember that mkIdle group was the
small cities. In rural Alaski . you don't find commercial radio
iii illariV phices callside those SHIA cities. And so they are
separated off in a different category. So I think that was
almost all puhlic radki.

GOTITHRER: 'In the rural at-eas:

LLOYD MORRIS: So. Larry. what does that tell 'c ni about
the administration that w ants to cut the hudget for public
broadcast ing?

,GOTTEHRER: They don't want us to know the names of
the cahinet Inembers.

PEARSON: There are two sons of answers that I Could give
and might give depending (rpm the audience. Public
radio... there are two things: the state has a responsibility
and public radio has a responsibility. The State has the
responsihility is part of the answer you wanted to hear.
don't km iv,- it you wanted to hear the public radio pan of
that answcr or not. I hope yciu did. They're both real
important. Rural Alaska does not ha\ e the economic hase to
support commercial radio. It just doesn't. we can see that.
Certainly it does not have the economic base to support
conunercial telex ision. There are no commercial tele> ision
stations in rural Alaska. Cable tele\ ision is another issue. ti
an interesting one and we're still watching that. There are
cable television people in the audienc.e. and perhaps in the
small gnmps. they are talking about what their experiences
have been in movMg thcise systems into rural Alaska.
Commercial Ty is not going to go in. commercial radio is
not going to go in in the near future.

So w lien I'm talking simph about ink innation, if we think
it's important for people in rural Alaska to he able to
participate in the political life in this state. fOr them to be a
part of this state as a community. we're talking ruwv about
something else, too, the social life of the state, of the
culture. then I think there is :I real continuing obligation for
the state to I w_im,(6.cd. I d( ciii see lOw the state can not
he im (died. I feel very deeply about that. There's ..tlso a
responsibility' that guies along with that for the people w. ho
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are accepting that mandate to recognize that along with that
support from the state there's an obligation to do those
,things that connect people. that make them a pan of the
slate. that make them feel that they are a part of the ::aate.
So they can participate in the political life ol the state. so
they feel a part of the cultural life of the state. And that's
another issue but they're ned tc igether. the\ arc intertwined.

The next speaker is Rosemarie Alexander. the center's
visiting research associate who comes to us from Nfichigan
State I "niversite where she's in the Ph.D. program. She is
doing something that's needed doing for.a.long. long time.
She spent the last month in northwest Alaska looking at
Ccmmuntlicaiicri in a single village. title looked at a village
that is about to get cable. I think it's getting cable this
week. And she spent the mcinth there. talking to the
PeoPk'. She inter\ ie"ed PetiPhe in every h"n`ehold except
I think there was one that the hilks were reluctant to talk to
her. She did inter\ iews ith chiklren in school. She's going
to tell you about what she found. Again. she's right in the
middle of the project still so you are not going to get-the
detail vet. But. what she Is doing I think critically
important. She's had a great deal of support in doing this

people in various places in the state who share that
view. The airlines have donated tickets fcw her and an
associate researcher. Willie 1 lensley has donated money for
travel expenses. too. The legislator for-the NANA region,
Eileen MacLean, has done an awful lot to ease thc Way rOt"
these researchers into these villages. All of these things and
more that she may talk about represent a real commitment
by a lot of people to help us get information we really
hadly, desperately need to lindersurnd what's going on in
rural Alaska when television comes in. And w hen televishm
changes. Again. no Otle has done anything like this in In
years. It's a major undertaking. it's an expensive sort of
undertaking to do one reason why it hasn't been chine.
It's vitally important gathering information that hasn't been
around, that really hasn't been used in an decision
making. She's going to tell us more ahout that.

ROSEMARIE ALEXANDER: As Larry said. I'm working on
a doctorate from Michigan State. Butt I'm also Inim Juneau
and l'\ li\ ed in Alaska since InSo. I consider myself an
Alaskan.

Sonic 01 the things that we ha\ e been looking at I have
lumped into the generic title. -The Role of Television in
Rural Alaska.- And I did that lor a \ ery specific reason
because we're looking at a lot of different variables out
there. The center has particular things that it needs some
answers tc). Larry and I both feel that the legislature is
interested in some very definite policy questions which we
call try and get at in our little pilot stuck. And I also have a
lOt Of cultural variables that I'm interested in for ni
dissertation. Things that \\ ill eventually. we hope. work into
some sort of knowledge that will help us make
prognunmingto rut-al Alaska a lot more Fele\ ant. Perhaps
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even some of the type of
devel.qpnlent things that Brian
was talking ahout earlier.

We started really small v ith
just three \ illages. lhat makes it
hasically a piku study hut we do
believe that when we're finished
here were going to have the
kind of data that pc-iiple can take
and do bk iader studies :Ind help
us find c)A more things.

For those of you who are InAri
out of state. RATNFT. the Rural
Alaska Television Net Work.
started in as the Television
Demonstration Project. It went
up in 2.3 villages as a satellite
denionstr'ation for one ear.
With little ado the legislature
expanded it and we now have
248 "RM\rl enrages. \ lany
the \illages out there get only
RATNI4 That's all they see.

About QO of those 2-18 villages
now have some sort of cahle

stern. And we're finding that
cable is going in quite rapidly in
the t. ilLiges Prcigramming for the
R5V1"NET. again for those of you
who don't know about this, is
sek-cted hy a 1--mcinher board
called the RAINEI Council.
Twelve members reprc-sent the
12 Nati' e regiiinal corporations
in Alaska. Two members are
appointed hy the governor.

hich are at-large memhers. and
three represent educaticin and
public broadcasting. They select
programming kir It AT\ 12:1 from

'Our study has three phases, a
pre- and post-cable survey in one
village . . . then we compare
Village A with two other villages
that have PkTNET and also have
had cable for a few years. We are
also doing a survey of children.'

the Ancht wage affiliates.
including the EON Network. They also get stint from
public television and from Alaska producers. t"nlodunatek.
in the world of public television cuts, we see fewer and
fewer prognims available on Alaska et en tlkiugh we ha \e
channel that is really supposed to he just reeding Alaska.

-t For most of the hush communities. as I said. RATNET is
their (ink source of Ty news. And Larr\ explained that
kind of vast wasteland out there of news that's available.

our study does lime three phases, a pre- and post-cable
survey in one Northwest Arctk \ illage. t.t. hich I'll call illage
A. Then we compare village A with two other villages that
have RAINLI and also have had cahle for a few year!". We
also are doing a survey of children.

The impact of televisii Cfri diildren is the major portion

The chtigach (..iinlerence

of our research at this particular
point. I recentl returned fk)111
ahout two and a half weeks in
village A. then we went on to
villages U and C. They are all
Inupiat Eskimo villages in the
Northwest Arctic regit in. part of
the NANA Regional Corporation.
In those \ illages we replicated
some of the tests that were done
by I'niversity of Alaska Fairbanks
anthropologist Norma Forbes in
the late IQ-0s and early "Stts w hen
she went in and looked at the
social :Ind cognitive effects of
tele\ ish in on children. ffased on
her finchngs we deliberately
selected these three villages in the
tilli\A region as our rest...arc:II__

( tile of the reasons is
because we wanted to keep
ethnicity constant. We also
thought that we would get some
significant data because of the fact
that Forbes had discovered the
heaviest users of television at that
thlle NA. en: in that remote area.
The were Inupiat Fskimos.

She also found an interesting
f:ict that stink' Nati\ e kids had
trouble distinguishing tele\ ision
lantasy fri int reality. So we are
looking at some of thcise kinds of
questions again. \\ e JR' taking a
look at several questicins that w ill.
.unong other things. help us
determine the relationship
between exposure to television
and attitudes towards gender
roles. towards the village. towards
the city. and towards race. ke

barely gotten unpacked so I can't give you any real
mb irmation. Ti.me in next spring. We went into village A
first and spent a lot or time ith the eight through twelfth
graders there. We ga e them a general tele ision type
sure. how much they watched. what kinds of shows they
like. w hat they think about tele\ ision and that kind of thing.
Then we did the Forhes tests.

We must rememher as \\ e study tele\ ision that it's (wily
one of many modernization factors in the villages in the last
two decades. .\nv direct affects of televisk in are impossihle
to answer. We can't measure them. we can <inlv expect to
draw some sort of relationslp, correlation. hetween
viewing and changes in rural life. kie of the n"sons we
asked a kit )f open-ended questions was simji: because
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we can't get to that kind of thing unless you ask those
kinds of questk tn.-. What are-the changes that people can
tell us they see in their village since theY\ c had television.
We asked them questions like that.

Whether more choice means better choice for village A
television viewers does remain to he seen. As Larry said
cable is gt ting up in that village within the next couple of
weeks. This is a tiny village of 320 people. Cable will be
switched on we think by the end of October. Supposedly

househokls are going to he
getting cable there. I can tell You
that the residents are very anxicius ill
flip from.channel -, which is the
RATNET, to something else. Not that
they're terribly unhappy with
RATNET. they're just tired of seeing
the same old thing every day. They're really kniking
fOrward to things like 24-hour spirts. 2-1-hitur movies and
21-kiour news...As Ale cable was being strung from polejt)..
pole my-assistant and I were asking questions. We were
literally .couple of households ahead of them. It's
unfortunate that they ran int() a glik II otherwise we V.ould
have seen the immediate effect. It would have been kind of
fun. I think, to have heen in the village when they flipped
the switch and everybody had a chance to stay home and
watch 2 i hours of nu)vies and probable \\ ould have dcme
that.

Village A is one of the last Northwest Arctic villages to get
cable. The village is I 2-S miles northeast of Kotzehue on the
Kobuk Ri\ cr. It's accessible mainly hy small commuter
plane out of Kotzehue. four-\\ heelers, boats, and foot are
the major way Or transportation for this time of year. In the
winter it's snownlohik.s, of course. It is a NANA region
village and that means that it is dry. Alcohol can not be
bntught into or sold in the community. I l()wever. it can be
consumed there and. yes. they still do have an alcoh()I
problem as they do in all of the Native villages in rural
Alaska.

According to the 1990 census 2-o Inupiat live in village A.
There are three Aleuts and 30 non-Nati\ es. Nlost of the
non-Natives are associated with the public scl( n)l. Village A
Natives depend heavily on subsistence. mainly caribou and
fish, It is. however. a pretty sophisticated village. It has a
lodge, three small stores and sometintes those stores have
some halfway decent fresh fruit and vegetables. It also
charges a 2 sales tax on all items sold ill town.

Fall is a really husv time of Year. Primary activities this
time of year are cariNni hunting. berry picking, fishing.
then cutting. drying. and freezing the food. You see
wonderful drying racks of fresh caribou and fish all over
town. It's just great. While we \\ ere there the weather was
sunny, it was warm, it was dry. kids were playing outside
until till hours of the night. Weekends were still being spent
on the river at fish camp. A lot of men and \\ onlen in the
village were out on a search looking for a missing elder

from another village. So piing in to measure television at
this time of the \var was not really giving us very many
results. What did we find in terms of how much people
\\ melt television? \\'ell, right now they're not watching a
w hole lot simply because of all of these things going on.

.But we also know that when we go hack in a few months
they will be watching more and we know that in the past in
the winter they watch mcwe. We can also c(mipare village A

;nst the other two villages and that will help kind of
control for that kind of thing.
-When the village gets cable it will

have a six-channel package
including TNT. CNN, HBO. t'SA.
Discovery and Disney. These are all
channels that were the most
frequently selected in mi the Pri\ ate

Cable Company that did a little community survey. The
RATNET will also he boasted on !he cable. !lookup charge
is estimated at ti,8,5.._Cable will then c,(:!st.,al-ntut $5Q.aynctrith._,
That's the same -price villagers.pay for running water. A

many of the homes have running water and some
\e some sort of sewer. The cable system will he owned

by the village many of them in the rural villages are.
Eventually a profit comes hack to the village. The village
has secured a nine-year. S-03000 loan through Nlicrocom (if
.Nnchorage. Nlicrocom (k)es provide financing. installation: it
trains people to maintain the system on the \ illage level:
and then 7\ licrocom works in tandem with the Private Cable
Company. which pkwides the pktgramming.

Since I just returned from gathering this data we really
don't have much dramatic to tell you. And we certainly
haven't taken a look at arn of the cultural effect \ anal-des
vet. We will take a look at sonic of the things that I was
able to literally kind of put together on the airplane as we
came hack. Just for fun here

We interviewed one adult fr(nn each of 02 househ()Ids in
village A. That was nearly a household census. We fOund
9- television sets in those 62 homes. Only three homes. and
they were non-Native. did not have a TV set. We also found
that nearly -o",, of the homes in village A have VCRs, which
is quite similar to what Larry found. Telephone penetration
is less. OP... or 38 homes have telephones. Everybody in the
village has a CB. CB plays a very impirtant 1-( )Ie fri)m
morning when you hear some little Native lady say. "Good
morning- to the village and then you hear. "Good morning,
good mon ig. good morning,- all over the village. It's
absolutely wcinderful. And then when the cite has things
going on or the school is going to do something special or
a teacher wants to call a parent or something like that they
get on the CB and it goes all over town.

This busy time of ,.ear we found that adults still watch a
pretty significant amount of television, four and a third
hours each weekday. As I said, this will probably he quite a
bit higher in the winter. The majority of residents. or
18 out of those 62 'adults. use TV for-most of their wiwld

'We found 97
in those 62 h
76% have VC

television sets
omes. . .

Rs.'
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news and "P',. use it ror rm)st of Alaska news. Several
people told us that radio :md television were equally
important to them for ne\\ S. KOTZ Olit of KOtzehlie is very
close to heing a development station in sonic in that it

has a lot Inupiat programming. It does have news in
Inupiaq language. it has Eskimo stories that are run
periodically. it has a ownplete message service for all of the
villages. In fact, hefore I went into the village I spent the
dav in Kotzehue and I went up to KOTZ and I wrote (Alt a
httle message and it was hroadcast
three times a day to tell the people in
the \ Wage that we were coming in

_from_the t'niversity of Alaska
Anchorage to do a survey on televisi(m
and cable and that we were really
hoping that they would let us come
into their homes. A lot of people heard hat message and
they greeted us.

_We had only one person who refused 10 talk laus and I.
think maybe-we probahly.could have-worked on him a
little hit. too: hut he was kind of grumpy and just didn't
want anything to do with a couple of women coming in
and asking him how much he watched television. We did
ask a numher of questions ahout RATNET programming
and also how important the RATNET is to them. We even
asked if they would he willing to pay $10 a month for the-
RATNET service. That was a price that was batted around, a
few years ago I think over the last couple of years
anyway that the state inight want to charge to keep
RATNEF. Most of the people did say they would he willing
to pay SIO. especially if it meant that they comld keep their
statewide news and their statewide weather: the two most
important things on the R.ATNET as far as they're
coincerned.

Village residents often travel to nearhy villages and so
nearly all of them have seen cahle. Fifty-eight out of 62 that
we interviewed had seen cahle. That was a little hit high
until we realized that a nearhv c(mmitinity. just up the river
a piece. has had caNe for quite awhile. As of yesterday the
village city clerk told me that she had received c cable
suhscriptions. That is an increase over the -to that we fOund
in the surveys. We had left town ills( a little hit less than
two weeks ago. So apparently tho)se people w ho were not
sure thev witnted cahle or just didn't know enough ahout it
Of something are now joining the cable handwagon so to
speak and the. are going to get it, too.

We asked those who planned to suhscrihe to cable ir they
have to make any adjustments in their household budgets.
Seventy-eight percent said they coukl aff()rd the SSO-a-
nunith pavtnent withcitat any sacrifices. Things that may
have to he cut from their budget include luxury locx1 items
such :Is ready-made and junk food from the local stores.
video movie rental which is S.t a pop out there in the two
little local outlets that they have, and several people said
that they would probahlv travel less on their smiw-gos and

their fourwheelers so they could shift the money that they
spent per month on gas to cable television in the winter
especially. One family said that they would cut their
children's allowance. You know we're talking ahout one
family. Neighbor children do wi't get an alhAvance hut this is
a very_ culturated family and in lat'l it was a city clerk's kids
that she was talking ahout. She said she was glad cable was
coining in because her kids go out and rent two to three
movies a day. That's a lot. People watch a lot of tapes out

there. Kids especially are watching a kit
\ ideo.

Most village residents we found have
some sort^of.income for pan of the_year
even though it's mainly a subsistence

Ancl most of the people said that
they thought SCO a month was very

reasonable. The ohvious reason for suhscrihing to cable, of'
course. doesn't need a survey to tell us. It's more choice.
And.as I.said,pcople also are.,very.interested.in 2-Lthour
,news. The only newspaper Mei- get out there on_ a regular
basis comes every two weeks, not once a week, every two
weeks and that's the Arclk. Sounder and they get very little
news statewide out of that. Basically it's a regional
newspaper out of Kotzehue. They also want more sports.
different sports. They really \\'ant to see boxing. They also
want more movies, newer releases and all-night mo ies.

Our question. -Why do you want cahler also produced
some answers that we had not predicted. That was
Christian TV. Many of the elders told us that they want to
see gospel and they want to see Christian television. We
also heard country television that was one a iot of
people asked for educational TV such as Discovery
channel, and one person even said he was getting cable
simply because Ile thonight it didn't have any mmmercials.
t 'nfortunately all of those people are going to he highly
disappointed because they're not going to get a Christian
channel and they're not going to get a country music
channel. But they will get Disc-cm-cry.

The village was one of the first rural villages in the state
to get the RA'FNET in BY7-. Many thim, have changed in
the village since then so we asked an open-ended
question: flow were peoples lives different before they got
TV! We did get a variety of answers. I tried to lump them
into these categories. People said thev did more as families.
they worked to )gether. they played toigether, they camped
together more. Sims and fathers (lid more subsistence
hunting together. daughters and mothers worked more on
household chores and they also worked more together on
subsistence food gathering. In fact. every family told us
that they did many more subsistence type activities before
television: fishing. hunting. wood gathering, tracking. berry
picking, making repairing nets, making baskets, all those
kinds of things. One woman described it this "We
were healthier. we were less la7." before television.- Kids
played outside more before television. they played mc ire

'She said sh
cable was c
because her
2 to 3 movi

e was glad
oming in

kids rent
es a day.'
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Eskinu) games. some \\ ho rememhered when television
came to the village said that kids staned acting out \\ hat
they had seen on TV. kir instance, playing cowboys and
Indians. Before television. they said. chiklren g(it more rest.
they did more sclux)I work. they performed better in
school, and they were easier to control in sclu)ol. Villagers
also said that they visited each other much more hefore
television. they \vent to more community and school
activities and they went to church more. In fact. now we
find that \\ hen they have a community meeting it's usually
at a time when there's not a great .show on hecause people
will he home watching the slum. rather than (outing to the
meeting.

We asked a similar question. h row has TV changed life
in the village?- and we ktund that people said it gkes them
sotnething nk we to do ind(mrs (Ilan (hey had belitre. Its
bec()me the children's hahy-sitter. of course. It keeps them
but of trouhle: that's according to young parents. But then
you-listen. to 'the grandparents-and 'the elders of the village
and they:say that kids fight more, they steal more, they
vandalize public pn)perty more since televiskm has come
on the air and they believe that kids are acting out some of
the violent things they siV on TV. All people told us that
they thought village kids watch too much TV and they all
told "s that they thought TV \ tohence was a problem for
children. But theV also told us that they didn't have any
rules in their household ahmit what the kids w atch. he it
VCR or 'IV. Many people note that television has given
children role models they've never seen hek)re in this
Eskimo culture. particularly professional athletes. Teachers
said that the\ 'Ye noticed that children speak much more
granunatical English since television has been in the village.
A lot of older women. elders, told me that they have
learned to speak English from TV. ( )ne woman said. "I
watch 'Price is Right: it teaches me numhers. I watch
'Wheel of Fortune. it teaches me English.-

Many pei ple. of course, say that tele\ ision has speeded
up the cultural confusion in an already changing society. It
definitely accentuates the differences hem yen the haves
and the have nots. And this is basically a have not culture.
We go hack to the village somethne yet this winter. I'm not
exactly sure \\ hen since cable has heen a little bit delayed.
\Ve want to give some time !Or the novelt\ effect to wear
off although we do expect to see a novelty effect for
probably at least a \ ear. We will go into villages B and ( in

November to do a household survey on young adults and
tu survey kids there on their general attitudes towards
RATNET, towards cable, and sonic of the cultural \ ariahles.
Nlaybe a little hit later we'll have some time for questions if
anybody has them. Thank you.

PEARSON: The third person from the cenwr is I )oug
Franklin who will talk itlunit something eni icR different.
Doug is ourtnformation resource coordinator. Ile's a
lifetime Anchorage resident. lie went off to MIT in the early
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Mos where he received his degree in earth and pkmetary
scieni es. I le spent a c()uple of years after graduation in the
Canihridge area in the software and hardware development
en\ iionment working for varii flis c(nnpanies there. He's
been a mar\ (Ants person to work with because he's
extremely creative and we've had lots of fun hrainstorming.
talking about ways in v,hich we might adapt le, hnologies
to meet the particular needs of Alaskans. flis particukir
interests include geographic information systems. Before
coming to the Center for Information Technology. he
\\ mked for British Petroleum and for the Cominco Red Dog
\line. Ile also writes science fiction which has been
puhlished:in .1borigivalSciemv Ficlkal magazine. As a high
school student in Anclu)rage he was a presidential scholar.
lie claims that he's one of' the few former haul road drivers
who have never wrecked a xvhicle. So he brings that
experience also. I -fere is the next presentation.

DOUG FRANKLIN: I .11a\ e.a.s(tIlleW hat cljrfeyent
hackground thmt Larry and Rosie. When someone-says
-program- to me I think about software de\ efopment. not
television. But we're doing a couple ( )1' projects that are of
interest particularly kw geographic informatkm systems.

This presentation is in I typercard because I ant more
comfortahle, h and large. with computers than with paper.
It's a sad comment on modern times. ()ne of the things
we're working on is a projecat'alled WayPoint. WayPoint is
a geographic informati(m system and we are currently
looking for Alaska Science and Technok)gy Found:akin
grants to fund its development. It looks like about a five
man-year project because it is somewhat complex. The
whole point of the project is to develop software for
notepad computers. And that brings up the obvious
question: What is a notepad computer?

The picture you see here is of a prototype by GO Corp.
in California. The characteristics of notepad computers are
that they are very sturdy and have a monolithic construction
much like the regular notepad. They can be used virtually
in any en\ ironment They have a stylus for input instead of
a keyboard. which Ille:111ti you cmi use them standing.
sitting. at a 1-)ar, or in a car, anywhere really. They have a
large I.CD surface on the front on which the stylus writes.
so it's very much like using pen:and paper. They arc very
lightweight and they have internal handwriting recognition
including signature verification. which !wing'. up a lot of
interesting possibilities for applications that could never he
automated since they required signature authorization. You
may ha\ e had IfES, deli\ eries where du: man brings a
notepad in and you sign it and it's all electronic, there are
no paper transactions in\ olved whatsoc\ er.

(;( is prototype used the Intel 80286 chip which is
technospeak 1.()r a sort of late generation item. You find
them in IBM Al's. As a result it was a little hit slow. We had
one in for a eek of evaluation. It was quite enjoyable: it
did what they claimed it would do. You could Write on it
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and it xoukl translate your writing. It took
printing. not cursive: cursive is nmch MOIV or a
problem to solve. The next generation of
machines will he based on the 80386 chip. and
that should solve a lot or the speed problems
that we saw with it.

GO is only producing prouitYpes. It isn't
producing prodtiction machines. Its husiness is
software: :is !.ar as it is concerned, it wants to
he the next Microsoft. It wants to he in position
where it can sell-operating-systems. and
hardware is really sort of a loW margin item. It
takes a big company to he successful at it. Like,
for instance. 113NI that you see there on the list,
and GRID and NCR. IBM hasn't shown what its
notepad is going to he and I'm very curious.

NCR has a 3125 model and it seems to he a
very go(K.1 machine. It's based on the 386 and

.it's tailored to run a variety.of.operating
-ysteins. It uses the stylus down there in the
corner of the picture. The stylus is important,
by the way, for those of you who might have
been wondering. It uses an interesting
technok)gy to work and it's quite effective.
The only problem is that if you lose it you are
kind of out of luck. It's not hke a pen or a
pencil: the notepad won't operate with a
finger or a mechanical pencil.

One of the really intrinsically iinponant
things whet. vou start to do development fOr
these machines is luiw much memory they've
got. I'm used to working with Nlacs and IBMs
that have 80 megabyte hard disks and
megahytes of memory. and that just doesn't
happen '\\ ith these machines.

We hnd machines that only have RANI, or
perhaps a combination of RAM and FEPROM, which is
another huzzword that I only recently learned the meaning
of. It means Flash Erasahle Programmahle. Read Only
Memory. It's very nuich like an optical disc or a worm drive
hut it's silicon. You can erase it, but it erases in Hocks. It
serves as a long-term nonvolatile storage: it's like a silicon
hard disk.

The NCR 3125 also has an option where you have a hard
disk drive for permanent mass storage and that's this option
up over here. You can get the RAM and a hard disk and
expand it up to put more RANI if "o11 W ant. This is a system
that we're looking at acquiring for our development work
because for some applications you w ant to have that mass
storage. especially for GIS's.

There are different ways to go ahout the task, and most
of them center around communications optic ins. w hich is
why NCR's FAX modem is rather interesting to us. If You
don't have much memory and You are interested in large
amounts of infOrmation then you want to tie in to

..
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`Notepad
computers can
be used in
virtually any
environment . . .

They have a
stylus instead of
a keyboard'

somebody who has the storage. who has the data. And this
modem will allow it to do so. l'nfortunately, it's only really

INwtion of the solution because it requires getting wire
between your notepad and the machine that has the
information. There are other developments out there that
do as well, cellular modems. and Motorola has announced
an ARDIS radio packet expansion to the machine as well,
which means that you can suhscrihe to the ARDIS network
and have naticwial access to servers.

I did a little research. since that seemed interesting. and I
was shocked that ARIAS is extremely expenske. Especially
if 'u m are transferring bulk data. like a megabyte image or
map. It costs about Sluu to transfer a megabyte, which is
unreasonable for applications that require that kind of
infomation in hulk on a routine hasis.

Digital narrow band transceivers, which Was at the houom
of that list, are in use by t:PS for its notepad. No one has
announced them .yel for tAinsunter notepad hut it seems a
matter of time. For local area networks Sitka has a product
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called TOPS that people who've used I 10. PC:s May well he
familiar with. And it is producing an adaptation of that fOr
notepads. Photonics has an infrared IAN which does not
require wires at ;ill, which again is a consideration because
if yOhl have a portable computer like :t notepad you want to
cart it around with you wherever vou g(i. Novell has also
announced some interest and it is negotiating with some of
the operating system vendors to huikl Netware modules.

Other possibilities for expansion include a global
positioning receiver and an
'electronic compass which- will tie
in sluirtly to the project we are
concerned about.

The Global Positkming System
is a system of satellites launched
hy the Department of Defense
that allows you to pinpoint your location within a few
meters on the Earth's surface. It is used widely hy pilots and
hunters-and fishermen. There are-expansion cards out for ._.

laptop PCs'd I -I ( c;tat .1Z.ve :r.)- receivers on them. So it seems a
matter of time before you have it for mitepads as well,

The electronic compass is slightly more oftTheat. It is not.
to my knowledge. on the market at all at this point in time,
hut it's a relatively simple device that you can use just like A
regular compass: except that you can tie it into software.
So, the software knows which direction you are pointing
the notepad as well as where it is located.

There are several operating systems vying for notepad
markets. Pen Operating System by NCR is just an interim
solution and it will go away because it's not competitive.
Windows for Pen Oimputing is interesting hecause
Microsoft is playing a game to capture the pen operating
system market. Windows for the pen does mit really exist in
a useful form as yet. It will he layered on top of DOS just
like regular Windows. lk.nPoint Go Corp. is a new,
modern operating system that is very attractive fOr reasons
we will go into further. And then there's research
perfOrmed by Nerox PARC which, of' course, is A major
player in the idea market. It has done some very
interesting things with graphical user interfaces, and will do
so with mitepads as well.

Pen Windows. as I said, is a product that is actually
layered on top of regular Windows which is layered on top
of DOS. As those of You who have ever had the pleasure
(and I say that sarcastically) of configuring a large number
of Windows machines know, it becomes a rather arduous
task, and it dis...sn't appear to get any easier in this case.
However. its strength is in applications. if you have
Microsoft Word for Windows, if you have LOTI'S. you
could take that and put it on your notepad and use it
immediately, which makes it very attractive for many
people. But the backwards compatihility that Microsoft has
striven for imposes a lot of limits on what .you can do with
the technology.

The PenPoint operating system is a new start. They have

taken an interface somewhat like Apple's, but optimized for
pen usage. We got a look at it and it's reasonable, it's not a
had operating system for the first pass. No doubt it will get
better as time goes by. It does sonic really neat things for
vial, including something called embedded document
arehiteeture,_which is a fong way of saying that you can
embed anything in anything else. If you have a spreadsheet
you can put it inside i word processing document. If you
want you can take th,,se two and put diem into a page

layout dcicument. And th(ise are
all live: it's not a static copy of
the (wiginal document. And it's
not like Apple System 7 where
You have to publish and
sulmcrihe and use
mechanisms for keeping th<ise

applications embedded. It's right there. you can use your
native tools to edit y(mr spreadsheet. for instance, even
though it's embedded In a word processing.document..So-
it's extremely transparent, very nice technology and it's

'You can edit you
even though it's
in a word proce

r spreadsheet
embedded
ssing document.'

of windows and the Apple
-Macintosh operating system as well.

The PenPoint operating system supports mobile
connectivity which is the key issue again, because these
systems are ones you want to cart around with You. You
don't really care much about mobile connectivity if your
computer sits on your desk all of the time. You might as
well just use what you've got. But this has internal support
for the idea that you are going to be connecting notepads
up to networks and taking them off networks (wer hoth
wires and wireless mediums. either way.

PenPoint's scalable implementation is interesting in a
future sense. Right rum. we talk alumt notepads which are
the form Factor of a spiral notebook. Scalable
implementation means that an application will work just as
well with wall screens, with credit card sized machines.
with calculator sized machines: anything you can think of,
really, will work with this particular operating system. And
the applications won't care. If an application will run on
one PenPoint machine, it will run on any of them. Which
means you can use it in a classroom for taking notes. or
you can use it at a c(irporate presentation as the thing that
you write on. It really doesn't matter to the operating
system unlike, for instance. Pen Wimlows.

And finally. PenPoint is object oriented. which is
iniportant for progratTimers. It me: .s that you can get a lot
of extra produdiVity: VOL/ can reuse your work. You aren't
stuck with what you did in the past. Or. to put it differently.
you're stuck with what you did in the past hut you're happy
about it because you can use it over and over again.

MAY Xerox PARC is looking at this technol(igy and I
highly recommend. like Kay Brown, that you look at the
September '91 Scientif ic American if these issues interest
you. They have a concept. what they call -ubiquitous
computing." Their idea is that computers, thus far, have sort
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of gOtten in the waY. 1:11 lheY would like 10 ,ce
computers lade into the woodwork so von don't es en really
notice them. Right now this computer is tailored actually l'or
Rosemarie Alexander and I'm using it and I ha\ e to load my
stuff onto it and then I give it hack to her and she's going
to load her stuff hack onto it. With ubiquitous computing
MU don't care. It's a tool that ymi use and when vou do
come up to J computer that computer will present you with
s(iur stuff. Y(al don't ha\ e to worry ah( nit it.

To implement that vision requires two things: it requires a
large variety of computers just floating art tund. your
notepads. your \\ hite hoards your live Niards. as Nerox
calls them and s\ hat thev call Tabs which ;WV the link .
guys that lit in sciur pocket. And all of tlyise have to he
hooked together \\ ith \\ ireless networks in order for this
concept to kanct k in properly. And it appears to do the joh.

I'llev has e a system running at their research center
which is quite fascinating. You can imagine just walking tip
into somehody's office and sitting down and the computer
automatically presents \our dcicsinients to you. 'Hie\ krum
you are there. The Tahs have infrared emitters in them tlhit
identify you. o You wear a tah hke a lvdge. like a
corporate ID hadge. and that does thy trick. \ow there's a
lot of dillerent people who might he interested in using this
kind of technology. People who don't have the luxury of
sitting at .1 desk all day, like myself. Insurance adjustors,
health care wi trkers. delivefy pec iple. all the \\ ay down to
students and pollsters and nekl engineers who are out all
dav doing things away from their desks.

The projected market for this is suhstantial. A sur\ ey that
was commissioned by \CR shows a rather steady climb kir
notepads up through '9 .93 is_projected as the point
where it hecomes fiscally advantageous to he in the
riCitepad software market. liut that's okay hecause its '91

n()\\*. and that's ts\ it \ ears ass \ "so

there aft' alic all 1(1 large I. I/11)1).111k,,

thin are developing software It ,r
notepads :it this point and most if

ati11111:4 it tl lilt Ft mill it lit (11 Ittl'
their pr(ducts.in L).21, he( all,c

\h..111"IL:111',Itirlti-:rtc;:ltgIChttii:11'gc.I" Hi: " "

1.(41 ',Is' h1 the giaphs that
notePads (\Pcoed it "i"trilt
!vitt!), preus qui( kl\ . Laptops-ale
sort (if 1 deadend in an es (din it inar\

hecause they're just like
desktop machines ex( slightl
more portahle. \\ hereas note; cads an.-.

daerent proposition entirek
the market looks preu \ good, hut (it
course the stir\ es was «inlinissioned

a stakeun this

Target applk ins in the near
term are automated forms, the kinds of things that \ (ita t

hy checking on' entries. hy picking things oil ()I a pop
up menu. ( )tlicial documents are a hig potential market
hecause you can sign these .1, a notepad-based document
and it ournts legally. .And that opens up a \\ hole slew mit

apphcatic l'spycially in medicine and law enfort einel_it .

where you have to \ erify that ( iii 1.1St. ',ek-.11 or gclik'ralcd
mime piece of information h signing the lorm it is (in
Another thing vou can do with electronic signatures is
control access to databases. \Vith notepads. \ tni ( art (lc) that
with a signature instead ot with a password, \\ hich is
somew hat more natural and rather more hi( ilprool \\ cll.

AVe are interested in developing software for notepad
computers. :Hid when we started thinking ahout what we
would like to cki there weft. practically an inlinitv
possibilit ies. ".so clec idyll ss anted to k nt entrate till
the Center's areas (if expertise. which arc.
teleconnnunications and geographic inlormation s\ stems.
And we wanted to pniduce commercialls \ iahle stihwaie
because of funding puihIenis \silk h sh(itild he (Awl( ins at
this point. Vte want to target new markets hec Anse. II sou
get there first. you can estahlish a share that (s a\ .1\
f(t1- a king time. Vliereas. if you come in alter the curve has
peaked. say in 'Q1 or '9i. a l(t1 of other people List.. alreads
got their slice of the pie and you ha \e tti tight tor our
much smaller share. If 'OM OMR' in first You has e a hoter
chance of capturing the market. And. of course. \se want to
contrihute to the k teal c(minitinit\

starling with those goals we came up with ;I pn tic(
called \VavPoint. which ss ill he used to enhance tit
existing ARc databases.mtC. tb hat k up just
bit, is a geographic inkirmation .ssstein that is esareiliels
common in Alaska. 1t is pretty much the standard in this
state.
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\Ve inknd luti- die
applik :Mon to have a
modern i. hent serx er
ark hitecture. "Ilia( 111(2.111,-.

111.11 11()Iellact %. ill

ti I Ile
anotlict kntity,
gent:rah/J.:LI omputer that
will hi. dishing the (Lila
(1,,w n II) it. inSte,11,1 (if

l)eing a stand-alone
s\ stem PCs ,Irt: dtsigncil
1)% dulault staild-al,mes.,

A a\ Point is ilesigned-to
cooperate ith other

hines It \\ ill operate
oft iii in imernal hard

Client/server architecture

Server

,//V -
t

W A N Clients

//'/--7b/ II
/7 I/

LAN Clients

disk ii\er itfeal arca
netwi irk. or iver a wide area network. 1 his nicans,tyrt it

he used liii maLI\ different applications. For some
applkatii ins there netw Ork. There'cOuldn-t be a
network it you were (nit in the mountains. for instance,

geoph\ sical exploration. For some applications you
want ti.iitii. data. Sui (itt're going tm he tied into the C.ity's

sta.\ er A a Point will he relevant to .11askan ci)ricc.rns
hei. Aust.. n.. IC_Lit itch. inuNic

,\S ,aid \l(t. INF( ) is pretty Much the standard Glti here.
The \RC pu inic in handles graphical data. the INF() portion
handles tahular data. It runs on a ariety or host platrorrn,..

e are (alp:ling I 'MN hecause it's kery open. Icist of the
,IS users in this city .tre heading towards I vNIX if they

Melt t there alread In particular. the municipality's Public
\Yorks I )epartment. which we are talking to. has its
damh.t running on .1 I \ IX pLaftsrin.

flue & ient serve] an.iiitedure breaks things up so that
yin! c an lu.t e remote ry itepads. you can have notepads tied

)11 hat e stand Acmes. and they all talk to the
ser er anti L he server ulks it) them. Thu projected uses of
the software are natural resource dekelopment.
emironnientai assessment. construction_
maintenance. urban routing -- for instance. when yoll mute

jurohlems and want to find out where the jam is
it- where the 'potholes aie pulling the traffic into a tight little

knot (.an use the software to dikvnload that
ink innation in your car. And wilderness fiat igatii In. for
those of us \\Ito ent(Iy getting 011t Or the . w hose ji.sh

Is to get out in the %.\ iklerness.
The users .fre relatiely oht ions in these (. ategories

fineigen sett iCl's luntH ti`+(.' it h)r r(iuting. for finding
w here the% re supposed to gut. Saulie WI with taxi Linters,
essentiall\

Rcal est ite _igen( ies hat e .t panicular interest in this. I've
Ilven (it ei to a ( illule ()I them in to\\ n and the use
datahasus Ism ihe are k (instantly haying to return tm the
i tin t: iii get the latest picufre: what's on th-e market. how
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MLR h (IOC', it )N.,. With a

notepacl running
'Wm-Point. they could take
that infiurniation with them

use it all the time It

wo1.11d have the maps and
the datahase access that
they use. 1 'tilities, oil and

expli)ratium
companies and of ci Iurse.
the whole !,Icw
outdcnirstilen would also
have a use for it.
If you haVe any-questiOnS
alicnit notepads iii general
or about A'ayPc)int in
particular I'd he happy to
answer them now-.

AUDIENCE -MEMBER -Can you tell us ifiOre ahinit the--
difference hetween notepad and notebook computers apart
from the way they work.

FRANKLIN: That really is. in essence, the main difference.
I guess you could call this computer lull using for the
presentation an overgrown notehook. it is semiponahk-.
notepad does away with Me keyboard entirely NU that yoll
can use it tt ith one hand. standing up. A.notelun ik. despite
its diminutive size. requires that you haN e a lap to put it on.
You've got to he sitting down to use the thing, or standing
up at a counter_ and it requires licith hands and vour full
attention. A notepad computer's form factor is like a spiral
notehook. and you can Use it standing up and w rite on it
%cry naturally. You can use it at c(instruction sites, fOr
aistance. YOLI Carl lise it in dirty envininments hecause
there's nothing to get jammed into the keyboard. That's the
primary difference reaIly: there isn't a keybciard.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: I inaudihle questiiin alniut use of
notepad computers in police work.)

FRANKLIN: Yes. in fact. the San Jose Piilice I )epartment in
California is on a program to huy notepad computers fr( int
Grid. And that's what they do with them.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Currently they go through dispatclt
so they make a radio caii and wait for them tm return their
call.

FRANKLIN: One of the things that's trumpeted
notepads is that it nloves data c()Ilection to the user instead
Of hat Mg intermediaries. like von (JO in most husinesses.
\\here you have somehildv out in the field collecting the
data and then vou lia( to take it all hack office and
then you hat e intertne(harv who transcribes it or copies
it In some wnse. It does tiway. with the intermediary
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entirely. Mile 11 means you don't have to go Nick to the
office and vou don't have an t. transcriptitm errors either.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Would you clarilY? What sort of
graphic images do notepads handle? Can you get strictly
line drawing or get a photographic display?

FRANKLIN: You can have a variety of image types. In thk
particular project. ARC INFO and Way Point will support
!loth raster data, hit maps of pictures. and line drawings.
the vector data. So. the difference really is how much time
is required to transmit the information in the graphic image.

A megabyte oif data wiing at 800 bits per second is
about half an hour. if you rezdly want to sit and wait fOr
that to come mer a plume line or radio link. A line
drawing of the same Object might he just a few hundred
hvtes which would go over hefore You even noticed the
fact that it's happened. So we will probably work mostly
with line drawings because of the limitatitms of the
communic:ittons mediums_right-now. But_ theiii-etiCallY it
will handle either kind of image representation.

The notepads that I've seen have VGA-quality screens.

They handle (Ho by it-;ti pixels and 16 colors of gra. The
new machines will probahlv end up being color. C()lor flat-
screens are already on the market for laptops. and it won't
be long beftwe it's a desirable feature to have in mAepads
as well.

DAVIS FOULGER: Well. -one thing-to watch on that is
reflexivity between image and a line drawing. There's an
increasing number of vendors that have software who will
take an image and turn it into a line representation. Once
you've done that then you really have,the hest of both.

FRANKLIN. Right. There is a variety of different kinds of
data that ARC-INFO commonly uses; from raster satellite
imagery all the way down to something that somebody has
painstakingly drawn. The vast majority is really stuff that
people draw. utility plots, roads. pipelini.s. that kind of
thing. But when you want up-to-date information, perhaps
airborne or satellite of the cause of a forest fire. for
instaiTix you Vatit--a.picttie.

-picluire: or as-Davis suggests. transforming it and
compressing it dow n to a better format.
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Emerging Issues
in Access and Dissemination
of Government Information

It's great to he here. lye actually been here once hekire
Trying to get to Juneau, 1 came here. Actually I came here
trying to get to Juneau after I'd been to Fairbanks. I went
back to Seattle twice and I Iiiialiv arri\ ed in Anchorage and
I called Rep. "Red- Boucher because Rep. Boucher's
committee and Rep. Kav liniwn were holding a hearing.
and 1 \vas supposed to be at that hearing three days before
that night. They said. "It's real simple get off of Delta
and get on to Air Alaska." Voom. I got right into Juneau. It's
really a pleasure to be here. I'm Very excited about it. I

want to thank Larry. I want to thank Rep. Kav Brown and
Rep. "Red- Bcmcher, Kay and I have had a number of
interactions with the National Council of State Legislatures.
I'm kind of a ubiquitous speaker. You talk about ubiquitous
computing. I'm kind of a ubiquitous policy guv. They kind
of prop me out and I only kiam at the nuitath and scream
and yell and talk about access and dissemination and one
thing or another. I'll try not to do too much of that today.

This has been my six weeks to he on the road. I have
been at the Electronic Democracy Conference that was heki
five weeks ago in Washington. D.C.. a fascinating
conference. 1 think it's indicative of how the technology is
really beginning to slide into the waY we do things. and
people are now looking at questions beyond how do we
automate to how do we actually govern and what are the
implications.

I've been at the Nati(mal Council of State Legislatures
meeting where we had ;I one-day special session for
legislative members and staff talking alx tut some of' these
policy issues. flow can states and state legislatures deal
'with these problems of privacy and access and
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dissemination? Fkiw are we piing to build these systems?
I low are we going to make them work?

Many states including the state I nOw wtirk in. the State
of Washington, have a history of very large computing
projects piing down the tubes. There are scinle real
consequences that fall out of that, including the governors
not winning re-election. But what Ed like to sav about the
NCSL meeting is that at one point Bob Smith, who sonic of
you may recognize as the publisher of the PrivacyJournal,
stood up and said. -I want the people in this room to
understand that Wm have made a difference" because
Equifax and Lotus had announced the week before that
they were not going to put out a CD-RONI product that
had all of our names and all of our purchasing habits on
that. One of the reasons they did that, according to Bob
Smith, was because legislative people were coming Up 10
speed. because the NCS1. had had a number of meetings on
these issues, and because 30,000 letters were wnerated to
Lotus and Equifax from the Internet. People on the network
writing each other electronically had generated so much
interest in this particular -invasion of privacy for
infOrmation products- (call it what you will), that this major
corporation. this venture of 1.otus and Equifax really backed
off what I think was potentially a very significant impact on
all of our privacy.

The NCSL. the Electronic Democracy Conference. I then
spent a week with the IBNI people. That's always wonderful
when you do that. You go to New York State, you go to the
Palisades. the food's wonderful, the teachers are all from
I farvard. there are all these I larvard business cases, and
what you learn- is that it works. 1-mean it doesn't always
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`Our constituents,
the people in this room,
the public citizens,
are hiteracting every day
with organizations
that use technology.'

work. Nit in general it works. They're yen' sophisticated.
they don't use IBM, they don't talk about the product. hut
the point that they're making is that in very large
organizations we're seeing pc..ople use technokigy to
change the way they do business, to increase their profits,
to have a strategic advantage.

When somebody asked Kay yesterday. -What do \\ e do
and how will government change?" one of my responses is
that in many respects our cc )nstituents. the people in this
room, the public citizens are interacting every day with
organizations that use technc ilogy. he it an ATM. he it their
cable network, he it phoning up and ordering merchandise
from a mail order catakigue. where someluid.. answers the
plume and says. -Hello. Ed, how are you? You ha\ en't
called us in six months. How is that parka working out? It's
nice to hear from you again." And what I'm suggesting is in
fact that the technology is virtually everywhere.

I've pit a couple of quotes I want to use, and fiNt let me
quote for the librarians. Are there any librarians left in the
audience? A couple of you, okay. FAV. Lancaster. writing in
the Anwrican Librarian. had a wcinderful essay tactually he
had two of them). One was called "The Paperless Society"
in which he said, "You know, the world is going to change.
and we're not piing to have paper." And he caught a lot of
flak. I mean he real& caught a lot of flak from this. Twent
years later he wrote another artick. called "The Paperless
society Revisited" in which he said, n'ou all laughed at me:
ha! ha! I have the last laugh.- But the quote I'd like to use is
the one where he says, -Look, just because I \\ rite about an
electronic societ\ does mit mean that I'm enthusiastically
looking foi'ward to it." And so I'll leave y(0.1 with that.

Ed Levine
is the senior policy coordinator for
information technology in the
Office of Financial Management for
the State of Washington. He is
vice-chair of the National
Conference of State Legislatures
committee on access to
information. Previously he was
staff director of Florida's joint
legislative committee on
information technology resources.

Another quote that may be more appropriate for some of
our government people. From Thomas Jefferson. "Enlighten
the people generally and tyranny and oppression of body
and mind will vanish like evil spirits at the dawn or day.-
The positive side about the power of infOrmation. Let me
balance that, and it's a quote that I hesitate to use because
it's always been so depressing to me hut I think it brings
home the point. Hannah Arendt writing on the human
condition: "The tr(Klhle with truxlern theories of
behaviorism is mit that they are wrong hut that they could
become true, and they actually are the hest pr.:sit-de
ccmceptualizaticm of certain obvious trends in modern
sciciety. It is quite conceivable that the nuidern age which
began with such an unprecedented and promising outburst
of human activity may end in the deadliest, most sterile
passivity history has ever known." I think that's certainly the
sort of possibility that exists, with kind of the 198-4 take on
computers and the way they control us.

Well. this presentation is going to try and balance both of
those. and I run hot and cold because 1 hear some of the
things that are going on both in Alaska and elsewhere. and
I get terribly excited about the possibilities of the
technokigy to transform the way we live. the way
democracy works. the way government works. the way we
will make our living. Then I read about and think about
tiorhe of the possibilities of control and how this technology
potentially can control us in many, many ways. If you'Ne
followed some of the issues of workplace monitoring, for
example. you can clearly see that the technolcigy is
potentially dangerous to us as well. I think we have to
balance those kinds oithings. So.I run hot and cold. and
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what I'm going to do today is to be like Your worst
nightmare I'm your economist who says On the one
hand it's great but on the other hand it's not so great.

There are a couple of things I wam to talk about. First I'm
going to talk about technology. I'm going to talk al-knit
what's happening to the technology and how it's changing.
Then FM going to talk a little bit about how society is
changing as a result of the tedmology and
organizations are being
transformed by that. Then like
Arlo Guthrie's story we talked
about how the garbage got down
at the bottom of the cliff, in order
to tell you another story I'm going
to tell you another story. The
other story is about privacy, it's
about access and dissemination, it's

luAy

lkTiting in Ilanard Busilwss Review. sayS, -a powerful work
station performing I S mps and commanding 16 megs of
RAM w ill sell for about S350." Basically it's going to become
free. That's the world I'm looking for. Bottom line faster.
cheaper. easier, network and connective. So I look for the
technology to become ubiquitous in every way, and I'm
interested in that happening beeause then- we can stop
talking about technology and talk about more interesting

things. Let's talk about some of
those.

NI1T has jlist c wipleted a
seven-year study of the
corporation in 1990. It looked at
ten major corporatkins in
America it looked at the U.S.
Army. it looked at the IRS.

l'nlike the situation that Herb was talking about in England
and I guess in New Zealand where business colleges or
universities Aohlt spehd.inuch time with business. MIT
makes a living doing this. ft goes into a business and
spends a lot of time with them. So MIT got together witli
AT&T and BP and a number of other major organizations
and said, "Look, let's.find out what's happening to
corporatkms as they start to use information technology.-
And it's a fascinating thing. First, let's talk about how to
define infmmation technology hardware, software, the
network, the work statk in, robotics. and smart chips (smart
chips are tlu)se things that ccmtml your braking system that
you have in modem cars). So LT. covers all of these things.
I would acid something that somebody said here today
was it fleshware? That bothers me. How about wetware. or
pe()pleware? But some sense that in fact in addition to the
hardware, the software, the network, that people are part of
this a.ti well. So NIIT looks at these corporations and looks at
the impact that information technology is haying and it
says. "You know the world is changing and the nature of
work is different."

Let's see if I've got some quotes that can help us
understand how in fact it's different. One of the things they
find is that the nature of work is changing, that the way we
do things is quite different than it used to be. One of the
examples that IBM uses is Mrs. Field's Cookie Compan.
What's different about Mrs. Field's Cookie t:ompany? What's
different about Mrs. Field's Cookie Company is ....has
anybody here ever had a Mrs. Field's cookie? Some of you
are nockling y(1111" heads up and down. Mrs. Field is a
corporation. They bake cookies. 'Ihey bake them all over
America. But there are two people who are pretty much
running the operation, and they do that because they've got
compoio linkages to all these places and they are able to
track how people are selling. If you work kw Mrs. Field's
Cnokies. she knows pretty much what ycarre doing all the
time and so it's not surprising if you get a message on the
terminal that says, "Ed. giu out and sell more cookies. Go
out and bake sInne cookies and show them to people."

'One way to think about this
is buying a Rolls-Royce that
can go around the world 3 times
on $1.98 of gas for $10.'

about security of'
government information systems, and if there's any time
left. 1.want.to.talk about archives,. A. finally, I want to get
to the issues of democracy and how I think government can
work.

So let's start off with some quotes about what's
happening to technology and how it's changing. and I think
the easiest way to describe that is faster, easier, cheaper.
quicker. Here are some computing cost comparisons. In
19-40 it took S1,000 to perform a million operations and it
took one month to do it. In 102 it took 5300 to perform a
million operations and took ten minutes. In 1960. S'S per
million operations: it took one second. In 19-0, (.)c per
million operatkms in one-half second. In 1980. I 10C per

million operations. I 10 of a second, and they say by 199-'
costs will decrease by a factor of 100. Okay, one way to
think about this is buying a Rolls-Royce that can go around
the world three times on $1.98 worth of gas for 510. I mean
that's the kind of comparison that you have to think about
with what technology is doing. There was a comment
earlier that lied) was making I want to talk about why
isn't there productivity with computers? Well, one reason is
that it's just too damn hard. It's just too hard to use these
guys. One possibility is as they become faster and as they
become stronger, instead of having the keyboard we could
use portable computers and potentially we're going to
interact by voice. When we start interacting with yokv, you
mly see that people use computers a whole lot more, and
we may see some things happen with productivity.

Okay, let's see if we can't get beyond and get more
specific about this. Lam. Yesterday talked about how the
computer and the TN' screen are pretty much becoming the
same thing. I have a quote here somewhere if I can find it
that I think talks about that, and maybe I don't. Well. I
guess I clim't. But I do have some other thing which is the
now ork is the computer. Business U says. "What's really
happening today is instead of using computers. we're
actually using the network." Processing power continues to
drop. by 50",:each Year and by 1999. a man named Gikler.
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That's the kind of control that would really make me crazy.
Nonetheless that's possihle.

There is a quote from Shoshana Zuholl that I'd like to use
from her hook. hi the Age (y. the Snlart Machine: The Finure
(y. Work and Power. Zuholf basically says that technokigv
makes the world a new place. Peter Drucker in his hook
me Acir Realities says. "A great deal has heen v ritten these
days, almost too much, about the impact of technology.- He
suggests that the real hapact of
technology has very little to do with
the hardware but has a great deal to
do with the impact on society, and
he says that "a great deal these
days, almost too much, is being said
and written abctut the impact of information technologies
on the geo-civilizatit in, on piods. services and businesses.
The social impacts arc', however, as important, indeed they
may he more impimant.- Some of the social innovations of
the industrial revoluticm the modern army. the civil
service surely have had as much impact as the steamship
and railroads. The present age vill be rementhered'as much
for social innovations and politics, government, education
and economics as running new technology.

First. technology does make the world a new place.
Secondly, governments are no different than organizations
that are doing this. Juan McFarland writes ahout how
organizations are being nuked hy technology and he says
that one of the things technology allows us to do is reach
down into the organization and see what's going on, to
communicate much more directly. He then talks about how
the technolog) is going to empower people. One of the
things that I would like to talk about is the empowerment:
he's talking about allowing people to talk directly to one
another. The Mrs. Field's cookie case is part of that.

One of the things that happens is that we flatten the
organization's pyramid. Organizations are using the
technok)gy to break down the hierarchy. The Office of
Technology Assessment has been suggesting that we are
going to see many fewer knowledge workers, in fact we're
going to see fewer people involved in doing technology.
that we're going to he much more efficient and much more
effective. I think that's going to happen to government as
well and. as I look at government, it's clear to me that we
are seeing fewer people needed to do this. The quote that
I'm finally hack to here is from George Gilder who says.
"Look. the computers are changing the way that
organizations work.-

Let's talk about that. Ile says the first computers enabled
companies to become oi go on being hierarchical and
centralized. The new technologies in contrast allow for the
evolution or peer netw orks. 'the technology would
decentralize control and empower po )ple all along the
infOrmation chain. It will diss d e o niventions of
ownership. design. executive style and national identity.

notsure-about whether that's going to happen or

not. but I do think that we're piing to see mime significant
changes in the way government works. The MIT people
argue that because of 1.T.'s impact on production.
ciiordination, directkm and control, because "any
infonnanon in anytime, am-wit and anyway I want it-
may beoniu: pcissible, then the organizational structures
and practices do not have to stay the same as we move into
the '90s.

'I do think we're going to
see some significant changes
in the way government works.'

Okay, if I can get anything I
want from technology. if I can
be at my computer and access
any database and any
application to which I am
entitled. then the way we've

organized today is not really necessary, and I look at that in
terms of state government where in fact we have built
statutory relationships. What an agency does very often is
based on the law. That may or may not allow us to deal
with the public policy issue. For examplz.'..drogs in,our high.
schools. When I think about the way in which we-have.
organized to deal with public policy issues, the reality is
that they do not mirror the way problems happen today.

One of the things we found in Florida was that if you
wanted to deal with an issue of drug abuse in a high school
you couldn't get there from here because law enforcement
had one set of data, the people w Ito were doing social
services had another set of data, and the educational
community had a third set of data. That meant it was
virtually impossible to share information about who was in
fact the problem and how to deal with them. We don't have
to do that. V'e no longer have to sit there and think about
vertical pipelines of information, we no longer hae to
think about the ways in which the statutes force us to
operate. The technology allows us to reconfigure these
things on the fly. It is not always easy, but the private
sector stuff that NIIT has done has shown it is possible to
think about using technology to reconfigure organizatkms.

Now one of the interesting things that's happened, and
this is back to I herb's point, from 1980 to 1990 corporate
America spent $98 billion buying PCs. All right. they bought
5- million personal computers. White collar output has
remained absolutely flat. From 1960 to 1990 white collar
output has not changed despite the fact that we spent S97
billion on it. That's an interesting comment and it goes back
to the point that was being made about training or how
hard arc they to use. Nonetheless, it's my sense that as
these organizations and as thc private sectors have been
demonstrating begin to use the technology, we're piing to
see some changes.

Shoshana Luboll does say that technology cl()es make the
world different. There is a quote from George Dihold in his
MIT study that "the most important thing that's transforming
society is the information technology.- The quote from
Drucker basically talked about the fact that it's not just
information technology or changes in technology. it's
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changes in the institutions of society. too. He says the
industrial revolution was important for steamships. sure.
and railroads, hut it was also important for civil service and
the post office as well.

The point I would make is that technology becomes
_easier to use; we awchanging the way we do business. we_
don't have to have organizations the same way they are
today. We can think about reconfiguring them and the
competitive pressures to make them smaller as well. The
Mrs. Field's cookie case was designed
to talk about the fact that two people
basically are able to look out over
hundreds of stores and make.a
change.

If you spend any time studying. this
stuff you always hear ;IN nit the American Hospital Supply
case. I am so tired of hearing about the American Hospital
Supply case. hut that's an example where tlwv put terminals
-in ,he purchasing facilities of hospitals. and the market
Share went up for that particular company. Frito Lay now"
has personal computers that they have put into their
dehvery trucks. All examples of using technology to change
the way you do things.

My position is that this is piing to happen to government.
that as we use technology, as more and more things are
automated. government is going to have to do the same. In
fact most of us work and live in states. and I think .Nlaska is
no different, where'the state could mit do business if th(Te

was no teehnol()gy. If couldn't collect the revenues, if
we couldn't direct the Ia.:. enforcement officers, if we
couldn't print the paychecks, there are a number of ways in
which vou could make the argument that without
techmilogy state government arid loGil government crane to
an end.

Okav. this is the story I told vou to get to the second
story. Let's talk about some of the impacts on at least fmr
policy areas privacy, access and dissemination. securitl,
and archival stuff.

[ think the interesting thing is that privacy is hack. For a
long time there was a feeling that privacy was dead as an
issue. Even the people at the ACM were making the
argument. Let's not really talk about it, there's nothing we
can do about it, we've lost control completely. There is a
famous chart that Bob Smith has in a number of his books
which is kind of Rube Goldberg. and you see that there are
all these connections between privacy. between institutions.
between the draft hoards, between Social Security
Administration. between the credit bureaus.

Tliere is this wonderful story al-kiut a young man w-lui
wanted to get a free ice cream ome. and the ice cream
parlor in his town always gae kids free ice cream on their
birthday. He and his friend imented an imaginary playmate
named Tom .lones, and Tom .fones had a hirthday on such
and such a date, and they got a number of free ice cream
cones for two or three .ears and forgot about it until the

draft hoard sc.nt a notice for Tom Jones to come and
appear. Well. what had happened of course was the
mailing list of the ice cream store had_been sold to the
people who do selective service.

It's this kind of connectivity ,hat I think we're all aware of
because all you've got to do is c)rder ime piece from Eddie
Bauer or from those wonderful people in Maine and the
next thing you know is that you have seven catalogues. So

it's pretty much assured that privacy. at least in America, is
pretty diflicult. I had written privacy
off as a public policy issue..I thought
here was no point in talking about
it. it was a done deal.

A couple of things ha\ e occurred to
change that. The first is the whole

thing of caller ID. Caller II) is the ability of your phone if it
has a display to capture the incoming number. If I call you,
you see my number. Caller II) has generated and energized
_the priyaey.debate.aIl across_the.country in a .way that most
of us just really were unprepared for. I know that-I was not
prepared for it.

There is an argument you can make that caller In is
necessary for a whole bunch of value-added services to he
made available by the phone company to a subscriber.
There is an argument that can he made that I have the right
when the plume rings at 7 o'clOck at night not to answer
that phone if I don't recognize the number. But there are
other people who said. -You know. I run and operate a
shelter for abused women. These people want to be able to
call their family. They don't want their husband or abusing
spouse to see the number they're calling from." So there's
been a lot of debate about blocking, which is preventing
that number from going forward to other people. The FCC
is talking about it. Congress has got two bills in front of it, a
number of states have taken this issue up as well, and it
really has generated a whole bunch of privacy stuff. Let me
stop here and give us a couple of definithms of privacy that

may be appropriate.
First, let me say that Equifax did a poll in 1990 of the

degree to which Americans are concerned about privacy.
The results showed that -9",r of Americans arc concerned
about privacy in datallows.

Here's a wonderful (Wok'. it happens to be from 1890.
you dcm't often get to do something like this: let me read it.
'The intensity and complexity of life attendant up( )11
advancing civilization have rendered necessary some retreat
from the workl. NkKlern enterprise and inventkm have
thnnigh invaskins upon man's privacy subjected him (you
can see this was written hercire we had non-sexist
language) to mental pain and distress far greater than c(mld
he inflicted lw mere injury.- That was written hy Samuel
Warren and Louis Brandeis in 1890. It appeared in 71h,
Harvard taw kericu. and the name of the article was. "The
Right to Privacy.- This by the way is the first known citation
to something called 'tlie right to be left alone.- I think it's

Tor a long t
a feeling tha
was dead as

ime there was
t privacy
an issue.'
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_interesting that this is the first time we see it.
The CalifOrnia Commission on Privacy (and I always think

or that Dooneshurv cartoon and Boopsie with the Esteem
Commisskm hut this is not the Esteem Commission, this is
the Privacy Commission from the State of California) talked
abciut three areas of privacy: deciskmal or associational
privacy (that's autonomy over.my own hody, mind and
emotions): the second kind of privacy is territorial privacy
(relating to intrusions in specific locations. my expectation
to he left alone in my own home): and
then something called inhirmational
privacy (to shield me from unfair and
unnecessary collection and
dissemination of pers(mal_ information).

l'hose kinds of privacy are certainly
subject to more threats today than they
were then. I think there is increasing
recognition that individuals are unable to ckfend
themselves alone. The LS. Privacy Act makes a number of
assumptions.about how privacy is being protected. and it
assumes that 1 as an individual interested in my own
privacy relating to federal stuff will track the Federal
Register and find out whenever a federal agency says it's
going to share infOrmation with another federal agency. I
have to tell v(m that as an infiirmed citizen and as a
bureaucrat who has access to the Federal Register. I have
never dcme that. I have never done that. So there is a whole
host or ways in which federal agencies are sharing
information w ith each other alxiut me that I really don't
know about and don't have a whole lot to say about, and I
think there's an assumption that the federal privacy law has
made that it's up to the individual.

Europeans have made a completely different decision. In
fact, in 1992 when the European Common Market goes into
effect, they're going to have something that they call data
protection. It's going to make it increasingly difficult for
people to do business in America from Europe or from
America to Europe if they are moving data that has personal
information in it because the 12 countries that form the EEC
have decided that they are going to protect the data about
their citizens, and they're not going to let payroll data,
subscription data. or any other kind of information cross
borders. It's piing to he very interesting to see how the
United States responds. One of the things the Europeany dig

Community nations have dime is that they all set up data
protectitm hoards. They have people who sdecialize in
helping citizens deal with problems of privacy. I don't
know that I wciuld suggest the European model for us. one
of the things that's a little different about European
governments and the way they control personal privacy and
public infon-natkm is that in those countries you really have
to go through a world of him to get access to government
data and actes,; abc,,,t information about what government
has done.

In America, almost every, state that I m aware of has

public record laws that say the record of pivernment is
open to be inspected, it's open to the public. This is how
we assure that our elected officials are doing the right thing.
The press has access. The people have access to public
records unless they are confidential. When you think about
the way in which governments handle privacy, You make a
_distinction between access to public records, which we
certainly have in America, and control of peN(mal data.
There is less control of personal data in America.

You may recall the situation in
California where a young actress
\vas killed by somebody who hired
a private detective who looked up
her motor vehicle registration,
found her address, and went to her
door and killed her. That's an
cxample of using public record data

in a way that I think most of us would find objectionable.
I am not sure if we're, ready to pay the price of not

allowing public-record data to be made available: And_as.
Kay notes from some of our debates when you come to
that continuum of should a public record he made available
or should it not be made available. I'm three standard
deviatkins off the scale because I believe that government
infi irmation ought be made available to virtually everyone
for little or no cost.

Now, if you're not going to have privacy. ir you say the
government has no right to do these things. or if you're
going to say that as a result of doing business with
government, people have the right to know who

has signed a contract with, who they've sold
land to. who they're buying pencils fr im. then there may
be some other kinds of protections and there are.

One of the things that's quite common is something
called a Fair InfOrmatkin Practices Act or EIPA. Ten states
have these. It pretty much characterizes what the European
countries have done.

The Fair Information Practices Act is really pretty simple.
It says that when y(iu collect pers(mally identifiable
information from individuals, you will tell them that that
information may become public, or it is public. I don't
know if anyone's applied lOr a passport recently. hut on the
hack of the passp)rt application there is a notice that says.
"If you give me this information, it is a public document,
and we are collecting it because the law requires us to.- So
the feds are now notifying people when they collect
information. that it's public record data and it's going to be
used that way. Most states do not do that. But one of the
things about a Fair Information Practices Act is that you tell
people that You are collecting the information if it's publi(...

We had a situation in Florida w here somebody applied
for a job. Ile \\ rote on the application, "Please don't share
this information. My employer doesn't know I'm looking for
a job" (this was, as.1 recall, the superintendent of schools).
The ,local paper went down, got all the applications, and

'The people have access to
public records . . . . (but)
There is less control of
personal data in America.'
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the next thing this guy knew his local TV station was on his
doorstep filming him. Now he was surprised. Ile was not a
happy camper. hut this is an example w here if he had
known that this was a public record he might have chosen
not to do that and I felt for hint hut that was the law. A Fair
Information Practices Act would tell people it's a public
record. k would also let people know where inf(wmation
about them is being held. You are given the right to see
that information and a right to correct it.

You have that right. hy the way, with the Fair Credit
Reporting Act. If you are denied credit. you have a right to
go -in, look at those files, and if there is an error you can
force people to correct it. That was an example where the
federal government really stepped in to that particular
sector of the economy and said that we may not have
privacy but we do have fair information protecticm. and
we'n... going to allow people to know about the data. to lix
the data, and if the individual will not fix it they have to
carry some kind of indication that there is a problem in the
.clata:lhat- at-least I've complained-about it. For-three- years- -
the committee for which.1-worked in Florida introduced
legislation to do this. For three \rears the Fkaida House of
Representatives passed the bill. For three years the Senate
killed the bill and the reason was that the executive branch
agencies came and said it would simply take too much
money to implement the legislation.

By the way. the Wisconsin legislature just passed this year
and sent to the _girvernor a really remarkable privacy bill, a
hill that would have created a data ombudsman. a data
protection board, it wc mild have provided fair information
practices. The sponsor of the bill was a representative
named Marlon Schneider. Ilk staff did a superb job. I have
the reports, and they will make them available to you if vou
want the most up-to-date study of privacy. That bill was
vetoed by the governor. E\ idently the basis for the veto was
that the cost 01 implementation was considered to be to xi
high by the executive branch agencies. which was
untiatunate.

Well. privacy I think is hack. I think that the impetus of
thc FC is very real. There is a hill in Congress right now
which has heen intriiduced by Rep. Wise of the t '.5. I louse
GovOps 'Government Operationsl Committee. The U.S.
lialse (;ovOrn, Committee has a suhowninittee that's called

Agriculture and Inliamaticin (I've alwa\ s w( indered how
those two tInngs got put together). but nonetheless that hill
is probahly not going to pass hut it \vas clearly developed
as a way to try and deal with the situation in the EC. And
lest you think that this is a hoogie man that's being waved
in Intl-It of you, there is evidently a case where IBM is
unable to move its own payroll records from Italy to
Germany because the tIerman data protection laws are
significantly more stringent than the Italian or \ ice versa. So
this is a real probkan for American businesses that ;in'
doing work in FlInipe. ind it will he ery inteiesting to see
how we respond.
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Tlmt's one policy area. The reason Ica talking at the front
end, the reason for talking about the increasing number of
networks, the reason for talking about the interconnectivitY.
for the flattening of the organization. is to suggest that as
we huild these networks it becomes nnwe and more
important that we get this stuff right because it's clear to me
that the speed and the velocity w ith which information
ino\ es is much greater so that when you think about being
part of a network society it's pretty clear yi al don't want
anyhoxly to screw up your credit rating. II You've 'had the
experience as I did recently of going in and trying to use
your Nlastercard. and being denied the charge. it's awfully
embarrassing. You don't really care aluitit what the problem
is.hut therCs an example of a highly networked situation
where at least I fell My privacy was violated when
somehody said. -It didn't go through.- That Was disturbing
to me.

Let me talk about another kind of issue which is aCCess
:mcl dissemination. Let me give you some definitions of
access that-might help.clarif what we're- talking.about.
Access is a real difficult problem hecausewe're generally
talking about access to government records which
historically have been on paper and when they're on paper
we knew what they're all about. We knew that if it was a
piece of paper. it was a public iecord. I could go to the
courthouse or I could go to the secretary of slate and I
could say, -I.et me see it.- If it was a public record. I could
see that public record. I could luild it.

In Florida, the definition of inspecting a public record
also meant that I could make a copy. an interesting
legislative interpretation. But we've been real familiar in
government with meeting requests for access. and we also
knew. that sometimes it was a real pain. that sometimes
somelxaly would come and they'd say, want I.001) pages
of this testimony- ur they would say, want you to search
the files and I want to you find the one occasion when my
great. great. great grandfather bought a piece of property.-
or whatever, But with all the difficulties that were attendant
upon the us.. of paper. \ve pretty much understood what it
l\.as. There was a history of case law, there were state
constitutional statements, there was a r.S. constitutional
piece on tIns at some point C l'm trying to remember if that's
true), but at any minute at the state level certainly we knew
what to do with paper records.

We're a little bit less certain ahout what to do with
electronic records, and it's probably necessary to talk about
what those records might he. First, there's data. I historically
nohodv really cared about data w hen it was on paper
because \vho was going to do anything with it anyay? it
was so complex. It was so massive. If people wanted a
piece of data, that was probably all right. Nil\A: data can
come on a piece of square tape or on a piece of round tape
or on a diskette, and it's much easiei to use and it has a
different kind of \ alue. Well, data in and of itself ma\- not

vervimportant hut ,oftware which reads_data can Ix..
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And we nOw Ila VC some interesting questions we didn't
have hefore, because heft we it' I did a data analysis I
probably V. rote a report. I Illay have written a memo that
was sent to my boss. And that memo could he made
available: it was a public record.

Now I have a piece of software. software may be
usable in many other situations. In fact. there is a aiumber
in liami. FI( crida, that's part of Dade County government. If
you call that number. the person who answers the phone
will say, -marketing.- II you say.
"Marketing?" They'll say. "Yes,

"marketing.And sa.
"Excuse me, I thought I called
Dade County.: and they'll sav,
"\X'ell, You reached Dade
Cccunty..this is marketing.-
Then you say, "Well. what are You marketing?" And they
say. "We're marketing software. Would you like to buy
somer

This-is-a true story. This actually-happened to me when I
was reading Computer Irodd and I looked at this number
and said. "Wait a minute, what is this number?" What they
are selling is a piece of software that the county wrote that
deals.with fleet management. It is a very sophisticated piece
of software. I gotta tell you I don't have a fleet back at my
house: I don't even have a fleet of miniature toys. But if
vou are a major city in Brazil (and this is a true story) and
you have a lot of automobiles. you might want to manage
your -fleet maintenance, when did I service them last,
change the oil. whatever.

In fact. Dade Ccuinty. Fhirida. has sold a fleet
maintenance program to I think it's Buenos Aires. They got
I think S300,uno for that sale. I was saying to a number of
people. "\X'hat's gc)ing on here? How can you sell this?"
And they said. "Well. it's real simple. We c(ipyrighted it and
we sold it.- "Excuse inc. you copyrighted a public record?"
They said, "Sure." I said. "Wait a minute. how can you
copynght a public record?" They said. "Well you call t!-..e .

p)vernment or you do whatever yciti do and get this
copyright. N.Ve hold the copyright." And I said, "I'm a public
Citizen and 1 want a copy of that public record." They said,
"Sure. ILIVe it.- I said. -Can I now take this public record
which you have given me, this piece ()I software. and can I
resell it?" They said, "No, because if you do you're violating
our copyriglit and we'll take you to court.-

That's an example of the situation where government in
doing its normal course of business has written a piece of
software (in the old days we would have said -written a set
of' instructions for a clerk.- hut today it's a piece of
software). they copyrighted that, they're still abiding by the
public records law. 11" you go there as a citizen, they will
give yc Ai a copy of that software. Nlind you, they will not
give v( ni the documentation unless you ask. they will not
give you an update to the im)gram. they w()Fi'l give yiiti
any program fixes. but they will certainly give y()11 a copy

of the software. If you are a customer of Dade County and
you buy the software, they will give you the
documentation, they vill give you any fixes they make to
this. Guess what, they will also come and train you and
they'll engage in a number of other activities.

Well. access tO software is a problem, but then there's
another issue. Em.a citizen. I want to find out how my
pivernment is operating. We had a situation in 1.1()rida
where a property appraiser downstate in Broward County

sent a tax bill to Federated
Department Stores. When the
manager of that store got the tax
bill he thought, "Gosh, this is
Obviously a mistake. This can't
be the right tax bill. This is not
my tax hill" and called the

property appraiser up and said. "There's been a mistake,
this is not my tax and the property appraiser said,
-Well, excuse mite, it's the right number, that's your tax bill,
the computer did-it so-it's -goE to-be -right.---That- was-not
good enough. The department store hired a lawyer, and
they said, "We want to see the computer program." And the
property appraiser said. "I can't give you the program. it's
trademarked, it's copyrighted, a private sector firm has
made this available to us. We'll give you the formula we
use to calculate the tax bill.- And the lawyer said. "Well. I'm
sorry, that's not what I want. I don't want the formula. I
want to see the actual computer program that calculated my
tax bill." Finally that wound up before the committee for
which I worked at which p( lint my chairman upon hearing
the story said. "You km)w. I can imagine the colonists
tipping the disk drk es into Boston Harbor saving, 'No
taxation without documentation.'" This gets to be pretty
critical stuff.

Beyond access to the software to the data is a more
pnclound issue which really conies down to access to the
whole package, and by that I mean how can I as a citizen
really understand what's going on without access to the
actual ct mputer. to the computer time. and to the experts.

What I'm really trying to get to is this concept that all of
this technology that's used by government really is adding
value. It's changing the nature of the way government does
business. Is it really equitable for me as a single individual
to tn to understand or be able to understand what my
government's done when my government has got 3:--)
software pn)giammers and a \ cry large machine and
thousands of pieces of' data, and vhen a dec ision made by
pwernment is realk predicated upon that knowledge?

I offer to you a situation that you May 01' may not be in
with reapportionment redistricting. It's pretty clear that with
Arc. Info and other kinds of GIS's that people who are
drawing houndaries and making maps governing the wa
we vote really have an incredibly powerful tool, for
example. I wanted in inv home state to say, "Okay, short
guys going bald with,glasses want to draw their own

'My chairman sai
the colonists tip
drives into Bosto

d, 'I can imagine
ping the disk
n Harbor."
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districts.- well. I'm going to have a tough time because I
really don't have the kind of capacity to deal with this one
on one. and I suggest that access to the infcgmation really is
going to take on some interesting issues in terms of what is
equitable access. Is it enough for me simply to get the data
hard copy? I don't think so. Is it enough for me to get the
software? Well. maybe so hut where do I run it? Where do I
get the documentation? Where do I get the training? So
there's access to information in a very large sense. and I'm
not sure that any of us have really figured out Imw to do
this. Well. those are some negatives.

Let me give you some pc)sitives where access is being
done in a very different way and in a very intriguing way.
Santa.Nlonica.- Calif. If you live in Santa Nlonica and you
have a PC and modem, you can dial into city government
and you can do wonderful things. For example. you can
read staff memoranda prepared for the city o)mmisskmers
before the commission meeting. You can actually see those
'documents. You can send electronic mail to any bureaucrat
in-the citv, and they-havea fascinating-rule-that if-vou -get it
electronically you have 2.t_ hours to respond but if You get. it
in paper you have a week. Fascinating!! One of the real
concerns they had when they did th'is was. -Aren't they
going to get more negative mail? Aren't people going to sit
there in that damn pothole or 'you didn't pick up my
garbage?'"

Ilere's the real interesting thing that happened. The
number of negative comments about city services has
renuMed exactly the same. The number of positive
comments has gone off the map. Evidently, it's a lot easier
to write a thank vou note and be appreciative when it takes
less time to do it electronically. It's interesting. They don't
charge for this service, by the way. As long as you are a
resident of the city of Santa Monica. you can do this.

One of' the things I'm particularly appreciative of we
were talking about conlerencing. They are running
community debates. Thev an. allowing people to talk to
each other on these computer conferences akitit issues
relating to city government. One of them is homelessness

the issue of laimeless people. They. have put fi nir public
access terminals in the library. Who goes to ;1 library?
II(mieless people. Who's participated in this debate?
lb imeless people. so you have a debate abinit
homelessness where the homeless people are actually
participating. I really like that. I think that's very intere-aing.
It shows a more positive way to use the technology.

Montgimiery t;otamv, Pa., was the first electronic
courthouse. They say that they have been able to put off
building a new omrthouse and in so d()ing have saved S8
million or St) million because all the foot traffic stays away.
because you can dial in and find Out who your public
defender is, w hen your trial is scheduled, all the property
records, and also do a number of things you have to do
with county government electronically. An interesting piece.
lawaii has just built a digital ,microwave network that
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allows people to testify hefore various legislative
conuuittees. I know in Alaska that you can engage in
testimony before a committee from a long distance because
I did it from Florida and was able to speak in front of Rep.
Brown and Rep. Boucher: So I guess the point or these
counter-examples about access is that access can also he
provided in a very positive way and change the nature of
the way we are communicating with our 1.4( wernments and,
of course, they can communicate hack. So I think there are
some positive sides to access as well.

I think that dissemination is a little hit different. Access
and dissemination are very often lumped together. Access
generally is a nundated and statuRwy right. I hme the right
to see something. It's a lot..tt.e At (....',erent with disseminaticm
because we get into some real private sector issues. Does
government have a right or necessity, not simply to make
something available if you ask me for it, but does
government have a right or responsibility to broadcast it, to
publish it. to make it widely available?

My- answer to-that tends.to.be yes. I tend to. falfon that
side.that says that government shoukl be able to
disseminate as well. That's running into some very real, or
has run into some real problems. particularly under the
Reagan administration's proposed rules under OMBA 130.
The librarians may know about this, the others of you may
not. But there was a proposed rule from the Office of
Nlanagement and Budget that woukl have prevented the
government from disseminating information with a value-
added component. Tliat means you onild only get raw
data. no indexes, and no interpretation. There was pretty
much a storm of controversy over that proposed rule. As a
result of that I think the Reagan administration pulled back
that rule, nothing has occurred with it, and we are now
waiting for Congress to pass the Paperwork Reduction
Reauth()rizaticm Act.

The Riperwork Reduction Reauthorizatk in Act did not
pass the last session of Congress. I'm not sure what they're
going to do with it. At this point it's in limbo. ONIB has said
they're not going to put out any federal policy relating to
information disseminatkm until that bill is passed. The
t'Anincil or state ( ;(wcrnmcnts. the Nati()nal Omncil (4' state
Legislatures, and the National Governor's Assoeiaticm are
in\ olved in trs ing to lime sonic impact on that. Because, in
fact. decisions the leds make al)citit these issues have a
major impact cm us as well. I think that we're gc)ing to see a
much more positive take on the world. at least on
dissemination. yvhen we get that hill passed. and I think
that OMB is going to be much more moderate than it has
been at least four yvars ago.

Let mite i/love from access and dissemination to security.
At one point Kav was talking about the necessity for
do things well. I used to call this security, and maybe what
I'm talking about is the ability of state govermnent to du
what it says it', going to do to build systems. I don't
know how many people in this room are in information
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systems development. I can tell you that I talked about
infmmation systems and these applications as ir it was
done deal I think that almost everyhodv in the room
should know this is a non-trivial problem. I learned from
going to MIT and listening to sonk. of their people that
when something is really, really hard and voll really don't
know how to do it you call it non-trivial. So building
information systems is non-trivial. We don't know how to
do that
how to do very well is to secure
our n-stems.

The securitY of information
systems is critical. You can't have

-- privacy unless you can secure
them. There is 3 tremendous risk
of the loss of data. Computer
fraud is a major prohlem. I do
not worry about hackers. I must tell VOL! that when you do
art analysis of the threats to your organization, hackers
come-down-just about-lasr,-9th or 10th:-Water turns-out to-
be the al pn)blent, and running u)ilets on the floor above
You are probably the most difficult problem. That's why all
good data centers have lots of Vizquine. If You wonder
what that's for, it's so you can throw it over the box when
the toilet starts to drip thnmgh the ceiling. I wish that
wasn't true. The real problem. of course, is your own
employees. If you're going to talk about security threats. the
real concern more often than not is a disgruntled employee-
is either stealing from you or making -our life miserahle.
There is a problem with viruses and that's if anybody in
your organization is bringing in software from somewhere
else. That really is a potential problem.

We talked at lunch about the question of pirated software
or bootleg software or software w e haven't paid for. I'm not
sure Iniw many of you are lawyers but /it Engineering /N.
The Stale t,I.CalOrnia is an interesting case UN' Engineering
is a little boutique software house. It makes wally whi/z-
bang software that eight or nine people would use. Well. it
turned out that the t niversity of California made "00
copies. They paid for one, they made -00. UN' Engineering
took a dim view of this and decided that it would sue the
l'niversity of California. The t .niversity of California said.
-Au contraire. we have immunity; have a nice day.- And
that's true, and they've been unable to sue because it's the
state of California. Well. in Florida what we did was put out
a lot of notices to all of our employees saying "It is illegal. it
is wi mg. do not do this.- If you have 20 copies in the
vault, we'd better only find 20 PCs running the software.

I point this out as a secunty issue because as the
accountants put it this is a contingent liability. If You are
stealing somebody's sc iftw are and you have it in your PCs,
he prepared to he audited because :Microsoft and some
other people are coming int() corporations. looking at
what's on the hard drive and saying one, two, three, and
taking VOLi to court. Security therefore in my mind may be _

better talked ahout in terms of having a well-managed,
well-run. well-operated information technology activity.
Maybe it's not really security. Maybe it really is the ability to
do what we say we're going to do. I do think that security
is a major problem. and it's particularly true with privacy.
that obviously these two things are very much related.

Let me talk for-a minute about archival issues. One of the
things that really is dismaying to me is the k)ss of public
records. We all know what to do with paper. What do you

do with a piece of paper? You
file it. Actually you don't file it
one time. More often than not
you make six or seven Xerox
copies and then thctse people
to whom you send it file it. If
you're a records manager you
know that there are hundreds

of cubic feet of file cabinets that have duplicate pieces of'
paperin them. That has some prohlems. There arc some
real diff icu hies- associated with- that.

We had the presentation from the tl niversity of Alaska
regarding 6.000 reels of tape and the difficulty in saving
them, the difficulty of having to condition the environment
in which to :-ave them. The fact that if you don't use that
tape it tends to crumble, and we (1on't know how long
c(mtputer tape will last. There have been some attempts by
the National Institute of Standards and Technology to
artificially age computer tape. We think it will last 30 years.
In Florida we used to record cabinet meetings on
dictaphones. At least some ()I the people in this audience
are old erkAlgh to remember what a dietaphcme looks like.
We still have the dictaphone belts. We hme no working
chctaplumes. You can't run these guys thntugh your fingers.
Trust me.

The archival issues relating tO infOrmation technology are
very real. We reall .,y (..ont . understand how we're going to
save this, and we really have not stepped up to a couple of
issues. One, we are not really prepared. or haven't thought
through, how are we going to continually upgrade the
mechanical thing that reads that medium. The dictaphone
helt is an example. I am told and I think this is true from
talking to somebody at the National Archives that the MO
census-was recorded on paper tape. At one point there
were two machines that could have read those tapes. One
of them was in Japan. the other is in the Smithsonian. Em
told that's a trtle story. They have since converted tlu)se
tapes into some other medium.

Are we prepared, however? As you think about Your
organizatkm, how many large floppies did :ott con\ en to
small floppies? El'et1' time yoll upgraded your word
plocessing program or changed your word processing
program, did you upgrade that? Most of us don't do that.
The other thing we do, panicularlv in government, because
it's expensive, is we write-over these guys so .cm very
rarely can find a draft. If you're thinking now about

'We still have the dictaphone belts.
We have no working dictaphones.
You can't run these guys through
your fingers.'
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Abraham I.incoln and the Gettysburg Address on a piece of
paper, I'm not sure that you'll find those kinds of drafts.
This may or may not have meaning for you, hut I think it
will have meaning for your children Or your children's
chiklren.

There are mime very interesting questions here abc)ut
what is an electronic record. how will we decide to archive
it? The issue may in fact not be that we can save everything
because, again, we can probably save everything. The
question is can we index it, and can we find it and can it be
usable? Tho)se are very different issues. 2So the archival
problem is a very real problem. All too often we design
systems witlkmat letting people concerned about access or
participation he- involved, and we certainly don't generally
ask an archivist to participate when we design a system.
That's an afterthought. Aher the system has been built and
it's been chugging along. somebody comes to the archivist
with a hunch of disk drives and says, "Here.- The archivist
SayS. "Excuse me. what would vou like me to do with

thi2 person Sa\:-;: "Well."you're the ardth'ist,"you
need to save them.- The archivist says, "Whoa, time out.
where's the documentation. what was the purpose, \\lien
\vas it huilt?- It just can't he done.

So unless we start building in the archivist at the front
end. it's not going to be possible to make meaningful sense
out of this in the future. I would suggest to you that unless
we build-in the design of access and dissemination to these
information systems, we won't he able to do a very good
job of that either. So the bottom line for this part Of the
conversation is that You've got to involve the user
community in a very broad sense as you design your
information systems where. as I've said before. data
plocessing is too important to leave to data processors.

That takes me down to a set of questions dealing with
how would democracy work, do we need a new bill or
rights? Larry Trihe. a Harvard professor. has suggested that
we have 3 2.th amendment that he s;ays would protect Us
in the infwmation age. The t '.S. National Commission on
Libraries and Informationl Science has appnwed
unanimously a major federal policy document called
-Principles of Public Information.- They characterize this as
a bill of rights for the information age. This is very
interesting stuff. Sosne people arc beginning to ask the
questkin. "flow c:m we proitect democracy in the electromic
age?" Let me read just a couple of these things Yen quickly.
This is a proposed bill of rights for the information age.
"Right =I: The public has the right of access to public
information. Right =2: Tho. federal government should
guarantee the integrity and preservation of puhlic
infmmation regardless of' its format (doesn't matter if it's
paper. (foesn't matter if' it's on a hard drive, or whale\ cr).
Right =3: The federal government slumld guarantee the
dissemination, reproduction, and redistribution or public
information (make it-availab!..t, Right =I; The federal
government should not-allow co)st-to ohstruct the people's

access to public information (an interesting idea that even
though this stuff may cost more, somebody has to pay for it
and make it available for people to read). Right =5: The
federal gc wernment shoukl guarantee the people's access to
public informatiom regardless of where they live and work
(so should this he Washington, D.C., you should be able to
get this stuff almost anywhere).- In conclusion they write,
-We urge all branches of the federal government, state and
local go\ emments. and the private sector to utilize these
principles in the devekcpment of information policies and in
the creation, use and dissemination of' public information.
We believe that in so acting they \vill ';erve the hest interest
of the nation and the people in the info)rmatiom age.'"

I'm not sure if we-need this. One of the-significant polky
debates going on in Washington right now appears to he
whether or not we sluarld amend the Freedom of
Information Act and whether or not we need to have a hill
of rights. My own particular sense of this is that we don't.
My own feeling is that the issues that we are deahng with
here .are-issues- thar we've dealt with before.-that- these-are
issues that most of US are very comlOrtable in dealing with.
particularly legislators. That in fact the issues are those of
power. authority, who gets what when. kvhere and how,
and that the fact that it's electninic should not make a
difference, that we shookl treat these kinds of issues the
\\ av we normally treat all kinds of public policies. So I am
personally not of the opinion that we need to do that. I ant,
however. of the opinkm that we need to think about how
we will adjust, adopt and adapt to the technology.

Thank you very much for your patience.

JOHN McKAY: Let's take time fOr a few questions.

HERBERT DORDICK: I have a couple of comments. I
sometimes think that while our joh is necessary to protect
democracy we also have a job to make for more
democracy. open up critical discourse to) allow people to
pankipate more readily, and I think there are some
opportunities to do so except I would he dead set against
electronic voting. An uninformed populace voting is very
dangerous. t'nfOrtunately. we do havo.' an uninfOrmed
populace. One of the points that Thomas Jelierson made
many years ago is that an infOrmed society is what
demoaacy needs. t nimtunatelv, for all the media we have
that are availabli2 to us as Larry showed in some of his
infOrmation, people arc not informed. IkThaps they don't
choose to be informed. Perhaps life is too difficult to be
info wined. I don't know. The other point I'd like to make
which I think really is a conundrum, I thought you were
talking a lot ahout not so much how government can
change the wav it does business but \\ hat business the
government does. N'oll see.

Now, one of the ..inues pri\ ate industry and I think an
dle end of this recession you will see them claim a high
level or white collar pro)ductivity. They've gotten rid of the
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white collar workers. You see, that's how they're going to
clairn it. and they're going to have fewer people. Perhaps
by then they'll learn how to use computers and learn how
to use infomlation because I think the hicus has to be not
on the technology but on the inlownlation productivity you
have. not the transaction pniductivity the ecimputer gives
you. So 1-think that we're living in a-society where
government unfortunately becomes the employer of last
rest )0 in many cities, certainly in the city where I come
from, and in New York, and in many a kirge city-and state
government. So here the opportunities eNist for improvMg

-productivity."which would mean laying off people perhaps,
hut the pressures of our economic structure and the iness
that we're in because we haven't trained people, with the
whole cadre of minorities from the ages of about 18-10 out
of it. and now government is forced to be their employer of
last resort. So, this is not a question. There is no way to
resolve it. But it just shows that despite all the wonderful
-technolog we have. the realities of the economic structure,
the-reahties-of mistakes we've made forth-0.- lasr.100 years2_
the fact that we didn't have tile-will to invest money for
retraining 20 years ago are causing us to see the
opportunities that information and information technology
can do for us just go by the wayside. And this is a very
serious problem. I am not quite sure how we're going to
deal with it. It's going to take another 10 years, perhaps.

LEVINE: Let me only comment by saying that I come of a
state that's under severe economic pressure. tin not going
to use the word -downsize.- We're laying people oft. In
Florida I understand that their revenue last veal* was a
billion dollars down. They're looking at a significant
reduction in people and clearly that's happening here. So I
think the government just like the private sector. whether
it's mismanaged or not, is tinder incredible pressure to
become more poiductive. One of the comments I was
trying to make is as people do come in contact with
organizations or are members of organizations that use
technology to do these things, then they're going to oirne
to government either as elected officials or they're going to
come or they'll be brought into government as you were,
and they're geting to bring to) bear on government a whole
new set of expectatiems and competencies and capabilities.
Fin not talking about government as tlie employer of last
resort. I'm saying that people who are going to run hir
office and be elected and mana,e our civil service are
going to he people who more and more are conversant and
competent and capable and have the same kinds of
expectations for government that they had from an effectise
performing organization. If that stans to happen I think you
will see go vernment. in fact. become more productive. We
are in a competithe environment. too.

DAVIS FOULGER: This is a countercomment. Ve've

The' Cho !gad ConforCIWk

heard a lot about productivity, the decline of kilo ots ledge
workers and one thing or another, and I think there's a lot
of misconception going on. The fact is that there hasn't
been a turn in the. information age yet where information;
workers haven't expanded and, claims to the comtrary,
Japan doesn't have a smaller inhirmation kilos\
worker base than we do, er.er). worker injapait is a
knowledge worker. If you are on a manufacturing line
you're a knowledge worker because you're expected to)
look at your product, Your output, as a factor which you
can improve the quality of. that you can improse the
productivity of. and every facto)rv worker works in a grimy)
that tries to figure out how to make their pan of the factory
work better. They're all knowledgeworkers. ir you
differentiate our society from theirs, one of the ditlerences
is that we don't do that as much, that we treat our factory
\corkers as if they were absolutely interchangeable Cng.., in
a wheel that don't think.

LEVINE: I think-that-there are-some-counter-example's:for:
example. Wal-Mart. Wal-Mart is being:talked about as kind
of that prototypical new organization Iwcause the has e
-empowered.- the sante word that You used and somebody
else used, it's a word that's making inc. crazy because I'm
not sure if I understand what it means, but the !. have
empowered their managers of these sections to raise and
lower prices, to have sales. A lot of what's being talked
about in 'using the nets' technology is using the.. tee Imohigs
to give people more ability to impact. so on the one hand I
think that we're seeing in America a greater attempt to (ise
the knowledge of individuals to provide feedhack, to)
provide inlOrmation. and to improve the. product. The other
thing tel say about the decreasing numbers of people, at
least in the organizations /work in. there are lesser
knowledge workers if you call those people account clerks
Lotus 1-2-3 has made it possible to reduce' a lot 01 the.
people who used to) do that kind of work. I'm not saying
we have fewer people, because there are. a lot of
programmers we had to hire to help people like me to Use
to)lus 1-2-3. But I see the day coming when in tact those
kinds of knots-ledge workers, information workers. people
who I used to call up and say. -11oW much numey is this
organization spending on object code 00203 - book and
magazines?- Now 1 itiSt Tilly tile database. So I think we

chane in the numbers that sone. The OTA stitelY
are seeing a change in what people do. There has not yet

of the office in the year 2000 is suggestive of the sante thing
ilia, Drucker has talked about. Fewer lavers of hierarchy.
Fewer levels of knowledge workers. I see that happening.

FOULGER: Bert saving fewer levels is not the sante. as
saying fewer numbers.

LEVINE: I'd agree.
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Four Perspectives:

The Past, Present and
Future of Telecommunicatio

MARK FOSTER: This nunning I'd like to offer some
(Ibsen ations based on my experience in the 'Western
tonferent e of regulauln utilities onunissioners. which
mi hides rciughlv .1 do...en western Ya.lies. and look at the
gap Ileiween urban and rural devel(Tment of
tele«mununit ations Then at-ter that offer some
observam ins on. I think. what it means here in Alaska.
What lessons we ha\ e learned up here versus outside.

1"i IF some historic context, at least real briefly. I think
what \\ e-ke seen in Alaska. and particularly from the

onimission point of view. is that. in the Os
hasH all\ we had i transition from having no
telet ommunications a\ ailable to having telecommunications
a\ OW course of that decade in rural Alaska. In
tuftin Alaska \\ c had a transition from party lines to pri\ ate
Imes (Ontrast that \\ ith the other western states and by and

alV paralleling them in that traffition.
In the (-ilk we saw in .Alaska a transition to digital

-A\ in. hing iiccurring \\*e see definitely a transition fnim
rian lines 01 pm ate lines throughoi.( (he state. including
101.11 areas. n.i we see some of the new technokigies like
\ oming into play enabling a lot of transmission to
remote sites that ()then\ ise was not available. And, during
the ":-..ms when I contrast that to (he experience in other

estern states, we find that in a sense we have caught up
\\ ith them. in a large measure. and in many cases surpassed
them in terms of the deployment of digital switching. For a
state 4 Mr si/e. wall\ have c()Ille a long way very fast.

Ow entities ommission point of view, we look here
on the -this and (ine of the things I think we arc very
con( erned \\ ith is 0> make sure that that progress is

maintained. and that universal sen ice. as we see it, that we
lake a log ik at that and expand the delThition. The
,raditional definition has been kind of" plain old telephOnc
',Cr\ 14. e. I )(.i 1 ha\ c dtal. tone"' Can [make a (all? Is the

alai; Ir answer time leasonable? Some of those traditional
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quality of service standards associated with basie_telephone
service.

As we look ahead into the '90s, I think one of the things
we need to focus on is what new technologies are bringing
to the state and how do we make sure that those become
disseminated throughout. so that they're shared between
urban and rural.

The commission hasestablished some policies to try and
get at that, geographic averaged rates being one. so th-2(
you pav the same rate for the same distanc, call regardless
of where it is in the state. So that's one of the big politics in
terms of telecommunications that the commission has
concentrated on. And, it's interesting that that policy of
universal basic service being available, and being an
important element, the commission has basically articulated
that thniughout the '-'0s and '80s and its existence into the
'90s . and that became statute effectively in 1990, the same
year that the legislatuie. in effect, certificated GO. So it's
interesting that all of these fOrces are kind of converging
here at a point in time.

one or the challenges from a regulator's p(lint of view.
that we face here into (he '91k is balancing universal service
against the competitive market. And recognizing that there
are win-win situations out there, and I think that we are
trying to implement that right m)w. I guess I look fonvard
to seeing the market develo, ind seeing whmq kind of*
innovations are brought to Ilk market and how they are
spread around.

One thing I will offer up is I think the commission as a
whole is interested in looking for exchanges and bargains

ith utilities in terms or ,\ hat can we do to help the utilities
provide some more service in terms or some or the newer
technologie s. voice mad, some of the higher bells and
whistles that we sec available and higher quality service.

_And in exchange there might he some regulat(iry flexibility.
We're looking. basically, to the utilities to say what works
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in Rural Alaska

-best for them.
With that I will encourage the other members of the

panel to react to that if they ha\ e anything to offer. And I
look forward to your questions:Thank von.

McKAY: Thank you. Jim.

JIM GORE: 11-1 the world of technolog that we 'Live today.
FM concerned about the fact tlut we have so 111lh. h
teclmolc)gy that we prob;:bly Outpace w 'tat the a\ erage
consumer knows about or has figured ()tit how to use. As a
communicator lc xiking al the marketplace. it's interesting to
me to see thJI We have a lot of sokitions. and these
sokitions are looking for problems. We have heard this
week about education and how- we need to educate users
rnd the consumer to the point where the\ can determine if
some of these technologies are useful to them or of some
benefit. Tins is really the point. or the hKus. that I w(mld
like to stay on this morning. Is there a lack of technology? I
would sav no. Is there a lack of interest from the average
ci(i/en? Yes. (,orne people belie\ e that technology is the
most important driving knee in helping people to heccHhe
one, or bring their community of interests together. If this is
one of your beliefs I hope to cause vou to stop and think.
because this belief will skew our understanding of markets
and the rcAe of technc)logy in the inarketplace.

If you look al history, is the driving force technology. or
is the driving force the consumers and the pressures that
they can bring upon local and state regulators and
politicians? I ask that .ts a question for von to consider.

One of the-things that was frustrating for me when I W:1'.
trying to put together remarks for this Mtn iductor\ was the
tact I'm always solving pmblems. With no problem to sok e
here. it [(weed me to focus on the issue of t' fitu ilov. N.\-e
have, products and we have solutions today. Ii.ut the
marketplaic does not react and they're not willing to pay

1.
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"A-
Larry Wiget, left, of the Anchorage School District, and another
participant listen to a speaker.

)1' Liii. ,y produkts. l'erhails the cost is too high. or a!iain.
the\ don't kno\\ hi )\.\ II) llSe Ille111.

Ther(.. LII, 11111. ii emphasis oil techn( Ill lgy from ill\- point
ii \i(..\\ and to t (...n(iugh on application. This is where

edukahon can I. 011112 ill. TedlIll)li )!_;V l itly.tnc
that \\ e can't find applications lisi enough. \fan\
companies. or gloups. [we made ( ommitnik.nts ti,
techtiollig\ liii can't find the litisiness case lor
the technokigy

The (.1 P-4. %. crt.. I() take an engineer ankl 14lV1. him a
pn >it\ I. the engineer is intelvsted in designing the most
ad\ .incekl technical (hat an engineer kan put
togetlier. UI IL \\ lien \ hring alongsikk. the ek onk hub s 1)1
that you hnd out that you can not afforil it. so are kx i. at an
impasse (Ir are \\-e at an 0\ erload pi iint?

going through a transition to «iiiii)etition in .\laska
This lias cleated a ..(4.11`,.: iii urgenkA ti) devil( ,r) new
produk ts and Ri hnologies I() compete \\-itli in the open
inarketpla(e. \ is the market does not seem all dial

or ready lot- many III these prodoo is. And so). it .1 ;1

dill:Mind that \AC laCC.
I e that iii t (11111ljn,l(ji )11 I if ci link J11(1 111,hitic al

and culturil Ion c o many ha\ e plai.ed a far greater
rok. in timing thy tele( (minium( ati( inclustr\ Mari
leelin,,k).(,(. (Amid 11,1%e Ill 15511 hF 11,1%e dim,: til) it, 0 v,-11.

think the k(..\ funding \\ hat is useful to the iF erage

consumer is to dk.lerniiiik. what that ( onsumer needs \\(..
need to understand the social. the political. onoinik utiil

cultinal for( es dui ilkt.L dui] livcs
11,11.. FF1 mtlerhil III hnologk. FF1 ha\ e

(11,Phl alto FF(' lust iii int ha 0. the net essar\ markets \nd

in Alaska. we geographically are far flung. In the
1990 census, I believe. S-7,0.00(1 is our population.
So we don't Ira% e all diat manv people to use this
technology. Are we doing a good job of educating
the consumers on how_ to_use technology to (heir
best advantage? The consumers that I enomnter
many times dt) not know ho\Y to use it. they don't
know II iL \\ ill increase their productk ity. they don't
know if it \\ ill reduce their costs. Wc need io
pro\ idc solutions u) consumer needs and to
business prohlems.

Technology. is neutral. uts neither good nor had.
Ifs how vou LISe it. Tile (rend tOdlIV FF ith our
economic situation (we heard the good and had
fmni the Center for Information Technology
regarding their funding) is that \\ e ha\ e to do more
with less and technology (an I-Ap you do that.
llopefullvahere will he some economies of ...

I kk KIM- like III RISt 'MS- something about.
education: Atli( >ugh that's not my real focus. I
.11ehieVe that :I Visi()11 kir edlleati()Il "110111f..1 g(1

something like this: shoukl allow each child to
achieve whale\ er he or she is capable of. A.nd
recognifing this underk ing vision is tlk. desire to

let each c.hild he a contributor to a global. competithe.
economic system. to hecome all intelligent kill/en a moral
and ethical pk.rson. I belie\ e \ve are head(_'d t( (ward a global
economy and a gii 6.11 government

( )ne thing that is of particular concern to me as I look at
tekhnology is; I I(1\\ di) we de\ Alp J \lurk] class technical
work force that can maintain all ()t- this technohigv? I look

at the Ile"Pic nur I \\1) organi/ati( Ii and Mall\ uls
\ 00 kllOW. ha\ C been anIund lOr awhile. I dull( ',Ce .1 new
I. nip of technicians or technical people who olild Maintain
this tellinolog that \Ye have grown used to. hliis is another
item Ii n the akademia CI immunit \ to consider

I helle\ e husiness has to bec()Ink. In( ire in\ ()Red in
education. some folks would e\ en sa\ that businesses ha\ e
to plan for their own edukation programs because We call
I1(lt depend upon tile educational system that is in existence
today: because \\-t.. require people wh() are in the -..cience
catego wy. If \ ()Wye just heard \\ hat's heen the news
lately ahout some of the high schioil tests. they can not do
the math. the\ can IVA. (.1() the various things that are
necessary to he in a sdent die type high tech glohal
community.

so are we at risk here as a nation. as .1 Mate. .15 a
? S11i111.' Ilel11/1C \A( mk1 Ves \CRIAR I \.111111_I

like to take the posItive appr iach and sa. that if we put our
mInds to it and we make a commitment wc Call take Alaska
.ind perhaps show the rest of the w(lrld lom to do it I ha

heell ill\ d (..d FF ith nalions who ha\ oink. to Alaska and
looked al our no Il_Id o c(miniunications. the mlrastructun..
'that is in place toda\ We (old them the good the had.
\\ hat our experiences %%cue and the\ 11,1F F. gone oft- and
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designed 1 similar network for their country. China and
Australia. to mention a few. They look at Alaska as heing
On the cutting edge of techriolog w hen it ciimes
telecommunications.

Less (m Lhe serious side and more on the humor. Do you
know the dilkTence hetween husiness and academia? The
most imp( irtant difference hetween business and academia
is this. in business everything is dog eat dog. In icademia
it's just the re\ eiNe. Thank you.

McKAY: Thank you..hin ()ow Richard Dm, ling.

RICHARD DOWLING: I'm glad to be here this morning to
talk about one of the sulljects that is one of mv lay ()rites
and that's rural telecommunications. \I career in .\laska for
the last 20 years has been inuenwined with this subject. and
it's one that I have always gra\ itated to and round the most
interesting and exciting.

_ . . ..

Rather than talk about the lustorv dmugh. that we'ye.
'seen'I thought today ina he :111 cifthe near term
future and maYhe a little bit ccl the present w (mid lie a hule
nk ire stimulating. \ow today, since my company is in the
long-distance business. Fin going to talk more ahout that
aspect of the business. I note that currently.. as
Commissioner Foster says, there are exchanges in inuihl
every community in the state. Nlany of them are fairly-
modern digital types. What I'd like to talk about is what
connects those to the rest or the world.

First. and I Will tell vc )11 about tec lmology todaY. and Ill
apok igize in ad\ ancc il I use tt c many buz/vsords. hut I'd
like hit. Yi (1.1 to get a feeling for the sY stein that Illy )111p.111\

has in mind, and has planned fol. Nly remarks are really
based on that plan c_c_I tic II is on rile YY ith the API 'C to setie
statewide iker the next rive years.

But lirst it may he helpful to break down the definition of
rural into some more manageable pieces. I We those needs
tweaking dow n prig the lines or communk ad( ins density
They would he ricughly these: fr ycni 1( cc cl at nc,nuri-un
regional centers such .1: Ketchikan. Kodiak and Kotiehue.
those vo mid he examples: these k Rations cc,,tlid
hetween 1.011(1:n1d 1().(m)u telephones connec led to their
exc hanges. And they would need SOmewherc between sav
alum( 2() and mavhe 2tiu long-distance circuits.

VA( on the list would lie medium sized bush
(immunities: \lc ()mill and King ;:ilmon «mile to mind.

culd have hetween 2:111 and 1,1101) plk Ines c.c cnnected
le ex( hange. They need between I() and 311

They cy
to their teleplk
long-distance circuits

Going (in clown in size. hush
.1naktuYak Pass, \larv's -and I r1.111,1k

arid ;WO stIhst. I ihers
perhaps four tic I long-distance lines.

illagcs Ray. Sleettnute and ,i)ory ik
would haYe !hail Int) phones: some yvntild have only-
one. '111(.-Y 11,1cc limited long-distant e perhaps feyYei

illages like ()ray ling.
.e1 hay e heiween zi()

is here

I he c lingach 3

th,m rive king-distance circuits. .

And then ,tt the velA bottom end of the comniuMcations
density scale you haYc small isolated commercial
estahlishments . like mines or individuals like Susan Butcher.

:and these h cc.ition_nced. only- long7distalice access. And
usually a Single ircuit suffices their needs.

There's a kit of overlap in these. versus conimunity needs
erstis Size. Based on the coinomic hase and prosperit

the community, its community of interests in business
terms, its requirement for the private line services.. But these
are general categories that let us discuss technologies to
provide service at allordable costs. clearly some
communities that fall into these categories will be served hy
terrestrial means via cable or microw :lc C. BLit todaY it's the
large number, the numerical mai( wity for Which satellite
communication will remain the only- viable method or
pioviding service that like to talk abc cut.

three-groups that I talked about, those that.hay e-
long-distance cliannel requirements in the sonieWhat
ten hut maylie over ;1 hundred. yy-ill use surprisingly similar
k..chnologies hut with certain important differences. And
again I'm talking about the plan that we haY e on file with
the API 'C.

Ihe first characteristic is that they operate at C-Band.
That's the original set or satellite frequencies that was
assigned and developed over time, has historically heen
used in Alaska and many places in 'he lower 18. \ow
that's distinguished from the Ire.at.Ye.y new Kudiand
technology which alloyys the little VS.VI antennas that vou
see on kip of buildings. C-Band is less expensiie in terms
ur a satellite resource and has. in general. a .ncich broader
cckerage.

The second characteristic they all emplc cy. modern sc,lid
state. they have highly integrated transmitters and receiY cis.
This improyes reliability and cosi as well

The third characteristic. and :I very- important one, is that
they use a new ty pc ccl "sW itt ll ill tht.' sk tcs lk-k. )1( is..!

Instead ni ha ing king-distance switches located discretely
in Ark horage. Fairbanks or yy here.9-, die saielkte itself
actually hecomes a part i)I the sw itching network. The
jargon for that is c ailed --I)ernand Assignment.- That yoke
equipment makes available qualiti \\Ilk h has been hitherto
unavailable and econ(cmY with satellite usage. Quality
hecause, in addition to using digital transmission, which is
the mode or prelerencc toda it enables single Ill
for many hush locations and just about any other. Economy
he( misc. they. use ;IN cut a third of the satellite space. a (TY

expensive resource. (.1CI has been working vi th Hughes
\etwork ti stems lur all( nit ears to de\ clnp this keY
piece ()I 1(2(111101(V Thv, techm dIng is 110.1 hcing
do. duped )1- deployed v,i)rldwklc. tic )111 .1.11W all I() the
C+c id I -hit Mi.

(Milli, IlWy ,111 dc-.igned tic g() P cr Ic ing perk ids
laintenance visits. And. in :iddiiicin I() using high

pm hit id minitciring
cetlyel'll 1

cutup( nu
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the ability to remotely control from a central 111:nnIenance
facility that's constantly. by Way of cs.unputer. addressing
and assessing the health ( d the network in the entire
system. You try to anticipate problems rather than respind
to_them.

"More are dif f ere n( es in the facilities that cover this range
of re([uirements and they differ in important soak's. The
largest gstip. th ise serving between 2(x) and d()wri t() 20
kmg-distance circuits. use relatively large antennas. They

"are characterized hrantennas of seven to nine meters and
larger equipm&nt shelters to support the larger equipment.
or channel requirements. 'Hwy also has c. l'or each critical
component. that is component that can affect more than
one channel. two of each so that the\ can N.! instand5
switched in either locally or remotelo on failure. And they
base genciator to back up commercial power in case
there are long outages. These stations are Is pitied hy the

-stations that we currenth operate: we operate sesec_v of
theste.from I nalaska to Prudhoe Hay.

The next smaller gromp is those Nen ing hem Celt kitir and
if'teen circuits They-use antennas doss n io three meters

now . Some woukl ha\ e a slightly larger antenna. They also
have smaller shelters that are modular in architectural
design and designed specifically so they can be transported
in small aircraft. They don't have the duplicate components,
hut they're designed for fewer than one outage in eves
two ears. but while the\ don't hao e generators. they hake
eight hours of battery plant to continue operation in case or
a ci sminercial outage. Theo also have the extensive
monitoring and remote (swan)! and health chuoking that
their larger brethren do. This is a to-pc of station that we
successfully demonstrated at King Salmon and lio.re in
Anchorage in July of last year.

The last group. and one that generates from a
technologist point of view and perhaps him) sers ice pssint
)f view, some of the greatest excitement. is those ,..er5 lug

(wily a few tcleohoncs and pros iding aCce,o- to the
teleph(ine network oni o. the toll network. The indio icluals
or small commercial establishments or very small I msh
exchanges. These use a new breed ()I satellite In he
;ants( heti in about boo and a half Years. It's a yen-. s en
large satellite and the generic name is Mobile Sat. It uses a
different hand ol frequencies and will communk ate with an
earth station roughly Oh size and osimplexito of .1 %elude
mounted cellular telephone. has Mg an antenna smaller than
a II IF IA' antenna anti ousting less than 52...Cdn. These
units, the telephonestre highlo ps snahle. make asallahk.
normal telephone sers ice. You has e a tucrinal nutnher that
can he (ailed. Sou o. Make-. Calk lit in the normal Way
(Allan ;dent to that of urban residences, alto 55 here in

the state The cost will he somewhat fligher than sou \conk!
expeneme in the urban areas, will lie clearls in tlio.
altc crolahle range

Th.11'... been .1 (wick tour ol my plans. or cut oompano's
plans, It cininunis MN in tile long-distam c

84_

sector. I hope I have not given you so many facts and
figures that I've obscured the fact that this is a phi/litt'd

idern facilities. technologies. You have is) draw
a line in the sand and sao at some point these are the
technologies We're going to that pros ide high
quality and competitive service for long-distance needs uf
rural Alaska. I hope I did not obscure the lad that that's a
systemic zipproach. I'm really excited about the prospects
that new technologies can bring. I agree with Jim in one
respect that soul }Lase icc deline'ho\N You're going It) use
them and they has e to make sense. Rut the availability of
the new technologies will drisc. new applications and inake
existing applications more w idel available. And
excited ahout the possibility ( 4- having tek.phone
as ailahle anywhere in lIre state that ail\ one Wants lo has('
access to network. Thanks.

McKAY: 'Hut \\mi.-, Richard I )oss 11,1144: \\ illie I lenslco.

-WILLIE HENSLEY: Think \sin for the invitation to ho. here.
I'm not a technician hut I hasc obsers col the changes that
hayc taken place in rural Alaska ow er the years. Thc.
changes in urban Alaska have lic..en rapid. hut the hanges
in rural Alaska perhaps havo.. been [mire complex and ith.,re
rapid.

come from that generation of-rural :Alaskan peopk. that
havc. seen the changes from sirtuallo the -4 hOLP,C arid

d"g leant (-1.ns n"\\ And the smallest distant. es were
difficult clistances in terms of ConintliniCalioil. I can recall
lising I') miles sir so from Kotzebue, oollich to me seemed

c. quite often. (-seri that shoulike a hundred miles. an I
distance We SVolildn't bridge that distance phesucalls bull just
a ress times a ear. And our nearest neighhoN were mayhe
a couple of miles away Rut tlu sm.: that ..cere just acrs)ss tho_.

)(Ind were almssst ss Olin sight. and I could sCC hUs\ the
fnclians developed this smoke signal so stem that they
used ts, has e. Beealr,e the deslle icc conlinlihiCale is part oil
Imman nature. I remember. the satterlees used I() Ike at ION',

VIPC 'Tit and %se Inc() aeldss Little \oak& And in thL.
summer we oy( gild just (R. casionalls huild lire, soo. would
light the mosquito )es of 55 hak'S and we'd
generate a little plume of smoke. AA ell. OR. next thing we'd
know we'd st.c., little plume of smoke acn)ss the Imo there,
5cc ss ((1 make another big plume of smocks... Inn we did
not luso. any system.

The idea of communications modem oommunications
like e )(LIN' '15 (if cfltill.', uic C't t'll 11.12,111CW 1)1

our imagination .Althc sugh. we did haoe a -- d(in't
kno Iw. if you csculd call him .1 ',11,1man or not -- hut a Wan
so_ iic c lised in the interior ()I our regis)11, ill Ill(' I pper hc 111.115.

named \lantilasj who in laot plopliesied the idea of
communicat. )ris dn.( lugh the all' :Mit 0.1,4 one

things that he disoussed as something that has ((chit.' It [MS',

aniUng lght_q
'Scsi sink so etc tclej.hones 5 irtuallo nc Onexistent. even

- z). I 51,1I I he c ilT!11 h (qii,f,11(
_



radio w.is not rt....achl\ available. If you had a radio antenna
that was high enough. \-( tit coukl siimetimes get station.
depending I ii the \Leather. But we had hetier
communicant In,: \\ al I.: from I( treign countries than
we did in English. I ..dc-an.Twe heard_all kinds of-s(range
langUage clInng .a.1(1!, ( air short-wave radit)s that none of

understi i( id cci couise. Lhat 12,aVe of tittle to
think iixaii what they \\ t're saying and doing over there.
Rut we did ha\ e in I:of/chile access to the .ACS (Alaska
Communication System
where pet >plc \\ (ttild go tit
eommunicate,hy radio. And
e\en as late as I9t,o when I
made im first race Itir the
legislature.I had to take Inv
hike and hike up to the .V.S
station to sec whether or not I
\V:1`,: Ill 130. \\inning that election. Audi did.
. But the intelesting thing though \Las that t'Ci..'11 ;Is 1.11C as

Mid lift, !Mist ccl our communities didn't have the basic
essential, iii \\ hat the communications system needed lc)
gr( cV I ill, Incl that was ek'ctrical fluwcr And we \\ ere much

mud America years before that j\inicular time. so a`.
I \\ tra \ cling through the \ Wages in the 'nos it claw lied on

thal people had s()Ilic interest ill electrical p(mer
lie( misc at that time they w ere still using kerosene lamps.
Von knim. coleman lamps. candles. And if there \\ as power
in the \ if \\ :1', miiivIme a \ storc or mu st(cres that
had a light hull). I mean You coukIn't use nu we than a light
bull): 1 \c cii llc(l .1 toaster e\ ervhod\ else would run out of
power.

St) it Vi a5 a limited sw-aum and so I became :Rine in
trying to produce electricity in the villages thiough what
hecame known as .1laska Village Flectric Cooperative. I wai,

the first president. With the hasis of ek.ctrkitv we had the
potential if (idler ( hinges that ha\ come al alt. Flectricit\
t.-A 211 thell. \\ .1', (11W (if the first instances in which .1 villager
would he required to pa\ a bill (tri a montlik basis to
sonichody else, solliew here se\ er;II IlUndiVd ;1\

A.' MI \kJ.", pcuply \\ CR' 11',0 I 1i I going
clow n to the village store a thl paving for soinetliing if they
had the moile\ . hut conlinf, up with a hill. (.:\ en, month, kw
a seri ice Vi as a new e perience hecause most people
owned thic._'u ciii n h0 luses. their ow n little shat ks. the\
didn Oli! not uncler,tand mortgages.
So ha\ mg to pay a regular payment \\ as an unusual

Isiti( cli

That was one l)ig «Interns that we had as we tned
to figure tut hi tit 1/ ) Illa
and. (111 :I ',1.1\\ id(' basis. \lid cicil ',D/A month ill Olt'

a lig id Ill( MC% \Ili! \\ \ Whit 1,1111 iri
"i'S uiuiihic tit ii Ic till; pn)duce the

elet hR ity het-Aust.. the\ were con-teemed th.0 the\ might fail.
that is a loan w gild go had, het misc. the\ h.ne had sut hi .1

good re«,id in rural .kineric.i. lint the\ clid.proi icle the
_ .

money and that was the basis of Ilk' electrical system that
sustains ihlt" (0111111lInit'alkills Mal\ . .1-11.11 \\ :Is

abmdllIaly it ku as the basis of man\ changes that
came ahout, in housing ... I mean, generally speaking the
go\ ernmi-nt CM_ to mununities that got, electric ity. If
there \\ a', a water and sewer program it went to those
communities that had the power. that \\ erV inlpoltant to
plc/Clueing the eleCtlicity that WaS nee(k'd fOl the syStenl.

And No ii ht.'n yo)11 talk about rural telt:phune pohcy
are really talking about just
one eleinent of changes that
ha\ e been taking.place in
rural Alaska. But a N. ital one. I
mean. it was an inlportant
link. Heretofore. we think we
hake pmblems now in terms
ccl oInhinunicatinns and

understanding between rural-Alaska .and .urharrAlaska7 but--
if we had not had die de\ elopment of a wmmunications
system that has enahled us to co innnunicate. we would be
in really deep difficultL. That chasm of ignorance would
have been a lilt, a lot greater today had we not de\ eloped a
system of communications..\nd of course the madio system
was a key elcment or orat. I ,A;r: involved with the creation
of the Alaska Education liroadcasting Commission. At that

we did go to other countries. I rementher. George
I tohman and myself went to Canada just to look at their
radio communic.ations system to the Arctic. we admired
that not knowing that in a few short \Var.. WC would
transcend what they had in terms of techmilogy.

as I set' it \\ C have had a great series
misunderstandings. a great deal of ignorance, divided by
language. and values, lifestyle and distance hetween \ illage
Alaska and urhan Alaska. And I feel that the
communications industry has helped to }midge that gap
over recent L ears. ,And lob me telecommunications has
helped to hong about a greater sense of statewide unity.
There are chiferences and will continue to he but not the
kind of chasm of ignorance (hat nonc(Inimunication helped
sustain in the past.

And tit me the communications system has to he
afford:dile The government, hecausc of its regulatory
p(Mer. heCause I ul 111l: C(011iliolls 111;11 it \\ as ahle 1()
111141.11e in the transactions regarding the old system that
the let..kTal gm eminent owned. hecausy of it, ability to
finance communications s\ stems, has helped enahle LP, tit

!MOO thk system Ilau is \cry Impont:int to maintain. FY en
mime\ s. Mitre to help

sustain the kind of si stem we've had. I think we'\ e got to
insure that some means of all( trdahle oulmihiiiitilc atii ists
in Alaska We do ha\ y a tendency, because mi the iastncss
tcl \laska. it, lit. insular 11.'0111:- NO I Alia that OW-kithl
of unity that we've manag,ecl to build over the years needs
to he sustained

F.ducation is icr\ inipurtant as Acll as eLtintnilic

'As late as the mid-'60s most
of our communities didn't have
the basic essentials of what
the communication system needed.'

Hie t 111;4.1(11 ( I I



deuelopment. They are two int ..Trelated issues that we have
all, in one way or amtther. been working on over the vcars.
We'\ e had advances in technology. we've had impnivement
in the housing omditions. All-mtst everything that';
happened in-rural Alaska we found o tsts a _101.4 money:
That's a price that has to be paid and for some 4 us who
11a1 e been imolved in some of these changes. we've not
always had the wi;dc)in to understand some 01 the negatiuc
aspects or changes and. as was mentioncul eat her.
technology is sort of neutral. It has.'some positive angles.
but like 3 10t of other things. it also has its negatiue aspects.
And even though I (lid not attend the session the last day or
two I think vou probabl heard sonic or that. Our difficulty
out there has been that we ha ue not been very wise about
what technological ad\ am es we w(tukl accept and w hich
we wouldn't. But when we had the oimbinatkin of changes
tIhtt took place. we mll asSumed that even- technology that
was introduced was-going-he-gond. .And that goes in-a
whole arietA -or areas. not just communi(ations With
housing.-the improvement in housing really wasn't an
improvement in many cases because the architecture. and
the design. ;mod the buterials were just outrageous and the
way they were put together. They illSt ctist the potpie rik Ic
moneu to house themselves. Larger houses that cost more
money to heat. Even electricity. I found in later \ ears 3`- 1

thought about it. we had to hae ii peryent of the people
agree to electricity- before we wt)uld come into a village.

Rut the truth or the matter is it's hard to stop the human
desire for some leisure. an easier way of life. And in my
own mind I th(tught that potpie w;tuld use restraint.
Whereas. before they had ;list one bulb. I thought-maybe
they would just use two bulbs. in- three. So that the student
could slay in (me mom and study and not have to be in the
one room where the Coleithm light was. But the truth of the
matter is. they wanted their drills. they wanted their
ste,cos. they wanted their refrigerators. they wanted their
freezers. and so the oN began to escalate. And the same

mmunications technolot.ty: I incan Ws a
phemimenal tool. but. ultimately the best communication is
human oimmunication. one to one between the
generations. And I think we've lost some or that. F\ en
though it's okay to speak. it's better to speak hv a wire or
by an electrical impulse of mune type than mit talk al -all.

Rut I reel 11 1
we hay u to be cognizant or the fact that

there ale simile negative seeds in most le( lint tlogies. If we
had it all to di ) (Act- again. in all of these changes that luxe
taken place I think we woukl have thought a lot harder
AIN tut the ulunlate (lieu, on human beings. Right now
most rural people ale more than just oinsumers. 1 hat is al
0f1c pcIi(11 lt1' were just laborers mid just (-( miep, and
had flU mm ml\ (Anent in mdustry Ur business o)ummierce.

thd so t id.i o iitltllumilicatii ins is even more important I

mean wc coukIn't operate the Red I )ng \line. for instance.
with( tut .1 gi nnl 1.1q11111(rflIc.111('Irl' 5Aqe111 and kkIthout

W1111101(1', \lid ()lir people we Into that now . And I hope

hatever system that we develop can omtinue to include
the rural communPies and enterprises that we're working
on. That's basically my conmlent. I know I went over my
ten minutes. but I worked hard, six o'clock this morning. to
conk..up with these ideas so I wanted to make sure they _
pit out. Thank ytuum very much.

McKAY: Thank you. 'We're opened up kir questiums if anv
of the panelist; ha\ e any comments. reactions to the other
panelists. We'll go ahead with that. otherwise we'll start
with am questions front the audience. One thing that Willie
came Imek and touched on at thc end of his remarks,,but
one thing that occurred to tfle in the last day- or so is; that,
there wa., a comment on the panel that technology is
neutral. Certainly there was a comnlent read the other day
quoting ant tiller \mike leader who said that. 1 think the
clear gist of it was that. technology May 1101 he neutral in
the sense of,the impact that _it_ Lus.on a culture. Doyve_.....
assume that technology is neutral? Do--we assume_ that
technolt)g\ really does earn- with it some negative seeds. as
you've said. but we accept it. or that it's Me% itahle? Or, do
we really assunle that technology is neutral. that we just let
it oink in and depend on the rest or the environment to
shape that and use it in the culture?

HENSLEY: I think the problem is that hunian beings ale
weak. We have no will And I can reinember w hen satellite
television first came to Kotzebue. It used to be we had one
channel and it was on from like four o'clock until ten
o'cloyk I think. 1 used 10 loye to Visit my sister because I
did a fair amount of traveling ;Ind I didn't get a chance to
visit her Yen much. Well. when four o'clock came along,
heck, she was gt me. I mean she was kiatching the tube
because it's such a powerful! medium. And so I think. I do
n( it kruiw what the report was yesterday on television but it
has the potential for great good and know ledge. But. along
with all the other things. it has made us seak. I mean. as a
matter (il tradition we generally we're in pretty good
plixsical shape (tut there WC\ e had tp move about a lot.
But \\ 1/c0 Mk' real sedentary. too. Rem een the kmr
w heelers .111d ilk. TV. I mean. w e're just turning into soft
people. Televisi(m is a 1\\ o-edged sword that. unf> mrtunately.
needs to be used in a HULL.' pUsilk e ii a .

McKAY: Lei me direct this to Commissioner Foster. You
indicated that one of the chalkaiges that you has e is
making sure that the new technologies 4 the ''Ats are
disseminated to rural Alaska. Is there a threshold question
that needs to be asked ahoutt the .11111' judgment of
disseminating these new teshnologles. or is that something

klu 10 111C l'XIc111 drat %se can to ay hies e mmle son of
:1 parity of opportunity? And that anything else. essen.ially.

our paternalistiu . romantici/ed s iew i )1 how we should
apploac h- regalahon.

FOSTER: \\ ell. let Inc is ear tw A, hats in response, First as a

Ou obei_ 4 I
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it regulatory utility '.oiniuisstoner I think we clearly ha \ e the
cliMAge to insure. as hest we can. the a \ ailabilit\ of those
services that are. and here's the rub. considered bask
service. And that the problem we have, I think, is that that
definition is changing w ith new technologies. And that ..
therein lies the \ alue judgement. But as a utility
convnission. generally speaking. I think, as an agency. as
an institution. we woukl he primarik driven by the desire
to make stare that those things are available.

To take Nal-that hal hyr a minute. rthink. as a pers,mal
°Pinion. the view that a lot of people have that technology
is neutral is just a little misleading on its fce. There have.
as We.ve hea rd here today, heen a number ol technologies
that are new and introduced, and they ha\ C eGets. positive
and negat i \ e. \Vt.. trick (mrselves if we consider them to he
neutral because they do have values associated with them.
tele\ ision being a good example. and those values may
change 1.il.1e technokigy-is deplyed,-900 numbers come
to mind as one area where you go. well. 'Is the teehnOkigy.
neutral?' And I go. w-ell I wonder ahout that because at least
during the last few ears as infOrrnati()11 service': haVe been

duced in a number of states acpcss the country. they've
been dominated by things that are of at least of
cluesti( inahle alue. And we ma \ he getting over that hump
as it dc\ clops and people mature and al(ing with the
technolecg'y itself' and what's available as we set up rules.
But anyway.

McKAY: AV'en you regulate. I guess it's been a while since
I looked at the statute. hut I think it still says something to
the effect dial you regulate in the public interest.
(() enience and ne( . When you regulate in the
pul ic interest do Von take into account what you and the
oth r comniissioners sitting here in Anchorage listening to

. all t people that come in and give their pik hes to what
You should do. do ye m take int() account w hat's go(cd kir
the \ illage or. \\hate\ ci it might he, whether its Ki,tiehue
or (me ()I- the ( me. \\ e heard about r.esterday? Whatever
\ ifl.cge. do you decide what's g( cod f(Ir the village or just
what slit mid be a \ ailahle Ic C the \

FOSTER: I think generally you'd find that we woukl say
111,11 our mandate is to pucvicle that basic Neil ice. And. so
we Pr"hahly clnn't get tic the level of the \ alue of 'Is this
ser ice g< mcd or I ead''' It is simply. it's a serc ice. ir.,1\
\\ hether it Ice \ ()ice mail or an\ other particular kind of
ser\ itc. or basic ph(Ine ser\ ice still 111 suille locations. And.
so I think we are driven by that policy issue.

McKAY: l'here's a (IllesIl(m

HERBERT DORDICK: I \\ mit to make one c.e nnnient.
think \\ e gne\ ousk.underestunate ihe power ccl ultures
and the good sense of people. W hen ill fact A\ e can just
look around and see lin\\' 111.11W products ha\ e been thrust
upon-the maiketplak e that hate heen rapidh rejected h

The. ( Iffig,ich.conlyrvri«.
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Conference participant Tony Ramirez of RATNET.

the public. because the\ had the good sense to know that
they're valueless.

Years ago. when television was introduced. for example.
to Indc cnesia. there was a great fear that the Balinese culture
\\ ould disappear. That people would no longer enjoy. or
\\ ant to enjoy. Balinese dancing. Instead they \\ ould he
watching \\ hate\ er tde\ isicm ve mild put on. Amerk-an
soaps. comedies. et cetera. et ceter f. Well. that did n()1
happen. Balinese dancing went (WI (..:leVisiccn ;Ind more
15c5 ,ple in Ind(mesia saw Balinese danc Mg than Ihey ever
saw hetOre.

The same tiling happened in Thail.mcl \\ lien the Thais pit
tele\ 151, )n. FY en hodv said that the Thai culture would
disappear. Well. that did mit happen either. The students m
unix ersities picked up the Thai. recaptured tlie dance and
the ming :hid the piety\ and imit that cm ision

The other thing that I see around US today is that w lien
people. when the lamil\ . is gix en an
opportunitY to once again recapture its conimimic ative
en\ ironnient. that is it's no longer cc intmlicl.1 am I regulated.
\\ hen the household has the means to reregulate itself
al, mg its own \ attics, it uses all kinds of lict*,11P, 1(1 (1)11111 d

Irfv isiccn suit h is Ihe \ CH. such as die (ompact disc
pia\ er. such as a \ ariel\ ccl dilferent. and all the new
ad\ anced telephone te( hnc clogies. to on«. again hecome
the manager (il its (A\ 11 «minium( ations emironment,

( .)( folief 11)') 1 87



So I think there is a period of time prior to sonic of' these
new home information technologies coming in and the
growth. the way. of the VCR and the compact disc and
the advanced telephone systems and I comld go On. the
FAX machine. personal computers. all of these_ have been
very rapid because people are smart enough to know that I
don't have_ to he controlled by the tube, and by the time
schedule that the advertisers want to control me by. And
I'm going to take a hand and rearrange my interior
commimicative .And 1 see that happening slowly and I
see it happening rather forcefully in American society.

McKAY: Rep. Brown.

KAY BROWN: What k die extent of basic telephone service
penetration today in Alaski.0 flow many communities are
there where basic telephone service is not available?

_

GORE: 1111 give you a.delinition that we use, and perhaps
'Mark Woukl like to.comment. We are required to serve in
each community that has 2C permanent residents or more.
That has been our goal and that goal was set hy
collaboration with government officials, and individuals,
and so these are the marching (infers that we at Alascom
have. \ow. technology. I believe, is taking tp; to die point
to where you can possibly pick up some of the one's and
twi

You heard on the first panel about a wireless type
communications that is called BETRS. This is Basic
Exchange Telephone Radio Sen ice that operates in the 150
to 160 megahertz 1 band. Right now the FCC has
licensed BETRS for four channels. You can have four
private phone conversations on each channel at one time.
ft works line of sight. in-mile radius. So in some of the
rural areas where You have 25 people or more and you
have an e;irth station and there's pockets of people out
from that I( ication. this is a Ickil //(4( ogv that is currently
being deployed by one of our sister companies. and I
believe. by I 'nited l'ulities in some areas. On the horizon. 1
believe, the technoliigy is there to pk wide that service.

Now, the critical pan is the affordability and making sure
that people can ark wd it. When I look at techni ilogy. and
we've bantered around this thing about how neutral
techno!,,igy is. 1 heliete it's VerV neutral. The application of
technoliigy has far reaching effects: and the application of
technology is w hat changes your cult ine. your society. et

BROWN: Let me just follow that. One hundreds. thousands,
people that want telephi me set\ ice toda that don't hat e it
either because its not affordable or mit availahle. I don't
have a feel for it.

GORE: Em not aware of that hecause...

BROWN: If the people who want it have access to it today.

GORE: you look at a map that's lying on the table you'll
see that it's filled up with earth stations. We started out, I
think, YY ith our earth static on pmject and there were 35 as I
recall. We have now exceeded 200, there are gateways.
mid-routes and small hush earth .stations. So I wo mid say
our small bush earth station population is probably over
Ka villages. As locations become available, we sometimes
are petitioned or requested to serve and we serve. If there
is no local telephone company-there. as quick as we put an
earth station in one of thelocal telephone companies files
at the commission and they ccimpete over who gets the
franchise for the local telephone business. It has worked in
a few cases in the other direction where the local telephone
company went in, established their sw itch, and then we
were required to meet them.

McKAY: Before we go to the next person. I just wanted to
_follow up. There was.a question yesterday or the day
IlefOre ahout the difference between the lifeline concept
and universal service concept. And I think last year or the
Year before here, we talked about the coming competition
which is now a reality. The fear specifically was what
impact that would have as the competitors tried to achieve
the appropriate level of return on their investments. I low
would they treat the less profitable areas? 'Which we assume
would be the most outlying areas, the communities with the
fewest number of people. flow would we address that?
Either by regulation or through the competitive system?
How is that being done? Flow do you feel that you have
responded to that and will he responding to that in the
coming year?

FOSTER: I guess I woukl be interested in the companies'
response to that.

McKAY: Start tt ith you, Richard.

DOWLING: ";ure. First of all you have to divide availability
of telecommunication into at least two categories. One is
local exchange service, the other is long distImce that
connects the isolated exchanges. Local exchange service is
currently heavily subsidized in rural Alaska under a federal
program that is independent of the long-distance system in
the method in which the funding. the subsidy is delivered.
Umg-distance service is a different sort of service. Typically,
it is not subsidized. That is to say that every location earns
enough money to pay for the facilities there. But as a whole
the network pays kir itself and there is a profit. In Alaska
there is at least an . 7gument that there is a subsidy that
flows from the arrangement I ietween Alasoim and AiXT.
The facilities that I described to you earlier today are
intended to be able to serve statewide without the
protection of that subsidy. That's made possible by
ad\ ances in technology which we've all seen, and it's made
possibk. by changes in the way that you operate the
network so that y( RI can operate it at lower cost.
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McKAY: I think you mentioned in your March report on
communities clityyn to like the one clog-mushing couple out
in a single community. I mean, are you basically saying that
there's now affordable service available to any isolated
pocket of people throughout the state?

DOWLING: That satellite will he launched in about two and
a hall years. It's currently under construction and it will
provide service to anyone that wants it that's not situated
behind a mountain that's in the way of the satellite. The
sante problem that we already have. The cost 'will be
highLr. You own your own equipment. just the way you
own your own cellular telephone. And, you'll pay
somewhere in the fifty cent to a dollar a minute range to
use it. But for many people. and I seem to be the one to
take the calls in my company, people who call in who are
isolated and can't get telephone service. I talk to them
about the future availability and they get quite excited

..-abOnt it. So that -YVOtild become 1.1 reality: TOday, as Jint.
Gore said. locations of 25 people or more, permanent
residents, have not only long-distance service but in almost
every case they have exchange service. They can call each
other locally as well as making long-distance calls.

McKAY: Jim. did you do anything to follow up on Kay's
question or the comments here?

GORE: I would like to address the affordahilitv issue. I've
been folk iwing the mobile satellite market structure, if you
will. I believe a satellite is being developed b I lughes for
this consortium that's on the order of SI million per
satellite. My view of this and my understanding of it to this
point is. there perhaps may be a market niche: mining.
expli iration. park service, this type of arena that perhaps
could afford this. For the average citizen I do not see that it
is vet in the area of affordability because I believe the cost
will he too high. But that is vet in the future and this is part
of \\fiat we are all about here. trying to develop technohigy
that will fit the marketplace. As to TDMA, you know, this is
a technology that we haY e empliiyed for some years.

McKAY: Can vim just explain that?

GORE: That's Tinu.. Division Multiple Access. If you add I(
that, what has already been alluded to here, you can hit
vanot is points with this type of technology and it allows
some ecimoink.s (if scale. I'm not sure this is the direction
to go. I )emand Assignment is something that we are
looking into along with this techmilogy. \N'e still have some
double hops within the sum,' and the thing that drives us to
double hops is the affordability question. Because you just
simply can mit afford to put in the technology that will gne
you the single It( itt..So one cif the pressures that we are
looking at is affiirdahilit.

McKAY: \X'e'll take a question oyer here.

The Chugach cJintereno.4

AUDIENCE MEMBER: First I wanted to m Ike a comment
about our friend from the East's comment and then I
wanted to ask a question of Mark. I work with a local
exchange company. We do provide technokw to all
people who ask for it. We've had only two communities
around the state that have said. 'No. we don't want local
phone service.' But in tact, if vou remember. that's two
communities that have said no,

think technology is neutral in the sense that a gun is
neutral or an internal combustion engine is neutral. But the
effect of how you use it killing other human beings. not
being able to breathe the air might not be neutral at all.
My husband had the privilege of visiting some river villages.
A man was building a skiff on the shore. The man said,
-AX'hat do vou see here?" My husband said, -I see you
building a skiff. This is wonderful.- The man said, -Yes, but
you don't see any children here watching me build the

_skiff.- That's been one of the effects of telecommunications
in-Alaska. That's because they were at home svitching

Mark, I had a question for you and it has to do with local
exchange telecommunication costs in the rural areas. We're
really concerned that cost of our service to our customers is
going to rise.

FOSTER: Which change in structure are you referring to?

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Having to do with the access rates
and the way that we, the local companies .... We're
wondering whether ultimately our customers are inevitably
going to be affected because there is no intrastate universal
service, no high-cost company buffer.

FOSTER: Okay. I think I understand your question. Correct
me if I'm wrong. You're inquiring about the effect of the
AT&T Alascom restructuring?

AUDIENCE MEMBER: No. liii inquiring about the effect of
the intrastate ',.1(Ve'ss charges ... I'm wondering what kinds of
things you've got in the works on the intrastate side to
watchdog those kinds of things.

McKAY: Iii cotdcI sicip you for just a minute. It may he an
impossible request. hut for the benefit of the people who
are not as familiar with the telephone industry as many in
the audience. If it's possible. can you sort of, in capsule
form, explain, put a little hit of context into what this
question is.

FOSTER: I think what the question's getting at is just
recently in Alaska we have gone from a settlements method
of paving for access to the kical exchange company. The
king-distance company typically pakJsettlements to the
local companies and just within the last few years, and
basically we've created a system where the local exchange
companies, through separations and some other items,
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collect their costs fOr acet.'ss and pool them statewide. So
that ATE-, costs are ackled together as the largest phone
company with all of the other local exchange companies
into a pot II. And based on that pool, then the demand units
are divided up so that a lnng-distance cnmpany pays the
same unit rate kir connecting to ATt' as it does for Lnited
Utilities exchange or any other exchange.

I guess that is the conimission's. or at least the initial cut
at. 'How do we make sure that access is affordable?' The
initial cut was to say we're going to pool it. So that-the
statewide in im a king-di,tance carrier point iii view auce,,!,
is_hasically the same rate. And that's the first cut at it and
it's really only been in effect tOr about a Year so it will be
interesting to see what we find from that system.

As an individual commissioner I'm interested in seeing
w hat we can learn from that. The local phone companies
can tell W.I. -F+ it working or not./ We'd be interested in that

-in terms of are the king-distance ctimpanies coming to your
exchange or not; and il not. we'll figure out w hy noLWe'd
he interested in that.

McKAY: I just want to make sure. Did you wnt to
follnw -up %kith that answer?

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Well. you know. this could go on
and on with rn questkm. Some of the companies are really
small X, you're well aware. And. I'm wondering if they get
into a posture of under recovery, at some point thtTe has to
he a catch-up or the company itself loses. ,md ultimately if
the company Icises the custniner loses. The citizens out
there in rural Alaska don't have local ply ine service
anymore. I was lust wondering what plans the Pt "C. had to

allOW that tn happen.

FOSTER: I guess nne of the presumptions that I make is if
the oimpany is under reoivering it will come in and seek
relief. There is some monitoring nf the annual reports for
companies to see. on a total company basis, do they look
like the\ are wInile and sound. And generally speakMg.
that re\ iew indicates that they are. So we really rely on the
companies in that sense to say. AVe aren't healthy. we need
snme relk.f. we need rate increases' or s(une change.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Yes. So the relief vim anticipate is
higher rates to the customer?

FOSTER: At least Inr the first round and to the extent that
that hecomes prnblem then we w(itikl need to reisit the
system.

McKAY: )ka . le always wanted to sa \ this. and I the
chance tn. This is lust tn let our local affiliates know that we
will be going a hit beyond the nnrrnal schedule. lint. in
fairness to the rest of the program. we're taking that (nit of
the break, we'll take about another () minutes here and
w rap it up. I know that there ;ire a number of people that

-
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want to lump in. First Ilerh and then Alex.

DORDICK: One of the things that post-diyestiture in the
'nited States, local rates did shoot up ver rapidly hecause

of exactly the points the woman made. the financial
-settlements thniugh access charges.

FOSTER: liut the result of that is primarik separations.
Wouldn't you agree?

DORDICK: It went frimi separations tO the access charge.
And then the local rates went up because the access charge.
the access charges apparently did -not match what the...
separatkins payments had been originally.

FOSTER: And a lot of the increase in local rates has been
due to iurisdictitmal shills.

DORDICK: Jurisdictional shifts and also the access line
-charge which the-FCC added on for-lear that th-2 access use
of kmg distance would not he emiugh and I tliink we have
since learned that that aCcess charge is not necessary.
I however, the way they continue to make local service
available was to institute the lifeline ser%-ice. the Link-up
America service, and all kinds or uniVersal ser\ ices funds.

hich has managed to maintain penetration and even
.increased penetration for those families who can qualify.
And \\hilt.. it's not the best ,..ytem. and while there are
problems with it since it I.( )(1,1ses on the wrong people. at
the inoment it's being modified. So the solution is either
restructuring of the rates or one way of altering the pool
let's say or just re«.igni/ing that there are pk.q)ple ft() need.
if y01.1 k\ ill. teleph(me coupms. or a way of getting
teleplicine service.

McKAY: Alex.

ALEX HILLS: There is an interesting o inflection between
this conversation about rates and (Toss-subsidies and such
and the very latest satellite technolt)gy that has 1)een
mentioned a couple of times here. to the university we've
been tracking this mobile satellite technology !Or quite a
lew years now. As Rk.hard said, the service will sonn
become commercially available in this country. As a matter
n1 fact, in a IA ay the future is nOW because the international
maritime satellite is really nf the C:1111(' generic type as the
new mobile satellites will be.

AS .1 matter of fact, you can go out right now and in l'act
we are in the process of going out and buying an earth
station that folds (low n into two suitcases. You can cart's
anywhere in the world, unkild it, set it up and in :1 few
minutes You're talking. So as I sav, in some sense, the
future,is now althimugh the cnst on that is cenainly
prnhibitke kir most people.

We also hae the prospect of the low-earth orbiting
satellites, which nobody has mentioned yet, but that's the
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technology which is expected to be a few yea's out where
it's truly a cellular, truly a hand held unit that \ou (an illst
work right in. And that service is c(iining Ma of. probably
being owned and controlled In)in soinew here outside
Alaska.

ties to the rates and subsidies are the following: If
those kinds of services are going to become available. and
it seems likely that they are. and if diere continue to be
cross-subsidy arrangements in order to have certain services
support other services. and so on: in the ways that ha\-e
been traditional in the telephone industry. then it's
interesting to contemplate whether that's a consistent and
compatible situatic in. In other won Is, the new technology
potentially constitutes the ultimate bypass. (.2o right to the
satellite and you bypass all of the infrastructure that's been
put in place.

I think this is more in the line of a question than an
answer. but it is interesting to kind-of contemplateThe-
cOnnection between theseltwo and Whether the kinds cif
cross-subsidy arrangements that have been traditional in
this c<mntry can continue to survive in the context of that
kind of technokigy.

McKAY: i in, hy don't vou

GORE: I want to say this about your question. There are
two things that are in place. You lia\e to split up the
marketplace into interstate and intrastate. For the local
teleplione company there is a high cost fund, as
administered by NECA. and then \\ hat \lark was talking
about is the mechanism that has been set up here to proa.
the small telephone company so that they can give you
rates at an alionlable price.

McKAY: Okav, lers give our panelists a last chance, if you
like, to make any final comments. either respond to Ales's
c`Inlnienk in the fuhu hr a (Itleslihn new, if vou \\ ant to do
that or anything else, and then we'll take a break. Richard.

DOWLING: I would like to make one ciifilment in regard to
what Alex said. Alex and I have talked about this on a
number of occasions. And I )eforc any(me gets really
concerned about the bypass issue, the total channel
capacity of these satellites. the mobile satellite, while

excellem is not large enough that everyone in the world
can have their own phone. It's _not even large emmgh that
everyone in rural Alaska could have their own phone.
We're looking at mobile satellites to provide service to
individuals who are _isolated. t(Apeople \\ ha have boats.
airpkmes, that sort of thing. And in the very smallest
exchanges to trunking to those exchange, c\ here youl
connect and pay access charges just #s if you had used
another techm)logv.

I don't think that everyone in the village is going to bu\
a mobile satellite phone and pay even I5 or 20 cents a
minute to call across town when now they car pay $25 a_
month flat and call across town for free. And I woukl like
to say one other thing and that is that the commission has
set up a system with access charges which, in effect.
replaces the separations and settlements payments. It's
based on the original separations methodology themselves.
that is that-the revenue requirement-kg the local exchange
for access service does not change...only the method by

, , ,w men tney collect it is changed so that you can have
competing king-distance carriers.

McKAY: lr. Foster, do you have any final comments?

FOSTER: No.

HENSLEY: NC), I RN am curious \A liv Von called it the
Chugach Conference. No. Inmest, I don't know, some of
yin" !night not know Cecil liarnes but Cecil was sort ot" the
kamder of the Chugach regional Native corporation. and he
fOught nlightily to try to keep a separate identity l)ecause.
Volt know, the Tlingits were trying tolnove up and cut up
his territory, and the interior, the Cook Inlet region. And.
you know, he did survive and I asked him one time I said.
"Where does Chugach come from?" Ile said. "Well. it has
something to do with being fast.- So you might ha\ e
appropriately named your conference because after all
communications is. I think, it's just a variation in the
pnmunciatkm of Chugach.

GORE: If I c(itildileave vim with this du Right. I read
somewhere last week there are two kinds of people. those

do the work and thw,e who tato.' the credit- Tr\ lo he
in the first grout.). there's less ccimpetition there.

The tliag,k Ii t.onterence
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Putting
Information Technologies

to Work for Economic Development
in Rural America

I Caine here to talk ahout the study that Linda ciar...ia and
I just completed on the role of inhumation technologies in
rural economic develc)pment. When I talk about
information technologies I take them to Mclude
telecommunications technologies so thnaighomt I'll cover
these terms interchanwably. Before I turn to talk ahout
technology. however. I want to take a sten hack and ask a
few fundamental questions. These are questions that we
heard throughout the course of the investigative pan or our
studies.

The fiNt questkin is. 'Why save rural America?' I think
there are a lot of* people inside the Beltway in A asInngton
and a lot or people in the acadcnlic coMMUtlities who say
rural America is really facing some tough
times hut the fact is we live in an urban
society and mayhe it's better if we do rinwe
things towards this urban society.

I lust want to share a few statistics ahout
the state or rural America right now- (.)r ithin
the last kw vars. B,- any poverty ni,asures
or per capita income measures, by mc4asures
about migrations, this confirms the mition that
rural America is in a state of crisis and people
arc. leaving and they are leaving in droves. In
the vro, we saw a lot of Ile( )pie nun ing int"
rural America. whidi seemed encouraging
and seemed to indicate a trend in our sodety
toward a more halanced approach it I

CCUnOriliC growth. But that's been significantl
changed in the last few years. Another
important statistic I- think when we're talking
about economic de el( pment is health care
indicators. We see that hetween metro and
non-metro residences infant ith)rtality is
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consistently higher in non-metro regions. the levels of
chronic disease are consistently higher. and 0\ erail
measurements of health are ccinsistently L>wer.

So again in all regards rural America seems to be in a real
state of crisis. 'What's more discouraging. I think, is that this
looks like it coukl he a permanent state of crisis. Structural
changes in the natitmal and the global econcinlies have
really shifted the advantages away from rural areas.
Glcihalization has increased competitiveness for us all, and
think in the last decade we've all felt the pressure of that.
Environmental constraints have fundamentally limited the
options of rural areas, and we can g;ee this to some extent
in Alaska and the Pacific Northwest with the h)gging

industry. with mineral
extraction. These are all
finite resources, and they arc.
restuarces that are
increasingly under question
;.ts to the degree to which
we can make use of them or
make use of them in the
present aixl that's important
to consider.

There is also a shift to an
inhIrniation-liased service
economy. and that's part of'
this globalization trend.
They're really reinhm ing
one another, but that's
important to con,:ider in the
clmtext of rural America
because rural areas, have
always lagged behind urhan
areas in their access to

Poverty rates
by place of residence

'67 '69 '71 '73 '75 77 '79 '81 '83 '85

Nonmetro
Metro

Source Table in Rural Amenca at the Crossroads-
Networking tor the Future Congressional Office
Technglogy Assessment January 1991. basnd On Bureai,
of the Census information
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'We've established
that rural areas
are looking
at some possibly
pretty grim
times.'

COM Inunications t Ild infonnation technologies.
So here we have it. We've established that rural areas are

looking at some possihly pretty grim times in the future,
and some peopk say that's fine. Let the market take care of
itself. We don't need to worry about rural America. But it is

important. and I think we all have a sense of that. h's
of the t "nited States population still, and it's where a lot of
our national resources exist. And in a global economy we
can't possibly conceive of going into the competitive axna
with only Th0 if our resources or less than that if we
consider that we don't necessarily use the full span of" our
resources in urban areas, So I think that it's important that
we consider rural America a critical part of the whole
package of American ciimpetitiveness,

As we talked in Washington, D.C.. this was a nice little
angle that we could bring in because competitiveness
seems to be the buzzword, especially within the Beltwav
and seems to get people's attenticm.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: I low again is rural America defined?

EMERY: Rural America is defined....We use the Census
Bureau definition. We're kind of estahlishing an
amalgamation of definitions between the Census Bureau
and the litlreau of Labor Statistics, and it's related to
population density and adjacency to a metropolitan area. So

e used quantitative measures based on those statistics, but
we also used qualitative measures because a lot of places
that are classified as ntral arc really suburban and don't
have very rural characteristics.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: What's all example Of a rural
like is Montana rural?

EMERY: Montana is a primarily rural state. The
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metropolitan area of Washington state. or Seattle I sh( mid
say, is metropolitan and as you get further away there is
increasing tension. and I think the Cascade Mountains
provide a pretty strong barrier between rural Washington
and urban Washington. of course. except-w hen vou get to
spokane. There is that kind of fundamental difference.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: !low would that relate to Alaska?

EMERY: 1 low would that relate to Alaska? That's a good
question. In fact, when we went about studying this
problem we explicitly excluded Alaska because it was so
unique and so predominantly rural. !so I've been tr-\ mg to
hrush up a little hit on Alaska in general. hut you all hace
some unique charaoeristics here and I think in the
population, being so dispersed and yet so oincentrated in
Ancht wage. I would say we would classify it as, a

predominantly rural state. So with that little caveat astdc. fcl
like to get into kind of the meat and potah)es of what Int
here to talk ah()ut.

First Id like to ask what is economic de.clopment? What
are we trying to accomplish in rural areas? And then turn ti
hciyy can teleownmunicatkins and information technohigies
help? rd like 10 take this approach hecause tned in (itit
study not to IX' ILChtloltOcaik: determinist I think that n's
difficult to really say that technolcigies ate neutral Maybe
on balance they. cc told he neutral hut there are cry- posmY
and very negative attrihutes. nd I think in order to
c(inceive ol the problem poperly we need to ku ik hrst at
w hat we're iryirig to accomplish Alto. we loiik at how
telecollunIttnicatioft, and information tec Ii tlogies t an NCI" e
our notion of economic development. then I'd like Ii turn
to -some of the ohstacles Mat voir all might he yet.. familiar
w id] in trying 10 make these things work Then [mall\ fcl
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like to talk about some of the ideas that we came up with
that the federal government could work with to help
alleviate these problems and also how state and local
political bodies could help this as well.

So first of all, what are we trying to accomplish in rural
America anyway? When we started this study and we told
people that we were looking at information technologies
and economic development, people's eyes lit up and they
said, "Oh, I know what you mean. You're talking about

:taking back Office functions to places.
like Sioux City, Iowa. That's great.
There's tons of jobs there as a result
of VISA doing itS bill processing back
there." And we thought about that
and paused for a minute and looked
at the nature of the jobs that were
being created by this development.
and it became apparent pretty

.theSeWeie all MiniMum wage jobs with little .

opportunity for advancement and they weren't-neceSsanly
that permanent. We're already seeing a lot of the financial
services data proceSsing jobs going over as. precisely
because of telecommunications, telecommunications can
allow us to make use of even lower wage rates in places
like Jamaica or Ireland or Indonesia. So calling that
economic development is a little bit questionable, and I
think that we need to think of a more comprehensive
definition of economic development.

It's also important to note that economic development is
many things to many people. especially in rural areas. As
we traveled across the country and as I listen to some of
the anecdotes from Alaska, I think that point is particularly
critical. When we went to New Mexico and asked people,
-We're from the government, we're here to help you, what
can we do?" not only did they kind of bristle in skepticism
but they said, "We may be impoverished according to your
definitions of poverty. but our life is rich in ways that you
can't possibly understand coming from Washington, D.C.-
That's a very sobering notion, and I think that might he
pretty clear to you all here that experience that type of
cultural diversity in Alaska, hut I think for politicians and
policymakers inside the Beltway and_inside-the-urban-areas
that's sometimes a missed point.

Therefore, for our definition we want economic
development to be flexible enough to accommodate the
diversity of contemporary rural America and to allow for
alternative approaches to the problem. Also we want to
conceive of economic development as a multi-dimensional
process not a single goal or end result and in
conceiving of it as a process important to focus on the
linkages between the community as a social system and the
economy, and I think these linkages are particularly
important in rural areas.

If I think about going to a rural area because an attractive
job might be there, I also want to consider whether my kids

will get a good education or whether I'll have access to
quality health care. And in rural areas these social linkages
are not as redundant as they are in urban areas so if the
school closes down we're sunk whereas in an urban area
there's always another school. It might 11,2 a little more
inconvenient, but it does exist. Or there's another health
care provider to which we can turn. So these links between
the community and the economy are particularly important
to consider in economic development in rural areas.

Traditional economic
development approaches really
focused on business
opportunities, ignoring the other
aspects of the economy or at best
presuming that those aspects
would come along as long as the
businesses succeeded. These
quality of life considerations that.,

I mentioned before,_however, neci-to be.considered inputs
"as well aS products of econothic developMent. Based on
this notion of economic development, we came up with
some goals that I think could apply to pretty much any
economic development plan.

The first is the goals of employment and income. These
are pretty obvious at first glance but it's important also to
note that in addition to income. jobs provide workers with
an identity, with personal satisfaction, with status in the
community, and with a stake in the socio-political system. If
we're talking about sustainable development, these are all
very important qualities to consider.

Secondly, health care. A healthy population living in
adequate housing is a minimum standard for community
welfare and for a productive work force.

In acklition. a well-functioning government sector that can
provide police and fire protection is important to the local
economy. So again we see the linkages.

Education is also a critical part of these more social goals.
The level of education really determines the ability of
people to get good jobs and to adapt to change. This is an
important point that I think has often been overlooked in
rural areas precisely because they've been able to rely on
-extraction and agriculture and industries liketharthardon't
necessarily demand a formal education, but as we move
into a more service-oriented economy and a global
economy these skills that tend to come with a more formal
education are increasingly important.

Finally, stability and vitality. Those are kind of two sides
of the same coin. Even though stability seems like it might
be stagnation, I think that stability with adaptability is
something that we need to strive for. If we achieve this, we
can be assured that economic devek)pment will be clone by
rural communities, not to them. And if this is the case, then
the benefits are more likely to occur to the community and
not to some outside developer or some outside firm that
comes in.

'It became apparent
pretty quickly that these
were all minimum wage jobs
with little opportunity
for advancement.'
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In saying all of this about outsiders coming in. that's not
to preclude that as an option for economic development,
and in a lot of places the only viable option is for the
government to come in and set up some government
activity or an oil company to come in and that becomes
part of the local economy. But it is also important to
consider the balances and the tradeoffs and how do.we
keep these things there once they're there?

In many cases there are obstacles to achieving these
goals, and many of these present a
catch-22 in that they're
interrelated. Low education means
that high-skilled jobs that might
come to an area might go unfilled
by the indigenous people, so the
economic development scheme
woukl not benefit the people of the community but would
benefit the people who are brought in to serve in the high-

. _ ._ . .. _ _ ...
skilled jobs.

Lack of health Care is a barrier to development, hut if's
also a symptom of low economic achievement. Local
leadership is sometimes also a harrier and a prerequisite to
economic development. Whether that leadership comes
-from the local government or the businesses is not
important hut that the leadership he there is essential.
Comprehensive development requires forethought and
coordination, yet sometimes these are luxuries that you
can't really afford when you're in.a state of crisis or a state
of trying to get by to the next month.

So in some cases I think economic development and
particularly in rural America is really a difficult negotiation,
and we need to overcome a lot of obstacles. The strategy to
doing so would be different depending on the factors in the
local economy. This may he an obvious point, but it can't
he emphasized too much.

We identified four strategies that varied according to the
different situations. In a very socially impoverished region
building individual capacities might be the first thing, and
that might require some direct assistance. In other
communities. getting the business activity in there might be
a viable approach to really helping the community. In other

--cases, developing the local leadership so that they can
orchestrate change might be an important strategy. In most
cases it'll be a hybrid of these.

Once we look at economic development and look at the
various strategies, we can then begin to identify how
technology can serve these goals and these strategies.

We're all aware, especially with regard to the first option.
of how telecommunications and information technologies
can help serve education. Alaska has been a pioneer on
that. Alaska's really been at the forefront and even though
we didn't formally study Alaska in our research for this we
referred to the examples of Alaska frequently with regard to
the distance education.

In health care, information technologies can make a

critical difference. They're no substitute for a physician or
for a primary health care provider but often they can
improve the level of health care to a level which would
allow people to stay in rural communities and which might
allow the.physicians or primary health givers to.remain in.a
rural community when otherwise they might not. For
instance, distance education tools can provide professional
development opportunities and activities that are missing
for physicians in many rural areas. The increasing power of

these information technologies
can actually improve the care
available because rural
physicians can send X-rays or
EKGs or other medical images
over the wires or through the
air to urban research centers

for distant consultations and that can make an important
ditierence.

Information technologies and telecommunications-can
improve the quality and the efficiency of local governments.
Enhanced 911 services I'm not sure how available they
are throughout Alaska are an important example where
people can call up on 911 and the fire station or the police
response unit automatically knows where the problem is, so
that if the people are in real trouble they can be reached
without having to communicate much themselves.

The uses of information technologies in business
applications are well known and are just mushrooming.
They can he used to identify capital, they can be used to
identify markets, to reach markets, to bring markets to a
rural area or to bring rural products to an urban market.
Again, we heard examples when we were traveling. I'm not
sure if this is a real example and maybe you all can advise
me on this later, but we heard of some Indians here in
Alaska marketing salmon to Macy's over
telecommunications wires. So even if it's not real, it's an
interesting example, and I think it's useful to draw the
lesson from.

So we see that telecommunications technologies are
increasingly necessary in a global economy. Without them
rural areas will be shut out and isolated from the rest of the
global web of economic activity. We also see how these
technologies can address a variety of economic
development goals and help overcome many of the
obstacles that rural areas face in the global economy. Now
it's important to turn to some of the trends that affect rural
areas' access to these technologies.

The first, which you all are pretty familiar with I imagine,
is the divestiture and deregulation of telecommunications
which provided a double-edged sword for rural areas. On
the one hand it took away a lot of the subsidies that
enabled rural areas to get telecommunications in the first
place, but on the other hand deregulation allowed for
innovation and finding new ways to configure technologies
to suit local needs. Since divestiture is pretty much a fact of

'Developing the local leadership
so they can orchestrate change
might be an important strategy.'
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life and they're going to be grrppling with that in
Washington for a long time to come, I think it's very
important to focus on the innovation and the new services
that might be able to help rural areas and to figure out how
we can bring these things together.

I made a list of eight technology trends that affect the
communications infrastructure, and
the sum of these trends that is
really important is the ability to
network. We're all familiar with
local area networks and the sharing
of capacity. Metropolitan area
networks are increasingly being
used where many businesses in
urban areas share a broadband
capacity and sophisticated
computer resources in ways that
allow them to_afford.things that
they ,wouldn't-otherwise he ahle to
afford. This is a really exciting
trend. At first glance it looks
interesting but it looks advanced
compared to the needs of many
rural communities, especially when
we're talking about getting basic
telephone service out to a rural
area. But if we take another look at
this in kind of a functionalist
appreich and consider how we're
looking at economic development
as a more comprehensive package
of things happening. then
something like a metropolitan area
network begins to make sense.

We came up with something we
call rural area network. Instead of
being arranged along business
lines, it's arranged along
geographic-shared lines so that you
have the local government and
local industry and local health care
providers, the educators, businesses
sharing capacity in a way that
several businesses share capacity in urban areas. I'll go into
this in a little more detail and what some of the difficulties
in doing this are as we go on.

In each of these cases, while the hospital could benefit
, from telecommunicat!ons, the occasional use of sending an

EKG or getting an urban consultation doesn't really justify
the cost of sophisticated technologies, and similarly the
school might not he able to alone afford its own distance
education technologies and the local businesses may well
be able to benefit from access to sophisticated technologies,
but there's no way-that they can justify these costs if they're
considering just their revenues and their costs. But with a

shared arrangement all of these elements could come
together and each could benefit from the technologies that
none could achieve alone.

An important benefit that we see with a rural area
network is that of enforcing community. We heard earlier
this morning how people's nature inclines them to

communicate with one another
whether it's with smoke signals
across a bay or with a telephone
or with electronic mail. I think
that technologies can be used to
enforce community and if we
employ them in a multifaceted
economic development scheme,
they really can be a very
powerful tool.

Just as there are several
.approaches, and,strategies to
economic development that-are
appropriate in different
sitaations, the sharing
arrangements also vary.., the
technological approaches. Here
are three examples how we
conceived of these sharing
arrangements. One is the
centrality strategy where a small
telco or a small town invests in
the technology and aggregates
the traffic of several bigger
towns or cities through that and
generates the revenue. We saw
that in eastern New Mexico
where the Eastern New Mexican
Telephone Cooperative invested
in a signaling system 7 switch
and actually diverted traffic
between Albuquerque and
Denver because they had the
sophisticated switching and got
all the revenues and were able at
the same time to provide the
people of eastern New Mexico

with sophisticated switching services that would never have
been available had they not been able to work out this kind
of arrangement.

Another is the piggyback strategy where small towns or
small users can piggyback on big telecommunications users.
Often the university system or the state telecommunication
system provides a nice backbone for other people to
piggyback on. TM final example we give here is the tap-in
approach where two big cities may have sophisticated
communications and broadband capacity; small towns can
tap into that.

There are several barriers to achieving these types of

Centrality Stra
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Source: Harmeet Sawhney. University ot Texas at Austin,
contractor material prepared for the Office of Technology
Assessment. January 1991.
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arrangements both in very practical terms and in kind of
policy regulatory terms. I'm going to talk about the
regulation because I think that's a difficulty that we can
solve most immediately if we really put our minds to it. The
current regulatory climate is often constrained to view
communications as an end in itself. I say that because we
spoke with several state regulators who said, "It's in our
mandate to make sure that customers' rates don't go up by
more than X amount each term." That's an important
-constraint to consider and that
doesn't allow them to think of
the opportunity costs involved in
not having access to these
services. And that's an important
consideration, especially as we
move into the information age
and are part of the global
economy. Ilwe!re shut out, that's-a huge-cost that-
_accounting checks and balances dOn't take into.account.
Because telecommunications regulators are often
constrained by this. they're forced to let demands drive
technology deployment.

In rural areas when demands drive technology
deployment, spotty network development and questionable
interconnectivity Olen happen. I realize in relying more on
satellite technok igies that that may not he as much of a
proNem in Alaska. and I'll be interested to hear some of
your comments about that. But it certainly is a problem
where we rely on wire-line technologies to connect
everybody together. So we're faced with a tricky balance.
Our society is based on unevenness and competitiveness.
and there are some aspects of the technology that you and I
as residential subscribers don't need and that businesses
should really pay kir. So, it's a complex problem that
regulators are going to be grappling with for a king time.

There are a few other more tangible regulatory
considerations and a couple of them I've lumped in the
category of technology diffusion. In those is depreciation
rates. which can affect the rate of technology deployment.
The quicker a firm can recover its costs the quicker it can
turn over its investment and get sophisticated technologies
out to rural areas. Of course, the tradeoff is that you have a
higher bill each month because the capital cost is absorbed
earlier in the process.

Another issue is cable-telco cross-ownership or
information services provision. Again this is a very sticky
regulatory issue but in rural areas I think it's something that
can be solved and is being solved. Oftentimes it makes
sense to have one conduit to homes. The distances that we
have to pass to reach rural consumers and the low density
of consumers mean that it's just prohibitively expensive to
lay wires out to many of the rural customers, much less
duplicate the wires. So those are two issues that are going
to have to be resolved. In Washington last year they passed
legislation to make the exception to the cross-ownership

ban up to 20,000 instead of 2,500 so now towns up to the
size of 20,000 can have cross-ownership or offer
information services.

The second barrier to deploying te,Amologies out to rural
areas or making use of technologies for economic
development purposes has to do with affordability. This
means that if it's more expensive for ruml consumers and
businesses to call one another or to call to urban areas,
that's a barrier to development. I see that myself in Chapel

Hill. It costs me $2 to makea
phone call to Durham, which is
two miles-away, because it
crosses an exchange boundary.
This is a booming area so it's
not very much of a sad
example, but the real
consequences arc felt in more

'When demands drive technology
deployment, spotty network
development and questionable
hiterconnectivity often happen.'

LATA boundaries arc also a problem.in that regard. The
University of Maine wanted to extend its broadband fiber-
optic distance education system to include some other New
England states, but the limits that pertained to cross-LATA
telecommunications prohibited them from doing so. That
was really very unfortunate for. especially, the neighboring
borderline communities.

So there are some real problems in figuring out how to
bring people together to share capacity or how to bring the
providers together to share capacity.

Another example I'd like to share is with the Bloomsburg
Telecommunications Network, In Bloomsburg, Pa., they
again encountered the exchange barrier problem.
Bloomsburg t niversity got together and planned to pool
the demand of the local businesses, the public service
corporation. the emergency medical service and aggregate it
so that they could connect with a 1)S-3 fiber-optic cable to
Harrisburg where there was a point of presence for the
long-distance companies and more sophisticated switching.
They talked to the telephone company. Because of the
exchange boundaries it was just prohibitive and they ended
up making calls to bypass the network, which as we all
know is a difficulty. The more people bypass the more
costs are absorbed by those of us who are still on the
network.

Conversely in Iowa, the Iowa Network Services, a
consortium of 142 small telephone companies, got together
to share Signaling System 7 switching and distribute that
technology throughout their territories. They vere hekl up
for three and a half years in regulatory proceedings because
the local Bell Operating Company claimed antitrust and
brought them clear to the federal Supreme Court. They
finally got that through last year. but the fact is that the
regulatory arena exists and can he used to slow up
technology deployment that could really help rural areas.

A nice example of regulatory flexibility that we saw was
in South Carolina with the PalmettoNet where I think it was
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six small telephone companies got together and each
invested in fiber-optic capacity within their region. They all
linked together ark4 formed a consortium and they shared
the capacity SO that they weren't limited to just their region.
That required a lot of regulatory flexibility, a lot of
corporate flexibility, and a lot of forethought, but it's an
encouraging example.

The bottom line from these examples and the discussion
so far is that in employing telecommunications for
economic development, creativity is a necessity but it's also
something that's sometimes lacking. This creativity is
necessary on the part of users, on the part of regulators,
and on the part of telephone service suppliers. We all need
to become more sophisticated about how
telecommunications can serve us and serve the goals of
economic development.

I want to backtrack a little bit and note that throughout
this I was referring primarily to fiberoptics,-hut_lihink that-
the medium itself is not as important as thecapacity. If we
all think of information and the power of information as
fundamental bits and bytes that can travel over satellites,
that can travel over basic exchange telephone radio service,
it can travel over coaxial cable. copper wires, the important
thing is that it travels and that it be efficient and available
and that people be able to afford it and really use it to their
advantage.

Now rcl like to turn to some of the policy criteria \\ C
came up with for the federal government. and these fall
pretty clearly out of what I've been saying so far. We
envision an entrepreneur leadership that needs to be a
multi-dimenskmal. holistic approach to economic
development. I think holistic kind of gets a had rap
sometimes as a huzzy,:ord, but it's really what we are trying
to conceive of. Flexibility is critical. Policies that incorporate
technolog),- transfer so that users have power to control the
technology and not vice versa. Reconciling the
telecommunications policy with eccmomic development
policy and realizing that in a gk)hal infOrmation economy
technology and the economy are just inextricably linked.
These have to he viable. There's not money in federal
coffers to subsidize rural telecommunications :Is there was
in the past, and I think there's a lot more of the skeptical
eye so arrangements that encourage sharing are critical.
That's the only way we're going to get technol:igies out to
rural areas and allowal.,:e for choice. If people don't want
the technology, it sip )uldn't he kwced upon them. That's a
fundamental tenet of all of our notions of politics.

As for a federal role, we identified three players that
might he appropriate to deal with the po)blem. The Rural
Electrification Administratkm was foremost, and we looked
at the REA because they were so successful in the past in
getting telecommunications and electrification out to rural
areas. It's really been an agency in trouble in the last
decade and it would need a fundamental realignment of its
mission and a reinfusion of son-te vitality .and creativity to

make that work.
Cooperative Extension is another candidate for federal

involvement. The work of the Extension agents and the
land grant universities in the past has been critical to
helping our agricultural economy move into the industrial
age. and I think that a reorientation toward the inkwmation
age could really make Cooperative Extension a viable unit
in the future.

Statewide university systems like the University of Alaska
and the University of Maine are very powerful presences in
many communities, and they can bring together the
educational component that is so vital and the technology
and really facilitate economic development.

So all of these have a historical precedent. I think all of
them have future potential. The bottom line is that we need
to think about economic development anew, think about
technologies anew and figure out ways to bring them

._together: And that's about-the limit-of-my.comments. -If--you-
have questions or comments or corrections. I encourage..
you to speak up.

DAVID EUMAMUWALDI: You talked about South Carolina
and its TI network that was crossing LATAs. was that a
decision for corporation....was that a political decision or
was that among the different ?

EMERY: ft was a business clecisk in as I understand it from
the telecommunications companies, and I think they had a
little more flexihility on the part of the government because
South Carolina is not doing so well economically.

EI2MAMIJWALDI: I was very happy you brought up the
SS7 aspect of telecommunications. That's a very important
aspect in the future of Alaska Alaska's communications
net work.

EMERY: Oh, really. how so?

EUMAMUWALDI: It's forthcoming. It's about to happen.
We'll join the rest of 'he world in becoming part of the 557
network.

'EMERY: Oh, that's great.

KAY BROWN: Did you look for specific' examp: .s of where
rural communities were developing viable industries or
cottage industries and using telecommunications
technologies successfully? Did you find many examples. or
is it just emerging now?

EMERY: Well, we heard of a lot of examples when we
started the study, and when we began we considered
looking specifically for those examples of success and then
we decided to take more of a broad survey approach ar
look at where communications is helping and where it's
helping and asking people the more open-ended question
of, "Where do-you see your community going in the-future?
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How do you see telecommunications playing a part of that?
Is that happening now? If so, how so?" We went to four
states as part of our study, and we chose the states as the
level of analysis because it was a nice juncture between
local policy and federal policy. We toured just a gilhon
communities and talked to a gillion people and asked them,
"What is economic development to you?"

BROWN: Are you aware of any communities of under
20,000 that do have cross-ownership of telephone and
cable, or is there anywhere that this is actually being done?

EMERY: Yes, there are quite a few. The only one that I can
think of right off hand is the Lincolnville Telephone
Cooperative in Lincolnville. Maine. I forget the woman's
name who runs it, but she's really dynamic and is excited
about the two technologies. She runs her cable and
telephone_as pretty separate things_hut thelact that_she_can
own them together is important.

HARRIET SHAFTEL: Are there any predictions fOr the year
2000 about this 25% figure you gave us as far as the rural
portion of the country goes?

EMERY: That's a good question. I haven't seen any from
the most recent census. We published our report just as the
census was coming_ together, so I really don't know, I'm
sorry.

SHAFTEL: You mentioned rural extraction and agriculture
as being two chief economic industries in rural areas and of
course in Alaska you have to have to add a third which is
subsistence, but are there any other industries that you see
cooling down the road or in the future that would be viable
in rural areas if' they could have this kind of
telecommunications?

EMERY: Yes, t think a lot of rural areas, particularly in the

southeast United States, are relying more on tourism and
retirement communities. But Washington state is also doing
that. Interestingly in New Mexico where they have a strong
base of ex-military people and ex-scientists, there is a
consulting eommunity emerging because there is such a
brain power there. These people can get consulting
contracts if they can send the documents out over the lines
and get information into them. That's an attractive
alternative. There's a guy in Washington state who's doing
software for Silicon Valley firms and transmitting them over
the wire. So I think these technologies can allow some real
flexibility and some creative people to remain in rural areas
who want to.

EUMAMUWALDI: Your study. is it available or is it going
to be available?

EMERY: It is available. show_you_what it looks like.._
Mine's all _marked up, but-this is it. It's available through the
Government Printing Office, but your best bet is to call the
Office of' Technology Assessment. and they're listed in
Washington. It's available by the Superintendent of.
Documents, GPO, Washington, D.C., and the call number is
OTA-TCT-471 and the title is Rural America at the
Cmssroads: Neurarktugibr the Future. Published 1991, just
about six months ago.

DOUG FRANKLIN: Did you identify any key electronic
industries that are emerging that would be of' use to rural
communities, in particular cottage industries fOr instance?

EMERY: No. not for this study.

FRANKLIN: Did any come to light?

EMERY: I think software development is probably the One
that comes to my head first in the persona of manufacturing
technology or as cottage industries.
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The Alaska Telegraphics Project:
First-Year Results

and Second-Year Plans

I'm all wired into my wireless microphone here which I
guess is for the sake of the tape that's being made. It
reminded me that we had a lash-up like this at Carnegie-
Mellon last year for one of our programs. We used the
same type thing. the wireless mike and an antenna that
picks it all up. One of the speakers forgot that he had this
thing On during the break, and he went into the men's
room. The thing was still picking up...he was having a
conversation in there. All of his students were still sitting in
the classroom listening in on the speaker.

I always really enjoy this conference. It's like my life is
Hashing before eyes when I come to this conference
because public broadcasters are here, people who are
involved in rural telephone issues, people with State
telecommunications, people with University
telecommunications. So this is the conference that has
everything for me. and it's always really nice to see old
friends every year at this time..fohn (McKay) asked me to
say a word or two about my new position. I have been
running the teleccnninunications networks for the
University. Now they've thought of a few more things for
me to do, and that includes not only the
telecommunications networks but also the mainframe
computers and all of the administrative applications that run
on those computers.

One of the speakers this morning mentioned that Alaska
is seen around the world as being a real pioneer in
communications and the use of information technology,
and talked about places like Australia, which have followed
our lead and adopted some of the same kinds of ideas.
What I want to describe to you this afternoon will be
another variation on that same story. We've found the

technology which we think has a great deal of potential for
rural education. and that's the subject of my presentation,
the Alaska Telegraphics Project.

What we've come to call "Telegraphics" actually also goes
under a couple of other names 2nd. for the sake of
clarifying the terminology, I'll mention that the terms
"telegraphics." "audiographics" and "interactive digital
graphics" all mean approximately the same thing. I'll use
those terms more or less interchangeably. "Audiographics"
refers to the fact that what I'll show you is normally used in
connection with audioconferencing. And "interactive digital
graphics," well, it' a very interactive medium, as you will
see, and that's where that particular term comes from.

The project is going on over a two-year period. It started
July 1st of last year, ran through that academic year. and
now we're just going into our second year of the project.
We conducted a rattier thorough investigation of the
technology, which describe to you in just a moment. I

guess I'm building suspense here by referring to the
technology but not telling you what it is. In the first year
we did a rather extensive investigation of the technology
and also spent a lot of time demonstrating the technology
to University faculty, particularly those who are involved in
rural education, in teaching courses in rural parts of Alaska.
We got a very positive response from all the faculty who
saw this technology, and that led us in the second year to
put together a pilot project in which we're using
telegraphics to teach some courses in four Alaska villages.
The second year of the project is largely concerned with
this pilot, and at the end of this year we'll be writing up
report and distributing it, summarizing what we've found.

Now ,if all of this is very successful, then the possible
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`It allows those images
to be added to, erased,
not only by the
histructor but also by
any of the students . . .

hi this system all sites
are equal.'

outcome is that telegraphics will become part of the
teleconference service that the University uses to teach in
the villages. Many of you probably know that the Alaska
Teleconference Network, managed by Alys Orshorn who's
sitting in the hack here, is part of our organization at the
University. It's a very extensive network, and is used very
routinely by University instructors to teach courses in rural
Alaska.

What is telegraphics or what is interactive digital graphics?
It's a system that allows multipoint visual teleconferencing.
We're taking our audioconference network and we're
supplementing it with a visual medium. The visual medium
involves a personal computer at each location with a
relatively large screen. It allow images to be put on the
screen, on all screens simultaneously. and allows those
images to be manipulated, to he added to, erased, not only
by the instructor but also by any of the students in the
conference. In fact, in this system all sites are equal. All
sites have exactly the same equipment. so the same
operations can he performed from any of the sites. I've got.
a little piece of video here to show you in a couple of
minutes, hut for the moment let me say that the
characteristics that we've observed on this particular
medium are the ones that are listed here.

Remember that many years ago Marshall McLuhan talked
about cool media and warm mediil. If I remember correctly,
radio is a warm medium and television is a cool medium.
We feel subjectively that \\Vic involved with a warm
medium here, with an intimate medium, one that allows
people to interact..I'll tell you what it's like. It's like radio
with pictures. It's a warm medium, then with the visual
component added. We feel strongly.that it's a medium

Alex Hills
is director of telecommunications
for the University of Alaska. He
has also served as director of the
Information Networking Institute
at Carnegie-Mellon University,
was president of the first
telephone cooperative to install
local exchanges in Alaskan
villages, and was general
manager of the first radio station
in Northwest Alaska. He was a
deputy commissioner of
administration in the early '80s.

which is ideally suited for working with small groups.
When I say small I think I'm talking about groups no larger
than 12 or 15 people, counting all sites. With the
configuration we have in mind you could have as many as
five or six people at each site.

Various people have tried to con.piire this with video or
asked us, -Is this better than video or is this worse than
video'!" We don't really think of this technology as
competitive with vkleo. We think that video is better for
larger groups of people in a dass, I'm thinking about video
now in an instructional context, and we don't think that
video has quite the interactive characteristics that this
medium does. So I would put forward the idea that this
particular technology probably complements video rather
than competes with it as an instructional medium.

We found, in using the medium, that the teaching style
that's most effective is considerably different from the
traditional lecture style. In using interactive digital graphics,
there is some preparation involved for the instructor, but
the preparation is really not very onerous. It's not a big deal
to prepare for and teach over the system. And that's one of
the things that makes it user friendly to the instructor.
College faculty are very often not very flexible people and
not very interested in adapting themselves to a new
medium. So what we've done with this medium is we've
tried to make it as close as possible to what they're already
used to doing. One of the elements of that success is that
the preparation is kept more or less to a minimum.

The actual teaching of the class, the technique that we
think is most effective, amounts to more of a guided .

dialogue with the students than it does to a lecture. Since
it's an interactive medium, it allows the instructor-to make a
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statement that is present some material, hopefully in
small chunks and then to ask one or more students a
question and invite them to respond. So the mode is really
"statement, question, response." And from the experience
that we've had so far, we feel that this is the most effective
way to use the medium.

I'm going to bring Greg Moore up in a little bit, and I'm
going to invite him to describe more about the experience
we've had so far. Since Greg has taught on this type of
system fairly extensively, I'm
going to invite him to talk with
you about his feelings about
what kind.of techniques are most
effective on the IDG medium.

Now to get right into the
technology itself. As I said, the
way this works is the instructor,
as he presents his material, brings up images on the screen
atid Can'C..harw thoSe imageS: Any-Of the stbdents in the
-class can-also make' changes to the images. The images
themselves can originate from any of several sources.

The first source is the graphics tablet which looks like a
pen and pad combination, so you can draw, and what you
draw comes up on the screen. Mat's the first possible
source of visual information. The second one is graphics
software. That means that any graphics software package
that you have on your computer can be used to create
images. which can then be presented by telegraphics. The
third one, and the one that makes this fairly user friendly
even to an instructor who doesn't have previous experience
with computers, is the document scanner. You can scan
anything that you have on a piece of paper, a drawing or a
sketch or some notes you made before the class. You can
take it and put it down on the glass of the document
scanner, push a button and it's on the screen. That's the
appfoach that we expect most instructors to use when they
first begin to use the system.

The last way of getting images into the system, and one
that's really quite impressive, is through a video camera. We
have an interface between a standard video camera, a
standard NTSC camera, and the computer. which allows
you effectively to use the video camera to take a snapshot.
So, if we have an anatomy textbook with a nice color plate,
then all we have to do is point the video camera at it, take
a snapshot, store that frame, and then it can be sent out on
the system and used to present information to the students.

With regard to using the graphics tablet that's the little
pad and pen combination these are some of the features
that are available: multiple line colors (that means you can
draw in red, green and blue), multiple line widths (fine,
medium and thick), and highlighting. Electronically you can
highlight certain parts of the picture. You can easily draw
boxes using any of the line widths or colors. You can draw
boxes around anything on the screen. You can also erase.
These are all capabilities that are available to the instructor

and also to any of the students in the conference.
Now I'm going to show you a. little piece of video. We're

not far enough into this project that we've been able to
produce a lot of slick video. But at least it gives you a little
idea of how this all works. The video was shot in Nenana,
which aS you know is about 50 miles from Fairbanks and-
it's one of the sites in our pilot project. This is the graphics
tablet, and this is the computer screen. Now you're going to
see a pen color being selected. You're going to see the line

width selected, and now you're
getting a message from Nenana.
This is using the graphics tablet.
just writing on thc graphics
tablet and whatever is being
written conies out on the screen
and simultaneously it's coming
out on the screens of all the

other sites that are connected to the network. Now we're
watdiing'Robiii 1"i:irk. Robin is Our COriedifiritOr'in-
Nenana, and we just shot this-over her shoulder:

The pilot project includes four villages. Besides Nenana,
the villages are Tanana, Fort Yukon and Tok. This semester
we're using the system to teach Developmental Math 060,
which is an algebra course taught by the University. In that
course the instructor is an Athabascan Indian whose name
is Ruth Evern. She's located in Fairbanks and the students
are out in the villages. As a separate project, but over the
same system, we have another math professor, Gary
Gislason, who's using the system to teach a group of
students in Tanana.

Robin now has brought up an image which originally
came from a video camera. This is the human anatomy
plate. That image had been stored in the system and she
just at the flick of a button brought that image up on the
screen so that she and anyone else who's connected can
see it. Now she's using the erase feature (I mentioned that
as one of the features on the system). She's using the erase
feature to erase a part of that image. Now she's going over
and grabbing a pen, and now she'll use that pen to make a
note or an annotation. That's about all we have on the
video, hut that I hope will give you an idea of what we're
talking about.

We think that one of the real primary modes of use,
particularly for new people, for new instructors who have
never used it before. ia to use the document scanner. They
can take line drawings or other written material and very
easily put them on the scanner. push a button and have
that information come up on all the screens. We have not
been finding that people take a great deal of tinie to get
used to using this system. This kind of technology has been
around for a few years, but the recent developments are
making it much more user friendly than it has been.

I'm just going to finish up with a small bit of slightly more
technical information. The products which are on the
market right now in this telegraphics category are a system

'Electronically you can highlight
certain parts of the picture. You
can easily draw boxes using any
of the line widths or colors.'
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produced by a company called
Optel, an AT&T product called
Scanware, and the one you saw on
the screen comes from IIS
Technok)gies, which is a
subsidiary-of Bell Canada. Bell
Canada is the holding Company for
Northern Telecom and Bell
Northern Research. In fact, the
system you saw was invented at
Bell Northern Researeh.and now is
being marketed by IIS
Technologies. It seems to us that
this is the product which has the
most capability. For those of you
who are involved with computers,
this is the hardware complement
that's needed to run the software
and to do-all the things I'velust-
descrihed. Greg Moore

For those of you who are
interested in the communications portion, all oc the
computers, of course, are interconnected using
telecommunications. These are the telecommunications
networks that one can use to hook the whole thing
together. PSTN, of course, is the Public Switched TekTthone
Network. You can use an asynchronous network such as
we operate in the University of Alaska Computer Network.
You can use an X.25 network like Alaska Net or you can use
an Ethernet local area network. And that's of great interest
to us in the University as we put our high speed network
together using interomnected local area networks. We
hope someday we may he able to use Ethernet to link the
telegraphk-s network together.

With that. I'd like to bring up Greg Mcawe, who has a few
conments to make. Greg has been working for me since
the beginning of the project. Greg wears two hats. He is at
the same time the manager of the Alaska Telegraphics
Project and also is a graduate student in computer science
at the University in Fairbanks. I think we need to
acknowledge that Greg is the guy who introduced this
whole idea of tekgraphics to the state of Alaska. Out in
Kotzebue in 1986, Greg put together a much earlier version
of this system.

You know how the personal computer was invented by
these guys in a garage down in California. Well, that's what.
Greg was doing out in Kotzebue in 1986 with telegraphic's.
He got some people interested in it. It was really his
activities that have led us to start this project. So let me
bring Greg up for a few further comments and then we'll
take your questions.

GREG MOORE: 1 just have a few comments about the pilot
project and how it's progressed to this point. We have just
over 100 hours operating our pilot network. We have eight

students in Developmental
Mathematics 060 located in the
four villages. Five of the students
are Native Alaskans. and those five
students also happen to be high
school students.

The network, we've been able to
operate at 9600 bits per second, so
we've been able to maintain a very
high data rate. We've been able to
maintain a good level of
interactivity between the instructor

-and the students. The students are
very excited at this point about
participation in the network.
Discussions with the students seem
to indicate that they feel that they
have control over the video
medium. To them it leels.like they
'are cOntrolling televiskm and that
sense of control seems to be a

motivating factor for them.
The other thing that the students are getting from this is

2,t-hour homework turnanmnd. We scan in the homework
from the students once it's completed. The instructor grades
it overnight and returns it immediately to thc student so that
there is very fast feedback, sometimes faster than in the
traditionaI classroom. This seems to have helped the
students in the class put their attentkm directly on the
subject material.

Another aspect of the systein is that the students are
sharing the problem-solving process with the instructor. In
an audit tconference, of course, there is constant audio
activity on the network. You expect that. It's audio only. In
this network we've noticed short bursts of' audio activity
accompanied by long bursts of interactive activity on the
screen. The instructor describes the problem, places it on
the screen. and invites the students to begin the problem-
solving process in algebra. One student advances the
problem a little bit, the instructor makes a correction,
passes it to another village, that village advances the
problem a little bit further. There is a great sense of
particiNtion in the intellectual process with the instructor.

Another element is that the complications of crosscultural
communication appear to be simplified by this system. The
complications which occur in interpersonal communication
in the traditional classroom appear to he simplified by this
network, and I've really got to desc_ribe this as preliminary.
We've got a person-experienced in instructional design, Dr.
Ed Cridge. with Rasmuson Library, involved in the project.
He is observing the students and using several research
instruments to describe their participation in this
technology. We think there are going to he some findings
that concern crosscultural communication when the pilot
project is over.
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In closing, I might also mention that we
are doing some low-level programming
work with this system. We have some
strong ties between the pilot project and
the computer science program at the
University of Alaska. We feel the State has
a contrilnakm to make ram only in the area
of applying the technology hut also in
moving the technology along and adapting
it to the conditions in the rural areas. So
we're excited at this point and moving
onward.

HILIS: I'd like to elaborate a little bit on
the last point. What Greg is too modest to
say is that, in his graduate work for his
computer science degree, he has improved
the product that's on the market. In fact,
we're involved in a negotiation with IIS to
see if they want to buy those
improvements and incorporate them into
the product. So we're really excited about
the idea that Alaska is not just a consumer
of this technolo!,v but also to some extent
is a developer of the to.hnok)gy. So let's open it up to
questions for either one of us.

Jaclyn Sallee, director of Native
broadcasting for APRN.

DEAN GOT1EHRER: Alex. what are the copyright
considerations with scanners and cameras and video
equipment?

HILLS (to Moore): Have ycni thought about that?

MOORE: Actually. is Steve Smith here?

HILLS: Steve. do you want to take a crack at that one?

STEVE SMITH: Well. I think as long as you're not going to
store the image fi)r any length of time and you're just
sending it for a one-time use in a classroom, you can he
under the educational fair use, but if vou store it and use it
repeatedly then you're going to have problems with
copyright.

HILLS: I don't think this technology is unique. We have
instructors faxing materials out to villages. Wt2 have them
using Xerox machines. As you can tell, we haven't thought
about it a whole lot.

McKAY: One thing you do need to keep in mind is that the
public display of copyrighted materials is a separate
infringement from reproducing it so a lot of times faculty
members think, "Well, I'm just making a copy of' this for
internal consumption," but you put it out there in each of
these communities and display it, that's a separate copyright
infringement which is why you can check out your video,
take it home and put it in your machine, hut you can't

bring in a bunch of kids from the
neighborhood or all the neighlmrs and
have a party displaying the %,icleotape!,..
It's for private home use and that's
something you need to know.

HILIS: When we deal with this, I can
see we're going to have to get some of
you to help us out.

LEN FRAZIER: A technical question.
'Greg said a moment ago that at one
--point-a teacher would pass the problem
along to antmher village. But do you
mean are all of these sites able to send
information back to the teacher at once
or is it one channel that has to be
flipped from village io village to village?

. .

-.MOOREk The- workspace,is a, shared
graphics workspace and tire protocol is
fundamentally full duplex which means
that all participating sites get their
information all at once. When I said that

the teacher moves to another village I meant in the logical
sense in the context of the classroom he'll say, "Ann in Tok,
would you take this problem now?"

LARRY WIGET: Bottom line, what are you seeing in
student improvement?

MOORE: Last spring we ran a network in support of Gary
Gislason teaching a Math 107 and a Math 108 class to
Tanana II igh S,:hool. At the end of' those courses the high
school students were administered a set of standard ACT
tests and there was significant improvement. I'm reluctant to
lay that out quantitatively Rw y( Iu now because that
W(alkin't be fair tO the permin w1k) is actually doing Elle
analysis. hut I can tell you that the scores that the students
showed were significantly above the average for urban high
school students entering as freshmen at the University of
Alaska. It's very impressive.

HILLS: We're fortunate that we've gotten linked up with a
school superintendent in Tanana who has really revitalized
the system up there. His name is Vincent Berry and he's got
a different sort of attitude. His attitude isn't anything like,
"Well, you know, rural students have some problems and
they really can't learn very much so we'll just have to do
the best we can." His attitude is. "Rural students are really
exceptional people, and they really hove some vet: unique
characteristics. As educators we've got to figure out a way
to help them develop their potential, and we really haven't
done a very good job of that yet." He's got enough -

enthusiasm to go around and just being around him is a
real experience. So we're fortunate that we've been able to
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tag into someone like that. When he saw this technology he
just wanted it right now and, in fact, Tanana was the first
system we put in because he was pulling on us so hard to
get it going out there.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: You mentioned the capability for
full-motion video in a portion of your screen.

MOORE: One (if the applied research topics that we're
looking at is the potential for putting full-motkin video in a
portion of the screen and, given the bandwidth we have
available, that is possible.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: If that's possible, then why would
you limit yourself to such a small class size? I mean, there
seems to be use of the lecturing tools, why limit it to four
or five students in each location?

MOORECI'hat's.a good question and-the-answer is that
technology, was designed frotn the stUdent level to the
technologist rather than from technology to the student.
This technology comes from a group of teachers who are
teaching in a rural area and faced the problem and tried to
design a technological solution to meet the needs :-.)f the
students they were teaching. And so this first application
has been toward geographically scattered small g)tips of
students who could_not cost effectively be reached by
video.

HILLS: I personally got into this because I thought it might
be cheaper because of its low bandwidth requirements.
Now that we're into it, it looks to me like we're looking at a
medium which is unique. It's different than video. It's like
radio. It's interactive. Now I'm starting to feel that, even if
you put the ct)st issues aside, there are some situations
where this is likely to be the medium of choice. I was
thinking about this this morning when there was a
conversation about the characteristics of different media. I
was thinking al)out the experiences we had in the early '70s
in Kotzebue when we put in the public radio station out
there. That public radio station was a way for everyone in
the region to communicate. It just did wonders for the
community. We had people sending in audio cassettes and
putting them on the radki. We had Eskimo stories. We had
just all kinds of things because it's a very easy medium to

use. Whatever you say about video, you knov that kind of
thing has not played itself out in any major way in the Rural
Alaska Television Network or in any other television project
in Alaska. Now I have the same sense about this medium.
It's so easy to use that people get on and they control the
medium. Just like Greg says. It's kind of like you put the
customer back in control of the process.

AUGIE HIEBERT: Do you visualize this as centralizing high
quality teachers in one place and minimizing the need for
teachers in the rural areas?

HMS: I'm not sure I want to touch that one. Greg's willing
to.

MOORE: IIe's not a student. We're hoping that this is a
technology that can reach skills that teachers have
developed in rural Alaska that are successful. For example,

--if there's it matkteaCher:in Aretie" Villitge who has heen
particularly successful-in teaching-algebra to .Athabascan
students located in the village, his skills can only be
extended to the 12 or 15 students that he sees that year.
Wit;t this system our intention is to take those skills that
have been developed on site and possibly make his skills
available to a broad audience in rural Alaska. So we don't
see it as a tool for centralization; actually we see it as just
the opposite, getting access to decentralized skills all over
the rural areas of the State.

HILLS: Right now the University has rural campuses in
places like Bethel, Nome and Kotzebue and each one of
those has faculties with expertise in certain areas.You could
have a faculty member in Bethel who happens to have
expertise in a certain area and he couki he teaching
students in Nome, Barrow and other sites. Now I Wi II say
that the liniversity has a little problem in cross-listing
courses between its different units, but you have to be able
to have students in different regions of the state, regardless
of which one of' the three universities they happen to be
enrolled in, all taking the same course and all getting credit
for it. So we're hoping that, with the technology in place,
those kinds of administrative details can be worked out.

Thanks very much for your attention, and we'll talk with
you during the break.
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The Conference Participants Report:

`We are concerned about the use
of information technology
in state govermnent . . .

JOHN McKAY: One of the things that Larry first visualized
w hen he put together this conference made it somewhat
different from other conferences, of more of a seminar
approach, was this small-group concept of getting people
together with a piece of talent that you have and creative
energy-and-not only-allowing you-to interact with--
-vourselves-lmt to come back and share that. This is that
time of the cimference. Let's take the live groups. just so
you'll know what order you are coming up in. the access
and privacy group is first, rural communicatkm second.
rural communication with telephone emphasis group is
third, distance education fourth, and technologies and
communications is fifth. All right, the speaker from the
access and privacy group, please share some of the things
you can think ol.

DEAN GOTTEHRER: We did spend a fair amount of time
looking at glohal solutions hut finally brought ourselves
back to reality in Alaska so what I'm going to be talking
al-nicit is probably what we did not spend all that much time
talking about hut found fairly important at the end.

We are concerned about the use of information
technol( ugy in state gc)vernment and we are particularly
concerned that the Telecommunicatkms Information
Council. which was established in statute from a bill that
was intniduced by Rep. Boucher a number of years ago,
has not met recently. and that there is currently not an
adopted statewide plan for information policy. So our
recommendation is that tl". TIC should be revived and that
the governor and top executive branch management should
participate in policy development. The governor's
commitnwnt is essential, and that should lead us to a
planning process that will develop a long-range statewide
plan for information services and for information
infrastructure. Part of that planning process needs to
inducle adoption of standards in areas like data and
architecture. and should be incorporated into the
appropriation process and into the acquisition part of the
process.

The state needs to recognize the value of information as
an asset. Government should make its information available
to state government managers and to citizens and-

businesses in useful formats. We need to emphasize that
this is a tool for economic development and in that sense
will help further the governor's agenda to increase
economic development in the state.

We ultimately need to provide access to the information
that-this-state-has that's public- to the-public--in order-to
comply with the open records law. We also felt that it was-...
important that Rep. Brown's two hills. HB203 and 204, in
education technology should be supported and we should
expand in the public school system, emphasizing teacher
training and support services.

We also talked briefly about the need to establish a
national electronic conference, to discuss access to state
and federal information; that it should he on Bitnet and the
Internet. We are going to urge the Center for Information
Technology to consider helping to sponsor that. We need
to look to the University of Alaska computer network to
provide a home through the listserve software that's
available. I believe for free on Bitnet, that will provide a
way for people around the country to discuss questions of
access to state and federal informatkm through a
conference. We hope that would have a home in Alaska.

Essentially what we are looking to emphasize to the
governor in the need for all this long-range planning and a
statewide plan is that it will help him achieve hiF agenda
for economic development; it will provide better
management and efficiencies with fewer resources in a time
when we need to be cost effective and we need to be able
to do the same amount that we're doing now with less
resources. We're looking for ways to solve problems and
we want to finch specific examples that could be used,
where this technology could be used to solve problems.

We also think that the Telecommunications Information
Council should be an education forum that shows state
managers how the technology can be used and helps them
find those policy areas where there are disagreements and
uses the structure to make those policy decisions. And
finally, One area in there that has not yet happened that we
think that needs to take place is that the TIC needs
adequate staff support.

McKAY: Next is the rural communications group.
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. . in the area of general coinmunications
we actually solved some problems
in our group'

JOHN VALENSI: It seems that I was elected to be the
spokesperson for our group by default. Nobody else raised
their hand. I agreed to chair and suddenly I agreed to make
the report as well. I would preface my remarks by saying
our group is kind of an interesting one in that we have a

---realcrosssection-of people ranging froTh_graduate studeritSj."
to those of-us -in government to APRN and just a real-cross-
section of people. Because of who we were and how our
group was constituted, we gravitated it seems back toward
RATNET television delivery a number of times. We tried
and succeeded in dealing with some other issues as well,
but again as I say we gravitated toward RATNET and I'll
cover that one first.

I've told you why we gravitated that way. It had to do
with the fact that I was there, Diane Kaplan was there,
Tony Ramirez was and so on and so forth. We kept
seeming to come back to that focus. One of the things that
I had never thought much about before and it came out in
our discussions was the fact we all know the budgets have
been cut and RATNET over the recent years but I never
thought too much about what secondary effects other
budget cuts might have on RATNET. But it was pointed out
among our group that it would he nice if we had more
locally generated programming.

Beating that around within the group, we discovered that
due to all the cuts in the local independent producers who
no kmger produce and the public broadcast people who no
longer produce that in fact at the last RATNET council
meeting wc went from a scenario several years ago where
we received a program request about once every three
months and now we received none. An interesting side
effect to funding cuts in other areas I suppose. We
concluded that we have technology in place and that if we
could in fact get corporations, communities and
government involved in causing some of these things to he
locally produced it would enhance the value of the product
that is delivered by RATNET.

In the area of general communications we actually
solved some problems in our group. I thought that was
interesting. I kept trying to remind people that we were
really supposed to identify these rather than solve them...
But we actually developed a couple of solutions in the

process. In the area of general communications the Yukon-
Kuskokwim Health Corporation had people in our group.
We talked about the difficulty of delivering communications
around rural Alaska in the general sense, both data
communications and visual communications. That group
was particuParlyinte-rested in training at a distance..._ The
-health aides who work in that area frequently arc from
small villages, frequently are parents and it's difficult to
bring them into Bethel to do centralized training, it's
disruptive on their families, It was pointed out that if there
was some way by video delivery or whatever other method
to help train those health aides it would be prudent. We
learned that some of these health aides work for as much
as 12 months prior to receiving any training; which is a little
bit frightening I suppose.

We talked about the kinds of communications in
connection with the health delivery, we talked about the
conduit for the delivery of training, we talked also about
what we would consider here to he vital communications in
an area like Anchorage; where we need to communicate
visually as well as by voice between the health provider or
the deliverer of this emergency service or non-emergency
service back to the physician and how some form of visual
communication, still pictures or something like this, would
be of great use in cutting down the number of people that
had to be transported to a doctor.

We identified a couple of things that we'd been looking
at in connection with something else, and offered those up
as pc ential solutions. A still digital video camera that
somebody just recently started selling for under $1,000
probably with existing technology could be developed to
send those pictures. So we identified a solution there.

The Alascom representative, Jim Gore, was part of our
group and he offered up an interconnection with these
guys to go hack and talk to them later about some potential
solutions. From that came a regulatory issue-that I heard a
couple other times in this conference and that is that many
of our utilities have capacity that's unused in these areas.
But the regulatory scenario prevents them from selling at a
discounted price to somebody like me, you know, a group
like the Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation who is
obviously providing a vital service out there. So we
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identified potentially one regulatory change or group of
regulatory changes that might help delivery of vital services
in remote areas where spare capacity exists.

We talked, even though it wasn't our purview here, we
touched tri distance education just a little bit. Again by
virtue of the group's makeup that-seemed naturally to-
occur. In the area of distance ed., we made our own
comparison of the Learn Alaska project with the present
LIVENET project and I suppose critiqued some of the things
that were done wrong. A general thought that came from it
all was that in a project like Learn Alaska one of the things
that didn't seem to happen was that the work wasn't done
as it should have been on the front end-of it prior to it
being funded, in that the folks who were receiving this
service in some cases didn't actually want it. We ended up
with a solution looking for a problem and we all agreed
that was not a good thing. I think that this whole
conference has focused on that and come back to that

pOint a buinber of times --r

That we-thought-perhaps was- a legislative issue in that
the initial planning work that should have been done
between probably the funders and the implementers of the
project apparently had never gotten done. It doesn't seem
from our discussions at least to be unique to that particular
project. We discussed the fact that this can happen, not
only in the funding of telecommunications projects but with
roads and other public facilities and services.

Just received a handout regarding the Native
communications group and it was suggested that perhaps.
we as a.small group, and in fact this group as a whole,
perhaps endorse what these people are doing. Here we
solved another problem but let
me jt,it bore you by reading
mission statement from the Native
communications group first: To
provide leadership, to create and
promote a national agenda for
Native communications. And
since all of you can read I will let you read the rest of it
yourself. The part of this that we dealt with in specific was
a portion where they plan to train Natives in broadcasting.
And we offered up the possibility of one of the problems
associated with that is how do you recruit Natives for
broadcasting? There are very few role models for Native
broadcasters etc.

It was suggested that through PSAs (public service
announcements) on the RATNET, through PSAs on cable
and by enabling these folks to produce those PSAs through
KUAC that we could solve the first phase of that problem
by identifying and recruiting these people. Everybody
passed out phone numbers among themselves. We all
agreed that we would attempt to assist them in doing that.
If you need more information on this Diane Kaplan is
probably the person who's still here that you might see and
the person in your office, Diane, is Jaclyn Sallee who is

heading this project up. And hopefully will be facilitating
the training of those people that are recruited. Thank you.

McKAY: Thank you, John. The next group is the group
that emphasized telephone communications.

GORDON PARKER I was elected like you were, John. I
think I was elected because I was the last one to come in
the room. A little bit of a variation, I was not able to be
here yesterday, my group wouldn't tell me what they
discussed yesterday. That's not entirely true but I think our
group was made up of people who are generally for the
-most part people involved in the delivery- of some-of the
services that we've been hearing about here at this
conference.

So our message may he just a little bit different. It
concerns, I think, three things. One is the necessity of the
business community and the education community and the
'other "asers towork togethet in- terms of 'planning. It' "--
involves costs,- it involves a system of regulation. Let me tell
you a couple of real brief stories before I get into those that
I think you need to keep in mind when you talk about the
delivery of communication services in Alaska. One is, when
the breakup of the Bell system occurred, and the FCC
adopted all of its rules, there was very little mention of
Alaska. And we kind of wondered about that and it has
caused us some problems.

Some years after that happened I talked to an FCC
commissioner. He said. "Gordon, we look( d at your market
structure. It's so different from all the othe. states, we didn't
know what to do with it so we just ignored it and we

hoped that sooner or later
someone would come up with
some ideas.- So that's led us into a
little bit of a different situation
than the rest of the nation.

The other thing is. and this
is very important, we have to talk

about customer base. I was in Manhattan two or three years
ago. I was driving down the street and a fellow said to me,
"How many access lines do you have in the state of Alaska.
customers basically?" "About a quarter of a million," I said.
He looked over at the twin towers of the World Trade
Center and said, "There's more access lines coming out of
those two buildings than you have in your entire state."
Well, that sort of puts our situation in perspective.

So when you talk about new technology, you've got to
talk about some very careful planning and coordination
between providers and users. One of the biggest problems
industry has right now is trying to figure out, trying to do
long-range planning, 5 10 years down the road, and arrive
at a result that allows us to place our capital dollars where
they ought to go. To make the investments that are going to
provide the technologies that actually work, that actually
are used by enough of a customer base to pay for them

'The folks who
this service in
didn't actually

were receiving
some cases
want it.'
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over a period that allows us to amortize that investment. So
that is critical, we need an industry is probably a thought.

We come from an industry that our idea of marketing 25
years ago was, "Do you want the black phone this size or
do you want the black phone this size?" So we need to do
some changing ourselves. But it's very critical and I think
you know one of the functions of conferences like this may
be to allow us to find ways so that we can work together
for this planning.

On the cost issue, my friend Alex
talks about his new technology.
And this is great, Alex. I always like
meeting beco.ise you always have
something new like this going on.
But these things cost money. A
community, I believe, back in
Pennsylvania that I heard about recently, had a major
company that wanted to come in and put in abigfactory.,.

--IN.-Very important to a lot df jObs, ricit..big- jobs. But they
needed an infrastructure, so.they went to the phone
company. They said, "We need you to do this for us." And
the phone company sat down with them and they worked
out commitments and agreements and they did it. They
invested millions of dollars and they created a great
situation. Two years later the company went broke and
moved out. Somebody has to pay for the investment. So
we've got to keep that in.mind.

The third thing is a system of regulation. John mentioned
the regulatory restraints; that's a very real issue for our
industry. We're basically in an industry dealing with
technology of the 1990s with a regulatory system that was
implemented in 1934.- All of us need to work together to
allow the system of regulation to change as the industry
changes and as the customer needs change. So I think
those are the three points we were going to cover.

particular kinds of technologies. Greg Moore is the IBG
guy, Jason is the computer conferencing guy, Barry Willis is
the audioconferencing guy and I think most of us would
love to shed this and say we're basically educators; we've
invested some time in particular technologies. You come to
me and tell me what it is you want to do and I hope I -have
the wisdom to say you should use TV here and you should
use computer conferencing in here and you should use

IDG over here.
But there is a lot of designing .

around the technology in distance
education, whcch I think is really
unfortunate. People become
interested in a particular
technology and then they begin to
go look for uses and audiences for

it, and everybody in the group wanted to see that reversed.
Issue number two was evaluation and quality control.

. .._._._. . _ _ .

There is a. great..deal of concern. Barry Willis and I are
particularly -concerned:We're watching the mass production
of education in distance education. This brings out the real
cynical side in me hut I think it's there because it makes
money. Almost, period. I think we need to make sure that
when we go into the design of distance, education courses
that we have a real tight evaluation process and all of us
that were doing distance ed. that were in the group we
noted that we can't possibly do the evaluation that we need
to do without some sort of research assistance.

I simply can't teach all 100 people and keep generating
all of the texts that they need and so on and do what I
would call a quality evaluation. Sure, I can always send out
a questionnaire that says on the basis of 1 to 5 did you like
this week, what did you think was good and what did you
think was bad? But I don't really think that's the kind of
evaluation we need. We need something a little bit more
detailed than that.

On the quality control end of things, it's very interesting
that distance education has ended up escaping basically
most curriculum committees. Because it doesn't go through
generally academic departments. It gets basically shuttled
over into continuing education quite often. They get to
develop things however they want and out they go.

We had a situation on our campus in which there was an
education course being offered and it was called Assertive
Discipline. It was being offered through continuing
education. Nobody consulted any of the education faculty
and they all thought it was a horrible course, or most
people did. It was this firestorm of protest and it ended up
with a lot of real bad feelings between continuing
education and education. We began to discuss some ways
in which we might improve some things and inevitably
what came up was the fact that there is so much distance
education and the right hand doeSn't know what the left
hand. is doing.

We discussed the virtues and vices of the centr dized

'There is a lot of designing
around the technology
in distance education, which
I think is really unfortunate.'

McKAY: Thank you. All right, now we will hear from the
distance education group.

JASON OHLER: I ended up leading this group because I
was told to. First of all, I think everybody in this room,
most of the people have left so I guess I can say whatever I
want. Most of the people in the group cvme to look at
distance education as this really intricate tapestry and the
minute you begin to pull on faculty development, you
begin to pull on regulation or needs assessment, and so as I
talk about one thing as opposed to another they're all
related. I have a feeling as I get going on point number one
I may cover the other seven anyway. So bear with me as
that happens.

The first point that we came up with that needs to be
addressed in distance education is faculty development and
training. This brought up the whole design issue. This led
inevitability to turf issues because what many of us saw
happening iS basically the asSociation of personalities with
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versus decentralized approach. On the one hand nobody
likes to be told what to do, on the other hand there's no
doubt that if we were in more contact with one another we
could all benefit each other. And we discussed the idea
that, for example, in Indiana Intelenet had put together a
'service in which a number of different components of the
community got together, they built themselves, or designed
out of, in some cases designed out of existing telecommuni-
cation facilities and services
basically one network and then
business and government and
education then all bought time
on that service.

Wouldn't that he great if we

know that while it's, people talk a good game in terms of
working together, the fact of the matter is r,one us is
incentivised to work together. Those of us on the different
campuses know for a fact that when we talk about doing
different things with different components of the university
we're very rarely hy our administrators encouraged to do
that. SO we sort of say to our administrators, "We think it's
time you got together and explained to us how it is that

you'd like us to work together and
incentivise us to do that."

We also talked about determining
cost effectiveness in distance
education. When someone asks me,
"Is this cost effective?" I generally
say, "Compared to what?" You can if

you're talking about bringing in a teacher to teach Japanese
and you're talking about beaming in a teacher to teach
Japanese, I suppose you can .throw that on the spreadsheet
and say, "Which is more expensive?" But when you're
talking about-doing things like-adding electronie mail to a
classroom, it's very, very difficult to talk in terms of cost
effectiveness because what will happen is a teacher will
spend $100 one month to go on line and say, "This has
improved instruction dramatically," but the principal will
say, "How?" and so. how is it you sort of quantify what
some of the newer technologies do when they're not
replacing something that wasn't there before? That's very
difficult, and yet there's an obvious value to it.

The last thing is that we talked in terms of very
specifically how or what we might do on our specific
campuses. The latest idea is the establishment of an
advisory council that has absolutely no power whatsoever,
except the power of suggestion. What we're seeing on all
of our campuses, we decided, was that there are a lot of
people trying to reinvent the wheel. So when my chancellor
called me in and said, "Look, I think we're being really
inefficient in our planning here, what should we do?" I
suggested that we pull together an advisory council that
brings together those people that have expertise in various
areas of the different technologies and the different aspects
of distance education, such as administration, pedagogy.
supponTs-enittLs, so on and so forth. And when somebody
on your campus or in your school district wants to create a
distance ed. course they go to that advisory council, they
don't even have to, it's not a mandatory thing. But it's just
really unfortunate, we all observed, how many people have
to re-learn what I've just spent six years learning.

If we can do that on a campus basis, maybe someday we
can do it on a inter-campus basis. And so when someone
comes and says, "I want to present/deliver this kind of
thing at a distance," and maybe I can say, "I think computer
conferencing might help you here but it wouldn't work
here," and the TV person says, "Well, why don't you use TV
for this portion," and so on and so forth. So that's what we
concluded.

'The way telecomin
regulation is set
conducive to edu

unications
up is not
cation.'

could be that smart about it.
Rather than everybody developing their own little corner
and nobody knowing what the other person is doing and
ending up when you sort of stand back and look at it
ending up with-a very inefficient design. Of course, the_
clown side of that is you'll have some sort of controlling-
committee to oversee that and of course we're all innately
afraid of that, especially if they're academic administrators.
We discussed the idea perhaps of having that run by a
nonprofit corporation.

Point number four was transmission costs and regulation.
We're all educators. We keep bumping our heads on this
thing called regulation. It's this big black hole that none of
us understands. It sort of like the IRS, when they say you
can't do it you just sort of take it on faith. And the fact is
that we humped our heads on regulation so much that it's
something that just has to be addressed if we're going to
make the whole telecommunications industry and the
deliveiy of services cost effective and conducive to
education, if that's what we want. In that sense I appeal to
you more as parents than I appeal to you as colleagues
because it's really going to be a cultural or social decision
where we go to the powers that be and say, "Look,
education is our priority. The way telecommunications
regulation is set up is not conducive to education. We think
it's time education and telecommunications and the FCC
and whoever the players are, and we don't pretend to
know who they all are, sat down and say how we do this."

There were some other specific things that we're talking
about as sort of stopgaps. One of the parts of Kay Brown's
bill is establishing an 800 number to the UACN, which will
be extremely helpful. There's already state lines that go into
a number of smaller communities in Alaska that are not
used to peak capacity and how we might be able to marry
that with some of the demands made of the UACN.

The next point was needs assessment and that sort of ties
in with that the fact that we really do need to precede any
distance education with some kind of needs assessments in
making sure you're not a solution in search of a problem.

.Six was turf issues. We spent a lot of time talking about
turf issues because those of us in the university system
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McKAY: Thank you, Jason. The last group that we'll hear
from is the group that dealt with technologies and
communications. Davis Poulger will report to us on that.

DAVIS FOULGER: We had the disadvantage I think of
having the group title that had the least direction associated
with it. Technology and communicatkm leaves a lot of
latitude in terms of what you are going to discuss. So we
spent about the first 45 minutes just deciding what it was
that we probably ought to be discussing.

When all was said and done we came up with five
questions that we thought would be interesting to explore
and decided to explore them in approximately the order
that I'm going to read. That is what we would like to see,
what's out there and likely to he out there. and what's
actually possible, what shoukl we he doing now both in
terms of new technologies and iterations of what we

already have, and what we should be looking to do in 5, 10
or 20 years.

Having put together a wonderful agenda fOr the next -n"
hours of discussion we managed to get through the first
point with a little mix in of the other stuff inevitably.

Just in terms of some of the general philosophy that
seemed to pervade the discussion all through. I think there
is a general feeling in the group that leading edge
technology is often cheaper than sticking with things. The
market seems to turn over every two years and a lot of
leading edge stuff becomes outdated rapidly. On the other
side, that's not a universal and a lot of outdated technology
is still very useful.

To lay that out on both sides: As an example on the one
side, one of the folks in the room talked about some
terminals he has in his company that are 10 years old and
of use to no one, except perhaps the landfill. On the other
hand, there are copiOus examples
in the literature of folks doing
things like computer conferencing.
where, yeah, a lot of the people
who were doing the conferencing
came in on IBM PCs and
Macintoshes, and advanced UNIX
work stations and all of that, but in fact the guy who is
writing the article and story running the conference was
actually using the Commodore 64 the whole time. So the
Commodore 64 continues to be quite useful, despite the
fact that it's 12-year-old technology.

The point is that in computing a lot of times things
remain useful. You have to be careful not to throw away
too much. And finally, and importantly, technology should
filter readily out to rural areas and a lot of that was
apparent in the things the folks were discussing.

What was really important in what we said was that the
further we got into the discussion the more we discovered
that what we would like to see was stuff that was-already
being worked on and in the pipe in some sense. So in

terms of things we would like to see, obviously not
everything is quite that universal. The first thing that came
up when I said, -Well, what we would like to see?" a rep.
from the newspaper said. -Well, unlimited bandwidth
totally free of dlarge."

Of course, the guy from Alascom laughed and we all
started to get real. But the fact of the matter is that
unlimited bandwidth totally free of charge probably is
something that would he very useful to all of us especially
in the kind of rural applications that we would all like to
see. Clearly thaCs more a pipe dream than we'd like in
Alaska where the kind of unlimited bandwidth that you get
with say a fiber optic simply doesn't work real vell when
you can't dig in two inches in the summer time.

Other things though. 64 KB dialogue is a necessity.
That's the general feeling all across the line. Beyond that
we shoukl be looking hard at getting fractional T1 service
ayailable in Alaska on a, dial:-.up basis. Itwas noted by some . --

of the folks who are more.observant- in -last night's-demo la
portable videoconferencing system vas demonstrated to
conference participants the previous evening] that while
many of us who were listening might have thought that
they had dialed two telephone numbers. and were using
two 56 KB lines, because that certainly was what we were
led to think by the discussion, they were actually using the
dedicated 112 to Houston and probably a fractional T1
between Houston and Boston.

Another big thing that was brought up was the need for
products that evolve. That is we've got a lot of the pieces.
'What's really needed in a lot of places with what's available
in Alaska now is to evolve that stuff and make it better. Not
so much to get new techology as to evolve what we have.

Things we'd like to see, a pnwision of newspaper
services to rural areas on an immediate basis instead of on

a one- or two- or three-day delay. ft
turns out work in that direction is well
under way in terms of using electronics
to make that kind of delivery happen.

More capacity to the Lower ,18. A
lot of folks feel that the capacity to the
Lower 48 is severely limited at this

time. They really need much better service. In fact, one
thing that came up over and over again was the relative
unreliability of 9600 lines between here and the Lower .48.

Provision of services to the public, in education, fire,
police and emergency services.

Access to state data bases. Relative to this, there is a lot of
concern about the cost of productivity and proprietary
systems that we have in place and the need for
standardized systems that cost manufacturers.

Another big thing that folks would like to see is, given
the relative uniqueness of the Alaskan situation, the kind of
leading edge technology and chrections that have gone on
here, that we'd like to see folks attempting to move into the

.

manufacturing of technology here. It was felt that there are

'Another big t
brought up w
for products t

hing that was
as the need
hat evolve.'
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some clear areas where Alaska could lead, could continue
to lead, in better ways and in fact wind up creating an
industry in the electronics area. One area that was brought
up was distributed data radio. This is an area where a lot of
benefit could exist to Alaska in developing that kind of
technology. Nlaking it work here would result in an industr
that probably would he exportable in other places. What
would we like to see?

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Could you tell us what that means?
What's distributed data radio?

FOULGER: Okay, there's a variety of technologies for doing
data distribution On radio band. Clearly they fall into a
couple of ranges and I use the generic term to cover them.
But these things include things like CD packet radio and
packet radio. Those are low-end technologies which some
of the new bandwidth which is being freed up by the FCC

:c6nkf m;tybe turn into much higgeF dealS if peopfe are.
-thinking about-them and developing them.

There are places in the Lower 48 where in effect you
have radio LANs using these kinds of technologies. In
effect, people are doing wireless LAN work on oftentimes
CSMA, CD-type Ethernet technology. So that different
systems can come on and comnnmicate their stuff with
other systems but using radio waves rather than coaxial
bandwidth. There are obviously other examples of that kind
of thing that will he moved on. This is an area where
because of your highly distributed situation, you can
potentially lead and perhaps result in manufacturable and
salable technology.

Other areas where we would like to see things
happening. Clearly videoconferencing. the demos were
impressive to the group last night. Clearly the cost has
fallen drastically and videoconferencing can be a giant cost
savings especially where you have high travel costs.

Desktop interactive video. That's another direction, of
course, relative to videoconferencing. Here the costs are
much lower. Existing systems that are working. We see
much of one just sitting over on the side here; in terms of a
camera and a screen that's displaying. All we really need is
the LAN going and we've got that kind of distributive
capability. In fact, we have that kind of distributive
capability at the place that I work and another place in
England that we work with. In fact, using PS2's and
relatively inexpensive cameras and a $2,000 plug-in card
we're able to do interactive videoconferencing over the
LAN. Now, we don't have a lot of offices set up to do that.
Mine isn't one of them. But we do have an office on Long
Island that is set up that way. and an office around the
corner that's set up that way. So, we know that the
technology is there and is working. The biggest problems

are not the technology but the software to drive it. That's
what's being worked on is the software to drive it. Clearly
things like that though require random access dial-up, and
the kind of demo that we saw right behre we came in to
hear the speakers.

Another area, electronic publishing. Making stories
available immediately on-line without departure from the
schedule for hard copying. This is the kind of thing that
they use at the Anchorage paper; it's thinking about in
terms of making its content available. If a news story
happens in the middle of the night, the current thinking at
the Anchorage paper.is. why not just make it available at
two in the morning? So let's dial at two in the morning, fine.
If they don't get it until eight in the morning when the
newspaper gets on their door, well, that's fine, too. Either
way they have got the information that they need, and that
kind of distribution can be readily brought to all sorts of
rural areas if you are assuming the infrastructure is in place.
-It appears a lot-of the infrastructure is in place for it. .

Local area networks wiere brought up. There's concern
about the incompatible formats in local area networks and
the need for bridging and wide area networks to do that
kind of bridging. Also, concerns about relative performance
drops when you link remotely distributed LANs by Tl. This
is one area where my group back in Yorktown has a lot of
experience because we are beginning to manage LANs on a
widely distributed basis, not only in Yorktown but in Boca,
in Zurich, Switzerland, and different places like that. We
actually find that we get pretty good performance for most
small data sizes over the T1 line. In fact, when we put a
picture up from our telephone directory in Boca, it's not
perceptually different in terms of the speed in which it
comes up from the way it comes up in Yorktown vhere the
pictures are stored. The broadcast time isn't as had as the
time that it takes to actually do the decompression and
posting, and bring your window up and all of those things.
In fact, yoll have sub-second response time in either
location.

Finally, we talked a little bit about enhanced telephone
services. There's a lot of concern about caller ID and
blocking and those sorts of things. As we came out of that.
there's also some concern about the fact that caller ID may
be a fairly severe legal issue for the state of Alaska. That
there may even be legislation in place that makes caller ID
illegal. I referred the group to Kay. who I figured might
know. But, needless to say we covered a lot of different
ground. We kind of rambled a lot. We had a lot of fun
talking and we hope that the stuff that we came up with is
as enlightening to you as it was to us.

McKAY: Thank you, Davis.
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